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ABSTRACT

This thosjis concerns the peopl® of Omocia
on® of that four villages which make up the Waina-Sowanda
Canaus district of the West Sepik district of Hew Guinea.
The thesis falls into three major parts.

In the

first pert (Chapters 1 and 2) the rajor features of the
social structure are outlined.

The economy (based on

Sago, hunting, and gardening) is described.

The discussion

of Social Structure looks at various 'levels' of
organisation starting with the cost inclusive and vorklng
I

downwards.

Then© levels are 1) the connufolure., 2) th©

village, 3) Village rr>oi«*ti@3 4) 'Bush associations 5) the
hatftlet 6) hamlet roietios 7) cleng and sub-clans, and
8) the household.
The rr.ain thene of the discussion is the rol© of

marriage alliance, set up through sister-exchangee between
exogenous (patrilincal) elan-hamlets, BR the 'lateral*
bonding eler:*nt in the social structure.

It is ahown,

for instance, that ?t«rab<Brs of tiie society conceptualise
its overall structure in terras of 'compatibilities* set up
by alliance relationships.

These alliance relations, thoucth

actually shifting slightly with each generation are seen
as permanent structural featurea.

This is nlven symbolic

expression in the Village- and Hajplet-Tnoiesty oroantsation.
Th® opposition of kinship relations (within the clan-h.aif.lat)
and alliance relations (outr?ieie it) is postulated as
basis of a pervasive oproa.ltion b©tv?e«n 'central' an<3

'lateral' -- an opposition which underlies the rolety
organisation, and which is also of crucial importance
in under standing the Byinbolic Syateia as found e.g* in
Ritual.
Lator sections of Chapter 2 (viii - xi) discuss
interpersonal relations in frore detail.

The problems

posed by sorcery beliefs are discussed in relation to
marriage ana sexual relations generally. The concept
of 'tadv' ** relations (klllimj, eating, shooting, and
copulating with the other} are discussod as the basic
modality of ego-alter relations across sociological
boundaries.

Sorcery Is the reciprocal of marriage.

Chapter 3 takes up the second major there of the
Thesia

This chapter is devoted to linguistic eynbolista,

particularly in relation to the basic social and kinship
roles. Three form? of linguistic ayr^holiKD (or 'lexical
jTiOtivation*) are distinguished;

1) semantic motivation

2} morphological motivation 3) phcr»ological rotivation.
Chapter 3 concerns itself only with the first two kinds,
Phonological motivation in UfteUa beinq exjolored in
Appendix I as it poraes problems which oo beyond th«
purely Antliropological.

It is »ho%>n that the tjteada

vocabulary contains many implicit clues as to the sytabolic
syst«K of the people. A systen of analogies is demcnstrateid,
using lexical evidence, between the structure of the body,
the structure of botanical entities «uch as trees and the
overall structure of the society.

Once acain the "central/

lateral* opposition is shovm to be crucial, but thin IB
further elaborated irto s notion of 'organic structure' --

a structural model applicable both to biological and
sociological organisms. Considerable attention is devoted
to an analysis of iteeda tree symbolism:

for instance,

the fact that the Mother'9 Brother is (lexically)
identified with the Sago Pa list, the Ancestors* with the
Coconut palm and so on.
Chapter 3 thus performs a 'bridging* function
between th@ firsst part of th© thesis which is basically
concerned with Sociological queations, and the second
part which is concerned with lUtual F-ymbolissr..

Through a

consideration of language, an understanding is gained
botli of th© 'organic' wetaphor at the heart of Ure£a
syihboliftn, and of the way in which this kind of reetaphor
meshe* in with the details? of the functioning of the social
system, dominated by certain basic kinship roles.
Chapter 4 is mainly descriptive. The Ida fertility
rites, performed annually to increase the productivity
of the sago palna are described in detail.

A discussion

of the- actual cererwnies is preceded by an account of
the many wonthe of preparations fcr the ritual. It is
argued that the ritual, and the need to accumulate supplies
of food for its performance/ imposes pattern and discipline
on mundane economic activity.

The cerer-oni^s then>s©lv«9S

consist of the appearance, owr the course of a night and
the sul>secwent two days, of a sequence of masked dancor-3
(all male) representing various ritual rol©«?.

The rest

iiaj^ortant roles v»?re those of 1) casaovaries, 2} fish --- of
which there are two kinds, thf» one red, the other black,
3) sago, 4) tennitea and 5) ipel«i bovif^n, representing

noophytea accompanied by preceptors.
Chapter 5 takes the various ritual roles In order of
their appearance and analyses th«tlr symbolic significance.
A preliminary discussion is devoted to Methodological
issues.

Subsequent sections <3i«cuss ritual roles under

a »utsber of rubrics e.g. the significance in practical
OK toythological terms of the aniroal or sspeciea represented,
the significance of the constraints on actors taking
certain roles, the significance of body-paint styles
and mask styles, the (significances of various iMethods of
dancing etc.

All th<&se 'role attributes' are set, out in

Tabular rliagrarr-forp. (Table 5) .

The problem then be corses

the analysis of the ritual process, seen as a sequence of
transformations taking place in the attributes of succaesivs
ritual actors over the course of th© total rite.

It is

cUftcuonstrat&cL that tho Ida ritual can be best understood as
a concrete and dramatic representation of the overall
process of bio-social regeneration.

The cassowaries, who

open the ritual, are shovn transfosrpto^, and, reoene,rate<3 ,
ao th«a* (neophyte) bowmen, whose loosino off of n.acical
arrovu (inele) is tho culminating, and concluding, act
of the ritual cycle.

This finding is supported, by detailed

anal^'sos of the transformations of triaak-styles and body
paint stylea throughout the ritual.
is given of Wweda oiour stynbolisi?.

An extended account
This leads?, finally,

to a discwsBlon of the ritual representation of Time.
It is aryiwd that the ritual is a ntctanis of (symbolically)
renewing Tiff?®.

Certain contradictions inherent in the

notion of temporality are specified, and tho ritual ic seen

*« a wwana of overcoming thea« contradictions within
tho cultural and symbolic milieu of Ui«e4a,

>.•*-?• I,—

1"b.ii3 chapter concludes the wain part of the thesis.
Two &|>p«ndlc«s deal I) with phonological motivation in
It <« arga«<S th«t articulatory P«at«r©s are
«xpr®SQively in the structure of Umeda lexical
II) An appendix giv®$ the coe.plet« Pui-tod Myth & K^th r€»f*rr0d to at varioua r-ointe In th« thesis,
concerning the adventures of the 'Oedipal 1 hero, Pul-tod
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Chapter 1
THF UMEPA GETTING

Introdtaction

i.
•

This th«si£j is divided Into three rain parts;.

i) an account of the social structure of Oirceda village
(Chapter 1, 11) a discussion of kinship terminology,
language and syrshollsn (Chapter 3) and finall". a
descriptive? analysis of th® ida eerernony, the ritual of
rsacfO fertility (Chanters 4 and 5).
la by v«y of an introduction:

The present chapter

I ahall not broach any

of siy Esajor themes h^re, leaving their, to the later
chaptern, since rr/ present purpose is to nlacfl the
Ursdas on the nap, oivinr? sor,"«j idea of their physical
surroundings;

nnd also to say a little a?iout their

material culture and economic life.

But first, a wore!

about the contact situation.
ii.

Contact an.i administration
The fieldwork on which this thesis i« based was

carried out between February 1969 one! July 197O in Urc'da
village^ which is one of four villages which, together,
make ir> the ^Taina-{>c^fanda Census Aroa in the Wast G«pik
District of New Guinea.

My investigations did not extend

beyond th© limits of the '.fain«-r-owancta census nre« f though
son© of the features of Social r-tructure and ritual which
characterise the four villages in the ^aina-Bovanda area
have btt«n found ©laewhore* in the Seplk district, and also occur
i» accounts of <rroup« to th« west, across th® Irian border.
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Hy conclusions, therefore, apply primarily to the
llalna-F-owanda area (i.e. to a population of no more than
c. 9f>o jnclivitJuals) .

It la perhaps regrettable that

it is only pcmssiM® to apeak In tarr/a of such a tiny
of people, but that. iru!ee<3, is very much a
of work In the lesn ecologically -favour ad regions
of new Guinea.

Population, in the Kaine-^o^anua area and

the surrounding Eroqlon ass well, is, extretnely sparse;
though figures for riopulatioa per square* mile vould b©
p.isleading, since? in certain pockets of country.* c»uite dense
population?? are found, and a relatively intensive
exploitation of the environment.

This IB particularly

true of the :«aaemjla valloy, to the north of the v.'ainabo Wainn-f.owarsda area is shovn on Map 1,

The four

es, Ur*ed.a rune! a, Kovaruia and 1'a.ino -'••>.' nil a are
administered frort Tnonda patrol foot, nix hours walk
away (there W€?re no taotorablo roads of nny kind in ijmonda
sub-district irs 19GS-7O) .

Five councillors vrer«s elected

by villagers in the are??..

'J'hey retTcsent their villatras

{V-aia«v--Uyalla J'-cing counted as tvo villaces !>y the
adirdniatration) oti th« Wales a Local novernj-.xant Council.
Other Councillors wore elected by the Ir-.onda and. ivalaa
villages, and the council i:c<jt every elx we<sk« at the
Jjfonda patrol po«t.
The acir.iniistrative history of the v?aina-s©v/anda
area is ratl^er complex.

Vhe first outsiderrto penetrate

the area were Malay bird-of-paradise hunters,, v?ho f arnod
vith primitive flintlock rauaketa, sporadically visited

o0
the area during the first half of the century.

Later,

with the establishment o£ the Dutch rule in Meet Hew
Guinea before the war, occasional patrols visited the
western part of the area, after about 193O, without
netting up permanent administrative presence.

After

195G, Dutch activity increased considerably, the War is
patrol post (now just on the other side of the Irian
border) was established, and missionaries of Dutch origin
entered the area, introducing large quantities of ntetal ;•. ^ •
iraplexnents and cloth.

During the fifties the stone

technology of the area *?es largely smperr;@ded, though
ssoBte stone iwjp-letwents or© still In use, particularly sacropoundors, which have no steel equivalent.

By the late

fifties, the Dvstch were firstly established, particularly
in fch® Western villages;

rest houaes vero built, native

authorities instituted (certain teieni are still called
'korano', a hangover fror this periot.) and the scissions
sent catochistSf trained in Holland!a, to teach the
people to read.
With tlie oxpulwion of the Dutch in 1962 a sudden about
fac® occurred.

Previously considerable v»gu@n®eai existed

as to the precise location of the botmdary between Dutch
and Australian territory:

but when the Dutch were

replaced, suddenly and brutally, by the Indonesians who
were neither white, nor, apparently, well disposed towards
the Australian regine in Kew Guinea, this comfortable
vagueness watt rapidly replaced by a meticulous definition
of mutual boundaries.
be defended.

After all, they might have had to

It was discovered that the territory to the
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of the VJariss patrol post ('the Waria enclave 1 )
lay to the west of the 141°K dividing line, and
were at once tafctan to put the whole area fimly under
Australian control.

Ireonda patrol post was built/

together with tho air-strip, and Australian Patrols
ante red the ':?aina»i'.owancla area for tho first tire.
. Th® Australian patrols found considerable disparity
In the decree to which tho impact of Dutch prefer? a& had
made itself felt in the Taris enclave* of which the W«ina£owanda «r«a v/as a part.

Along the course of the "

Wauengla river, ond cloe« to v:aris Itself, contact had
been intensive, both as to administrative and Mission
activity.

Hany vere literate in Malay, having been

trained as cntechista.

In the l/aina-Sawanda, however,

this Dutch h ad don© little?

th© ar®» vast not really

under control, there "rare n o literate r«m, and Malay
^s£ not spoken.

Evidently ? the Dwtch had c|-tos«n not to

involve themselves, both because the nren ia inaccessible
from Waris, anc becatAse, lying so far to the east, they
regarded it ss outside their sphere of influence, though
they did not refrain Croc1 sending patrols there, tnoro out
of curiosity than anythinc? else, no doubt.
To beoin with, the Australians had little tremble in
establishing administrative control.

The people, lacking

a sufficiency of metal tools, were eager to vorK on th©
construction of the air-strip aud the patrol pest, PC as? to
1.

For a journalist's account of the *v;ild nsen of
Iv'aina* Be© Vvilley 19CC.

n
ii kd

obtain theisu

The whit© men v«re popular enough, though

individual native polioemn exploited the innoeency of the
people for acts of rape and t»adi&i&, ass usually happens
when administrative control la first established.

These

acts ar® wo 11 reniari^erod, and for this, if for nc othor
reason, the people w®r® luianiirioun in wishing Australian
rul© to b® prolonged ixuta finitely, Qince they believe,
on th« basts of their «xperlimce, that they have everytiiincr
to fear froei their fellow Hev Guineans, an^ nothing to
fear frora vrtiite taen r vdio have never shown themselves
physically cna@l towards them.

It Is to be hoped that,

wh*m New Guinea b©coms independent, they will be reassured.
Patrols were threatened at various timc» during
th© sixties, but there was no serious trouble between the
villagers and the adtfini strati on f until 1967, when a patrol
scmt to re-capture a man of UK»da \'thc had escaped fvotc.
prison, was threatened by a larcre body of j-sen, and had. to
ratire.

Kubae^uently , twenty-three n»n of Cneda were

it^prieonad:

a total which seems larger wh®n it is set

agaiiist the village total of adult active r,«m of none
sixty or sj<e?v*mty,

l"h,«se vtmn w«sr@ not th© only on©s who

were taken away.

I was told that ®n eaual nutnber of wen

dravm, this time, from, vaweida, Piaida and Sowanda, were
rather nerewptorily advised that they vould benefit ffrons
a period aa labour©rn in the plantations outaide the area.
These »n wer@ flown to Wowak (the first tir.o, nes«dle»s
to say, that they h.ad be«n inside an aeroplane) to this
cocqpound v^here would-be plantation labonrern are concentrated
befor© being despatched to their ei^loyer'S.

v^bile waiting
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to be deployed, In the causp, the Waina-Sowiuida iwn who were the 'newest* group in the camp at tha time were victimised by more sophisticated SepikB.

They

determined to run away, so as to regain their horns.
Their only moans of ascertaining where they were, was
the iBGiaory of what they had been able to see out of the
window of the aeroplane which flew then to wewak.

They

had seen th© line of the mountains, and the river, and
til® higher isountains on the other Bid®.

They w©r© not

deterred, and soon found a means to break out, en §»a8:se.
They subsequently split up into separate groups* living
on what they could steal, always trying to follow th«s
line? of the Vorricelli Esountains.

Most were recaptured

before reaching hozras, though a few made it the whole way.
On© was shot as a suspected sorcerer, and thesy had many
close escapes.

The ©xperi®nce wa« decidedly educative for those

who participated, though not,, perhaps, all that the
administrative powers would have wished.

At present, only

four Otsaadaa and a handful of men froar, the other villages
have had any plantation experience and th@ idea is/ on
the whole, very unpopular?

mainly, I think, fo©c«u®es th©

axp©ri©no©(3 of the ex-prisoners and tine 'runaways* has
tended to reinforce the feeling of distrust and f*&ar of
otner new Cialneana inculcated into the people by their
sarly brushes with native policetr>on.
• •.".•..'•••• .-• flie lEf>r®ssion 1 received fro® administrative
personnel was tliat the *v.:aiaa~iJo%irandas' were, by today's
standards a 'difficult 9 lot;

trouble — of a minor kind —

wa» nev©r far from the surface;

inexperienced officers
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were not permitted to patrol the area alone.

Violence,

n«v«r directed towards iey«elf, threatened on a nuir£>er of
occasions while I was in the field/ and one shooting did
taite place/ but on the whole I found that full seal® warfare
had been definitively suppressed even before the
Australians arrived in 1962.

At no tine was warfare

anything like as endemic as it was, say, in the? Highlands:
and the tteadas vw?re indaed grateful for tho suppression
of major warfare, nince it removed the insistent pressure
of the taore numerous walsa groups to the north,, who
threatened, at one tine, to dinlodge certain ttaina-sowanda
groups entirely,

sporadic killings, generally in revenge

for supposed acts of sorcery, ar® another tr.atter — it
is likely that such ettoippt® will continue. • •

.

The sensitivity, on the part of the administration,

to even quite trivial happenings in the Waina-Sowanda
arose both out of the troubles of 1967-68, and the fact
that the areaebut;: directly onto the international border.
1969 wae the y®ar of the notorious 'act of free choice'
in y«st Irian which occasioned the arrival of a nwiber of
refugees frost Indonesian rtsl® into the "ect Sepik district.
of thes^, as it happened, passed throti^h tli® t'-aina,. but the aron was considered sufficiently sensitive
froit: a wilitary point of view, to be twice patrolled by
th« ariay, a® well a^ being placed under the surveillance of
specially briefed military personnel called 'Civil Affairs
Officer*** whose military role was an open secret, despite
their oiucreet official title.

(They were supplied, every

roonth, by hu$e Cari)>ou aircraft of the RPJiF vhich rather
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belied their 'Civil 1 ntatus.)
The. Adndnlstration was generally popular, and
the Local Government Council, though not wry well under
stood by the people, provided an efficient moans of
communication between th© fcdnlniatration and the villagers
and vice-versa.

Re^l efforts were being ia«de to educate

the population politically, in preparation for independence.
In the fields of health and education little had been done.
h oodical post had been established in ttooda in 1965, but
the * doctor -boy * had deserted shortly after ( no replacement
having been provided.

There was no inedical aid nearer

than Iisonda, and no resort was nsade to help 00 far afield.
Consequently, the health of the community left ouch to be
desired;
field.

there were rcany deaths during my tire in the
In education, things e@®ned to be ?oing backwards'

administrative support was withdrawn fror.i the boarding
pupils of tha Ifnondn prinary *T* school which resulted in
a drop in attendance, ainco the school is sited away
from the centres of habitation, inakincr day-attendance
impracticable for nost of th« pupils, none of v;hoi:i, in
fact, care from the ''raina-Sowanda area.

Unless support

is rastorod, it will !>© ir^r.'osslble for any Haina-Kowanda
children's to attend the school in the future.

:;io literate

individuals were to be found in K; aina-?owandn, either in
Malay or Pigin English, let alone English proper.

A

catechlst had been established in Us«>eda for aow© yearn,
but had failed to teach any of the children to read, thowjh
they had acquired a number of mournful mission ditties.
The catcchiat wr.s a n'alisa, vho was aided and abetted fov
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his clan-brother, the ese-catechist, whose career had ended
with a term of imprisonment for the abduction of a married
woman.

They were both very popular, sine® the crimes

of the ex-catechist were comnitted not against the people
of the village, but against other Halaa* — besides
which abduction was not considered to foe in any way a
criminal act, very properly, I think.

It was sad to see

these two frustrated, literate, layabouts, whose 'abductions'
were infinitely leas serious then the abduction that
they, themselves* had suffered at the hands of the
missionaries when/ its children, they were taken off to
iiollancia to be educated.

Laving been alienated frota

village life for ever/ they were expected to cornrounicate
the word of God for the rest of their days at the princely
salary of 5 dollars a month.

In fact, they livsd on the

charity of the villagers, which was humiliating for thetsr
but what could they do?

They often contrasted their

present indigence with the rich life they le<2 as school
boys in iiollancJia, feasted on rice and fish, while ROW
they had to survive on sago and bamboo shoots.

They

alao contrasted their condition with that of th© European
sdsaionaries» who lived in state and cor.fort on the
mission station at IrcoiwSa, well-fed and with little in
the way of work to do since few people lived near the station.
Meanwhile, besides qivinc religious instruction,
the cateehist was supposed to teach the three R'fi.
Unfortunately, it was the form, rather than th© substance
of these skills which was trsmsrr.itt©*! to their pupils,
who could write the letters of the alphabet, but had no

clue as to the sounds they represented.

Writing was

a ritual activity, and nany had had strange formula®
such a» APR or KNT tattooed onto their arms. Maths
was still more of a performance:

my young informants

were always keen to borrow paper and biros to practice
writing out addition sums. The 'SUE-' always ran; , •
» 1

4+4 m 4

2+2 »» 2

5+5 » 5

3+3 » 3

6+6 » 6

1+3 - 3
or

2+3 *» 4

and so on

3+4 - 5

At best/ the catechist was an effective teacher
of pidgin English.

Host pidgin had been learned by the

ex-prisoners, by those who had been labourers, or frosm

i

casual contacts vith policemen and other acrents of the
administration, All the children ©nd young men under
twenty or so knew pidgin, though soine were very unwilling
to speak any. A fev men aged up to thirty knew pidgin,
about five speaking it very well, including the TJmocla
councillor, Poia. The general knowledge of pidgin Is
increasing all the tire, especially since the catechist also
teaches it to girls, who do riot have access to th@ kinds
of relationships through which the men have learned pidgin*
But literacy, even in pidqin, is another matter; at
present there seems little prospact of educational advance
in the Waina~£owanda .
To conclude on administration,

though sporadic

contact with Europeans has occurred, over the. last 20- 3G
years, for most of this tii?e the influence exerted has
been alight, except, perhaps, in the raatter of the suppression
1.

But sseei the footnote to p. 275 , where Umeda
numeral* ar© discussed.

of warfare,

tdnce 1962, administration has been rore

intensive, in response to the underlying factor of the
'confrontation' with Indonesia which focussed attention
onto the border areas of Mew Guinea.

But the effects

have been slight, and mission penetration has also been
superficial only.

Considerable material changes have

roftultad -~ notably the universal introduction of casts!
tools, and to a lesser extent, cloth.

A little rr-oney

circulates, but in no sense has .money penetrated native
it is epent on trade-store goods,

economic activity:

particularly clothes and tinned fish -•- otherwise it noee
Horizons

in Council T«:< (SO cents per capita in 1970),

have been widened —• as far as the j?eriiw»ter of Vanino
prison, one might say •—- but little fundamental change
has occurred in the attitudes of the people.
been no Cargo Cult activity.

There has

The activities of the

administration are regarded neither with hostility, nor
much enthusiasm.

It ie difficult to atssees what the

future has in store;

la the absence of any possibility

for economic development in the irwwsdlate vicinity —
cash-cropping on a large* seal*; is ruled out because of
the proximity of the border — it la likely that taora and
iT*or@ p«n will be induced to work in other areas, where they
will takes their families, leading eventually to the
liquidation of the v?aina-Sowanda villages, which are
poorly placed to benefit fron general economic

..

ill.

.

..

The Kaina-gowanda census ar«a lies in a <3®pre»Bion
between the Bewani Mountains, to the north, and the
Border vnountalns to the south,

h ridge (the ajugia)

demarcates the northern boundary of the Waina-Bowanda
village territories?,

the l/aaencjla valley, over the

watershed, is controlled by the K'alsa villages,

to the

south, the country shelves avay toward* &nvanab.

The

many ar.all rivers and creeks are all tributaries of the
Hordern river* which enters the ;,©plk itself East of
Green river Patrol Tost, aor<e 40 Kilea to th® south.

On

ell sides, the country i© hilly and broken, though not
Mountainous*

To the hast, the lami becomes more and

more rrarehy and the rivers drain north iato the isebi.
The tnaln rivers —- trhioh ar© not properly marked on any
iaap available at prosant, arc shown on the eketch n«ap
of the tJrseda area.
lookn Quite flat;

FroEi the air, the t«alna-Sowanda area
the dense trees cov«sr concealing the

many minor corrugations, the rocky lirrseatone outcrop©
breaking through the prevailing friabl® ruudstone, the
steep gullias, rarahy depressions and so on which make
walking in the are® s«ore tireaoi^fe* e®j>ecially in the vet
season, than an aerial iznpreKsion would aeem to suggest.
The geology of the area ~- recent yellov/iuh sedimentary
deposits — may fee responsible for its lov fertility, as
compared, .for Instance tc liciestoa-e areas, and still toore so
areas on the tepik witii volcanic soils which support heavy
populations.

The poor drainage and lov? altitude (c. 9OO

feet} also r,ssans ver*/ iralarial conditions, further
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contributing to the low population 4*n»ity.
The prevailing vegetation, of the area is dense
There are no grassland areas, thouqh

primary forest.

in eoise intensively cultivated areas, ©specially in the
vicinity of permanent hatdet sites/ groves of jxknaanent
bamboo are found.

These anthropogenic ban^boo grove«

ara an important source of food, bo/ever.

There are

also largo areas of secondary bush, which ar© uneci for
roakiny gardens, since the trees, being smaller, may b«
more easily failed.

The pri-wary forest areas are used

for hunting and collecting, as well as for new gardens, .
if necessary.

Swaropy areas and creeks? of vhich there
'

are a great p*ny, are nsarked *>y rr.imy small stands of
sagoi the ataplo food of the peso-pie.

7'aere «re no large

swap,pe *nd hence no really extensive »ago-stands, such
ac ere found ori the banks of the Seplk riv«?r itself/ but
tlie great uuuber of theae 3»u&ller aago stands makes up
for this,

i?ago appeared to grow aliitoat anywhere, except

on truly rocky terrain, which was hardly to be found

;

except on the Ausic., though it was concentrated in the
lower., su-atijpisar, parta of the territory.

It i« probaidle

that all the sago has Laen planted sine* the uiajority
of the palitia found, ara infertile, producing no seeds.
The planting eay have taken place over a great n*«tny
generations, over oince ssaco people first inhabited the
area, down to the present day, the older stands regenerating
thci!uselv08 aa the newer ones were planted, gradually fillinnout the available sites.

o
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iv ,
(see map 2) .

fh© four villages consist of a variable number of
nucleated hamlets.

bowawda contains ten separate hamlets,

Wain«*-«y«ll* only thru*®.

Ust®da, the village with v.lilch

I shall Luet ruainly concerned, has six hamlets.

The

haiuittts «r© all sited on relatively hi ah rround, i.e.
on low ridges,

Villages cover quit© large aroad .

it

takes twenty minutes to valk frois one &nd of iriaeda
village to the other, tite hamlets taeinc] separated fay
stretches of secondary busii and bamboo qrcver. •
villages ar« quit© close to erne another,

The

.sov.'anda,

Puna a and Waina are all within thr&e-quarters of an hour's
walk f ro» Uisedn .
The villages arcs riot pallisaded or surrounded by
areas cleared of voc^tatioii to discouraae surprise attacks
though tlic* ridges top aitea do confer ssois^ rilitary
advantage.

Attacks on villages do not soeia to have been

a cojMKKsri occurrence in pre- contact tiu&s , though they
did take pXace (i.ws»t fightiisg seej^r; to have taken place
in tiie bush) .
Uvhe nucleateo hairdota vary qreatly in sign (nee
Fig. 3) .

A typical haialet contains SOJT.« ten or no

housKits of wooct and sago-steifts thatched v/itJ's sago leaves.
iioaooa iaay be built either on the ground, or, more
usually, on etiits.

The houses ar«s »in!pla, plain, and

without decoration.

They are u«ad, leas for living in,

tUian for storage purposes:

the inhabitants usually

sleeping on the verandah or underneath the house* in good

O <1

O J

i only retiring inside when forced to do so

fey rain or high winds,

in front of the houses there

i« a pla*a,' kept more-ox-leas free of weeds, where
hamlet activities are carried on, and, on occasion* ritual.
However --• and this perhaps is rather an important point —
there is no 'Hen 1 ® Houses' such as is so coasnonly found in
New Guinea village societies,

.each house is innablted

toy a nuclear family, with or without additional isastbors,
or by crroups of siblings of either sex. rih®n the raen
congregate together for discusolone of matters o£ cocwnon
interest/ to smoke or chew areca, they do so in the
oj>«n» in the plaza.
Surrounding the haiolet are nui^bers of coco-nut
palm, which, doininating the tanoled secondary vegetation
on the sk>p&& of the haxolet"ridge, r.iarx out the hairvletttite froia afar.

Also planted on th<@ slopes of the rit^g©

are breadfruit arid arcca nut.

soroa colour is lent to the

hatnlet by decorative ahrufcs, cordilyru^s and the shruh
c9i!^5HI5! HaE.^®S5:5,!5? a0 w®il ^s introduced hibiscus; and
convolvulus.
Paths radiato out from the hatnlet site, leadiriq to
the other iianlets and into thcs bush; these paths are
narrow, overgrown and slipper:/, no attempt being juade,
except, occasionally, unciar sdsdni3tratixre stimulus, to
keep th^e in good order.
AB will bo explained in a later section, the people
do not live in trie permanent faacilets on the village ridqe
for a groat part of tiie tiiwa. Besides* the rsain hamlets,
there are to be found, through lout the Waina-Sovanda area,

a great many serai-permanent bush enearpiRents and garden
houftea, which are used by the inhabitants when working
sago, gardening, and hunting in the bush.

The habitations

found at these bush sites rang© between the simplest of
shelters wade of a ago fronds propped on a fraraa^ork of
sticks, to relatively elaborate houses with walls and
liiabuju floors.

l>OB'«e bush sites contain a number of

&©parat© houses, hut it is i^ore corocion to find long, opensitlejd shelters with raised bad a ranged tiovm either wide,
which can accommodate twenty or thirty people at a time.
TlMBSse are rather like Asian or South--Acserican 'Lon^-houses' except that they are not used permanently r a^d
that tliey generally lack walls.

The more important of

these bush sites are virtually separate, r..iniature harcletr.,
away from the r^ain villacier.

however all the inhabitants

naititain houses in the emin village as well, even if
for jsost of the time, tliey li-v^j at tro&h sites.

The

uniqueness of the village, as opposed, to the 'Lush'
hanlet-siteo is narked by th« fact that it is only at
the village site that coconut plantations are found, even
though it would be jvarfectly possible to plant coconuts
at tina fseitti-periDanent hush sites.

The bush aiteo are

by plantations of breadfruit and areca nuts, as
as decorative Bhrul>s ate.
Kuiabors of seiai-jjerta-anant bush sites arc gene-rally
found grouped together in noigi>bourhooda occupied by
particular clana or groups of allied clans who co-operate
together in bush work.

They way be surrounded by areas

Of cratrdens and secondary bush, with bamboo c?rov@o.

These
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neighbourhoods reproduce, on a smaller scale, th©
pattern seen In the villaq® (i.e. separate nucleated
hamlets separated by secondary bush).

{surrounding the

bush neighbourhoods are largo tracts of undisturbed
forest, In which there are isolated gardens and

hero

and there a hunting lodgo or a sage-working sit®.
Away frorc tho village auc, th© laore intensively used
tracts close to it, where the bush encampments ar© found t
there iu no shortage of land?

but closer to the village,

and especially where th® four villages he»ve border© with
each other, there, are areas of relatively intensive
occupation, and, here conflicts over the control of
resources may arista,
v.

The people
I did not collect rtata on physical anthropology.

in qanoral it n-ay be said that the people shov* typical
Papuan traits/ beimj fairly short in stature, often
muscular, particularly th© men, and vlth considerable
variability in skin colour, albiniss occurring sporadically.
It was apparent that tis« environs;ent 'Aas far from
being a healthy ona ; and the ill-effects of malaria war®
exacerbated by a poor rtiet, particularly where the worsen
and children v;«re concarned.

The an 1 arced spleen

characteristic of malarial conditions wa? seen throughout,
and was particularly zparked in th© children.

I sav at

least on® casa of rickettss, and others no doubt had
resulted in the deatlxs of tiie affected children.

Infant

mortality was higVv/ and was increaaed, in all rrobahility,
fey fcuaalo infaitticide <a«j@ below) .

;>till iiiore serious
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a marked incidence, while 1 waa in the field, of
maternal Kortality, which inevitably also resulted in
the deaths of the new-born children as well. The
people w©ir<i also affected by dysentery and parasites,
not to mention tuberculosis, filarial infections,
tropical ulcers, and akin ailments, tinea and grille.
Life expectancy was low,, especially for woman, but also
for men. Perhaps 1 can exemplify this Lest by the fact
that in Ur*>da village not one man could point to his own
son's son, thouob this is In part a consequence of the
lat<s ages of carriage for taen.
About the teiftpecaisent of the people it is perhaps
not necessary to say anything/ aincs it v;ill appear at
below. But perhaps I should aay here that they
shoved themselvee very friendly towards re, and
were excellent inforxitants except in that they <3r«w t}\©
line at telling cie, a yoxing man and. a bachelor, about
certain things, particularly magical techniques, which
were the prerogative of older, carried r«n. Their main
occupation/ apart from productive work, was convariation,
particularly,- long, elaborate bouts of mildly competitive
raillery, with reuch recourse to a stock of standardised
obsc«sniti@R. They never stood on their dignity, they
never behaved deferentially;

they were highly egalitarian.

They only occasionally indulged in entjry rhetoric, generally
against absent wrongdoers («s.g. sorcerers, adulterers) and
still jpore rarely in actual violence.

There were no "big

* of the classic &ew Guinea variety, though SOIR® senior
were, certainly, infiuontial and accorded soroe tacit
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respsct.

Ther® w®r« no significant inequalities in

material possessions, consequently, no men wielded
In this, thay

any social pow«r on th© basis of wealth.

are somewhat aberrant by New Guinea standards, as will be
pointed out b©low. Previously, sorae nen had reputations
a® pr@~@rniri@nt fighters, but th«ac swan exercised no
leadership ov©r th« society as a whol«;

the ultra™

aggresslv© personality was* not adnlred.

The adr-dr®d

iaan was a good hunter, a good husband, but afoovs all
a roan who vas always 'orr^n 1 , willii'K? to talk, to joke,
to reveal himself in witty issaitaticns and lay himself
op®n to the sallies of his companions.
ioau was jregardaci witi> suspicioni

The sacretive

he was conaun@d, it

vas believed, with sexual jealouai«ta, personal antxiosities
which wight tej«pt hira to call in a sorcerer to destroy
the unfortunate victims of hiss hatred.
vi.

Material cultiire
Before i:urop«an contact, only ston?» tools were

available to the paople, who were not in. contact with
centres of trecle.

The ir.'.pleraents made vere sfsall stone

ax®s of polished hasnit (?) usually about 3-4 inches long,
hafted to a V-shaped handle.

There are ^till Inrg©

quantitie-a of theae axes in tl-.e region, but they arc only
usa«3 for ceremonial or magical purposes.

For normal

use tiiey have b«@r. replaced by imported axes, bushknivos,
and a f«v/ !4alay cutlasses, made froir: discarded inotor- car
epringa by natives of v;@st Irian.

Considerable expertise

i® shown in the terrsperinq of crude, blunt f ill-mad® trade9feoff«B knives till tl»ey acquire a very fine edqo indeed

(this is clone by heating them repeatedly and burying
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them in special ©arths).
Metal tools are far from hetn<j, as yet, in adequate
supply* much borrowing of these implements takoa place,
and laawy of the available tools are wore-or-lese broken,
chipped, vitb improvised handles: still, they suffice.
One important implement is still riatie of stonet
thia is the sago pound«r (^on), a conical stone with a
depression hollowed out in the baa®. This Is lashed to
a V-shaped handle, with the hollow has® pointing downwards.
With this implement pith is scraped out of the felled
»ago log, and i* crushed in the trunk, [ton are made by
selecting a suitable oval pebble which is then laboriously
hammered into shape againat an anvil stone. There is
no steel tool to replace this pounder, though, outside
the yaina-Sowanda area I saw a »r.-all fish tin, fastened to
a basa of v.*ood» feeing used £or tho sawe purpose.
An axe., a busUknife, a «ago-pounfk?r, and perhaps
a «icaall pocket knife ar@ the ntost important of the tools
used i>y Uaina-Scvftndas. In us© btssid^a are bone awle,
scrapers wad© of the claws of parrots and the teeth of
bandicoots, pig-bone spoons, chips of glass and flint, as
well as irior© disposable iteaus such as? harit^x) knives*
(previously used for barbering, but now only for butchery,
having L©«m raplacad by raxor-blades ~~ mostly horribly
blunt).
The weapon used fcy the people in the bow-aridarrow, 'spears are unknown. Bows,, about six feet lon<?, are.
made of black palm, arrows are tipped with Siarcboo blades
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In the main, though aoet@ is«t«l h«ad», worked frac*
discarded petrol drmaa: outside the region, are in
as veil, and are regarded as greatly superior to b
in killing-power.

For warfare** Ltarixed iieadfi of black
.

palm are used.

••••.•

.

Can© ardour was worn In battle, protecting the
This is an icliooynoracy

abdoiuen arid ck&yt of the warrior.
of the region',

evidently, it afforded, considerable

protection aca.in.st arrows.
While the item mentioned hitherto are owned,
raacle, and used, in the train, by r,;en, the V'orr.an have their
special skills as ^ell.

Their particular province was

)T;aKinc Lark-cloth islankete (now roj/l&cod nainly by iraport©^
cotton blankets an«J calico cloth).

*?he wow.«n also make

the ©SHcaitial net-baga worn by both sexijs at all times,
as v,-011 as decorative cheat, bands, ribbons* purses,
gartera * etc.
Hale clothing consists of the aforernentiori^tl net-bag,
and a selectlnn of the other iter/.a.

Fe«i<3«s t.ae. net-Dag,

noat adult ic«sn wear pariis-sheaths K-ade of globular ^®llov
gourdes with incited block cesiyns, witich they I'Mke,
Older Ken end the- young go naked, ritx?cver.

-.oricu donned

skirtn on marriage, and did not relinquish thoin at any
tir^ thenceforth, adding new aprons, frort and back, as
the earlier f*t_rata vor« out.
before puberty) .

(?-iost were 'nuirried* v/ell

liotii sex©« wore additional eiocoration in

the fo«:i of flowere, perfuiwd leaves Inserted In
or hair, feathers 3 and son* paint cr powder, frojri.
to ti*ae» especially nt rituals,

an'I sliall di^cuo;-; In
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due course, It was the yovaif taen who wer® the most
assiduous In self-decoration. Hoest r?*n possessed one
or K»re pairs of shorts, which were originally handed
out by th«s missions, <md the women had. cotton skirts and
sows tatty dressse?! and blouse*? i

these were not worn

except v/hen aclrinistrative patrols were in the ar«»a.
Relatively new ir^orted itemti of clothing were worn by
their owners at rltualft, on occasion, but this practice
was not wldesprosd iBince importer! clothes are still very
scare® and hard to cope by.

It Sflust be said that they

w«re eagerly sought.
Pottery was never wsed in th© area in nre-contact
ticxss, s^hcfi Walna-sowanda lion a lon<7 way froo the potteryproducing areas on the middle H-epik and on the coast, and
there seens to have been no long-distance trading in the
area.

Instead of pota (or imported substitutes) buckets

p.ad© of folded spat.hoa of the liiabum pain ar«? used for
transporting water and other substances, and for cooking
sago-jelly. The rcethocl will be described at another place.
On® other important technolotjtol device t feh® sago
leachiner apnarstus, will be described in th® next section,
on econonlc activity.
vii.

Econoisic activity

*.,—r.tti,.. rt.,+.-r. -*.-.r...--. ..„•<..„. ,-^.,B

--

i—,.-

-».

_•

-W~i

Th© basic foodstuff of the region in »a<?o.

Palsus

are felled by men vfith axes, and the outer bark is
stripped from the upper surface of the felled aatjo-log
with axe and buahknlfe.

Th© pith is poun<3«d by the we-n,,

who load the pounded jaatcrial into linbtnn buckets.

The

woiren then take the pi th to ^ neareBt source of running
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and leach it using the apparatus.

This apparatus

Is »iide of sago epafehws t«o«nt«d on a framework of sticks.
The filter, bound to the lower end of the spathe in
The

which the washing is done ie teade of coconut-fibre.

water, containing the granules! of starch which have been
leached out of the pith, drains into a sump at the bottom,
&aue of the second SQTTO opathe.

There, the* «tarch settles

In the bottOE? while the water drips out over tha lip of
the suissp. From time to tirse the water is drained off and
v• ,

the seditoentecl starch is scooped out, to b© packed in
• ..,.,.,,.
. . ......
,.
,.,..,
leaves, . , •-.

I cannot ntat® in figures the averaoe product of a
sago palss processed, in thin way — besides which it is
evident that palms may vary very widely an to their starch
content -

but It can he said that a productive unit of

a r«an and a woman can produce enough starch in a day to
feed four or five tiries their nurcher,- intensive work on
processing sago by ineiahers o£ the comunity can result
in the quite rapid Recutfiwlation of surpluses. However,
sago is at its bast within a ronth or two of having l>een
processed, unless it has foe®n stored in specially constructed
pita* which is not generally done,

.

..

•

.

Gardenincr activity cones a poor second to ®ago.
All adult men have gardens, which unlike sago production,
can b® undertaken without th© participation of woiaen,
Married wen with wive® arc the oost ir?poirtant gardeners
however, the worsen doing wjBt of the veedino and harvesting,
though by no p««ns all of it.

Men are always responsible

for the clearing off ami burning of the garden, and the

magical operations ne«d«d to make it grow.
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Men also

th« fencing, which 10 done when th« garden is half
grown.

Gardens ar« often reads by groups of *R«n co

operating together, each taking a separate sector within
a cOEHflon p«rirsater fence.

The nost important crop, but

not the tnost esteemed, is taro.

Yams are preferred as

food, but do not grow very well in the poor, clayey, soil.
The longest yam was no iaor@ than a foot- and- a~bal£ in
length, a far cry frets the ten- foot monsters reported for
certain Sepik groups.

Other crops are pit-pit,, sugar-cane,

tobacco, apica, piper vine and & variety of greens, not
unlike spinach -- as well as Riacjical herbs and perfum®.
Cultivated trees ar© coconuts, breadfruit, areea,
and 'tulip* (PE) — cgietuxtt <jjn«H&Gn.

These make a very

ifrportant contribution to <31®t, particularly the leaves
of gnettOT ^>epon v?hich come second to bar boo shoots as a
relish to be ©aten with sago.

Coconuts are not very

plentiful, and ars tabooed for long period a at a time for
ritual reason JT as will be described below.
Collecting is important, particularly of banifooQshoots, which are the almost invariable accox«paniR»«nt of
any iseai for rore than half the year — • many a »©al consists
of sago, bairtboo shoots,, and nothing ©Is®.

Bamboo shoots

ar© mov® important in the diet than any garden crop.
Other itaiss which ar«a gathere-d in season are mangos,
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concurfoit®, and a variety of fruits, mushrooms, leaves etc.
Most collecting is don© by women.
Animal protein is provided by hunting.

A f©w pigs

are kept (nev«r raore than four in Urceda during iw stay, and
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nui«b®r8 in th© other villages) but are not bred
in captivity?

thes© domestic plg« had been captured in

the forest when small and br@d up.

A boar will be gelded.

The contribution to diet of these pigs — which are
really pets, though frequently very dangerous/ ill-natured
pets --is insignificant.

Most meat coroes from hunting

wild pig in th© forest, an activity which takes up a
great deal of the time of the male taac&ers of the coioffiunity.
It cannot be said that tr*eat fros* thia source is plentiful,
either;

the best hunters did not kill mr@ than one or

two pigs a year.

Mg-pseat was eked out with onaller game,

possuzB, bandicoot, wild- fowl etc., while the children
caught still siaaller game, lizards, frogs, mice, grass
hoppers.

Fish were caught in the strearaa, either by

poison, or manually.

Grubs, particularly sago grubs, taade

an important and welcosa® contribution to diet;

less

iiGsportant, but also very velcorte, wer© E;@gapode egg®,
Many dogs were kept, to assist in hunting;

they were

half-wild, and lived mainly by what they could kill for
thesaelves, or steal. My ijnprenaion was that thus dogs
retrained attached to their huraan patrons less for th© food
they received, than for the caresses of the wotnen and
children, and the privilege of

sleeping by the fires.

There was reiaarkably little development of trade or
exchange, a»d no system of cere&onial exchange, such as
frequently encountered elsewhere in Mew Guinea.

There

was no standard Kedium of exchange, such as Coldlip or
Cov/ri© shells or similar kincls of priiaitive 'ironey'.
This negative factor is of considerable importance irt
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Interpreting wnlna-Sowanda nocial organisation. The
idea of 'exchamre 1 i», nonetheless, present, but the
itetP0 that are exchanged are not material valuables,
or livestock, but women. There 10 also a certain amount
of formal gift giving between kin«a*m.

Brideprice and

death payments are not a features of Waina-Sowanda
economic activity.
la ahort, th® economy of the area Is very smallscale subsistence activity, with little enphasis either on
gardening or livestock, an<5 a very considerable eraphaais
on collecting and hunting -- although the ssago is planted,
the kind of economic pattern of activity it engenders can
hardly be called agriculture, and bears a r>>uch qreater
resemblance to the lifts of * hunters ami gatherers'.

There

are no specialist economic roles/ or entrepreneurial
roles- each farily unit is self-supportinq, though garden
work is done corraunally , particularly the forest clearance
and fencing operations. There is no lone?-distant trade
to speak of --- 1 noticed a single exanple of a heavy cowrie
woman's necklace, only to discover that the cowries had
been collected by tho woman's &on v/hen visitine? the prisoners
in Vanirso jail, on the coast. Lvidently, one or two iteirs
did filter in from the coaat (forty rilea to the north
across a mountain range) in pre--contact tine©^ but in
insufficient quantities to engender a system of, cerenonial
exchange of valuables. J saw no item in use vbich could
have originated on the -'epik,

Th© people seer, to have

known about the existence of the sea previous to contact -~
though th® fi re t to see it were the prisoners and labourers

vho left the villcnoR in the sixties — but as far as
I know they had no know]&><e or the Kepifc river, or
that the EanbJ («• nor tie m R.) f lover' Into it.
I will hav*' re-re to jray nVout economic activity
In Chapter 2 >x»low, and later on, in r«l«^tlon to th©
or<Tanis«tion of th« productive calendar Jy the ritual
cycle, in Chapter 4.

These notos nhould suffice to

<?lve the general backoround.
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Chapter 2
THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF UMEDA VILLAGE

In this chapter I will distinguish a number of
'levels' of social structure, and I shall proceed to
discuss them in turn, beginning with the most inclusive.
The levels I distinguish are as follows:
1.

The connubiuro

2.

The village

3.

Village moieties

4.

Bush associations

5.

The hamlet

6.

Hamlet moieties

7.

Clans and sub-clans

8.

The household

The basic theme of my analysis of Umeda social
structure will b© the role of alliances, originally set
up via marriage exchange, as the means for establishing
relationships between units larger than the sub-clan.
I will also show how the idea of alliance is at the basis
of the dual organisation into village- and hamlet-moieties .
In later sections I will also say something about inter
personal kinship relations, marriage and sorcery.
11.

The Umedaj-Punda connubium
(a)

Language

The four villages shown as part of the Waina-Sowanda
group of v^iageg on map i fan into two dialect groups-
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Umeda-Punda, to the east, speak one dialect, Waina-Wyalla
and Sowanda, to the west, speak another, mutually
intelligible dialect.

The dialects spoken to the South,

in the Amanab sub-district, are not intelligible to time da
speakers — (I shall call the Umeda-Punda dialect 'Umeda 1
henceforth).

The dialects spoken by the Walsa people and

the Imondas, to the north and east, are more cognate to
Uweda speech than the Amanab dialects;

communication

with these groups is carried on in a sort of jargon,
combining elements of both languages and pidgin expressions
as well,

A tertative classification of tbe languages of

the whole area has been essayed by Loving and Bass of
the Summer Institute of Linguistics (1964) but no progress
has been made in systematic research on any of these
languages.

Certain features of the Umeda lanouage are

discussed in Chapter 3 and Appendix I.
(b)

The three connubia

The two eastern Vv'aina-Sowanda villages, Umeda and
Punda intermarry and form a connubium together,

Waina-

Wyalla forms a second connubium and Sovamla a thirds
these latter villages are endogamous,

A few marriages link

Punda with two villages to the south, Hamuru and Yafar, in
the Amanab sub-district (Map 1), but for most purposes it
is satisfactory to treat Umeda-Punda as a closed connubiur?.
Similarly, occasional marriages have taken place between
Waina-Wyalla and Walsa groups to the north, and between
Waina-Wyalla and Sowanda, but these I did not study in detail.
One Umeda is the offspring of a widow of Sowanda origin,
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who took up residence in Urceda.

Apart from these isolated

cases Waina^Wyalla and Sowanda are endogannous villages:
they are certainly generally spoken of as such by the
inhabitants,
Umeda and Punda have a common tradition of origin.
A site, now overgrown with secondary forest and marked by
a hunting-lodge, called luvnugkebe ('the place of rotten
houses') is the traditional spot upon which the ancestral
coconut palm grew from which Toag-tod r the first n»an and
generic ancestor of the Uraedas and Pundas, emerged,
together with his dogs, his pigs, cassowaries etc.

The

luvnugkebe site is equidistant from both Umeda and Punda,
which are about half-an-hour 1 s walk apart.

It is said

that Omedas and Pundas inhabited a coupon village on this
site before dispersing:

the Uinedas moving downstream

along the course of the Mesa river, the Pundas moving up
stream to the headwaters (see the course of the Mesa
sketched in on the map.) However, a closer examination of
the traditions surrounding the various component part of
the Uraeda-Punda connuhiuE! reveal that, if this story is
true, i.e., that Dmeda and. Punda once inhabited a single
village, it is not the whole truth.

In fact, a considerable

number of groups in the area are irrni.gra.nts froro elsewhere.
Properly speaking, the story referred to just nov relates
only to a group of edtpdna clans in Uroeda and Punda
respectively — the significance of the moiety-designation
edtodna will be examined below.
area have quite other origins.

Certain other clans in the
For instance, though the

present luvnugkebe site is on the boundary between Unneda
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and Punda territory, in no-rcan's land, the site is in
fact occupied and utilised by a group of Pandas known
as the edapud-terai 'children of the edapxid-fern'«
Now the luvnugkebe site is highly tabooed to all the other
Umeda-Punda clans — h fact, while passing it in the path
between Umeda and Punda, travellers avert their eyes and
hurry by — to these edapud-1erai it io neutral, since
they trace their origin, not to the coconut palm which
grew on the luvnugkebe site, but to the forest ferns
their tradition of origin is different, and moreover, they
have, at some tinae in the past, migrated frorr, the village
of Wamuru (otherwise known as Evada) in the Amanab subdistrict*

Such factors as these — and I shall have

occasion to mention other, similar, instance?., tend to
be glossed over in speaking of the Urcecla-Punda conn ubi urn as
a whole:

at one level of discourse, umdapuda (Uineda-Punda)

is seen as a homogeneous whole — while in other contexts
distinctions are drawn.
(c)

Relations outside the con niobium

The traditional enemies of Umeda and Pvmda are the
Sowandas and the Walsa tribes.

Members of Un-eda and Punda

might participate in war-parties directed against either
of these enemies:

they would not, conversely, combine

with walsas or Sowandas against each other.

Some distinction

must be drawn between Walsa and Sowanda as categories of
enemies.

Warfare vith Sowanda was distinctly 'sport.inr' in.

character, whereas the battles with V>alsa groups were more
deadly in nature.

Sowanda has a separate origin myth,
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but the largest of the present Sowanda hamlets is of
Umeda origin (the Sowanda agwatodna hamlet, Naitiosid).
Relations between Umeda and Sowanda are close, despite
the absence of marriage, and traditional kinship relations,
based on putative marriage exchanges in the past, are
maintained between members of individual Umeda and
Sowanda clans.

The villages are within shouting distance,

and warfare, if it broke out between Umeda and Sowanda,
would be heralded by some nights of mutual shouting and
name-calling between the two villages, and would take
place in an agreed spot, pre-arranged between the two sides.
Armour would be worn, and, judging by genealogies I
received, deaths were infrequent in battles of this
'formal 1 kind with Sovanda.

Very different, it seems, were

the raids which took place between parties of " 7alsa and
Umeda warriors.

While women and children were spared in

fights with Sowanda — in fact, women participated as
spectators and arrow-retrievers — in fights with the Balsas
women and children were fair game.

Forr^l tattles do not

seem to have been the rule between these antagonists;
instead, sneak raids on isolated sago-parties or hamlets
left unguarded claimed many lives till the arrival of the
Dutch and the establishment of Waris Patrol Post resulted
in the pacification of the Kalsa, a change much to the
advantage of the people of the eastern hanlets of Umeda,
whose continued existence, was, it seeros, seriously
threatened by the raids of the numerically superior T-alsa.
Outside the connubium, the cause of warfare and killings
was conflict over resources.

The Walsa groups today claim

to be short of territory for exploitation as sago-planting
land and hunting grounds. They certainly seem raore crowded
than the Waina-Sowanda groups, though it is difficult to
say whether they are genuinely short of land. At any
rate, the Walsas now claim that but for the arrival of the
Dutch in the fifties, they would have wiped out the
village of Umeda altogether, and would have occupied its
territory* This is an exaggeration: the western Uneda
hamlets (VTehumda and Sinai) did not aeeip to have suffered
at all from Walsa raids. The eastern hamlets, particularly
Kedewaina and Klalumda, seem to have suffered severely*
The largest Umeda hamlet, Wehumda, is the one whose
territory is the least accessible from the TJalsa villages
to the north*
The Umedas had no reciprocal territorial ambitions
vis-a-vis the Walsa: such raids as they made into Vi'alsa
territory were retaliatory, and seen to have been on a
small scale* In military terms the r, alsa seen to have had
the edge on Umeda.
Fighting with Sowanda also arose out of conflicts
over resources, but of a different order of seriousness*
Being in close proximity, Itaeda and Sowanda were very
fainiliar with each other's territory and resources,

There

was no dispute over where the boundary should lie, certain
landmarks — large trees, stones or rivers being accepted
markers of territory, nor had either side ambitions to take
over territory wholesale, as the 'falsa wished to taka over
soias, or all, of Uraeda territory.

Instead conflict arose

over stealing fror^ gardens, poaching fish, grubs, or game,
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and escalated as each side took retaliatory steps against
the real or imagined encroachments of the other,
typical sequence might bes
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A

an.Umeda sees that a bandicoot's

lair has been disturbed (a dog might do this, on its own) —
he suspects a Sowanda poacher.
and burns down a hunting lodge.
reply in kind.

He enters Sowanda territory
The Sowandas, outraged,

Urcedas burn a Sowanda garden-house, and

pillage the garden.

At this point a battle becomes likely.

The clan of the wronged parties on either side collect their
allies from within the connublum and commence the mutual
shouting mentioned previously.
from generals

The mobilisation is far

Sowanda, with half the population (c,180)

of Umeda-Punda (c.4OO) is not at a disadvantage, since
only individual clans and their allies are involveds
moreover, as I mentioned, certain relationships (which
are respected in battle) subsist between Umeda and Sowanda
clans, increasing the 'security circle 1 .

(The phrase is

Peter Lawrence's cf. Lawrence 1971). In the melee, fighting is
mainly between individuals, and absolute numbers on either
side — likely to be no more than twenty or so — do not
greatly matter.

The warriors, painted black, wearing their

body armour, advance on each other, the basic tactic being
to induce the opposing varrior to release his arrow too
soon, so that he can be taken at the rush before having
time to draw his bow again, or flee.

Fighting took place

in the forest, providing plenty of natural cover. In this
form of fighting, or duelling, as it might be called, deaths,
if they occurred, resulted not from immediately mortal wounds
but from infected sores which could result from the relatively
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minor damage usually inflicted.

The vital organs were

effectively protected by the armour, but there were many
instances of wounds to the buttocks and thighs, evidently
the consequence of firing too soon arid an unsuccessful
effort to escape from the presence of the cooler bowroan,
The arrows used were hideously foarfoed, but I was told that
some men v/erc expert at extracting such arrows by cuttincr
in from the other side and pulling them through the flesh.
All the older men had been wounded, some frequently, and
pointed to their scars — like President Johnson — with
proud grins,
(d)

Non-antagonistic relations outside the connubium

Because the connubiui? is not absolutely stable over
time, but the product of slow processes of accretion and
fragmentation certain relationships persist with groups no
longer members of the connubiun, but vho vere, at earlier
periods, allied to it by marriage.

This persistence of

alliance relationships is a cardinal feature of social
structure in the region, as I v?ill detail at length below,
I have mentioned the existence of such relationships
between certain Umeda clans and opposite numbers in Sowandas
the wen of Naroosid speak of themselves as 'daughters' (nol)
of Unifida — the 'toother 1 (ava)«•

That is, as descendants

of Uiseda women carried to Scwanda ir^en.
parler only,

This is a facon ^

Another tradition, maintained in Umeda, is

that the Sowandas (of Mamosid, at least) split off from
Umeda in the distant past, as a result of a quarrel about
stealing rcagical white earth (oguruhve).

I did not have an
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opportunity to discuss this tale with the Sowandas
themselves:as far as I know they regarded themselves
as no less autochthonous than the Umedas .I.e. as progeny
of an ancestral coconut palm*

(However, it must be

stressed, that the myths of origin do not form a coherent
system.

At one level, Umedas ,• Fundas, s?ovrandas and all

the rest are satuda that is, 'children of the coconut 1
referring to the primary origin myth, v-hile each separate
social unit or clan, generally has en origin story of its
own, not necessarily compatible with the primary myth).
Besides this general idea that Fovanda, or Narnosid,
is the 'daughter 1 of Uirieda, rcore specific relationships
unite particular clans, who claim to bavr- intermarried, in
the past.

Members of such clans will refer to each other

as hitii n i /ay an a g a i i.e. as extra-clan 'fathers' «n.d. 'brothers'
(see below section iv).
another in a fight:

E'uch pen would avoid wounding one

they would also be in s position to

visit one another's hoMP.es, either in the bush, or, more
rarely, in the village, and exchange hospitality.
Sovancla is not the only neighbouring group r-?ith whom
old alliance relationships- pernlst in t>i-v; form.

In the

case of Punda's relations vith f'air.uru and Yafar, such
relations are not confined to merely putative carriages;,
since exchanges of wor.en still occur.

T'e^nvhile, the

edapudterai maintain links v/ith those \-?ith whor-- they
exchanged when they were part of tJatnuru.

Turning to Uraed*,

the saiae is true of the relation of Trains, clan with Ironda this Waina must not be confused with the village 'wai

(in Waina-Wyalla) which is quite separate.

This clan

originally inhabited a site equidistant between the main
Uroeda ridge and Imonda, to the east, known.as Nissankebe.
At that time, they intermarried with the Imondas.

They

left that site after having been reduced by an epidemic.
and joined with Kede clan to form Kedewaina hamlet.

The

original relationship with Jroonda is still kept alive,
although it is Iroonda that is blamed for the epidemic
which caused therc to abandon their Nissankebe hamlet.
The other villages have similar linksj

for instance,

Waina-Wyalla has links with Walsa groups, and with Sowanda.
There is, however, a special category of extraconnubial relationship which has nothing to do with traditions
This is the sehe

of alliance relationships in the past.

relationship, which,is a relation voluntarily entered into
between individuals who acknowledge no previous connection,
but who contract a formal friendship.

One would call these

1 trading partnerships' if trade were a iroro important
feature of life in the region:

as it is small quantities

of gifts do pasr, along these channels, latterly in increasing
quantities, but the benefits are more social than economic.
Sehe relationships are specific to particular hamlets;
thus Kedewaina hamlet has relations of this kind with Epni,
a IJalsa village, while Klaluinda hamlet has relations to
Mindepoke, another vJalsa village, and so on.

Punda hamlets

do not contract relations with Walsa villages, but with
villages to the South* in the Smanab area.

The existence of

sehe bonds between individuals does not preclude the hamlets
concerned from making war on one another.
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The relationship is entered into between coaevals
of equal social status.

A namesake (awnan) is a suitable

choice, if practicable,

Meetings will take place casually

in the bush, and if visits are exchanged between members
of different connufoia, the visitor will place himself
under the patronage of his sehe partner for the duration of
his visit.

In warfare, sehe partners would avoid one

another, like allies.

Small gifts, but not large payments

of valuables, passed between partners. In pre-contact
times such partnerships were the source of the small
quantities of trade bead®, shells, and similar objects,
which found their way into the Waina-Sowanda area.

More

significant, probably, were exchanges of magical and
other cultural knowledge.

It is still the practice to

stock up with magical perfume plants or other magical
materials, when visiting a foreign village.

And no doubt,

though I have little direct evidence on this point,
innovations in ritual practice were communicated through
these channels,

fada, an old man of Kedewaina, one of my

main informants, had a detailed knov/ledge of Epmi (Walsa)
garden magic, which he represented, for my benefit, as Uirecla
magic, till other informants of mine contradicted him.

Nev

varieties of garden crops also entered the area in this way.
Two sehe relationships of influential men in Umeda
deserve to be mentioned specifically.

The first of these

is the relation between the Umeda councillor, Pom of
Klaluinda, and his opposite number, the Mindepoke councillor.
The cultivation of close relationships between politically
important men, ls ^ of course, part of the 'big man 1 syndrome

throughout New Guinea.

In the case of these two

councillors the relationship was significant less in the
field of council affairs as such — to put it bluntly,
the council was run by the patrol officer, abetted by the
senior and experienced Epmi councillor and Amos, excouncillor of Imonda — than in thehelp that each gave the
This was particularly so in

other in internal matters.
regard to runaway lovers.

For the Walsa villages, the

relatively un-populated Uroeda bush represents an inviting
place of refuge.

Twice during my stay there, eloping

couples from Walsa villages took up temporary abode in the
Uxneda bush, and on both occasions the Mindepoke councillor
was sent to enlist the aid of Pom, the Umeda councillor,
in rounding up the runaways,
Another, similar relation exists between Wiye of
Kedewaina, the Ex-luluai, and Amos, Ex-councillor of Imonda,
Neither of these imen has an official role, but Amos, in
particular, is an important man in the district,

Amos,

who has much more contact with the administration than the
official Iraonda councillor, is frequently employed by them
as a channel of communication with the Waina-Sowandas,
It cannot be said that Amos or Wiye exploited their
position as mediators of the relationship between the
administration for personal benefit.

The relation is

advantageous to both in another way,

Amos is the possessor

of a shot-gun, at that time, the only one in the area in
native hands.

Wiye is a member of Waina clan, which, as has
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mentioned, has abandoned its original hamlet and has
conss to live with Kede clan.

Large tracts of the Waina

bush areas have remained unexploited, whereas the Imonda
bush, by contrast, has been exploited too much (largely by
Amos himself).

Amos and Wiye spend long periods together

in the Waina bush with their respective families and
hangers-on, hunting together and sharing the kill.

It was

apparent that Wiye's access to pig-meat from this source,
materially increased his prestige within the community,
I may add, in parenthesis, that though it is true
that at present none of the official or semi-official agents
of the administration, use their position as a lever for
political domination over their respective villages, this
has not always been so.

Feit, the late councillor of

Punda, fitted much more closely to the stereotype of the
Hew Guinea 'despot 1 — the administrative appointee who
terrorises his local group.

Feit was the

(Brown 1963).

younger brother of the man who had previously been Luluai,
he knew pidgin, and was considered by the Administration
to have been an active and intelligent man.

Having been

elected Councillor — the post went to him as the most
obvious choice — he used the threat of administrative
sanctions to put everybody in his power.

He made many

angry speeches and harangues, and his fiery eyes are still
recalled with awe.

What was most vividly remembered,

however, was his taste for open and copious adultery.
used to batten himself into the 'haus kiap' (Government

He
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rest house) with the woman of his choice, and stay there
for days, I was told.

Ke had no pov,'er base within the

society, and his autonomy was guaranteed entirely by his
supposed administrative bacJcinc;.

But the circumstances

of Waina-Sowanda do not favour the exercise of such personal
power, even in the rather turbulent conditions which
resulted froK. the imposition of administrative control.
The Pundas responded to the angry outbursts and amatory
depredations of the Councillor by retiring to their bush
encaiaproents:

the 'despot 1 could not get at then there.

Retiring to the bush is the stock means of escaping from
a situation of conflict or unpleasantnecr, and families
can support themselves indefinitely in the bush.

The

simple fact that it is always possible to escape from a
situation by talcing to the Lush is an important check on
the exercise of political power, and nay account, partly,
for the relative absence of 'big-ruen 1 fron the t:ainaSowanda scene.
Feit's career was destined to be only a short one.
He died in 1967, two years before I was in the field,
having been councillor for only a year or so.

There was

no hesitation in ascribing his death to the sorcery of
the angry Pundas,

He was succeeded in office by his younger

brother, a returned labourer,

Mwi (the brother) is a man

of surpassing mildness even by local standards.

Informants

agreed that his manner was to be attributed to his desire
not to meet a similar fate to that which overtook his
bikmaus brother.

ill.

The village;

Unteda and Punda

Having said something about the relation between
the connufoiuro and its neighbours, I now turn to the
relations between its two component villages,
(a)

Village Names

The spellings Umeda, Punda, Waina, Wyalla, and
Sowanda are those used by the Government,

Umedas pronounce

the name of their village umda (with the stress falling
on the first syllable) and the names of the other villages
'puda, sawada, foaina, wayala.

The government spellings

conform, not to the local pronunciation of the names of
the villages, but to the Iznonda-Walsa pronunciation.
I use the Government spelling for village nanes,
partly because they have appeared, and are likely to
continue to appear, in the literature on New Guinea, and
partly because it is convenient to have some means of
distinguishing, orthographically, between 'Village 1 names,
and the same names when used as names of clans and hamlets.
Thus when referring to Umeda, the village, I write 'Umeda 1 ,
when referring to the hamlet also called by that name,
I write 'Uisda',

The same applies to Punda (the village)

versus 'Puda 1 (the clan/hamlet).
The villages take their names frorr the name of the
clan associated, in each case, with the founding ancestor.
In the context, it is usually clear whether it is to the
whole village, or only that particular segment of it, to
which reference is made.
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(b)

The formation of the village

The villages, as I have described, consist of
groups of hamlets sited on a common ridge.
Punda both have six hamlets each.

Umeda and

The villages have

come into being by a process of accretion, which will be
described in more detail in the sections on villagev

moieties and clans.

Together, the villages of Umeda and Punda form a
single entity, recognised by the inhabitants themselves,
based on territorial propinquity, marriage, economic and
ritual association, and mingled with antagonism stemming
from sorcery, and its expression, fighting.

Solidarity

and conflict both enter into the relationship.
When speaking in general terms, informants would
recognise a generalised mother's brother/sister's son
relationship between the two villages*
were not exogamous:

But the villages

not everybody was the offspring of

marriages involving both villages.

By no means all Uraedas

had a mother's brother in Punda, or vice-versa:

th.6

extension of such a generalised roatrilateral alliance
across village lines was a polite fiction, like calling
the Sowandas the 'daughters' of.Umeda.

The usage stemmed,

not from its true applicability to the individual case, but
from the fact that marriage exchange was, nonetheless;,
the basis of the relation between the two villages.
Marriage is patri-virilocal.

There were no cases in

Umeda of men permanently residing with their wifes 1 people:
though this did not preclude husbands from spending periods
living with affines in the bush.

The majority of womens"

first marriages involve sister-exchange, either of
true sisters, or classificatory sisters.
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(A detailed

breakdown of the pattern of marriages is luade in Table 1
below)*

Marriage will be discussed in detail later:

here, it is necessary only to say that the basic unit of
exogamy is the hamlet (not the village) and that hamleta
may marry women of other hamlets with whom they are not
already allied i.e. groups with whom they have not
exchanged women for at least two generations.

Marriage

takes place without brideprice — a fact which it is
necessary to emphasise, because it is in striking contrast
to the situation usually encountered in New Guinea - but
is reciprocated by gifts of meat xtfhich must be rendered
while the marriage lasts, and by informal gifts and
services from tine to time.

The basic means of reciprocating

the gift of a woman, is a counter-gift, also of a woman,
The proportion of actual sister-exchanges is very high.
The basic units which engage in marriage exchange ar©
the hamlets, and the component clans within particular
hamlets, rather than villages as whole units. Nonetheless,
people are prepared to speak of Umeda and Punda "exchanging*
(rnagvitav) as whole units. There is an element of wishful
thinking in this.

I will later discuss the severe demo

graphic imbalance between the sexes which is a feature of
both Umeda and Punda,

Women were a very scarce resource:

in fact, women were the major scarce good distributed by
the social structure.

It was clearly comforting to think

of Punda as a pool of available women •— especially from
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the standpoint of my main informants, who were the
younger, unmarried men*
The facts were somewhat different:

far from being

rich in women, Punda was even less provided with them
than Umeda, though the situation was helped by the fact
that Punda obtained a number of women, without exchanges
being made, from Wartmru and Yafar.

In both Umeda and

Punda, the majority of marriages took place within the
village.
The village is only notionally a unit for alliance
and marriage purposes:

in the domain of ritual, the unity

is much more firmly established, as we shall see.

Umeda

and Punda co-operated wholesale in major curing ritual,
and individual Pundas and Umedas collaborated in curing
rituals of a more minor kind.

Co-operation in curing

ritual was the more significant, for both parties, in that
suspicions of sorcery ran high between the two villages.
Sorcery, and the antagonism generated by it, was the second
major strand, with marriage, in the relations between the
two villages.

Marriage and sorcery are directly correlated

in the eyes of the people — according to my Umeda
informants, all deaths, or almost all, were the result of
sorcery, and all sorcery came from Punda.

The Pundas

denied — as the Umedas did too — that they practised
sorcery:

they attributed deaths to Umeda sorcerers and

sorcerers from Wamuru and Yafar.

The Umedas — who did

not marry with Wamuru and Yafar, never blamed sorcery on
them.

And similarly, neither village accused Sowanda of

sorcery, although Powanda was the 'traditional enemy 1 of

both villages — because they did not marry the Sowandas.
Waina (clan) married with Imonda until, as mentioned above,
they were decimated by an epidemic.

This epidemic (of

dysentery) was blamed on two Imonda sisters, Yas and Mut,
who solicited their Imonda kin to kill the Wainas, which
they did so effectively that (to quote the story n;y
informant gave me), 'the rivers were dammed up with dead
bodies'.

After this, the Wainas ceased to marry the

Imondas and now they state that they do not fear Imonda
sorcery any more.
I will discuss sorcery in detail in a separate section,
since it is an aspect of interpersonal relations, as well
as being a factor in the political antagonism between the
two villages.

The point I want to emphasise here is

the contrast in the character of relations outside the
connubium and relations inside the connubiuro, between
intermarrying villages.

Outside the connubium, relations

involve competition for resources (excluding women) leading
to military confrontation but without mystical danger.
It was interesting to contrast the demeanour of Umeda
visitors in Sowanda and Punda respectively.

In Sowanda,

ex-enernies engaged in hearty horse-play, with a good deal
of aggression in it, but of a kind which suggested a certain
back-handed respect for old acquaintances at scenes of
violence.

In Punda, Umedas tended to be much more restrained —

on their best behaviour, in fact, but also definitely ill-at-ea.se
except in the company of close matrilateral relatives.
The combined presence of affines and suspected sorcerers
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took the edge off the gaiety to which, in the company
of the Sowandas, they gave free rein.
The tendency of Pundas and Umedas to behave in a
restrained, embarrassed manner in each other's presence,
only increased their mutual suspicions of one another.
* * *
Umeda ideas about illness and death acknowledge
two possible causes of illness — spirit attacks and
sorcery — but death was almost always the result of
sorcery.

Spirit attacks, originating with a variety of

spirits, not believed to be under the control of human
agents, were diagnosed by dreams, and could be cured by
appropriate ritual.

Corcery, on the other hand, was

caused by the active ill-doing of the sorcerer from a
foreign village, who, always at the behest of an enemy
within the victim's own group, came by night and consumed
his victim.

Sorcerers were ordinary men except that they

had magic arrows which left no mark:

alternatively, they

extracted their victim's flesh with a iracic cassowarybone dagger, sewing up the wound afterwards, so that the
victim wasted away by degrees with each successive attack.
Their motive was thought to be a desire for meat!

the

motive of the inside agent who solicited them, a desire
for revenge against an enemy in the village.

Sorcery could

not be cured by the same ritual as was used to remove the
arrows of the spirits in cases of spirit-attack.

Only

one means existed of removing the effects of sorcery.
Ritual for the removal of sorcery arrows was known to two
men of Punda, who attended supposed sorcery victims in both
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Umeda and Punda.

The ritual consisted of brushing the

patient with bespelled leaves in which the practitioner
had previously concealed an arrow head of the type likely
to be used by a sorcerer.

At the critical moment the

practitioner produced the arrow before the assembled
company, apparently having drawn it from the body of the
patient.

This technique — in which the people seemed

to have considerable faith, was a recent importation,
I was told, from villages to the south i.e. the Amanab
area.

Unfortunately I never discussed it with a practitioner —

but I am sure that I could never have hoped to improve on
the psychological analysis of such medical legerdemain
contained in Evans-Pritchard's famous chapter in 'Oracles
Witchcraft and Magic among the Azande 1 (1937 p.188 ff. 245 ff.),
The Punda practitioners took no payment for their services,
which were performed on the basis of prior kinship links
with the patients, that is, on the same basis as members
of foreign villages would participate in ordinary healing
rituals.

Umedas did not hesitate to point to the fact

that the practitioners who so generously gave their
services were Pundas •— just one more fact to bolster
the theory that the Pundas were inveterate sorcerers,
since the pov/er to remove sorcery naturally implied the
ability to perform it, too.
If the arrow removal technique is discounted, then
it may be said that sorcery is incurable.

Generally speaking,

an illness was not diagnosed as sorcery at all until it
had proved fatal. If the patient survived after the
performance of curing ritual for spirit-attacks that
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confirmed both the diagnosis, and the efficacy of the
means used to remove it.

If the patient died, that changed

the diagnosis, but did not prejudice the effectiveness of
the ritual in the eyes of the survivors — the ritual
to counteract spirit-attack could be of no avail against
sorcery.

Though sadly ineffective, Umeda medicine lacked

nothing by way of logical coherence.
Sorcery fears affected the whole gamut of relations
between Umeda and Punda, even in cases of relationships —•
as between mother's brother and sister's son — which
ruled out direct mutual suspicion.

An informant whose

matrikin were Pundas contrasted his situation with that of
those whose matrikin were within the village.

He said

that his matrikin often sent messages inviting him to
stay with then; in the bush, to hunt with them and share
their food, but for fear of Punda sorcery, he did not dare
go.

Those whose matrikin were also co-villaqers were under

no such disability.
extent.

In this, he exaggerated to some

In fact, because of his Punda raatrikin he was,

at least, more at home in Punda society than those who had
no close raatrikin in Punda,

He, and two other youths who

also had mothers who were Pundas were alone willing to
accompany me when I visited Punda to work on genealogies
and observe rituals.

In terras of sixrtple security, the

advantages of having Punda matrikin undoubtedly outweighed
the disadvantages in the days before the cessation of warfare.
While maintaining the blanket accusation of sorcery
against all Pundas, Umedas exonerated their own relatives
there from any active sorcery against theirselves.

Since
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revenge for wrongs committed against the group by
sorcerers was the basis of hostilities between Uroeda
and Punda, matrikin were spared in fighting, since the
assumption was, that they could not be the ones responsible.
So far as the individual Umeda was concerned, the dangerous
Pundas were those with whom he stood in a relationship
of mutual marriageability (i.e. those to whom he was not
related through previous alliances).

This category of

relationship is called awk, or awk-awk;

these are the

people with whoa ego fights, whose sorcery he fears, and
whom he may marry.
Because of the suppression of warfare, it is difficult
to be sure of the frequency of revenge killings for
supposed acts of sorcery in pre-oontact tiroes.

The last

occasion upon x^hich a shooting resulted from an accusation
Of sorcery was in 1966 and resulted directly in the troubles
with the administration which finally brought about the
wholesale imprisonment of the turbulent ren of Itoeda in
Vanimo prison.

Deaths as a result of fighting with Punda

seem never to have been as numerous as those which resulted
from fighting with the Walsa tribes.
have been quite frequent,

But fights seem to

Nowadays, when a death occurs,

the men of the village, particularly those related by
clanship or marriage, with the deceased, gather in the
hamlet where the death has taken place, while the body,
tightly wrapped in limbum spath.es, is displayed.

The women

huddle about the body, weeping, joined by the brothers or
sons of the dead man or woman.
is called hure;

This occasion of mourning

the word also refers to the barred kestrel,
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a local bird of prey,

Th© men In attendance make angry

During the occasions at which I was present

speeches.

myself, I did not note any accusations being made against
specific Pundas, nor were specific accusations made
against the supposed instigators of the sorcerer's spite.
Inquiries were met with the reply that it was not yet
known who was responsible.

Divinations were carried out.

The body was rubbed with the cut end of the stem of a
banana plant, which was supposed to reveal discolourations
on the skin which were 'wounds* wade by sorcery-arrows.
Another oracle involved a ball of damp sago flour, affixed
to a short bamboo stick, which was twirled, in ths ambers
of a fire.

While the abafehe oracle, as it was called,

was in the fire, the names of suspected persons were
repeated by the operator.

At the mention of the nape

of the party responsible, the ball of sago was supposed to
explode — vjhich it always did eventually — with a sharpreport.

(Another, more fanciful oracle, is described below).

Although no specific accusations were ruade at the tiros of
death — and the administration's ban on fighting may
have reinforced this tendency, precaution?? of a general
kind were instituted, since it was believed that the
sorcerer would return in the night to feast some more
on his freshly killed victim.

Bodies of armed raen were

set to guard the paths leading from the bush, to arobush the
sorcerer should he return.
It will be seen that the anthropological cliche 'we
marry whozri we fight' is only partially true in the Urceda
situation.

The most serious fighting wan with the Waina
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who did not form part of the connubium, and with the
Sowandas.

But fighting did also take place between

Uraeda and Punda, and this fighting was intimately bound
up with the fact that these villages intermarried, since
in this case, fighting arose out of sorcery accusations,
and sorcery was and is still directly correlated with
marriage.

This will be discussed in more detail below.

Here, I would wish to say only

that the cliche is true

only in a qualified sense — the end result of marriage
between the two villages was both to furnish a cause, of
periodic conflicts, and sibo to moderate the conflicts
as they arose, since the web of affinity and iratri lateral
alliance enmeshing the Uraeda and Punda clans precluded
violence between allied clans*

Sorcery suspicions were

entertained only against awk, i.e. against groups with
whom ego did not have active relations of matrilateral
alliance — that is to say, against, potential, but not
against actual affines.

Contracting marriages with clans

in the awk category exempted thera from retaliatory action.
It w^.11 be seen that carriage and nctrilateral alliance
were politically significant, since through marriage
relationships ego's group acquires a 'security circle'
(Lawrence 1971, p.20), i.e. a set of friendly relations
ar,\ong foreign groups.

However, it is not the case that a

concerted 'marriage policy 1 was responsible for the actual
pattern of marriages.
where, they coulds

Men married very much v/hen, and

the absolute value of the women acquired

in marriage was much more important than .any degree of
political immunity they might confer:

tbe political
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concomitants of marriage alliance were a consequence of,
rather than a motive for, marriage,
iv.

Village moieties
(a)

ffdtpdna and agwatodna

Each of the villages in the Waina-Sowanda area is
divided into two ritual moieties called edtodna literally
'of the men 1 (the men's moiety) and agwatodna 'of the
women 1 (the worsen's moiety).
contain men;

Needless to say, both moieties

the moiety affiliations of women are not

socially significant since they do not play an active
part in the rituals during which moiety affiliation
becomes important.
Moiety affiliation is determined by clan/hamlet
membership.

That is to say, the moieties are to all

intents and purposes patrilineal, though with exceptions
to be noted below.

In Umeda there are three edtodna

hamlets, Umda, Wehutnda, and Klalumda, and three agwatodna
hamlets, Efid, Sinai, and Kedewaina.
four edtodn_a hamlets?

In Punda there are

Puda, Asila, Sinai, and Evil, and

two agwatodna, Kebenai and Pobonei.
During ritual involving the participation of the
whole village — particularly during the id_a

sago-fertility

ritual to be discussed at length in later chapters •— each
ritual role, each masked dancer, must be duplicated, one
ritual actor being drawn from one moiety, one from the other.
All Umeda ritual is based on this symmetrical dualism between
members of opposite moietiess

it is through the moiety

opposition that the unity of the village, which is only
realised fully in performances of ritual, is glven expression.

r-t

It is of the essence of dual organisations, such as the edtpdna/
agwatodna moiety organisation, that one half is logically and
sociologically incomplete:

the hypostatisation of the

internal divisions of the society is simultaneously a means
of guaranteeing its overall unity,
Dual organisation is a common feature of societies
in lowland New Guinea:

descriptions of such dual systems are

to be found in Bateson's accounts of the latmul (Bateson :
1936) and Kaberry's accounts of the Abelam (Kaberry 1941)
and elsewhere*

I have also discussed Abelam moieties with

Anthony Forge, to whom I owe the distinction between
'symmetricalJ and 'asymmetrical* dualism (this idea is also
to be found in Bateson's hook:

p.235)*

While, as I said, the role of the moieties in ritual
is complementary, or symmetrical, each one duplicatinq the
functions of the other, the mythological detail surrounding
them relates to a different aspect of Dualism, namely
asymmetric dualism, or as Bateson calls it, 'diagonal'
dualism in which the relationship of the two halves are
defined by binary oppositions, relationships of inequality,
rather than symmetry.
Earlier, I mentioned the fact that the primary
origin myth — in which humanity in general, the satuda
or 'coconut-children 1 are believed to have come from an
ancestral coconut palm growing at luvnugkebe — is comple
mented by a variety of subsidiary origin myths of particular
clans.

This is relevant to the opposition between the

moieties, since the basis of the moiety opposition in Umeda
is expressed, in mythological termsf as ^ opposition between

ri Q
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the edtodna (male moiety) who corne from the coconut, and
claim Toagtod as their ancestor (smoked-meat-man) and
the agwatodna (female moiety) who come from the naimo
(Caryota) palm, a wild palm species growing in the bush,
to be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

Their ancestor

is Naimotod, the 'bush 1 man, whose daughters married the
edtodna ancestors, and are the ancestresses of the edtodna
clans of Wehumda and Klalumda.
Seen in the light of the mythology associated with
them the moieties are consistently asymmetrical*

on the

one hand stand the edtodna, male, associated with the
culture-hero Toagtod, with the coconut palm, which, as I
shall describe in detail below, is a. symbol of 'culture 1
versus the agwatodna moiety, female, associated with the
'bush* man, Naimotod, with the Caryota palm (called "wild
sago 1 wallsaksak in Pidgin English) and with 'nature'.
The society is seen as having been initiated by the transfer
of Naintotod's daughters — the first wives — to the
edtodna men.

That is to say, the mythological history of

Umeda starts with the 'alliance 1 between the male and
female 'halves' of the society.

The present day arrangement

of the hamlets is seen as a reflection of this original
alliance between complement a ry male and female croups (firr. 1)
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Of the six Umeda hamlets, each raoiety contains
three.

Uehurnda hanlet is inhabited hy the descendants

of Toagtod arid Naiinon tod's daughters.

The other two

edtodna hamlets descend from daughters' children of
Naimotod.

ftehuF.da are called the aivaja^n.a^^ in

recognition that they descend froiw the 'father" (J'gya)
i.e. Toagtod.

Unteda are called th« at_ekwena , v'hicli refers

to the idoa that they descend fror' tho elder of the tvo
daughters of Toagtod (jate = 'elder sibling 1 ) while
Klaluiada are called the iidetena after the yovtnger danahter
(ude * 'younger sister 1 ).

Turning to the three acyatpdna

hamlets, Efid are the descendants of Mairotod hiriself, and
Sinai are an offshoot of Efid. (see below on harrdet-iaoieties
section ix) .

Kedewaina is a composite hanlet.

v/aina are,

as I have mentioned, iimnigrants from a different connubiun
(Imonda).

Kede clan nuuTt be treated separately:

originally Kede were an edtodna clan:

mythologically,

they are the descendants of another culture hero,
Pultod (Areeanut-man) the "younger brother* of Toagtod,
the edtodna ancestor.

Their present status as an

agwatodna clan hamlet must be explained in terms of
historical circumstances,
(b)

Changes in the Composition of moieties

The 'plasticity' of New Guinea kinship groups has
attracted a good deal of attention in the past decade.
(Kaberry 1967).

This is usually discussed in terms of

clan membership i.e. it is common to find 'agnatic' clan
units whose members prove, on examination of the genealogical
record, to be diluted by a greater or lesser proportion
of non-agnates whose membership of the clan in question in
a matter of expediency, not pedigree.

In the Umeda

situation the agnatic units are not 'plastic 1 at all in
this sense:

there is no tendency to give 'fictive'

agnatic status to attached or immigrant groups. On the
other hand, the hamlet and village organisation is flexible:
it is possible to make adjustments to these levels of
organisation in response to changing circumstances, while
the agnatic clans cannot be replenished by immigration.
The moiety organisation is also open to manipulation:
although moiety affiliation is ideally determined by
clanship, whole clans can change their status in this
regard and in cases where clans have segmented, the moiety
affiliations of the separate segments will be determined by
the moiety affiliation of the hamlets where the segments go
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to live subsequently.
The most dramatic instance of this has been the reclassification of Kede clan as agwatodna after having
This wholesale re-

been previously an edtodna clan.

classification took place in response to the serious
decline in numbers of the main agwatpdna group, Eflds
now still the smallest of the hamlets.

The imbalance in

numbers between edtodna and agwatodna threatened the
proper performance of rituals.

Since each role (and there

are many roles) has to be duplicated by both moieties:
in the absence of a sufficient number of agvatodna actors,
this becomes impossible.

The reclassification of Kede

took place some generations backs
Either at the same time, or

how many, I cannot tell.

later, Sinai clan, which

had become an edtodna clan after splitting off from Efid
(possibly as a result of becoming associated with the
edtodanwa hamlet, Wehurada), was also re-classified as
agwatodna.
These are instances of the reclassification of v-hole
hamlets, as a result of the exigencies of the ritual system,
which demands a certain degree of equilibrium between numbers
in the moieties.

It is also possible to find instances

in which not whole hamlets, but clans or sub-clans have
changed affiliation as a result of migration.

Thus Waina

clan were edtodna before they made their move to Kedewaina
hamlet since when they have been agwatodna.

A later offshoot

of Kede clan, Kedewaba, now residing at Wahumda, is edtodna
despite the acknowledged fact that in terras of clanship
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Kedewaba belongs with (ajwatpdna) Kede.

Two segments of

Unid clan live in Kedewaina and Umda hamlets:

the Urada-

unid are edtpdna, the Kedewaina Unid are ajwatpdna — and
so forth.

Thus, although the moieties are descent groups

of a kind, in that they are loosely associated with
founding ancestors and it is normal for moiety affiliation
to be determined by agnatic clan membership, flexibility
exists for hamlets, whole clans or parts of clans, or even
individuals, to change their membership, either by reclassification, in the case of hamlets, or by a change
in hamlet affiliation in the case of immigrant clans or
sub-clans.

Movements of a temporary kind did not result

in a change of moiety status however.

Namos, a man of

Wehumda, who lived for some time at Sinai hamlet, did not
change his moiety;

he danced as an edtodna in spite of

his temporary residence in Sinai (agwatodna).
moved back to his original hamlet.

Later he

Only in a case such as

this is it possible for members of different village
moieties to be resident in the same hamlet.
(c)

The historical relationship of the village moieties

The moiety organisation has a discernible historical
basis in the process of village formation.

Waina-Sowanda

villages, Umeda included, are collections of hamlets.
The composition of villages, though relatively stable, is
not absolutely so.

The villages have come into being by a

process of accretion.

The means whereby this accretion is

achieved is matrilateral alliance relationships between
agnatic units (clans) .

I must emphasise this fact:

Uraeda

and the other villages have not come into being through the
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proliferation of segmentary units but by the forming
of associations between agnatic clans conceived as
existing independently of one another.

There is no

generalogical "charter — even a mythic one — according
to which the various agnatic clan units that I have
mentioned {e.g. Umda, Klalumda, Kede, Waina, Efid etc. ) can
be fitted together to form a paradigm of a segmentary
unilineal descent group structure.

For example, to take

the three edtodna groups Wehumda, Umda and Klalumda?
it is not asserted that the aiyakwena group, Wehumda, (cf.
above, p.

»4

) is the 'father' of the other edtodna clans,

Implicitly, Wehumda, Umda and Klalumda have always co
existed as clan units.

Similarly, Kede clan is believed

to have sprung from Pul-tod, the younger brother of Toagtod,
the aiy_akwena ancestor, but this does not imply, in the
minds of the people, that Kede is a genealogically related
clan to Wehumda.

The myth, is not concerned with

establishing putative agnatic links as a charter for
'amity' between the groups concerned:

it is concerned,

rather, with furnishing a model for a society based on
exchange relationships (the original agwatodna/edtodna
exchange) between independent units.
In the mythical representation, the significant
groups are the edtodna clans, and Efid, the original agwatodna
clan:

these are considered to have been the 'original'

component units of the society.

If one then turns to

the situation on the ground, an interesting phenomenon
emerges:

it is the edtodna clans in whose territory the

village ridge itself Is sited:

while the territory of the
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clans is to the north and east of the village
ridge, extending to the Awsis, the northern limit of
uweda territory. The village itself, it will be noted,
is narced Umeda, after the edtodna clans, whose territory
surrounds it (the same goes for Punda — the village is
named after the main edtodna clan, the clan in whose
territory the village itself is sited). Thus the village
as a whole can be seen as a confederation between a group
of "original 1 or 'owner' clans: the clans of the edtodna
raoiety, and 'peripheral 1 clans, that is clans who have
been integrated into the village confederation through
marriage alliance.

The territory of these (agwatodna)

clans, lies off the main village ridge?

towards the Awsis

in the case of Efid, or, in the case of another agwatodna
ncrTft
clan, Waina, to the awwHsh and east, towards Imonda. In
fact, Waina clan is very much a case in point for this
whole argument. Waina, it will be remerobered, lived, at
one time, in an independent clan-hamlet of their own at
ncrfh
Missankebe, to the south east. When they were an
independent clan, Waina informants told me, they held their
ritual on their own, at Wissankebe, and for that purpose,
they were divided into edtodna and asj'atqdna laoieties,
the main Waina clan being edtodna, an attached subclan
(Kodedtod) now represented in Uraeda by the family of Wiye,
the ex-luluai, being agjwatodna.

Speaking in general terras,

they said 'we used to be edtodna when we lived at Nissankebe'.
That is to say, when Waina were centred on Nissankebe, in
their own territory, they were edtodna. Now, following their

collapse in numbers and their retreat to the Umeda ridge,
where they now share a hamlet with Kede clan, they have
become agwatpdna, that is, from being 'owners' they have
become 'immigrants 1 and their moiety affiliation has
changed, accordingly, from edtodna to agwatpdna.

I would

argue that this particular instance shows, in a microcosm,
the general processes underlying village formation in
the region, though the historical detail is difficult to
piece together.

The elementary units entering into the

process of formation are the small agnatic clans and
subclans. - In a later section of this chapter I will discuss
the way in which these subclans combine to form hamlets —
which generally contain more than one such subclan unit.
The hamlets, in turn, combine to form villages.

The basis

upon which this combination, or confederation of hamlets
takes place is not the existence of supposed agnatic
linkages between them — though these agnatic linkages may
be recognised -- but as a consequence of alliance relation
ships established by marriage exchange.

Clans-, having

become allied through marriaae, may take up residence
together -™ forming a composite hamlet - - or, on a larger
scale, establish a village consisting of a confederation of
hamlets sited on a village-ridge.

The confederation of

of hamlets is essentially asymmetrical in any instance,
certain clans being the original inhabitants of the site
in question, the others being 'outsider 1 clans who have
chosen to migrate thither, generally as a consequence of
the break-up of whatever unit they previously ox^ed allegiance
to, by reanon of military defeat, internal quarrels, or
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demographic decline.
®^todna^

The 'insider 1 clans will form the

(male) moiety:

the 'immigrant 1 clans the

agwatodna (female) raoiety.
The historical reasons which were responsible for
the original migration of Efid clan from their territory
to the north, to their present hamlet site in Umda
territory are not remembered.

Instead, we have the mythical

opposition of Toagtod (edtodna) and Naimotod (agwatpdna),
the Coconut and the Wild Sago Palm.

In symbolfc language,

this myth is 'saying 1 something about the social processes
underlying the formation of the village which is fully
compatible with the picture outlined in the previous paragraph,
Toagtod, the 'original 1 ancestor, is associated both with
the central village ridge (on which luvnugkebe, the supposed
site of the coconut from which he emerged is also situated)
and with the coconut palrr,, Xirhich, in terms of Umeda culture,
is the symbol of agnatic continuity, i.e. the continuity of
the agnatic clan hamlet site whose distinguishing feature
is always the coconut pairs which grow there (nee Chapter 3) .
Opposed to Toagtod is Naimotod, the archetypal 'outsider' —
the 'bush' man, associated vrith the Wild Tago Palm, rather
than the 'Cultural' coconut palm, whose integration into
the village society is effected through a transfer of women.
Thus, the myth posits a society based on the union of
compleraentaries:

nature and culture, insiders and outsiders,

wife-receiver and wife-givers, agnatic continuity and
xnatrilateral alliance.

This nay seem, at present, a

somewhat large and nebulous claim to make, but I hope that,
as wore material touching these points is introduced in

subsequent sections of this chapter, it will appear
For the present, I am mainly concerned to

less so.

establish the basic characteristics of the village moiety
organisation, which, I argue, is a hypostatisation of
the process whereby the villages have cone into being
through the accretion of allied clans.
We can see this process in action, not only in
tlraeda, but also in Punda and Sowanda.

The two a^atodna__

hamlets in Punda, Kebenai and Pobonai are both groups
known to be of immigrant origin.
of Bfid, Kebenai of Umda.

Pobonai is an offshoot

Turning to Sowanda, one finds

that the ajgwatodna hamlets, of which the largest is
Namosid (cf. above) occupy sites away from the ridge on
which the edtpdna hamlets are sited, and are also
immigrants (Nareosid) or associated with the Sowanda
equivalent of Maimotod.

In the last of the Waina-Sowanda

villages, Waina-Wyalla, the situation is rather different.
Waina

(®<3tpdnaJ_ is about half an hour's walk from the

f*SC*' a^-o-^i!§. hamlet/ Wyalla, both hamlets being sited in
their 'own' bush.

I have no information about VTyalla's

origins.
(d)

Moieties and Exogamy

It will naturally be asked whether the moit.ties,
founded, as they are, on the idea of marriage exchange, are
in fact exogamous.

In this respect the situation varies

from village to village.
1.

Once again, the reader must be warned, against confusing
Waina clan (now part of Kedewaina hamlet) with Waina
village, which has the same name, but in not connected,
in any way to the former.
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In Umeda, the agwatodna moiety is ©xogamous:
Kedewaina, Efid, and Sinai, do not exchange women. In
only one case, a non-exchange marriage between Sinai and
Kedewaina, has this exogamy been violated, and this marriage
is regarded by the people as 'wrong'.

However, this is

not necessarily as a result of a rule of raoiety exogamy,
since turning to the edtodna moiety, it is apparent that
marriage exchanges have been taking place between edtodna
hamlets for as many generations as are preserved in the
genealogical record (that Js six generations or so) .

The

mofct numerous of such marriages have been between Klalumda
and Wehumda.

A Klalumda informant told roe that these

marriages were technically wrong, and that ideally Wehuroda
and Klalumda should not marry.

He put these marriages

down to the lust of the Wehurada men (despite the fact that
the transactions had been reciprocal) — and he also under
estimated the number of generations during which there had
been a precedent for such marriages.

It was generally

accepted that the edtodna moiety was not exogamous;

being

the larger moiety in absolute numbers, demographic pressures
were the stronger in militating against the preservation of
moiety exogamy in the case of the edtodna moiety, than in
the case of the «*gjwjato<3na. moiety.

Turning to Punda, I found

no moiety exogamy rules, nor any idea that there should be
any, and the Punda situation was repeated in Sowanda. In
Waina-Wyalla the situation was the same as in Umeda:
agwatodna (Wyalla) were exogenous, while there was some
marriage within the edtodna moiety.
Thus, the situation varies;

in two villages there
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was not even a recognition of ideal moiety exogamy,
whereas in Umeda there was at least some recognition of
the principle of moiety exogamy, but considerable
divergences from it in practice, particularly where demo
graphic factors favoured some degree of inoiety endogamy.
In either case, whether or not there is some
recognition of moiety exogamy, it remains true that the
fundamental units for marriage exchange, are not the
moieties, but the constituent hamlets.

When, in a later

section, I come to look at the pattern of marriage in
more detail, it will be seen that moiety exogamy is
irrelevant to the interpretation of the actual pattern of
alliance relationships.

Where moiety exogamy is invoked,

I am inclined to see this as an esc P_osjt facto generalisation
of an alliance situation which has actually come about in
response to different factors i.e. the history of alliance
relationships between the individual hamlets.

Sometimes

it is possible to refer this actual situation to the mythic
standard provided by the moiety organisation, but this
standard has not provided a 'rule 1 which has been responsible,
either in the past, or at the present, for the formation of
alliances.
(e)

Symmetry and Asymmetry

Let me conclude by reminding the reader of a point
made earlier on, namely, that in I^^tic® ^ne moieties are
equal and symmetrical.

No extra social prestige or status

advantage attaches to the edtodna moiety, though some
inequality might have been expected between the 'original'
clans versus the immigrants.

The asymmetry in the relation
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of the moieties is not apparent at the level of praxis ;
its expression is confined to the myth which opposes
Toagtod to Naircotod, the coconut to the Wild Sago Palm.
The asymmetry is also expressed in the njariejs of the
moieties i respectively, 'of the men' and, 'of the women'
(the fundamental asymmetry, one might say).

This, at

first sight, seems rather a paradoxical situation.

The

first point to be made here is that moieties only become
act ion -groups in ritual i.e. expressive, contexts:

they

are 'expressive' groups rather than groups with an
instrumental role.

They have no corporate attributes, as do

the hamlets or clans, they do not determine control over
resources.

Their real 'function' is to render intelligible

the principles upon which the society is based, by giving
syrnbolic expression to the structure of alliances between
independent agnatic clan hamlets.

This they achieve by

reflecting at the 'raacrocosmic' level, the alliance relation
ships which bind groups together at the level of the
ifllerocosm.

(Meanwhile, the actual alliance relationships

of particular clans may run counter, and frequently do,
to the ideal alliance relationship, postulated in the
organisation.)
The inoiety organisation, waking possible the
conceptualisation of the total society as a single relationship
of alliance between opposed halves, bears comparison to the
frequently encountered device whereby those societies
characterised by a ramifying system of unilineal descent
groups, create for themselves (fictitious) genealogies which
stand as a charter both for their internal divisions and
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overall unity in the face of segments of like order.
The structural fictions employed are different in either
case, but the purposes to which they are put are
fundaioentally analogous.

As has been stated already, agnatic

units in Uiueda do not fit together to form nested homologous
segments:

genealogies are short, and agnatic units of

higher order than the localised clan are not recognised.
One does not find, in the Umeda situation, anything that can
be compared to the segmentary unilineal descent groups that
have been found in the highlands of New Guinea (e.g.
Meggitt 1965), still less anything which would reirdnd one
of the Tallensi (Fortes 1945) or the Tiv (Bohannan and
Bohannan 1953) or the Kuer (Evans-Pritchard 194Oa, b) —
the classic African examples of societies with segmentary
descent systems.

In all these instances, the crucial

relationship upon which the whole structure is based is
that between siblings, particularly male siblings.
Marriage, as Fortes has put it, plays a part in the structure
only inasmuch as it can provide 'a complex scheme of
individuation' (Fortes 1953, p.33).

Fortes' views on marriage

have been contested (Leach 1961 f p.lO) but for the present
I would be prepared to accept, them simply for the purposes
of making the contrast I wish to make between 'unilineal
descent group 1 societies, and a society such as Umeda.
In the latter case, though the relation betxveen brothers
is important, it is less crucial, structurally,, than the
relation between brother and sister, between cross-sex
siblings. In this situation, marriage is not a purely
individual matter, but a bond between men, of great
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significance to the society at large, a bond which is
established through the exchange of sisters.

The relation

ships established through marriage are not only thought of
as an acquisition of the groups as a whole, they are also
considered as permanent relationships, which will continue,
not only for the period during which the marriage continues
to exist, but also for as many subsequent generations as
are considered socially relevant.

I will return to this

point elsewhere (section vi b).
In the Umeda situation, the relationships set up
by marriage alliance can take on the same 'immemorial'
quality as might be attached, under other circumstances, to
relationships posited in the upper reaches of the genealogies
of segmentary systems.

Instead of using the language of

'descent constructs' — to use the label given to them by
Scheffler (1966) to express these structural features of
the total society, Umeda uses the language of what might
be called 'alliance constructs 1 instead, i.e. a language
of relationship which is an extrapolation, not from the
fraternal or sororal sibling group, but of the relationship
of allies, the relationship set up between partners in marital
exchange.
At a conceptual level, the moiety organisation and
its associated mythology in a construct which expresses
certain basic compleaentaritieB in the sociological universe
of the 'typical 1 male ego.

From this point of view it is

immaterial whether ego is a member of the edtodna or of the
ajwatpdna moiety:

whichever is the case, he must conceptualise

his social world as polarised by a basic opposition between
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the agnatic group with whom he shares a hamlet, and those
"outsider 1 groups with whom he exchanges women. It is
this fundamental opposition between centre and periphery,
mediated by exchange, which is expressed, not ego-centrlcally,
but soclo-centrically in the moiety organisation.

The

conceptual 'asymmetry 1 in the relationship of the moieties
derives from the fact that the opposition between them is
founded, ultimately, on the asymmetry in the relation
between the male ego, occupying the central focus of. an
ego-centric social field, and the alter with whom he
establishes relationships, either of a positive or negative
kind.

When given expression in ritual action, however,

this conceptually asymmetric relation (ego/alter, in-group/
out group ...) is rephrased as a symmetric opposition of
identical and equal halves of the total society.
I will return to these themes frequently in the
course of this thesis.

The point which I would stress at

this juncture is the contrast between the structuring of
society via 'alliance constructs 1 as opposed to 'descent
onstxucfrs'.

The distinction can be expressed in diagram form:
1 A

A.

Pig. 2 A shows the typical model of nested
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homologous segments linked by relations (real, or merely
putative) between same-sex siblings.
structurally relevant feature here.

Marriage is not a
Pig. 2 B shows a

model based on 'alliance constructs 1 ?

here, the crucial

lateral bonds are relations of cros«-sex siblings, combined
with marriage exchange.

I have no wish to argue for the

absolute n*erits of either jnodel — I merely wish to establish
that the 'alliance-construct' model is better adapted to
the Umeda situation.

This is not to say that it does not

have its problematic aspects;

in particular, it is difficult

to see how, in the absence of a rule of preferred marriage,
a model based on alliance constructs can provide a truly
stable structural paradigm for a society.

This problem

will be taken up below.
v.

Bush^ associations
At this point, it is necessary, i"ore for the sake

of cojwpleteness than anything else, to iwntion another
form of social grouping found, in the are?, not a ritual
group this time, like the moieties, but a purely secular
form of association.
The distinguishing feature of bush associations —
as I call them?

they have no native name — is, that the

members of one such association are familiar with the
topography of the territory of the whole association.
Hamlets which form a bush association together are, to use
a pidgin expression wanbus (one bush)?

this does not

detract from the fact that each hamlet has a separate territory
it merely weans that members of a particular hamlet are
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used to moving about in the territory of the other haralets
in the

association, particularly the areas? which abut onto

the territory of a man's own natal hamlet.
The hamlets grouped together in this way are:
1.

Kedewaina, Efid, Sinai

2.

Klalumda, Umda

3.

Wehumda, Karaosid (Sowanda) Asila (Punda)

It will be seen that, in the case of group 3 this
form of association may cut across village and connubium
lines.

In this instance, the three hamlets concerned, all

of which are rather populous by local standards, are
situated relatively close together.

The territory wherein

they share an interest is situated on the confluence of
the Anwa and Uda rivers (Map 2) , an area much used for
gardening, and also good for hunting in, since pigs tend to
be attracted into the garden areas.

Although certain trees

are pointed out as markers of accepted territorial boundaries
in this area, it was apparent that some gardens were made
in areas not forming part of the territory of the natal
hamlet of the garden-makers.

One garden was specifically

pointed out by some rather angry men of Wehumda as being
so far inside their territory as to have constituted, in
days gone by, a natter for fighting over (it was a Sowanda
garden). On the whole, though, it seeined that Wehumdas and
Sowandas who cultivated cheek-by-jovrl in this intensively
exploited bush area enjoyed excellent relations.
The anomalous position of Wehumda, in respect of
its close association with Sowanda and Punda groups may be
the result of a migration of this particular group westward;
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they now occupy a site on the extreme western end of
the Umeda village ridge.

This raoverrent is said to have

taken place when a lake, which originally inundated that
part of the bush, was drained, apparently by the Wehumda
ancestors.

Before that, they raay have been more closely

associated than they are now with the other edtpdna hamlet**,
Urada and Klalurada;. who today fom a hush association together.
Bush association between "7aina (clan) nov? for most
purposes amalgamated with Kede and the Kede/Efid/Sinai
bush association still persists with Imonda, a relic of
the days when the tfalnas still occupied their site at
Nissankebe.

The collaboration between Wive of Waina and

Amos of Iraonda in hunting (above p.57 ) is a typical instance
of the practical significance of bush association.
The assertion that members of a cormion bush association
have "one bush" should not be taken too literally.

Each

hamlet possesses a clearly defined territory and for the
most part all their activities, gardening, sago-working,
and hunting, are confined to it.

The areas outside ego's

hamlet territory but within the range of his bush
association are a kind of penumbra surrounding his own
territory within which he feels moderately at home, as
much from mystical danger as from physical assault — since
fighting could take place between members of the same bush
association.

It is the area within which visits take place,

garden help may be exchanged, quarry may be tracked, etc.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that if Wehumda is
left out of account, for the reasons just given, then
there is a correspondence between moiety organisation and

bush associations;

all the agwatodna hamlets form one

association, the §dtodna hamlets, minus Wehumda, the
other.

This arrangement lends support to the view,

expressed above, that the moiety organisation reflects the
coalescence of territorially discrete groups engaging in
marital exchange.
?_h©, hamlet

vi.

(a)

Hamlet and clan

The hamlet is the most obvious, the moat physically
discrete, the most frequentlyPreferred-to organisational
unit.

Its physical appearance has been described?

a

roughly circular or oblong plaza surrounded by the familial
huts of the inhabitants, sited on a ridge-top and surrounded
by coconut paints.
Hamlets may vary considerably in size.

The 'pie-

diagrams' (Fig. 3) show the social composition of the six
hamlets which make up Uineda village.

Each hamlet is a

residential group, comprising one or more clans or parts
of clans (sub-clans).

It is exogaraous, and also corporate,

in that the territory of the component clans is exploited
in common by all of them.

It is also a ritual unit, and

is divided into moieties (see below, section ix).
Hamlets may be known either by the name of the founding
clan (e.g. Umda, Kedewaina) or, alternatively, by the
name of the site on which they are built, e.g. Umda=f'iaikebe
'The place by Siai water', Klalumda=Yatunekebe 'The place
of the garden shelter' (Yatuye) — and so on.
clan-names only.

Here I use

Where the hamlet-designation used is that

of the founding clan, the distinctions of clanship are
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ignored when speaking of the occupants of a particular
hamlet.

Thus the designation umda-tgd may refer to all

the occupants of Umda hamlet, including those who are
not actually members of Umeda clan.

If it is necessary to

be more specific a double-barrelled designation will be
used, thus umda-unid 'men of Unid clan living in Umda"
(as opposed to kede~uni.d 'men of unid living in Kede' or
5l*Ay?^®™yS^2. ' roen of Umda (clan) living in Klalumda, and
so on.
The relation between clanship and hamlet membership
raises some rather difficult issues.

It is necessary to

decide, first of all, whether the social units which engage
in marriage exchange are the haralets or the component
clans, where a hamlet has composite clan ineinbership.
Secondly, it must be asked whether, in the long run, the
separate clans within a single hamlet become amalgamated,
so that distinction of clanship is lost.
The difficulty arises because the people themselves
talk about their society in terms of hamlets -

only a much

more detailed investigation of social relationships brings
to light the distinctions of clanship within the overall
framework provided by the hamlets.

Because the people

themselves talk mainly in terms of hamlets, as the basic
exchanging units of the society, I have on the whole
followed them in this myself.

Fig. 4 'Coconut Compatibilities'

shows the alliance pattern in terms of hamlets:

this

follows from the fact that my informant (Mada of Kedewaina)
outlined the pattern of alliance using this idiom.

To

the society in terms of alliance relationships

WEHBMDA

EFID.

(UMEDA)

(PUNDA)
SINAI
MG.4 'COCONUT COMPATIBILITIES'

KEBENAI
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between hamlets has the advantage of being a convenient
short-hand way of describing social reality.
moreover, more-or-less accurate:

It is,

the hamlets can be

treated as units for marriage and alliance.

But it must

be emphasised that the hamlet is a residential unit, not
a kinship group, though co-residence has an influence on the
maintenance of kinship relations between allied clans, as I
will describe.

The basic unit for marriage exchange is not

the hamlet but the clan and to describe the situation in
terms of alliance relationships between hamlets, as I shall,
It

is a convenient, but not strictly accurate procedure.
might be objected that the hamlet is clearly a kinship
group of a kind, in that it is rigidly exogamous.

However,

clans are also exogamous, even when a clan is divided into
sub-clans living in different hamlets.

The taboo on

marriage between different clans occupying a single hamlet
can be interpreted as a result of the taboo on marriage
between allies (below section iv) i.e. clans occupying a
single hamlet do not intermarry because they are in a
relation of 'perpetual alliance 1 , not because the hamlet,
se is an exogamous unit.
per
*™»_~4™ *——..
Next, I must say something about the second problem,
i.e. whether, in the long term, distinctions of clanship
within the hamlet are lost:

because local usage tends

to treat hamlets are undifferentiated units, do they, over
time, actually become undifferentiated?

This would be a

natural thing to suppose on the basis of, say, Meggitt 1 s
material on the Mae-Enga on the Central Highlands.
1965, pp. 54-84) .

(Meggitt

Meggitt found that after a lapse of
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three generations immigrant "quasi-agnates 1 — attached
members of agnatic clans — becarae indistinguishable from
the original stock, genealogies of the group being
modified to accord with this situation.
Nothing of this nature neemed to be taking place
in UBveda:

no matter how fragmented, the separate sub-

clan or clan units in a haixilet showed no tendency to merge
together.

There was no assimilation of immigrants into

the agnatic descent group of those with whom they found
refuge.

One 'clan 1 for instance, Wehumda-ubanid, consists

of one adult man only, others consist of only two or three.
Yet Wehuntda-ubanid does not disappear, despite the fact
of its having been attached clan in Wehumda for many
generations.

Not only does Wehucrocla-ubanid retain its

separate identity, it is still recalled that Ubanid is
an offshoot of Kede clan --

though how long ago it broke

away is quite impossible to say.

This means that Kede

treats Wehuroda-ubanid as an aqnatically-related group,
which precludes hostility between them, and also marriage
exchange, although Kede and Wehuinda are otherwise considered
groups which exchange women.

This striking persistence of

the social identity of separate clams within the hamlet,
and the recognition of clanship-links across hamlet lines
after the lapse of generations contrasts strongly with
the 'fluidity 1 or 'plasticity' which is frequently pointed
out as a feature of descent groups in New Guinea.
the persistence of clanship to be explained?

How is

I would argue

that this coroes about as a natural consequence of the
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con trast, made above between societies whose structural
paradigms are based on 'descent constructs* and "alliance
constructs 1 respectively?

in the former case, of which

the Enga provide an example, clanship is the basic idiom
for expressing the status guo, the actual disposition of
people on the ground, and moreover, it is the clans which
are the territorial and political units.

Where this is

the case, the tendency will always be towards making
clanship, in the last resort, a 'porous 1 classificatory
scheme, even though, as Meggitt himself stresses, where
the clans control genuinely scarce resources, the tendency
will be for this flexibility in the definition of agnatic
relationship to be reduced (Meggitt 1965 : 26O, 282).
Turning to Umeda one finds a very different situation;
the idiom of territorial rights and political action is
the hamletj

the internal structure of the hamlet, and

its external relationships with other hamlets, are both
based on alliance.

A clan by itself is nothing, in political

action the group which is mobilised is an alliance of
a number of clans.

Clans never acted alone — in fact,

clans could not act alone since the demands of the kinship
system would not permit them to act without the participation
of their allies?

the stake which a particular clan has in

its allied clans, having been established by an exchange
of women, is absolute in its demands;

the solidarity

between cross-couspins, or between mother's brother and
sister's sons is as inescapable as that between full brothers
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Because the clan was not the territorial or political
action-group, there was no motive for assimilating out
siders into it.

The processes whereby outsiders were

assimilated into the political group are, as I have said,
and will show further below, the creation of 'perpetual'
alliance relations.
This is not to say that clanship or descent were
not important in the Umeda situation compared with Enga.
'Alliance 1 of the kind found among Umeda clans, can only
take place among descent units of some kind:

where the

difference lies is in the type of descent groups involved.
In both cases the vertical continuity of the clan, from
father to son, defines the basic axis of social continuity:
the difference lies, as I have said before, in the
relative weight given to two possible forms of horizontal
relationships:

between same-sex siblings in the case of

a society based on segmentary descent groups, such as
the Enga, cross-sex siblings in the case of an 'alliance 1
society such as Urn eda.

In Umeda, the significance of

agnation was confined, more or less, to the vertical axis;
it defined the smallest local units who might enter into
alliances with other such units.

Clans (or rather sub-

clans) were 'local lines' very much in the sense defined
by Leach (1961 : 57).

The fact that such 'local lines'

might proliferate, break up, form offshoots in different
localities and so forth was rather insignificant:

the

only agnatic unit relevant to ego was the strictly local
sub-clan.

Outside the range of this agnatic unit, the
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important relationships, so far as ego is concerned,
are those based on alliance relationships.

Hence, in

Uineda, one finds no attempt to create grandiose
genealogical classifications, specifying an hierarchy of
lineage, clan, or phratry ancestors by means of which
social relations with surrounding groups may be legitimised.
Clan and sub-clan genealogies tapered off after two or
three generations, and never exceeded six generations or so.
Umedas were content to think that the clans had always
existed, and had always been independent of one another,
exchanging women and forming alliances.

Clanship was not

forgotten because it provided the vertical axis of the
system of alliance:

on the other hand/ it was not

manipulated or made into a charter for political relation
ships because the political action group was not the clan
on its own, but always an alliance of clan,?.
(b)

The pattern of alliance between harnlets

In the relationships between hamlets, there are
two basic possibilities:

they may be in ° state of

mutual marriageability, which also means a state of
potential mutual hostility, or they may be in a condition
of alliance, which excludes the possibility both of
further marriage between them, and also of hostility
between them,

while allies' enemies are in common.

The idiom in xvhich informants discuss alliance is
a ritual idiom:

the idiom which I have called 'Coconut

compatibility'. (Fig. 4).

That is to say, alliance

relationships are in existence when the hamlets concerned
can weai each other's masks (made of coconut fibre) at
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rituals.

Wearing a mask made of the coconut fibre

belonging to a marriageable group would be unthinkable,
besides, it is believed that it would result in immediate
illness.

Another expression, of a related kind, which is

used to refer to the existence of an alliance relationship
is to say 'we can eat the sago of such-and-such a group 1 :
this is actually an euphemism for wearing the masks
belonging to that group, which is used when there are
women and children about -- who are not supposed to have
any insight into the existence of such things as coconutfibre masks.

Actually, Umedas will eat the sago of

potentially marriageable groups, on occasion.
This particular idion — i.e. coconut compatibility —
is employed because it is in ritual, above all, that the
relation of allied groups comes to the fore, and in given
public expression.

The interchange of ritual masks

between allied groups in the most potent ryrnbclic marker
of their social identification.

Ficj. 4 shows the

relationships of 'coconut compatibility'in Umeda and Punda.
This gives a synoptic picture of the total society,
and though it is inaccurate in certain instances, it is,,
broadly speaking a faithful picture of the actual state
of affairs between the hamlets.

What is interesting though

is that the informant who listed the relationships for me
(Mada) spoke of this particular pattern of coconut
compatibilities as something permanent, an immerporial and
traditional arrangenent, like the village noieties.

This

propensity to think of the pattern of alliance relationships
(i.e. coconut compatibilities), as fixed, unchanging,
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permanent features of the social structure is, as I have
emphasised before, a very characteristic feature of
Umedas 1 thinking about their own society.
a paradox;

Yet here is

such a stable pattern of alliance relation

ships can only be sustained, over a number of generations,
by a system of preferential or prescriptive alliance
(Needhaift, 1958 : 203-6?

Pox 1967 -, 209).

But this,

precisely, is what we do not find.
Before going on to look at this problem, I will
look at the other side of the coin-.

if this is the

pattern of alliance, what is the pattern of exchange,
remembering that although alliance is the outcome of
marriage exchanges having taken place in the past,
actual marriage is permitted, not with allied groups,
but with non-allies, the residual kinship category awk
'outsiders' 'non-kin' -~ hostile un-relatecl groups.
Table 1 categorises all the extant marriages in
Umeda and Punda.

Two categories are distinguished:

exchange marriages, in which the gift of a wife has
been reciprocated in kind between exchanging groups and
non-exchange marriages (most commonly resulting from the
remarriage of widows) in which no such reciprocation has
been made.

A total of 56 fall into the former category,

4O into the latter.

In sister-exchange it is normal to

find that real sisters (or half-sisters) have been exchanged.
It was an acknowledged fact that a man without a sister
would be hard put to it to find a wife.

Where a non-exchange

marriage takes place there is no compensatory payment by
way of brideprice or the like to the wife giving group.
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TABLE
ALLIANCE RELATIONSHIPS^ IN THE UMBDA-PinroA COrfflTTBIUM.
P U N D A
WEH1MDA

1x
A

UMDA
KLALDMM •
E5TD
SINAI
KEDE

A
1x
1n
3x
1n
E
Pu.

PUM

1x

1n
A

2x

SINAI

1x
1n

2x
1n

1n

1x
1n
A

A

A

A

1x
1n

A

D
N
'U
As.
Ev.
3X
2n

A
. Sin.
1x
2n

2x
1n

A
Pob.
A

Keb.
A

A

A
A

2n

5x
4n

1x
1n

5x
4n

'!x

3x

3n

ln ln

A

1x
1n
A

9x

4n

&*
A u(ln)
6x

2x

1x

1x
1n

A

A

1x

A

1n

A
J)
E
M
U
Kla Ef Sin Ked Tdal
Weh Urn
4x
4n
(lr$
A
A

1x
A

4x
2n

1x

1n
A
2x

1x
1n

A

.

1x
A

1n

1x 14x
1n 4n

A
A

A

A

2x

A

3x

1x

In

KEBENAI

1x

A

A

3x

1n
A

POBONAI

1x

A

A

EVIL
ASILA

3x
1n

3x

1n

A

A
2x
1n

3x

1x

(5n)*
2x

A
1x
2x

A

A

A

A

1n

5x
2n

1x

2x
2n

A

x='exchange' marri age
n='non-exchange' marriage
A= Alliance relationship ('coconut
compatibility').

Married women living in each
hamlet are listed in the row
opposite the name of that hamlet,
The hamlets of origin of the
women are listed by columns.
Bracketed figures refer to
marriages outside the connubium.

To be sure, small gifts — an axe, a pair of trousers
(significantly, both items of foreign origin) were
considered-good form — but it was never suggested that
tn® S^tiv® of the wife-givers in such instances was the
acquisition of such return gifts.

On the contrary, the

father or guardian of a girl given to a sisterless man
would, my informants said, be actuated by motives of a
purely social kind;

he 'liked' the man, he "marked* him ...

i.e. he saw in him a desirable son-in-law.
I might add at this point, a remark about the
'orthodox' form of marriage, that is, direct sister-exchange,
which is also the most common form of marriage.

Because

sister-exchange is 'orthodox 1 that does not mean it is
the most desired form of marriage:

on the contrary,

marrying a widow, or still better, abducting the wife of
another man, carried far more social prestige than
tamely acquiring a wife through a reciprocal exchange.
So little did some informants esteem the practice of
acquiring a wife by sister-exchange that they told rae that
it had been introduced by the Dutch, to further the
process of pacification.

Before that, women were obtained

by more ferocious means.

I am certain that this is not

true, and that the Dutch cannot be credited with this
particular piece of social engineering.

Of extant marriages

in Umeda, only two are the result of abductions of married
women.

Sister-exchange is not a new practice, but it has,

no doubt, become more important as a result of pacification,
which, apart from anything else, has resulted in fewer
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women remarrying after losing their husbands in fights,
and presumably a lower male mortality altogether.

I

was consistently told that the age of marriage for girls
was higher in the past than it is now, and the age of
boys at marriage correspondingly lower.
only wishful thinking, though.

Perhaps this is

At any rate, there is

now very serious imbalance in the sex-ratios, as will be
apparent from the 'pie-diagrams' showing the social
composition of the Umeda hair-lets.

This has resulted

in a situation in which girls are officially 'married'
at the age of 1O-14 years (puberty coming at approximately
16-18 years) to youths between 18 and 23 years old.
Not only are there many 'married' men in their twenties
or even thirties whose wives have not yet reached puberty,
there are also many youngish widowers.

There are no adult

unmarried women of any description, except one very old,
twice-married widow who cannot live long and is past
childbearing, and she remained unmarried by her own
choice, not because no husband carse forward.

Under these

circumstances marriage by sister-exchange, though it is
a sure means of obtaining a wife, generally involves some
disparity of age, of between five and ten years, between
the husband and the wife:

the female contemporaries of

any male (even if he has a sister) generally having been
married off before he is in a position to be able to get
married himself.

Fence the desirability of obtaining a

widow, for in this case there is no tedious v/ait while the
1,

On the causes and consequences of the process of
'masculinisation' in Saarmi, in West Irian, see
Oosterwald 1959).
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little girl, betrothed by sister exchange, grows up.
Furthermore, while little girls are betrothed by their
fathers or guardians, and have no say in the matter,
widows can, and do, choose their subsequent husband,
and they may even migrate between villages to give
themselves to the man of their choice (a widower or
bachelor normally).

It is accepted that an exchange

cannot be asked for a widow, who is an absolute gain to
the group to whom she goes, though much persuasion is
applied to make widows choose a new husband from her
late spouse's group, or from an allied hamlet.

Allied

hamlets have a standing arrangement, sometimes, to exchange
widows with one another.

Thin is

a way of being 'exchange

partners' without actually breaking the restriction on
direct exchange of women between allies.

?uch arrangements

will founder if a widow shows any obstinacy, however.

To

capture the affections of a widow, a free woman, against
the pressure of her affines, is a great £O_up_.
However, to return to the picture presented by Table 1,
it will be seen that though by no r.eans all the marriages
shown are legitimate in terms of the ideal scheme of
coconut compatibilities between hamlets, the majority of
marriages do conforr (the proportions are 12 : 49 in Umeda,
12 : 28 in Punda) .

The two r.ost prominent transgressors

of the ideal scheme are the two largest hamlets in timed a
and Punda respectively, i.e. PJehumda (Umeda) and Asila (Punda).
It will be appreciated that, as the largest hamlets, these
groups are under some demographic constraint to spread their
exchanges widely, since they would otherwise have some
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difficulty in finding wives at all.

Moreover, relations

between Asila and Wehumda are close at all times, because,
as I pointed out in the previous section, these hamlets
are part of a single bush association, close relationships
which favour the exchange of women.

Other divergences

from the ideal scheme are the result of the fact that within
each hamlet are usually to be found nerobers of more than
one clan, and differing clan affiliations may mean that
separate clans within a hamlet are slightly differently
situated, with respect to the ideal sjstera of coconut
compatibilities.

Thus the marriages between Klalumda and

Sinai, which otherwise run counter to the ideal scheme,
involve a subclan within Klalumda, Klalrar.da-urcida, who f
having corce from Urada, (who exchange women with Sinai) are
not under the same constraints as the rest of F.lalunda in
this respect.

On the whole, though the actual picture

conforms fairly well with the ideal, at least so far as
Uiseda is concerned.
Whatever is the case as regards divergences from
the ideal scheme at the level of the haialet, at the level
of the clan it will be true that the social world is dichotomised
into two main categories, namely, marriageables and non
par ri age ables , i.e. enemies and affines on the one hand
(awk) and allies, on the other.

But when we come to

consider the kinship system in more detail, it isspparent
that four major categories must be distinguished within
this basic dichotoirdsation.
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vii.

(a)

The kinship system

Four basic categories are distinguished in the
kinship system;
i)

Ego's own clan/hamlet group

ii)

The group (s) with whom ego could, or has, exchanged
women in the present generation

iii)=

The group(s) with whom the generation senior to
ego in hie; clan/hamlet have exchanged women
(mother's brothers).

iv)

The matrikin of generations senior to the first
ascending generation, mothers' brothers of past
generations.
I will deal with these in turn..
(i)

Ego's own group (see Fig. 5a)

The clan and the harslet are both exogamous units.
Despite the distinctions of clanship within the hamlet,
to be discussed further below, a single set of kinship
terms is applied within the hamlet.

Ego's genitor is

called aiya 'father' — thin tern is not applied to a
foster-father or guardian, bxit only to the biological
father.

To refer to a foster father the term at is used.

At, translated in pidgin as 'waspapa' (footer-father,
guardian) is applied to all iren of the generation of ego's
father within the hamlet.

It is accepted that all the men

of the father's generation are in loco parentis where ego
is cone erned?

the senior generation has a generalised

'parental' role vis-a-vis the junior generation, which
extends throughout the childhood of members of the junior
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generation and into early adulthood, since social
maturity and social autonomy are late acquisitions in
Urneda — a phenomenon widely reported in New Guinea.
Ego's mother, and all women of her generation
married into the hamlet, are called ava (mother) — this
term is also extended to women of the senior generation
outside the hamlet as well, except in the case of the
father's sister, or sisters of men classified as at,
who has a special term kyod. Where the father's sister=
mother's brother's wife, as will be the case when an
orthodox sister exchange has taken place, the father's
sister will be referred to by the mother's brother term
n_a, rather than-the father's sister term l-vodvhich has
negative associations (see belov Chapter 4, section xv : 3).
Ego distinguishes, within his own exoneration in his
own hamlet hi •? elder and younger real and claseificatory
siblings.

Elder siblings of either sex are ate, younger

brothers nedite, younger sisters ude.

These terras are

extended to cover classificatory siblings in er-o's
generation.

Irrespective of chronologic.?] aae ego's

father's eld^r brother's children will he ego's elder
siblings, and, conversely, eqo's father's younger brother's
children will he younger siblings of ego.
Also within ego's own generation within the hanlet
are ego's own vife and the wives of his real or
classificatory male siblings.

These may be referred to as

agwai (wife) without distinction.

I noted above that

of a hamlet consider themselves to have to some extent
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rights over all the in-married women in a hamlet, and that
they attempt to exercise control over the destiny of
widows of deceased members of the hamlet.

There is no

*°J™*i right of widow-inheritance, though it is common
to find a widow married to a younger brother of her first
husband.

It very much depends on whether the widow had

good relations with her husband's agnates prior to his
death.

The whole area of control over women, and widows

particularly is a major internal source of social conflict.
The supposedly widespread practice of adultery will be
discussed below.

Conflicts over women are adduced, for

instance, as the cause of the dispersion of clans.
The terms applicable to members of the generation
either

junior to ego within the hamlet are afjse (child *
sex) and araqi daughter.
Persons separated from ego by more than one

generation are referred to as asi, this term is used
reciprocally between members of alternating generations.
(I should add that all the terms listed so far can be
used both for reference and address).
(li)

The raarriageables (fig. 5b)

From the restricted group at the centre of ego's
social world I turn to the residual category which lies
on its periphery.

Persons with whom direct or classificatory

relationship are traced are classified as awk.

This

includes both groups within the connubium, whom ego may
marry, and also those groups entirely outside the connubium
i.e. Sowanda, Imonda, Walsa etc.

These groups are commonly
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dismissed as 'rubbish' nsok, a term which is etymologically
related to awk.

The prevailing attitude towards awk is
awJc are the external

a combination of hostility and fears

enemies with whom ego fights, and, in the case of Pundas
(if ego is an Uroeda) — whose sorcery he fears.

Marriage

with awk, of course, brings them within the social universe,
and though affines are regarded with a more-or~less covert
hostility (and are avoided) , in the long run marriage
transforms awk (enemies) into allies and friends.

Within

the category of awk, therefore, are ego's affines, who are
referred to as agwavie (wife-people) or lpwengai_ (brothers-in-law)
Ego's brother-in-law, and those of his siblings
within the hamlet, are called Iqwe.

(This terra is used

reciprocally, whether or not brothers-in-law have exchanged
Lpwe

sister, or the transaction has been one-way only).
also means 'shame' or 'embarrassment 1 .

(See section

xiib below for an account of affinal relations).

The

wife's father and mother, and members of their generation
within her natal hamlet, are called asi

(i.e. by the

same term as is used between alternating generations).
(iii)

Mother's brothers, cross-cousins (fig. 5b)

The term for mother's brother is na ? and this term
is extended to cover all the men of her generation within
her natal hamlet.

The mother's brother calls the sister's

child tdasia ('garden-child").

The term na is extended

to all those whom members of the father's generation call
Iqwe (brother-in~law).
raagawa (cross-cousins).

The children of his na ego calls
Cross-cousins may not marry, but

sexua-j relationships between them are said often to occur
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and are even at a premium, like the technically incestuous
relationship between clan siblings described by Malinowski
(1929) in the Trobriand Islands, which, likewise confers
special erotic prestige.

The

relationship of cross-

cousins is a joking relationship very much of the kind
first described and analysed by Radcliffe-Brown (1952 : 9O),
i.e. it combines, in a single relationship, elements of
intimacy and social distance.

However, I should add that

joking is very much part of everyday social relations
between generation-equals even where no special 'joking
relation' is in existence:

joking between cross-cousins

is not, therefore very distinctive at a purely behavioural
level.

What is distinctive about the ma_gjawa~magawa

relationship is the great ideological stress that is laid
upon the joking aspect of the relationship;

it is the

joking which gives it its particular value, vrhile this
aspect is not stressed in the relation, say, between clan
brothers, who do not have to joke when they meet.

Besides

which, magawa are looked upon as a soxirce of frequent small
gifts, tokens of friendship — and also of distance.

A

certain amount of light is cast on the raag_awa relationship
by the fact that it was the term most frequently extended
to me, the foreign anthropologist, when it became necessary
to give me some courtesy kinship appellation.

It was

indicative of friendship and social distance, reciprocal
generosity in material things, and also a kind of latent
absurdity in the situation:

to apply the kinship term used

between joking-partners, was, in itself, a joke.
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Allies of ascending generations

(iv)

So far I have dealt with categories that are not
at all difficult to define.

The fourth category, while

simple enough in principle, is much more ambiguous in
practice than night appear at first sight.

In fact, it

is the flexibility of this particular social category
which allows the system as a whole to function:

i.e. it is

because the class of what ntight be called 'residual'
allies is ill-defined, that it is possible for Uiaedas to
think and talk about the alliance structure of the society
as something permanent, stable — a paradigm of social
relations in the abstract.

It is in the definition of what

constitutes a 'residual' allied group that manipulation
of the system can occur;

here is the functional analogue

to the manipulation of genealogies practised by societies
with seginentary descent systems.
Allies of ascending generations form an intermediary
category betvreen allies proper (i.e. Matrikin) and un
related awk.

Men whom ego's father addressee as r^agawa

(i.e. Fa-Mo--Bro-Chi) ego will address as iHTJ-Jli' the class
of such distant allies ie ego's hmun a word which connotes
both kinsmen and, in another usage 'ancestors' i.e. persons
related, rather distantly, to ego.

The Bane tern, hnun

can also be used to refer to those who are related to ego,
not through alliance, but through a distant tie of
clanship:

the kind of relationship, for instance, as

k€dtu>*b0i

links Kede clan with wehuroda-uhunfed (cf. above p. 7^

)•

Members of ego's own generation falling into this category
are referred to as ego's atjenagal^ or awangai, for terms of
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address the sibling terminology used in the hamlet may
be used (i.e. ate, nedhi etc.) or some special terms
®5X?L"tod f or ai, used between distant kinsmen, and
translated in pidgin by informants as 'brother.
All this would perhaps be of little importance were it
not for the fact that awangai are, like magawangai (crosscousins, unraarriageable.

In theory, having once contracted

a marriage with a particular group, Umedas are debarred
from ever doing so again.

Informants discussed alliance

in terras which suggested just this:

I was told, for

instance that the children of men who called each other
maxfawa (cross-cousins) should themselves be n^a
and their children, naturally, would also be
and their children would be ... and so on and so on.

Tn

this way, with every successive generation a new marriage
'option' would be taken up, and would thenceforth turn
into a relation of perpetual alliance between the groups
concerned, with a consequent ban on marriage ever taking
place between them.

Eventually, if this were the case,

the entire complement of

possible marriages would become

exhausted, and no more marriages vrould be possible, because
the whole field would be saturated with alliance relationships.
Now of course ttts does not actually happen, nor do the
Umedas draw this particular inference.

The let-out comes

because, beyond a certain range, the application of terms
indicative of an alliance relationship is essentially an
optiona1 matter.
To take the instance quoted just now,

it is quite

true that the children of cross-cousins, might, if they so
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wished, call each other macrawa and indulge in the jokinghehaviour characteristic of cross-cousins.

In fact, the

terra itiagawa might be applied to individuals who could not
conceivably stand in this relation, simply as a pretext
for the joking behaviour (e.g. when the term is applied
to the anthropologist, or some other total outsider) —
to call someone inaoawa is, in itself, a joke, an expression
of friendly relations.

To use a kinship term in this way

is to create a relationship, rather than to conform to a
relationship previously laid down in the kinship system,
i.e. one determined by genealogical criteria.
Rather similar considerations apply where the terms
The use of

for distant or residual allies are concerned.

these terms (with the implication of the impossibility of
marriage exchange between the parties concerned) is a
function of social, rather than purely genealogical criteria.
Terms indicative of residual alliance-relations are main
tained while the relationship is valued as such.

On the

whole, there are good reasons for maintaining residual
alliance relations with outsider groups, since this is an
addition to the 'security circle' of the group;

if it is

recalled that the alternative to some relationship of
alliance, though it be only residual, is open hostility, then
it will be appreciated that such relations are not
allowed to go into abeyance out of mere indifference.

But

go into abeyance they must, eventually, or the position of
'saturation' of alliance relationships would come about,
and, as we have seen, this does not happen.

Only in the

case of relationships based on clanship are exogamy restrictions
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maintained indefinitely.

Eventually the renewal of

marriage relations must break into the circle of alliance.
The theory that residual allies — a^ansai. —
may not marry is belied by the facts:

residual allies do

marry, but when they do so, the relationship is rephrased
as one between awk.

The transformation of alliance

relations into awk--awk relations may occur after three
generations.

The essential flexibility of the system

resides in the fact that the decision to reformulate a
relation of alliance as an awk-awk relation, with a
concomitant re-opening of marriage exchange between the
groups involved, is a matter of choice or policy:

a balance

must be struck between the advantages of maintaining
a shell of alliance relationships versus the necessity of
contracting affinal relationships.

The overt system, the

system which is implied by informants' statements to the
effect that marriage sets up relations of a permanent and
inalienable kind, stresses the forrner aspect.

The enduring

structure of the society is conceptualised as a set of
permanent alliance relations:

at the village level, the

relation between moieties, at the hamlet level, the picture
of 'coconut compatibilities' shown in Fig. ^

, and at the

level of the localised clan or sub-clan by relations of
residual alliance with the matrikin of ascending generations,
i.e. with groups classified as awangjsi.

Because of the

fragmentation of the society into a relatively large number
of small units (6 hamlets and 19 localised agnatic clans
or subclans in Umeda alone) it is possible to maintain this
ideological emphasis on the permanence of alliance relationships
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because ntarriage exchanges are usually made with distantlyallied groups or with groups who are not allied at all.
Here again, I return to the idea of the 'alliance
construct 1 as a functional analogue to the 'descent construct'
Like 'optative' agnation in the New Guinea Highlands
(Barnes 1962;

Kaberry 1967) this flexibility in th©

recognition of residual alliance relationships provided
for the redefinition of social relationships as the need
arose.

At one level, the society could be conceptualised

as a coherent pattern of alliance which legitiroised social
and ritual relations between allied groups, while from the
standpoint of the individual clan, there was nothing to
prevent the piecemeal redefinition of relationships,
the reclassification of residual allies as awk, ancl the
emergence, over time, of new structures of alliance.
(b )

|

Having described the major kinship categories and
their interrelations I now wish to present a Kodel which
shows, in the simplest possible manner, how they interact
over tine.

Fig. 6 must not be taken as a literal

representation of events on the ground;

for instance, a

great many more groups are involved than the four shown.
The diagram is intended to be nothing raore than an abstract
representation of the logical structure of the kinship system:
the logical "core" of a system whose working-out, on the
ground, is much less neatly ordered.

Having issued the

necessary caveat, I may turn to the explanation of the
diagram itself.

The four vertical lines represent agnatic

descent lines, the cross-ties between there (the diagram as a
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whole being seen in three dimensions) — as marriage
exchanges (i.e. sister exchange).

Five generations are

shown, starting with the second ascending generation above
ego (AO) down to the second descending generation below
him.

(A+2 equals ego's Fa-Pa, &~2 his So~So).
Fig. 7 below shows how the four basic kinship

categories, 1) ego's own group 2) his affinal group(s)
3) his matrikin and 4) his residual allies are ranged around
hire;
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It is important to note that while the vertical
line on which ego stands (A+2 ,..A-2) can be taken as
representing one agnatic descent line, a 'local line 1
in the sense of Leach 1961 p. 62-63, this would not
necessarily be true of the other lines on the diagram
i.e. ego xvill have more than one line of matrikin, residual
allies, and affines;

as I remarked before, the diagram

is an abstraction from the kinship terminology, not a
representation of events on the ground,
What the diagram shows, is the way in which, over
successive generations a regular shift takes place in
the overall system, relative to any one line.

Here, the

shift is shown relative to line A on which ego is placed.
The kinship terms used by ego are shown (ego = A 0) and
also those used by his son (A - 1) — these being added in
brackets.

Thus, relative to A 0, B O is avk/lowe and

B - 1 is tudasia, while for A - 1 B C is na and B - 1 is

magawa,

:

It will be seen that, according to this model, the
kinship terminology is consistent with a pattern of
alliance relationships whereby marriages are repeated
every fourth generation.

Thus the situation at G + 2

is identical with that at G - 1, while G + 1 - G - 2 and
ao on. Within this cycle the relations of lines B, C and
D, relative to line A go through an uniform sequence of
transformations (fig. 8)*
With each generation the manner in which a given
line (here, line a) classifies the groups which form its
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social environment (lines B, C f D) undergoes a syst
shift? affines become allies, allies becorae residual
bles,
allies, residual allies become unrelated rearriagea
me
who can subsequently be re-incorporated into the sche
The pattern of marriages is determined
ying
negatively by the existence of prohibitions on marr
case
into allied groups? it is not determined, as is the
a
in Australian systeros, by injunctions to marry into
as affines.

specified category of kin.

Marriage is, above all, a

rity
means of integrating un-related groups into the secu
is
circle —- where a relation already exists marriage
or
redundant, for marriage is a means of creating —
ant of
perhaps recreating — relationships. The determin
of
marriage is the absence, rather than the presence
of a
relationship; metaphorically, the marital option
ting
given group might be imagined as similar to the rota
iroving
beam of light on a radar display screen, forever
path.
into the area of darkness lying before its circular

0

leaving behind it a pattern of gradually decaying
scintillations.
At this point, it may be interesting to ask where
this particular kind of system stands in relation to
f
Levi-Strauss f well-known dichotomisation of kinship
systems into 'elementary 1 (those characterised by positive
rules governing the choice of spouses) versus 'complex'
systems wherein the choice of spouses (at least, as far
as genealogical criteria are concerned) is determined
only negatively by the institution of prohibited degrees.
(Levi-Strauss : 1969 xxiii). In effect, this poses
something of a dilemma.

The Urneda system is 'elementary*

in that it is based on the direct exchange of women, but
at the sane time it is 'complex' in that, unlike the
Australian systeras described in Chapter XI of Levi-Strauss 1
book, it is not predicated on the idea of prescriptive
marriage or marriage classes.

This is a difficulty not

t
unforeseen by Levi-Strauss himself*

He writes:

'The whole eastern area (including Melanesia,
Polynesia, and the Anericas) ... thus forms a sort of
theatre in which restricted and generalised exchange meet
each other, soroetimes in conflict, sometimes in harmony ...'
(p,466).

Nor is this all:

in the preface to the English

edition, Levi-Strauss outlines what (in 1948) he had
conceived to be the 'intermediate' form between 'elementary'
and 'complex' systems:
'systems which only set up preventions to marriage
(i.e. complex systems) but apply them so widely through
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constraints inherent in their kinship nomenclature that,
because of relatively small population, consisting of
no more than a few thousand persons, it might be possible
to obtain the converse, viz., a system of unconscious
prescriptions which would reproduce exactly and in full
the contours of the mould formed by the systera of conscious
prohibitions.
The systeins invoked are known in social anthropology
as the Crow-Oiaaha systems ...' (p.xxxvi).
Alas, seventeen years later (in 1965, when the new
preface was written) Levi-Strauss has come to the conclusion
that the Crow-Omaha system does not constitute the lookedfor transitional types
;

' I have come to see more and more that (the analysis

of Crow-Omaha systems) raises tremendous difficulties
which are the province, not of the sociologist, but of
the mathematician 1 (ibid.)
Ho mathematician myself, I entirely agree with what
Levi-Strauss says about Crow-Oraaha.

The difficulty arises

from the fact that, as LeVi-Strauss says, (while) 'it is
easy to construct a diagram of an asymmetrical system ...
no one has yet managed to give a satisfactory graphic
representation of a Crow-Omaha system in a two- or even a
three-dimensional space.

As one generation follows another,

another lineage is involved, and to represent these
requires as many reserve planes as there are new lineages
involved. ..* The anthropologist is only entitled to make
these planes intersect once in the space of three or four
generations ... the result is that a diagram limited to even

a few generations requires many more spatial dimensions
than can be projected onto a single piece of paper.'
(xxxvii).
Rather than see Crow-Omaha systems as intermediate
between 'elementary 1 and 'complex 1 exchange systems, LeviStrauss 1 more recent position is to view them as polar
oppositesj

'an asymmetrical (elementary) system operates

to change kin into affines, contrary to a Crow-Omaha
systera which operates to turn affines into kin* (xxxix).
Levi-Strauss attempts to save his original insight
by saying that Crow-Ornaha systems 'provide the connecting
link' because 'they relate to elementary structures in so
far as they formulate preventions to marriage in socio
logical terms, and to complex structures in so far as the
network of alliances is aleatory, an indirect result of
the fact that the only conditions laid down are negative'
(xxix).
This is very weak, unfortunately.

As Levi-Strauss

himself admits, virtually the same argument applies to our
own society, with the sole qualification that in CrowOmaha systems whole lineages, rather than individuals, are
placed under marital prohibitions.
I would like to suggest that the Umeda system, just
described, is in fact a better instance of an 'intermediary
type 1 than the Crow-Omaha systems discussed by Levi-Strauss
in this connection.
Now, first of all, is the Umeda system an 'elementary
system, and if so in what sense?

Pig. 6, it would seem,

suggests that it is, in that there appears to be a
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preferential marriage tending to unite distant bilateral
cross-cousins (the offspring of an original exchange of
sisters three generations before, who will repeat the
exchange in the fourth generation*)

This inference would

be correct only in a very qualified sense, since no actual
preference is accorded to distant bilateral cross-cousins
in Umeda (but see below).

What would be truer to say is

that the 'logic of the kinship terminology' points towards
a 'closed' marital universe:

while the marriage system,

as such, 'turns affines into kin' (and we have noted that
alliance is ideologically regarded as a permanent
relation, once instituted by marriage) — the kinship
terminology 'turns kin into affines 1 , or, more precisely,
into 'potential affines' i.e. marriageables.
This arises naturally from the awk-lowe-magawa-ate-awk
sequence just described.

In this, the Umeda terminology

differs profoundly from the Crow-Omaha terminologies which
are notable, after all, for their stress on the 'unity of
the lineage' at the expense of the generational principle.
Thus, whereas in an Omaha system, ego classifies all male
members of, say, his mother's lineage, under a single term,
irrespective of generational criteria, in the Umeda system
a man classifies as allies those whom members of his
parent's generation classify as affines.

Generation is

crucial here, much as it is in terminologies associated with
prescriptive marriage systems such as the Aranda.

Conversely,

those whom his parents may classify as allies, he may
classify as potential affines.
Moreover, a point not mentioned by LeVi-Strauss,
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whereas the 'kinship universe 1 (the classification of
neighbouring lineages) of an individual Crow or Omaha,
is determined only by the marriages of his parents and
parents' parents etc., in the Umeda system it is deter
mined by the marital history of his group.

That is to

say, if X exchanges sisters with Y that means that the whole
of X's group will refer to the whole of Y's group as
affines, and that marriages may not take place between any
of their offspring.

(Just as the offspring of two

Aranda marriage sections may not marry).

This is in

sharp distinction to tilMt Crow-Omaha situation where nothing
prevents an individual contracting a marriage with groups
into whom members of the parental generation in his own
lineage may have married, granted only that his own parents
or parents' parents etc., did not originate from, or
marry into, that lineage.

It is this indeterminacy which

makes Crow-Omaha systems 'complex 1 , and the Umeda system
relatively much less so.
In short, granted the postulate that marriage takes
place by sister exchange — and this, though not mandatory,
is the accepted method — the Dmeda system can be
satisfactorily represented using only four lines.

I would

accept that this grossly simplifies social reality, but no
more so, in fact, that conventional diagrams of prescriptive
exchange systems.

At the same time, I would insist that

the Umeda system is, in certain crucial respects, 'complex'.
Sister exchange, by itself, does not automatically imply
the presence of an 'elementary' system, as sister exchange
is compatible with all marriage systems, elementary or
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complex, with the sole exception of asymmetrical crosscousin marriage.

As Levi-Strauss has said, (of patri-

lateral cousin marriage, and the remark is still truer
of sister exchange itself) 'it is not a system but a
procedure 1 (1969 : 446).
What makes the Umoda system 'complex' is precisely
the absence of positive prescription.

We can verify this

by referring to data from elsewhere in the Sepik, where
Fa-Fa-Fa-Si-So-So-Da is found as a stated preference,
rather than as in Umeda, an empty possibility suggested
by the logic of the kinship terminology.

Gilbert Lewis,

in ail unpublished personal communication, has described
the operation of such a system among the Gnau-speakers
of the Lund sub-district, some 4O miles east of the VJainaSowanda area.

In Lumi, a marriage sets up a secmence of

reciprocal payments between wife givers and wife receivers,
the balance going to the wife-giving group, who perform.
certain richly-rewarded, ritual services for their sister's
children and sister's children's children — these
prestations may pass in both directions as sister-exchange
is also favoured by these people.

These ritual relationships,

accompanied by prestations, form a set sequence which
lasts for three generations;

in the fourth, it is thought

advantageous to re-open the relationship, and the sequence
of prastations, with a fresh exchange of sisters between
the two groups. In eertain neighbouring villages, the same
cycle is found, only shortened by a generation, in which
case the preferred marriage is with the Fa-Fa-Si-So-Da (G.
Lewis personal communication 1971).

This, in turn, invites
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comparison with the latmul situation, originally reported
by Bateson (1936) and recently subjected to re-examination
by Korn (1971) and Forge (1971).

Korn shows that the

latmul terminology is consistent with their stated
preference for iai marriage, that is, with the Fa-Fa-Si-So-Da,
and Forge, in a comment on this paper, remarks that iai
marriage 'is essentially an option to repeat in the third
generation a marriage contracted in the first 1 (ibid. p.139)
which 'renews a relation of unequal exchanges at that point
in the third generation when the relationships set up by
/a previous^ marriage are about to be extinguished' (p. 142)
I. would argue that the underlying system is similar
in all these instances, with the important difference that,
in Dmeda, the complicated cycle of prestations is lacking,
which is a feature of the Luwi system described by Lewis,
and also (probably, though Bateson's account is not very
specific on this score) of the latmul at well.

The

prestations, which, in Lumi, might extend over three
generations, provided a yardstick for calibrating the
alliance relations of groups, tending to produce formal
prescriptions of marriage partners as an integral part of
the total system?

while in Umeda, in the absence of such

a system of formal prestations to 'hold the system
together', no such prescriptions are found.
(c)

The mol cycle (Fig. 9)

Despite the absence of preferential marriage the
negative constraints on marriage sufficed to restrict the
actual marital options of any individual very severely —
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quite as flmch, arguably, as a system of preferential
marriage might have done.

The actual range of the

prohibitions was only vaguely determined, but certainly
covered all first and second cross cousins, real or
classificatory i.e. ego had to find a wife in a group
from whom members of his own hamlet had not taken wives
for at least two generations.

Given the small absolute

size of the connubium, and the demographic situation
(chronic shortage of women of any kind) this imposed
serious limitations — limitations at the level of
'reality* that is to say, rather than limitations on the
system as such.

If at least one * function 1 of

prescriptive systems is to give specific males rights over
specific females, as a rceans of reducing the incidence
conflicting claims for women, then it would be true to
say that in a demographic isolate as small as the UmedaPunda eonnubiura, this function can be served as v/ell by
negative as by positive rules about marriage.

The factors

which influenced the eventual apportionment of spouses,
granted the negative rules were observed, were basically
arbitrary, the product of demographic contingency rather
than political strategy.

Men lucky enough to have sisters

in exchange, would exchange them for the most intrinsically
desirable bride available in a marriageable group:

such

control as was exercised was in the hands of the senior
generation, the bride's and groora's fathers, who might
intervene to prevent a marriage.

In the cases where this

occurred which I was able to study, the reasons given were

TOM
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that the couple were not in marriageable groups, i.e.
the negative prohibitions would be infringed, or that the
girl had already been betrothed in some other direction.
Explicitly 'political 1 reasons for promoting or preventing
marriages were not put forward:

though the relationships

established through marriage were valued, in the first
instance it was the absolute worth of the in-marrying wife
to the group that counted.
The number of girls who were possible spouses for
a young man with a sister to exchange was very limited.
Quite apart from the existence of any restrictions at all,
the absolute number of girls in the age-bracket 7-14 (the
age at which girls would be betrothed to their future
husbands), was in the order of 3O in the whole connubiiiir,
many of whom were already promised.

This paucity in

the supply of available spouses combined with the negative
constraints on marriage, had the result that the Hredas
were prone to thinking in ternr, of 'long cycles' of
matrimonial exchange without actually having any
institutionalised means of ensuring that this circulation of
women came about:

this is what I mean by the 'mol cycle 1 .

The name is my own, but the idea it represents was
unsuspected by me until it was spontaneously suggested to
me by informants.

Mol is the word meaning 'daughter(s)' —

of an individual or of a group.

The mol cycle c?n be

represented by tracing in the cycles of matrilineal kinship
that are implied in the diagram showing the kinship
terminology.

In the second version of the diagram (Fig. 9) I have

traced in these cycles, using a different treatment of the
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line for each cycle.

The reader will appreciate from

the diagram that tracing out matrilines in tHs way results
in a repetitive pattern every fourth generation, just as
the transformations of the kinship terminology repeated
themselves every fourth generation when mapped out on the
same diagram (i.e. G+2=G-1, G+l=G-2 etc.).
The idea of the rool cycle as I encountered it in
the conversation of my informants was, I hasten to add,
far less abstract and formal than the expression I have
given to it in Fig. 9.

In the roinds of the informants r the

idea of a circulation of women in rnatrllineal cycles was
a logical consequence of the operation of the negative
marriage rules in a limited, closed, iriatrimonial field.
An informant asserted — as a matter of some obviousness ~
that 'we 1 (that is, his group) send out daughter?, to suchand-such a place (he pointed) , and their daughters cro
to such-and-such a place (they cannot come back because
that would be a breach of the negative rules, or, as it
is put by the people theirselves, 'a daughter must not
retrace her mother's footsteps' ...) and their daughters
go to yet another place, (he pointed again) and their
daughters go to another place still (and here roy informant
made an expansive circular gesture, an if to encojrrpass the
entire locality) ... and eventually they come back, and
we marry them.
How should this idea be interpreted?

First of all,

my informants were not conscious of the mol cycle as
something they actively brought about by marrying in a
particular way;

it was, rather, something that simply
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happened . a consequence of marriage in general, not a.
motive for specific marriages.

The mol cycle does not

set up specific integrative bonds, nor does it confer
rights over specific women — in which, it must be said,
it differs profoundly from cycles of matrilineal kinship
which are a feature — for d.e Josselin d@ Jong, among
others (de Josselin de Jong 1952) — of Australian
prescriptive marriage systems such as the Aranda. I say
this particularly because another anthropologist {van der
Leeden) working not so far away (in Saarmi, West Hew
Guinea) has compared what is, I think, the same phenomenon
to the Aranda systera, calling down on his head the rebukes
of Pouwer, whose views 1 will examine in a moment.
and Van der Leeden I960).

(Pouwer

The mpl cycle is not to be

linked with preferential carriage, just as the logical
'closure' of the kinship system, as analysed in the previous
paragraphs, is not to be taken as a consequence of
prescriptive marriage either.

My informants would never

have suggested (had they been able to visualise the possibility)
that a genealogically-defined Mo-Flo-Mo-Da-Da-Da was a
suitable spouse because that vould involve the return to the
group of the offspring of a daughter of the group, sent
away in marriage generations before.

Such genealogical

precision would be quite foreign to Umeda thinking.

while

Umedas were aware of the overall sequence in the trans
formation of the relation between inter-marrying groups,
they were not interested in tracing out specific genealogical
interconnections between individuals within groups so
related, and in consequence were not interested in producing
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genealogies with elements of repetition in them.
the reverse, in fact?

Quite

for them each new marriage was in

theory a new departure, a stab in the dark.

Because no

relationships between individuals kept alive over more than
one generation via reciprocal prestations were created by
marriage, as they were, for example, in Lumi, Umed.as had
no motive for singling out specific partners when re
opening exchange relationships with a group of quondam
allies.

Umedas understood the logical possfcility that

relationships with outside groups consisted of a cyclical
alternation of marriage-exchange, alliance, residual
alliance, followed by a re-opening of exchanges, but
although they recognised the implicit repdtitiousness in
the sequence of relations between groups, the recognition
was purely formal and did not conuriit there to any
institutionalisation of carriage choices, since the cycle
was automatic, so long as the negative prohibitions were
observed.

Similarly with the next cycle, which was not an

'institution' of Umede society, but an interpretation of it.
It is this point, I think, that Van der Leeden failed
to appreciate in his discussion of the related Saarmi
material (Saarmi is a tract of country, ecologically quite
similar to Waina-Sowanda, some 70 miles away to the west,
in W. Irian).

Here is Pouwer's suimuary of Van der Leeden's

basic argument:
'According to the author (i.e. V. der L.) this
(symmetrical sister exchange) contrasts with a r-uch less
manifest asymmetrical exchange system comprising a nuir.ber
of creslachten (localised clans) which leads to a matrilineal
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descent reckoning.

During his fieldwork, Van der Leeden

was much struck by the opinion that the matrilineal
relatives of a woman 'marry back 1 aftor an unspecified number
of generations ,.. the above mentioned opinion implies a
'return' of women from ego's group (whose female children
for at least two generations cannot marry there), in other
words a circulation of women through an unspecified number
of groups participating in the exchange (A-* B-*C-»X..^A).
'This view' says Pouwer 'is hardly supported by
the facts ...'

(By which he means the genealogical material

supplied by Van der Leeden),

I am in full agreement with

Pouwer in thinking that it would be a hopeless task to seek
to justify such a model of 'matrilineal cycles' on the
basis of an examination of the genealogical record, were
that recoverable.

Van der Leeden no doubt went too far in

making direct reference to 'long cycles' of matrimonial
exchange, on the lines of De Josselin de Jong's analysis
of the Aranda system (1952). On the other hand I am quite
unimpressed with Pouwer's alternative hypothesis, that the
women, whom Van der Leeden sees as circulating among
(patrilineal) groups are in fact circulating within a
bilateral group.

Pouwer argues that Hew Guinea kinship

groups are by nature bilateral;

the ties of women with

their natal group are never severed, and they can transmit
a full complement of rights in it to their children.

Such

a formulation may be applicable in the Star Mountains where
Pouwers 1 work was done, but it does not seem to me to resolve
the problems posed by Van der Leeden's palpably shaky attempt
to assimilate the Saarmi situation to the classical Australian

1 OA flf
model.

The very existence of localised clans argues against

Pouwer's interpretation.

Moreover, while the 'clans'

encountered by Van der Leeden might conceivably be called
bilateral in that they seem to have been open infiltration
by outsiders (matrikin etc.) they show definite patrilineal
bias, and, moreover, are far from being co-terminoua with
the universe within which the worsen circulate,
I do not think that Pouwer's 'bilateral 1 inter
pretation can be sustained, particularly in relation to
the similar situation in Umeda, where unilineal descent
is strongly marked, and I concur with Van dor Leedenat
least to the extent of thinking that the existence of such
ideas of 'the return of women' indicate that the people do
conceptualise their social field in terms of unilineal
groups forming alliances with one another.

This does not

amount, however, to a demonstration of the existence of
a system of 'elementary restricted exchange 1 even though
the ethnographer claims to have discovered a preference for
distant bilateral cross-cousin marriage.

'Australian*

systems must be made of sterner stuff.
I would interpret Van der Leeden's material on the
same lines as I have followed in interpreting the Umeda
'mol-cycle'•

That is, I think that the idea of 'the

return of women'

is here the product, not of positive

injunctions to marry kin, and the existence of an
•elementary'exchange system, hut of the operation of negative
rules within an extremely restricted marital universe.
This brings me back to certain remarks I made previously
concerning Levi-Strauss 1 distinction between 'elementary 1
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and 'complex* exchange systems?.

I have argued that the

Umeda system is essentially 'coinplex' in the sense that
there exist no injunctions to marry a prescribed category
of kin.

This material on the mol- cycle, however, does

show very clearly how a system can be 'complex* and stay
•closed 1 , that is, show the characteristic boundedness
of an 'elementary* ay stem.

Here indeed is what Levi-

Strauss sought, and failed to find, in the Crow-Omaha
systems — 'unconscious prescriptions v?hich vrould reproduce
exactly and in full the contours of the mould formed by
the system of conscious prohibitions' (1969 xxxvi).

Here

is a 'complex* system turned back on itself so that it is
seen as possessing, by the people themselves, that
'specific curvature of genealogical space* which, for
Levi-Strauss, characterises asyrunetric prescriptive systems
(1965 * 17).
In conclusion, then, the models of the kinship system

(fig, 6} and of the laol-cycle (fig. 9) taken together
represent what may foe a limiting ca?=e in 'conr-lex* exchange
systems:

a system defined in terms of prohibitions (and

hence complex) but so restricted that an element of
prescription is implicit at a sub-institutional level —
prescriptions of which the actors may in fact be conscious,
but which they do not consciously apply.
viii, (a)

Agnatic units s

Clans and sub-clans

I have remarked earlier on the absence of those
means reported frequently among other New Guinean societies
of iritegrating immigrants, particularly sister's sons into
agnatic (or supposedly agnatic) descent groups.

It is the
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prevalence of such devices which have led certain authors,
of which Pouwer is one, to speak of 'ambllateral 1 descent
in Hew Guinea, with a more or less pronounced patrilineal
bias.

Such a view has a certain amount of plausibility

in societies where genealogies of descent groups often
contain a proportion of female apical ancestresses.
However, in Umeda, the problem does not arise —or rather,
the solution adopted is of a different kind. Rather than
integrate outsiders into descent groups by giving them
some fictive agnatic status, in Umeda the integrity of
the agnatic descent group is preserved, and. immigrants are
integrated into the group as allies, the "group 1 in this
instance being the hairlet, the basic unit of social action.
The haialet is 'bilateral' — but it is not a descent group,
and it is not conceived of as such.

It is an alliance of

co-resident clans or sub-clans.
Thus, though agnatic units rcay migrate, secede front
the hamlet, split up, disperse, they can never be annihilated
through absorption, only through extinction,

lior, if they

are threatened with extinction can they restore themselves
to a condition of viability by the recruitment of nonagnates into their ranks.

Their sole recourse, in such

circumstances, is to join forces with an allied group,
combining with them in a coisraon hamlet.

This option, if

taken, has an influence on the subsequent development in
the relations between the allied groups who reside together
in this way.

The sequence of transformations whereby

allied groups eventually, after the lapse of an indefinite
number of generations, revert to a condition of non-alliance
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and mutual marriageability is interrupted if the allied
clans subsequently coalesce to form a single hamlet.
The normal case is for the immigrant clan to move into
a hamlet whose original inhabitants are classified as
mothers' brothers (nenagai) and cross-cousins (raagawangai).
While the first generation will continue to use this
terminology of alliance, the second generation will adopt
the same terminology as is used within the agnatic clan,
ie. not terms for allies or residual allies (nas
brother or hmun;

mother's

Fa-Mo-Br-So etc.) but the set at;

'guardian'

ate 'elder sibling 1 nedite 'younger brother' ude 'younger
sister'.

There is, thus, as far as kin-terms are concerned,

an identification between ego's own agnatic group (with
the exception of ego's own father s aiya and the allied
groups which are resident with ego's group in the hamlet.
But despite the terminological identification of allied
(immigrant) clans and ego's own clan, the separateness of
the agnatic descent groups concerned is not effaced, even
over a long period of time.
By raeans of a chart (fig. 1O) I have attempted to
summarise the information I have about the origins on
movements from place to place of the clans found in Umeda
today.

The bottom line of the diagram lists the present

inhabited hamlet sites, together with the names of sites
no longer inhabited, but still remembered as having once
been so.

At the top, I have indicated the mythological

relations of the clans (or rather of some of them),
according to the mythological schema discussed on p.
above.

Time runs from top to bottom, the precise
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synchronisation of the migrations of clans or sub-clans
are in some cases rather conjectural, especially for
the earlier periods.

Despite its inadequacies, I hope

that the diagram will suffice to convey, synoptically, the
way in which the various hamlets in the village are inter
connected by agnatic links, without the need for detailed
explanation.
The reasons given for clan fission are generally
rather unspecific — e.g. 'a fight'.

In one case, the

split between Kede and Kedewaba, a sub-clan now found a
Kehumda, the fight is said to have come about as a
consequence of an adulterous relationship between a younger
brother and his elder brother's wife:

the elder brother

thereupon tried to kill the younger (i.e. 'vaba) leading to
a splitting of the clan and the secession of Ilaba.

Another,

more recent split within a sub-clan arose for different
reasons.

Ifenid clan, which previously had a harslet of

its own, is now found dispersed in two hamlets, Kede and
Efid.

At one time all the Ifenid wen were living in Kede

but recently some have gone to live in Efid hamlet because
Efid was becoming so small that it was in danger of
ceasing to exist, a situation that was undesirable, since
there were soine children there who (sister's children of
Ifenid) had to be looked after, and moreover, Efid is the
'original* agwatodna hamlet, which ought not to disappear.
In other cases, such as the migration of Waina clan,
political factors have been uppermost.

Wain a have migrated

between Nissankebe, their original hamlet, and Kede, their
hamlet of adoption, on two separate occasions.

The first,
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mentioned above, occurred when Waina had been decimated
by an epidemic supposedly caused by Imonda sorcerers.
After having become once more sufficiently numerous, they
returned for a short time to their site at Nissankebe,
only to be dislodged once more by their fear of outside
enemies, not, this time, the Iroondas, but the Pundas,
The immediate cause of their second migration was not a
physical attack by the Pundas, but the death, under rather
grotesque circumstances, of their irvost important man, Waba.
Waba was killed when, having climbed a tree to kill a
marsupial, he slipped, and falling on his arrows stacked
at the base of the tree, impaled himself.

He later died

of his wounds. Such an occurrence, calculated to gratify
the enemies of Waina, could not have corne about by chance,
and it was attributed to the sorcery of the Pundas.
Fearing further, equally harassing occurrences the Wainas
departed, once more, to their mothers' brothers in Kede,
where they have been established for a generation.

When

I was leaving the field there was fresh talk of Uaina once
more returning to Nissankebe — which is still periodically
occupied as a hunting and sago-working carp, and where in
recent years coconuts have been planted by the Wainas who
still regard it as their real home.

This renewed talk

was the result of worsening relations between Waina and
their affines in Umeda hamlet, who were supported against
V7aina by their (Uroda's) allies, Klaluroda.

The trouble was

caused by the success of Waha, a young nan of Waina, whose
wife had recently died, in causing the young and widely
admired widow of a Klaluroda man to run away with him.

Umda
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have an agreement to exchange widows with Klalumda and
this action of Waha was very disagreeable to them.
Although the widow was not from a group with whom the
Umedas themselves were in a relation of marriage ability,
they hoped to use her as

an exchange with Punda, to

obtain a wife for a young Unida man, Paulus.
was prevented by the flight of the widows

This manoeuvre
the Wainas were

asked to recompense Omeda by giving a small girl, Yas, in
exchange, but Bo, the foster father of the girl refused,
saying that she had already been promised to Punda.

The

Wainas also argued that it was not necessary to give
exchanges for widows, anyway.

The Umda youth, Paulus, was

said by the Wainas to have uttered threats either to find
ail opportunity of shooting the Kainas himself, or of
invoking Punda sorcerers against then,

1 cannot say whether

there is any truth in this tale, but it was clear thatfeeling was running high, and it was true enough in the
eyes of the ivainas themselves, who said that they vished
to move to their old site, so as to be out of reach of
their Umda enemies. I left the field before any outcome
could be observed.
A general point of contrast between Umeda and most
New Guinea societies — even those in the immediate vicinity —
is the low degree of mobility of the permanent hamlets.
Clan migration or fission are not everyday events, but
very rare ones.

The norm is for men to stay put in the

hamlet in which they are born for their whole lives;
new hamlets have been established in Umeda for

no

at least

a generation, all being marked by mature coconut palms as
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old as the oldest men on the place.

Abandoned sites

are pointed out with fear and piety (for such sites are
haunted by evil spirits) most of which show no obvious
signs of ever having been inhabited at all, since the
forest has grown back to its full height*

Indiv fluals

cannot practice "optative" residence, which is such an
important contributory factor in giving New Guinea descent
groups (recruited, sometimes f as much on the basis of
residence as descent) their 'ambilateral" cast.

Migration,

where it occurs, is generally on a group basis. Only
one individual was living in a different hamlet from the
remainder of his clan-brothers in Umeda in 69-7O;

this

man, Mandor of Umda, born of parents in Wehumda, had been
orphaned at an early age. Migration, in short, is not a
device resorted to by in dividuals as a normal means of
finding patronage (as it is, e.g. among the Chiirbu;
cf. Brookfield and Brown 1965 ) but a response to a crisis,
an epidemic, a famine, or some other rare diaaster.

Under

normal circumstances the individual is offered no "optative"
choices either as to residence or clan affilation.

On

the other hand mobility of a different kind — not
permanent change of hamlet affiliation but temporary
sojourns with other groups, are possible and frequent.
These take place, not in the village, but in the bush.

In

sago-working camps in the bush it is very common to find
members of allied groups working together, particularly
members of the same bxish association.

Although the village

organisation at the centre is relatively stable, individual
family units are continually on the move, because, as was
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pointed out in Chapter 1, the village is not lived in
for** great part of the time.

Family units working in

the bush have great freedom to form combinations of a
temporary nature at some chosen bush site, and to invite
individual members of allied groups in different hamlets
from their own to come and stay with them.

Thus the

structural stability of Umeda hamlets is achieved at no
cost in economic flexibility.

The hamlets are less an

arena for everyday living — that arena is the bush and
the bush house — than a distinct focal point around which
the individual households may move (like bodies in orbit)
and upon which they nay fall back in case of illness or
danger, or for the purposes of heightened sociability;
feasting on a pig r or the performance of ritual,
(b)

Relations between agnatic units

I have already mentioned the fact that clans are
strictly exoganious.

Only one marriage I recorded (one

no longer extant) was a breach of clan exogamy:

while

the regulations prohibiting marriage between allies were
infringed more frequently,

it follows that all relations

between clans are based, finally, on marriage or potential
marriageability, while relations within clans exclude
marriage altogether.
Unrelated clans ( awk-awk ) fight and marry.

Where

marriages exist the members of the natal clan of the outmarried women continue to hold themselves responsible for
the protection of their sisters. In practice, the protective
role derives raainly upon the woman's own brother or her
closest agnates, rather than the clan as a whole.

An
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instance occurred in 197O which, though untypical under
modern conditions shows what was doubtless a frequent
situation in pre-contact tiroes.

A woman of Waina village

died in Wyalla, where she was married.

Her brother, ....

believing that sorcerers in her husband's group were
responsible for her death, attacked an unsuspecting man
of Wyalla in the bush, wounding him in the thigh with an
arrow.

The wounded man, in this instance refused to

give any evidence to the administration against his
attacker, who, having been turned in to the administration
by his own Councillor, was released after a few days.
Everybody thought his action justified.
affines are often tense;

Relations with

I was asked more than once to

intervene in such quarrels.

If tension has been building

up over a long period of time a full-scale confrontation
The quarrel

between clans within the village can result.

between Waina and Umda, mentioned in the previous para
graphs, was exacerbated by the fact that there are many
affinal relationships between these two clans.

The out

standing example of such a confrontation, recorded by me,
took place about twenty years ago between Kedewaina and
Wehumda.

The conflict arose as a result of Kede clan

being accused of being collectively responsible for the
death, by sorcery, of Wawi, an important man of Efid.
Wehumda stood behind Efid as mothers' brothers and they in
turn were aided by their allies, Umda and Klalumda.
and Waina stood alone, heavily outnumbered.

Kede

There was

never any direct dispute between the principles, Kede and
Wehumda;

Wehumda mobilised in support of Efid.

The outcome
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seems to have left both sides with the feeling of having
scored a moral victory.

All the Kede contingent were

wounded, one of them, Sugu, their leading warrior, six
times.

They thereby vindicated their contempt for death,

if they did not refute •— how could they? — the
accusations of sorcery made against them.

And the men

of Wehumda showed themselves worthy of their protective
role vis-a-vis their sisters' sons in Efld.
A crisis such as the internal dissension just
described, or brought about by an external threat, from
Punda, Sowanda, or the Walsa villages, may activate an
inclusive relation between whole clans linked as allies.
This may be contrasted with the more exclusive relation
between mother's brother and sister's son which is
important in normal everyday life, and in ritual.
Where a clan is split into subclans the dispersed
fragments do not form an action group in any context.
For instance, in the fight mentioned above, between Kede
and Wehumda, Kedewaba clan, linked to Kede by clanship ties,
did not join up with them against Wehumda.

On the other

hand, their clanship link did prevent them from fighting
on the other side i.e. from forming part of the Wehumda
contingent, which they would otherwise have done, since
Kedewaba is part of Wehumda hamlet.

The phenomenon of

segmentary coalition made familiar by Evans-Pritchard
(194O

282-9) played no part in the formation of war-

parties in Umeda.

Common clanship will result in an

attitude of non-belligerencei

dispersed segments of a

clan might even fight on opposite sides in a battle, but
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members of such agnatically related segments would
avoid one another in the melee.
point:

To repeat the essential

the principle upon which co- resident clans or

sub-clans combine with groups resident elsewhere is
matrilateral alliance.

An alliance relation is the only

basis upon which the minimal unit — the co-resident
group of agnates — can combine with other units, first
for a hamlet, which is an alliance of co-resident agnatic
units, and secondly through marriage with outside groups
to form larger alliances, such as the Efid/Wehumda alliance
which was brought into play in the fighting mentioned above.
I may conclude this section with an analogy which
summarises the kinds of integration operative in Umeda
society at various levels.

The analogy is with the three

forces which bind matter together, atomic, molecular,
and gravitational.

In Umeda, likewise, there are three

binding forces or principles of associations

1) Agnation

2) Residence in a single hamlet and 3) Alliance.

Without

insisting too far on the validity of the analogy, agnation
might be compared to the 'atomic' bond, stronger than all
the rest, but operative over very short distances.

Next

comes the bond between agnatic 'atoms' set up by common
hamlet residence — this might be compared with the
'molecular' bond i.e. though less stable than the atomic
bond, it is operative over greater distances, creating
variable and flexible compounds out of the elementary
building blocks.

It is tempting to push the analogy a little

further by adding that just as molecular bonds are formed
when atoms share an electron, so the bonds between clan

units in the hamlet come into being because the two
clans share a woman in their genealogies.

Finally, to

complete the analogy, I would compare the alliance
relationships between separate haralets to gravitational
forces, the weakest, but also the most pervasive field.
It is these bonds of alliance, the 'alliance constructs 1
of which I spoke when discussing moieties, which serve
to provide the overall integration of the social field.
ix.

Hamletmoieties
In discussing the village moieties (section iv)

I argued that the moiety organisation represents an
hypostatisation of the basic schema of matrimonial exchange!
a dichotoirdsation of the society into exchanging hdves.
Although the actual pattern of alliance inuat, necessarily,
shift somewhat with each successive generation, in the
moiety organisation, which reflects, but does not regulate,
carriage alliance, this pattern of alliance is represented
as stable.

The moieties are descent groups, but, unlike

the clans and sub-clans discussed in the previous section,
they are penae.abj.ei they can acquire new useiflbers by
nieane other than descent, they can be manipulated, and if
need be, groups or individuals can be re-classified in
moiety terms, while this is impossible where clan-affiliation
is concerned.
Outside the field of ritual, it cannot be said that
H5oi«ties have Kiuch role to play:

action

groups are not

recruited on raoiety lines in raundane contexts.

The

integration of the society provided by the noiety organisation
is at the level of ideas, rather than the level of action,
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in that the moieties make explicit the structure of the
social field;

i.e. they are a 'collective representation 1

in Durkheim's sense, of certain rather basic aspects of
social reality, which otherwise remain unconscious.
What the moiety organisation makes explicit is the basic
relationship, observable at all levels of the social
structure, between centre and periphery , which is also
the relation between men and women .

This basic relation

ship will be discussed exhaustively in later sections of
this thesis,

Uioeda village moieties are 'concentric' as

opposed to 'diametric* (cf. Levi-Strauss 1958 ch. VIII):
they raise to the level of the total society, the ego
centric oppositions I/other, us/them, agnates/allies.
The oppositional character of these dyads, whether
at the level of the individual, or of the total society,
is logically necessary;
without the other.

one half of the dyad cannot exist

The moieties are logically necessary

to each other, while the particular agnatic groups of
which they are composed, are contingent.

A clan may

flourish or become extinct without prejudice to the social
or ritual arrangements of Umeda society, but it is inconceivable
that a ir-oiety should disappear altogether.

Consequently,

should a moiety be threatened by adverse demographic
trends, the moiety affiliation of agnatic units can be
re-adjusted to maintain the system in being, whereas clan
ship itself cannot be manipulated in this way.
Granted that the external relations of the edtodna and
agwatodna are hypostatisation of alliance — though actual
marriage alliance may run counter to this scheme — what is
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the internal relation of the component clans comprising
each moiety?

Are they to be considered, at least

notionally, as descent groups, steinring from a common
ancestor in each case?

This might appear, at first

sight, the logical answer, but it is belied by the fact,
which I have tried to emphasise all along that Umedas
do not think of agnation as a means for conceptualising
social units larger than the localised clan.

Clanship

links cross moiety boundaries at will, and moreover,
each moiety contains a collection of clans acknowledging
no common ancestor.

The three clans who form the core of

the edtodna noiety, Wehunda, I'lalurtda, and Umda, do not
consider themselves as forming collectively an agnatic
unit of higher order, and this is even truer of the
rather motley collection of clans in the agwatodna moiety.
On the contrary, the principle of solidarity within the
raoiety is the same as that between moieties, i.e. a hypostatisation of alliance.

Just as the principle of logical

integration of the whole village is alliance, raised to
the status of a permanent (though purely ritxial) relation
ship, so one finds, looking at the individual hamlets,
that the sane device is repeated at hamlet-level , in the
form of the hamlet-moiety organisation.

The same basic

principle of alliance operates at both levels.
Each hamlet is divided into two moieties, known as
ivil and asila respectively.

This is the same for each

haiulet, so the two sets of moieties (village- and hamlet-)
cross-cut one another thus (fig, 11).
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Wehumda
ASILA

IVIL

EDTODNA

AGWATODNA

IVIL

ASILA

"

•

IVIL
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Like the village moieties the hamlet moieties are
important only in ritual contexts.

Village moieties

are important in ritual involving the whole village,
especially the ida sago fertility ritual, whereas the
hamlet moieties are important in lesser ritual involving
primarily members of one hamlet.
instance of this.

Curing ritual is an

When a man falls ill, (let us say a

man of ivil) in a particular hamlet, then the members
of the opposite moiety in his hamlet (i.e. asila) will
collaborate to perform a ritual called akovana smiv 'salving
with ako- leaves' to cure him.

This involves the men of

asila washing themselves, and then painting their bodies
with designs representing the subudagwa spirits which
are presumed to be the cause of the illness.

Having

adopted the personae of the spirits in this way the men
proceed to brush the patient with nettles (ako) and
perfumed leaves while reciting a refrain which symbolises
the spirits removing their arrows from the body of the
sick man.

This ritual service cannot be perforn»ed by

members of the patient's own hamlet moiety, who can play
no part at all in the ritual, but only by the opposite
hamlet moiety.

These may be assisted by the patient's

matrikin from other hamlets, his mother's brothers. In the
case of these latter, it does not matter which hamlet
moiety they are members of, since the asila/ivil opposition
is only relevant in intra-hamlet contexts.

Another instance

of reciprocal services being performed by asila and iyil
is garden magic:
by the other.

the gardens of one moiety being bespelled
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What is the sociological basis of the asila/ivil
moiety opposition?

The symbolism of the nanses of the

hamlet moieties provides a clue here,

Asila is derived,

by informants, from aaa, a gardent

ivil t the other moiety,

from i£, meaning breadfruit (iv) .

Thus, moiety A is opposed

to Eioiety B as 'garden 1 to 'breadfruit tree 1 ,

Th© symbolism

of breadfruit and gardens will be discussed in more detail
below (chapters 3 and 5) here, let it suffice to say that
gardens are feminine in relation to breadfruit trees which
are masculine.

Breadfruit trees are found planted in groves

round garden houses, which are generally sited on ridgetops, with the gardens themselves on the slopes on the ridges.
Thus the breadfruit trees represent the central/masculine
dimension, the feminine gardens the peripheral field (fig. 12),
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This arrangement is highly significant, since this
central-peripheral opposition is basically identical to
the opposition which I have already isolated as the
sociological basis of the edtodn a/agwatodn a moiety
opposition »

i.e. an opposition between centre and periphery,

which is at the same time an opposition between male
(edtodna) and female (agwatodna).
male

i

female

central

:

peripheral

agnates

:

allies

owners

t

immigrants

edtodna

:

agwatgdna (village)

(ivil)

i

(as11a)

breadfruiti
On pages "7?-SI

(hamlet)

garden

I argued that the village moiety

organisation reflects the processes of accretion of
'peripheral 1 groups, with territories away from the main
I

village ridge, onto the 'central' group of clans whose
territories adjoin the village area.

The peripheral groups

form the agwatodna (female) moiety, and the central groups
the edtodna (male) moiety.

Turning to the hamlet moiety

organisation, it becomes apparent that essentially the
same schema can be applied.

The hamlet moieties reflect

the processes whereby hamlets are formed through an
accretion of allied clans.

This is suggested by two facts:

first of all, the moieties in the hamlet apportion the
clans into two groups, just as the village moieties
apportion hamlets into two groups.

Secondly, the relation

between these two groups within the hamlet reflects alliance

relations between them in that it is, essentially, a
relation of mutual succour — a kind of succour which
excludes close agnates, but is characteristic of matrikin.
Thus in the curing ritual quoted above, the parties who
combine to salve the sick man with herbs are a) his
matrikin (nenagai) and b) the opposite hamlet moiety —
a conjunction which indicates a logical identity between
matrikin and members of the opposite moiety within the
hamlet.

Why, it may be asked, can such ritual succour

not be provided by agnates?

Informants were not explicit

about this, merely asserting the fact that agnates could
not participate in curing ritual:

but it is reasonable

to think that the very closeness of close agnates forbids
them to perform services which, to be effective, must
be performed by outsiders.

In fact, while a man was lying

ill, his close agnates would stay with him, lying on
beds beside him, for all the world as if they were ill too.
Indeed, they often complained of depression, lassitude,
fevert

symptoms which seemed to mimic the more serious

ailments of their clan brother.

They could not participate

in the curative ritual, because they participated in the
illness itself.

Succour had to come from an external

source — the sick could not cure themselves.

Succour is

the duty of matrikin — both in the broader political arena,
and also in the relative intimacy of the hamlet — and in
the hamlet aoieties we find an institutionalised means of
distributing members of the hamlet into mutually succouring
groups.
Granted the relation between the hamlet moieties,
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based on mutual succour, is ideologically an alliance
relation, i»e. a hypostatisation of the relation between
matrikin, can it be said that the relation is actually one
of alliance — the consequence, that is, of mother's
brother/sisters 1 son relations which have become ossified
into a permanent institution within the hamlet?

Logically,

it is apparent that asila and ivil must have different
agnatic origins, since otherwise they could not be separate
(agnatic) moieties.

In Umeda, agnation, as I have

stressed, does not form cross-ties between solidary unitsj
such a cross-tie between agnatic 'vertical 1 elements in
the social structure is always conceptualised as a relation
of alliance.

The same applies to asila and iyili

being

themselves recruited patrilineally their mutual relation is
one of alliance.

I would maintain this even in the face

of what might seem a contradictory piece of evidence,
namely, that in certain clans some members are asila and
some ivil.

How can a single clan have an alliance relation

ship with itself?

Unfortunately, this problem only occurred

to me after having left the field, and I never investigated
it.

It was suggested to me, by Jean La Fontaine and

Antony Forge, during a discussion of this material in a
seminar, that the moiety division within the hamlet might
be the means whereby, in the long term, distinctions of
clanship within the hamlet are forgotten, i.e. two clans
in opposite hamlet moieties become identified as one clan
div ided into two sections according to moiety,

I find

this argument attractive, though I have none but inferential
evidence to support it.

Meanwhile the evidence I have
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does support the idea that just as the "original 1 Uneda
clans are members of the 'male 1 edtodna village moiety,
and the 'immigrant 1 clans are agvatodna at v illage level,
so, at hamlet level, the 'original 1 occupants of a hamlet
are ivil (breadfruit/male) and the 'outsiders' are a si la
(garden/female).

Thus Kede clan in Kedewaine is ivil and

the immigrant Wainas are asijLa, the original inhabitants of
Wehumda are ivil, the later immigrants (Kedewaba etc.)
are asila and so on.

The single exception to this is

Sinai, which is an offshoot of Efid.

The reader may have

noticed that certain hamlets, i.e. Efid and Sinai in
Umeda and Sinai, Asila and Evil in Punda bear names
which recall the moiety-designations ivil and asila. This
seems to be a consequence of fission of hamlets along
moiety lines, leading to the establishment of a new hamlet
named after each moiety.

This fission in the case of

Proto-Efid took place along moiety lines, giving the two
present hamlets of Efid and Sinai*

The original inhabitants

of Efid, are, naturally, ivil, and subsequent imftigrants
(i.e. ifenid-waina) are asila.

In Sinai hamlet the position

is the reverse, the main Sinai clan being asila and the
subsequent immigrants (at present represented by one man
only, whose origin I did not determine) being ivil.
In short, whether or not members of ivil or asila
within a given hamlet are immigrants or not, the general
rule holds that hamlet moiety affiliations reflect the
process whereby clans, related originally through alliance,
come together to form a composite hamlet.

The hamlet

moiety organisation is thus a reflection of the alliance
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structure of the haiulet, given permanent institutions!
form, as a ritual relationship of mutual succour between
the two moieties.

The hairilet moiety organic ation is

structurally analogous to the village moiety organisation.
In this double arrangement of isoieties we have what is not
so much a 'cross-cutting' of moieties as a two-tier hierarchy
of moieties:

the small scale moieties within the haralet

being writ large in the village raoiety organisation.

Two

diagrams (figs, 13, 14) are provided here to aid the
reader in visualising this;

like the other diagrams, they

sbould not be taken too literally.
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The Household
The hamlet is the largest and most important face-to-

face group, but the high degree of mobility imposed on
the component households by the pattern of economic activity
means that the hamlet will be inhabited by its full
complement of members only for short periods at a. time,
and will be deserted, or all but deserted, for much of the
time.

The hamlet is in fact not so much a group for

quotidian action, as a 'pool* from which action groups —
for hunting down a pig, forming a sago-working party or a
gardening group — can be constituted as the need arises
and as convenience dictates.
The core of any action-group drawn from the hamlet
must inevitably consist of a productive household unit of
an adult member of each sex, generally a. man and his wife,
plus auxiliary elements who can participate in the work
but cannot undertake it independently, i.e. children of
both sexes, unmarried bachelors, immature wives, widowers
and the acred — not that there are many in the latter
category.

It was most common to find rcore than one such-

productive household participating in a particular task?
thus, if sage was being worked, one household head would
take the upper end of the log, and the other household
head take the lower.

Their respective wives would build

their sago washing apparatus together by the stream, and in
this way the work would be shared, though the product of
each separate household would remain distinct.
The most important factors in determining the
combination of households for v/ork purposes were common
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interests in a particular territorial area.

Thin in

turn was roughly correlated with clan affiliations, each
clan or sub-clan having one or more areas in the territory
of the hamlet wherein thsir gardens and sago stands
were concentrated.

Actual brothers or clan brothers co

operated the most frequently.

It was also conuaon for

unmarried youths to stay for long periods with their
mothers' brothers.
part.

Personal friendships played an important

Some brothers-in-lav/ got on badly, and these,

naturally, would not co-operate with one another in work.
In certain cases, though, brothers-in-law co-operated
extensively, combining to form working groups that were
genuinely bilateral — though perhaps I should stress that
informal groups of a bilateral kind do not contradict the
essentially unilineal character of the formal social structure.
One such group is shown in the sketch below (fig, 15);
it consisted of Sowai, a widower of Kedewaina (c. 45),
his son-in-law Was a of Wehurada (c. 35), his stepdaughter
Mag (Wasa's wife), a vary sturdy and capable girl of about
25 1 with two children aged about 5 and 8, besides which the
group contained Areasu, Sowai's stepson, aged about 23, and
his wife Mon (Wasa's sister) aged about 16, and finally
Sowai's own son, Wiyai, aged about 13.
This heterogeneous group were all basically dependent
on Mag for the essential female share in their economic
activities, Mon being as yet too young to play much part
(girls develop late,

physically).

had her children to look after.

Besides which, Mag also

Nonetheless the arrangement

seemed very stable, so that Wasa spent a large part of his
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time in the territory of his affines, and Mag was
evidently able to cope;

indeed, she caught a large

pig in a trap, which was credited to her, an event which
caused much admiration.
relatively unusual:

This particular combination was

most married men with families

restricting themselves to their own territory, only the
bachelors and young girls moving freely betv/een working
parties in one territory and another.

Bachelors and other

male auxiliaries of such working parties contributed their
labour in felling, stripping, and pounding sago, but spent
more time hunting.
Children begin to participate in the work appropriate
to their sex very early on, and increase their work output
gradually, so that by the age of about fifteen it becomes a
really significant contribution.

In adolescence and early

adulthood, men specialise in hunting, and their contribution
to sago-processing is relatively little.

After marriage

(generally at about twenty to a girl some five or ten years
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younger), men progressively spend more time working sago,
as their maturing wives become progressively capable of
washing it independently.

'Bachelorhood 1 is therefore a

loosely defined period between the ages of about sixteen
to thirty devoted to hunting, whereas married life
(mainly devoted to sago) occupies the subsequent period •—
needless to say many of these 'bachelors' are technically
'married' men, but to girls still immature.
The upper limit of bachelorhood and the lower limit
of married life merge together, and equally, the lower
limit of the bachelors merges with the upper limit of the
'small boys' peer group1.

This particular sub-category,

even more than the bachelors, like to roam about as an
independent labile, force, between camp and carap, now and
then helping in the work, but spending most of the time
pursuing small game and gathering produce in the forest.
They also make tiny gardens, which they tend.

They are

most in evidence (curiously enough) at meal times.

They

distribute their miscellaneous edible prizes among them
selves, neatly done up in little green packages, while their
elders provide them with cooked sago,
xi.

Parents and Children
Having examined the major aspects of the formal

social structure, I want, in this and ensuing sections, to
look more closely at the content of kinship relations.
In doing this, I shall follow, very roughly, the
'biographical method 1 advocated by Malinowski i.e. I will
deal sequentially with the relationships ego enters into
in the order in which they become important in the life-
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cycle, beginning with parent/child relationships, sibling
relationships within the hamlet, and then with relations
outside the primary socialising group, with matrikin, and
affines.
The discussion will be conducted from the standpoint
of a male ego.

This is a consequence of the sad, but true,

fact, that I have none but very indirect evidence on the
'woman's point of view 1 of Umeda society.

Due to my social

identification with the rather segregated 'bachelor 1 group
in the communities among which I worked, I had little
opportunity to discuss anything with women.

However, I

hope that this deficiency will be mitigated by the fact
that my main arguments concern symbolic structures whose
frame of reference is the 'typical* male ego's outlook
on life, and which can be interpreted in the light of male
social experience alone.

Let the sequel show whether this

assumption of male hegemony in the domain of ritual and
symbolism can be justified.

Meanwhile, I can only point

to the existence of this lacuna in my material, with
appropriate apologies to the women of Uroeda, whose voice I
have failed to record, and whose opinions I never fathomed,
(a)

Theory of conception and early socialisation

Umedas believed that the child's substance came from
both parents.

The familiar blood/bone opposition, whereby

male substance is bone and female substance is blood, is
found in a mythological guise, but seemed to play no part
in the overt thinking of informants about conception.

The

idea of community of substance between parent and child
was understood, less as a mystical bond, a projection of
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familial ties, than as a way of phrasing the very mundane
fact that the parent/child relation is essentially a
relation between feeders and fed.

I got the most

uncompromising statement of the Umeda notion of the
relation of parents and children when news was brought
to a camp in which I was staying of a severe beating
administered by a father and mother to their small child
(aged about three) when he mischievously doused their
only fire in particularly annoying circumstances.

This

incident (i.e. the beating) scandalised the whole camp;
how could a father beat a child who was his own semen,
or a mother, likewise, willingly injure a child whose
very substance was her own milk? How could they injure
themselves in beating their own child?

The point of these

reproaches against the parents was always the same:
the feeding relation between parents and child established
a continuity of substance between them.

The father's

•feeding 1 role is symmetrical to that of the mothers

the father

feeds the child with his semen before the child is born,
the mother feeds the child with her milk afterwards — no
mystical ideas were invoked as the basis of the relation,
since the child's girit or ghost is only acquired later, when
the child has a name and a social personality, and is not
derived from either parent.

Because semen was considered

the food of the unborn child, copulation was continued
for the first four or five months of pregnancy — a
phenomenon widely reported in New Guinea.

Semen was

explicitly compared with various edible substances, notably
sago-jelly (yis) and the contents of eggs (ali).

The child
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was called his

father's 'egg'.

(This will be discussed

further in Chapter 5, in relation to ritual).
As will be seen, Umeda parents are, under normal
circumstances, very permissive where babies and small
infants are concerned, never using physical coercion, or
the withdrawal of sympathy, as a means of exerting control
over their behaviour (except when dlrely provoked, as in
the instance quoted above) until well after the child has
been weaned, at about four years.

Dirths take place in

garden houses, in the bush, well away from the main
settlement.

The husband is present at the birth, but does

not participate, and the mother is assisted by one or more
experienced women.
away from the area.

The rest of the hamlet stays well
Men do not discuss what is going on,

as birth is a taboo subject.

After the birth, the couple

and the new baby stay put in the garden house for about
a fortnight, while the 'heat' of the birth — which is
dangerous to other people, is dissipated, and they are in
a fit condition to return.
and no soul.

A new-born baby has no name

If it dies it is buried at the foot of a tree.

Some female infants, and perhaps males as well are exposed,
and die.

The practice of infanticide was admitted to,

though I did not gather details on this sensitive topic:
perhaps it has now been abandoned definitively, especially
since the administration is known to have imprisoned women
in other groups in the area, for this offence.

But as far

as I can see, no other explanation can account for the
present highly-unbalanced sex ratio, even granting that
women have a shorter life-expectancy than males as a
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result of the fact that many women died as a result of
complications of pregnancy and childbirth (cf. The piediagrams on p. ^.? above, which show this demographic
imbalance s

it will be seen that it is almost as marked

in the category 'female children 1 as in the category of
1 adult females').

I should add that all the women who

were pregnant while I was in the field either gave birth
to children who survived, or who died of causes which
were natural rather than induced.
Very small infants are entirely looked after by
their mothers, men being bound by a taboo against touching
small babies, which are believed to cause certain illnesses.
Only later will a father feel it is safe to fondle or play
with his child, when it is aged a year or more.

It is

also important for the parents not to mention the child
by name i

they should refer to it only by some circumlocution.

I was told that the child would die if it was discussed in
its own hearing?

perhaps because its grip on life is

weak, and its soul easily detached from its body.

Until

the child can walk, the parents observe a post partum-sex
taboo z

which leads to a spacing of the family by three or

four year intervals.

No doubt, though this was never said,

it is children who come too soon after an elder sibling,
who are in the greatest danger of being exposed,
For the first year or two the child spends much of
the time either being suckled, fed, or otherwise entertained
by the mother or her female companions, and sleeping in
the mother's net-bag (uda) a sort of external pouch-womb,
well adapted to serve this particular function.

After
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this period, with, perhaps, the imminent arrival of a
younger sibling, the father's role becomes increasingly
important.

I stress this, because my observations impressed

on me the great importance of the father's role in the
socialisation of the child, particularly during the
period between the ages of three and eight, when the
child makes its first steps in society on its own account,
and the period, I think, when certain fundamental social
attitudes, important in later life, are laid down.

In

particular, I would argue that a crisis of 'rejection* is
a standard psychological phenomenon (among male children
particularly) about the age of six, and that this rejection,
which is the crisis during which the child marks out its
identity vis-a-vis its peer-group, involves the child's
relation with its father, but not with its mother, as
might be assumed.

In many societies (including v?estern

society) weaning is held to be a period of stress for
infants being socialised, and consequently a period in
which certain traumas, with effects in later life, may occur.
In Umeda, however, weaning is very late, both as a result
of the post partum-sex taboo, and the low natural fertility
of lactating (and under-nourished) mothers.

The arrival

of a younger sibling does not generally interfere with
the very gradual process of weaning, which, so far as I
could see, was very much a spontaneous process initiated
by the child acting on its own accord.

Children would be

well able to walk before abandoning the breast and even
when having ceased to depend, even marginally, on mother's
milk for nourishment, children would resort to the nipple
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as a source of comfort in frightening or unpleasant
situations.

The existence of a younger sibling did not

debar children from receiving maternal comfort of this
sort.

Moreover, for a long time prior to the actual

weaning of the child, it has been receiving increasing
quantities of solid food from its mother's hands, and
one may infer that at no time is the child acutely conscious
of a definite withdrawal of the essential nutritive
•presence 1 of the mother.

The major crisis in childhood

is not physical, but social.

It is not, one could say,

from the mother*s breast that the child is displaced, but
from the father's knee.

Let me refer, at this point, to

the diagram showing 'The Social Field of the Hamlet 1
(fig. 16 — which shows the ground plan of a typical
hamlet, with the typical dispositions of men and women,
adults and juveniles, while sitting together in the
morning or evening.

Through this diagram we can get a

1 cross-section 1 of the process of socialisation that I am
describing.

The women and the unweaned infants remain on

the verandahs of the houses forming a ring around the
central space (C), while the adult men congregate in the
centre in a spot selected by tacit convention, smoking,
conversing, and chewing areca:

the reader will note the

centrality of the men (A) versus peripheral status of women,
a point which will emerge elsewhere in symbolic contexts.
Between the periphery and the centre is a transitional
area (B) in which I have indicated some children, linked
by arrows both to the knot of men at the centre and the
women sitting at the periphery, by the houses.

This spatial
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transition is also a social transition between the
dependency of the infantile state and the autonomy of
later childhood and youth (D) .

It is through the relation

with the father that this transition is mediated.

The

unweaned child will remain with its mother, ignored by
the men sitting at the centre,

When the child is safe

to be touched, the father will begin to take temporary
charge of its

the child spends more and more time in

the care of its father in the centre area, especially
when it begins to walk and talk, in its second and third
year, leaving the mother free*for household tasks.
Having learned to walk, the child begins to make the
transition between the C area and the A area voluntarily,
its first journey.

At this stage, the child, having made

its entry into the knot of adult males at A, does not
participate in the general conversation going on there,
but concentrates its attention rather exclusively on
its own father, with whom it is becoming not so much
conversationally as physically familiar.

At the age of

three or four, by which time the child may well have a
younger sibling, the child turns to the father for physical
reassurance in much the same way as it would turn to the
mother.

At this time too, with the coining of a younger

sibling, the relation of father and child is made closer by
the fact that the child ceases to sleep with the mother,
and instead sleeps on the same bed as its father, moreover,
the mother's net bag having been pre-empted by the younger
sibling, the child now travels from place to place riding
pig-a-back on its father's shoulders.

Altogether then,
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this is a period at which the relation between father and
child becomes particularly close.
very important physical aspect.

This relation has a
I was much struck by

the way in which a small child, having found its father
amid a group of adult men, would engage in a minute and
prolonged physical exploration, submitting hair, beard,
limbs, weapons and accessories to a concentrated scrutiny,
by touch, taste, and smell, as well as by sight, quite
mindless of the perfunctory caresses it received in return,
and still more so to the adult conversation going on around
it.
It was the emergence of the child from this
particularly close relationship with the father which
seemed to me to be the most critical phase of socialisation,
or at least the phase accompanied by the most apparent stress
where the child was concerned.

The child, now between four

and eight years old, is progressively deprived of the
solicitv.de both of the father himself, and of older people
in ger.o:;,?!, with the exception of the mother.

Where

previously the child has been drawn •— inexorably, as it
were •— towards the group of adult men at A, finding there
both caresses and the stimulus of the male sex in general,
(This involves an element of sexuality on both sidess
for instance, I once watched a small boy of 4 who was
playing with the penis sheath and genitals of his clasnificatory
father, displaying a degree of playful violence which made
me recoil, but which his 'father' indulged without protest
or retaliation).

Where previously the child has been able

to rely on the father as a point d'appui for coming into

relation to its social universe, so, eventually, it
must find itself excluded from the ring.

While the

arrival of successors within the sibling group does not
materially affect the child's relation with its mother,
whose nutritive role is not jeopardised, the social
protection afforded in the early stages by the exclusive
relation with the father is much wore critically affected.
At this point the child must redefine his role vis-a-vis
this parent, i.e. he (male) must cease to complement the
father, and must begin to copy him.
transition;

This is a crucial

where previously the situation requires the

child to adopt a purely negative position in relation to
the father (child to adult) it must now adopt a role which
involves the assimilation of parental behaviour (adult to
adult).

I was able to observe this process particularly

clearly in the case of the family of Wiye of Kedewainfc,
who had three sons (by two wives) aged about 3, 5, and 8.
One day I spent together with the whole family at a sago
working ulte.

Abo, the youngest, basked securely in the

favourite's position, occupying much the greatest share of
his father's attention.

Peda, the middle child, was at

the stage of being progressively deprived of his father's
solicitude — he was fretful and weepy, and I do not think
that I am merely being subjective when I say he was clearly
very jealous of his younger brother's privileged position.
His mother did her best to comfort him, but his father paid
him little attention,and that not very sympathetic.

Yankwo,

the eldest, was of an age when, for the most part, he could
spend his time in the peer-group of boys of his own age.
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Ue betrayed no concern at his father's favouritism, or
his younger brother's bad temper.

Kis behaviour was at

all times reserve*! and cool, full of charging details of
'adult' behaviour, copied from his father.

These were

apparent in his casual wanner of breaking off speech
raid-flow, to apply light to a cigar stub, his wanner of
spitting, his cool appraisal of toy arrows and so forth ...
Yankwo was re-establishing communication with his father
on the basis, as it wore, of a shared comitjnent to adult
values, adult standards of behaviour.
The lack of sympathy and even open irritation showed
by Wiye towards his middle son, Peda, on this occasion was
typical Umeda paternal behaviour towards children who were
passing through the crisis I have aientioned.

I was

soEaatiaes ainaaed by the callous behaviour (as it se<si??ed
to me, though of course not to the people themselves) that
Uneda fathers could display.

Certain children seemed to

have particular difficulties in reconciling themselves to
their situation,

Wadwa, a foster child of Aiaasu of

Kedewaina was a cas© in point.

Aiaasu's affections were

entirely bound up with his daughter, the three-year-old
Wause, upon whom he doted, and hie attitude towards his
fosterchild, aged about eight, was often openly hostile,
I was once present at a frightful scene which resulted
when Wadwa, feeling himself slighted by Aroasu (who gave
a piece of cooked yam to Wause without offering him any)
went into a prolonged and violent tantrum.

Wadwa rolled

about covering hiEtself with dust and ashes, tore his hair,
forced dirt into hia mouth, hajaanered on the ground with
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his fists, yelling Ln real and frightening desperation
(I remember thinking what a good thing it was that there
was nothing, like a television set or some valuable
household, ornaments, for him to break) — till, after
the lapse of many minutes, during vrtiicb no particular
attention was paid to him, a woman who was present quieted
him by the simple expedient of offering hia another piece
of yam.

Wadwa's tantrums, which were frequent, aroused

no concern — 'VJadwa always cries 1 people said, unsyropatheticaliy — and nobody seemed to connect such behaviour
in children with the jealousy aroused in elder siblings
by the monopolisation of the father's attention by
younger siblings,
This inflexible attitude towards children of Wadwa's
age, who manifested similar symptoms of jealousy, seemed
after all to serve a purpose, whether or not the people
were consciously awara of it, of forcing the child so situated
to adopt the role, either of a member of the small boys'
peer group (in the case of boys) or, in the case of girls,
the role of member of the female work force. It was in these
contexts that education in essential skills was mainly
carried out.

Relationships formed in the context of the

boys' peer group become the basis of relationships between
the adult male members of the hamlet later on (the peer
group is indicated as area D on the "social field 1 diagram).
Thus, during the process of socialisation, the male child
will pass first from the C (peripheral) region to the A region
(central), that is, from a relationship of dependency focussed
on the mother, to a relationship of dependency focussed on
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the father, and thence out again to the D region the
independent group of small boys, who will, in time, move
back into the system and take over the A region.

Girls,

on the other hand, cycle back into the C region, and, on
marriage, move out of the system altogether.
Without wishing to suggest that I can prove
anything on the basis of such a brief, impressionistic,
account, I should like to suggest that this particular
pattern of events during socialisation sets up a persisting
set of attitudes and sentiments.

First of all, the relation

of the senior to the junior generation, fathers and sons,
is coloured by definite feelings of strain and antagonism,
moderated by some degree of actual avoidance, after early
childhood.

The opposition of the generations is, I think,

established during the period of enforced exclusion of the
male children from the centre
by the group of older men.

of the social field, occupied

Relations between fathers and

adolescent sons tend to be cool and respectful, rather than
intimate.

The senior generation maintain their advantage

because of their superior control of resources (through
having access to female labour, and also having better
access to game, which adolescent boys have not the skill
to obtain in the quantities they will later achieve).

The

complaints of children and young men against their fathers
generally revolved round the issue of their meanness in
meat, the father being in control of the family supply, kept
in the family smoking basket in the rafters.
1.

This image

Later still, men in their forties and fifties, who have
reached the ultimate stages of the male career-pattern,
tend to roo»e out, once more, from, the centre. Old men
tend to become rather lonely recluses, with a few
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of the father as 'lord of the smoking basket 1 is reflected
in the name of the Umeda culture-hero Toagtod ('smokedrneat-man').

One myth tells how ' smoked-roe at-man 1 had a

house filled with game (live) pigs, cassowaries, etc.,
from which the children were excluded. Instead of hunting
in the bush, he simply had to go into his
whatever variety of game he wanted.

house to shoot

His children were

too greedy, however, and one day one of them disobeyed the
taboo on entering the house.

He broke in and shot a pig,

but in the process all the other animals escaped, and ran
away into the forest, which is why it is now necessary to
hunt them there with so much time and effort.

The moral

of this tale being, evidently, that the inaccessibility of
the food to the 'children 1 is the condition of its abundance.
It is not only the generations which are opposed in
this way, but also elder and younger siblings, especially
brothers.

Relations between elder and younger brothers

were close in the sense that they would, in later life co
operate together in work, and would present a solid front
in disputes, but, at the same time, it was apparent that
relations between them seemed to preclude gaiety in favour
of sober politeness, rather similar to the punctilio observed
between partners in a firm or practice.

Full brothers would

not fall into one another's arms, weeping with mirth, as
was often the case in meetings between cross-cousins or
more distantly related age-mates.

There were definite

jealousies between brothers, and a particularly strong feeling
of competition in hunting.

It was easy to see how cast down

a young man would become, for days on end, following some
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conspicuous success of a full brother.

There were also

sexual jealousies, which could result in open quarrels
(e.g. the quarrel which led to the fission of Kede clan).
Sexual antagonism existed both within and across generation
lines:

members of the senior generation frequently

suspected adulterous relations between the younger wives
and the older, unmarried, members of the junior generation
in the hamlet (who boasted privately of their successes)
while elder and younger brothers had definite conflicts of
interest over wives, particularly in the cases, which were
not uncommon, where two brothers had only one sister to
use as an exchange.

The Pultod myth, the basic myth in

the Umeda corpus, deals extensively with the theme of
fraternal/filial envy and conflict over women (see Appendix II).
Suffice to say here that it is rich in the most classical kind
of 'Oedipal* symbolism.

The outward appearance of

solidarity vis-a-vis like units generally shown by members
of a hamlet, did not preclude the existence of strong,
though mostly latent, antagonisms between the senior and
junior members.

Although death itself was blamed on

outsiders (i.e. Punda sorcerers) it was asserted that a
man could be 'softened up 1 — made so weak that he could
not fend off a sorcerer's attack — by lesser techniques
which might very well be utilised by a senior man against
a rival within the hamlet. One informant, with how much
psychological penetration I cannot say, asserted that the
origin of all illness lay in the fear (pevm) aroused by
the angry glances of a close kinsman, an elder brother,
father or guardian.

In short, the rather traumatic circumstances whereby
the child is ejected (I do not think that that is too strong
a word to use)from paternal solicitude and the associated
sibling rivalries, sets up a pattern of inter- and intragenerational antagonism among male hamlet members which
are carried over into later life.

But against this must

also be set the shared commitment of all the male members,
of whatever age category, to certain solidary male values:
all male members of the hamlet are basically alike in
competing for the same things, their solidarity and their
antagonism stem from the same set of values.

We can see

this by examining the contrast between the relations typifying
hamlet members and the very different tone of the relations
which exist between them and their matrikin.
It is notable that while the relations of children
with their fathers (especially sons) seemed to go through
this period of stress, this was not the case where relation
of children with their mothers was concerned,

I detected

a considerable contrast between the apparent favouritism of
Umeda fathers and the scrupulous fairness with which Umeda
mothers treated their children, not only the youngest.
This was relatively easy for them in that their responsibility
lay mainly in the distribution of the staple sago jelly
which is a commodity in relatively abundant supply, compared
with meat.

Informants stressed the absolute reliability

of the support given by the mother.

A man whose mother

is alive never goes hungry, I was told, while the death of
the mother was a calamity with grave practical consequences.
It is at least arguable that the generous, permissive,
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relation between ego and his matrikin (na, rciagawa) is
a function of this indulgent maternal presence, while
the restrained quality of relations between agnates
reflects the more stressful father/child relation.

A

linguistic detail brings out rather clearly the cognitive
contrast between agnatic and matrilateral relationships.
first

A man has two ways of identifying himself socially;

as a man of such-and-such a hamlet, i.e. the hamlet where
he lives, where his father and brothers live etc.
a man is a Kede-tod, an Umda-tod and so on.

Thus

But there is

another idiom which is used when a man identifies himself
via his niatrikin as a child of such-and-such a hamlet
(i.e. his Mother's brother's hamlet).

Thus a man might

be a Kede-tod (man of Kede) and a Puda-tuda (a child of
Punda).

As a 'man 1 of a particular (agnatic) hamlet, ego

stands on his own feet, whereas as a. 'child' of his
maternal hamlet ego retains a lifelong inferiority, a
right to be protected and succ oured.

The protective role

of the mother's brother is played out in public in ritual
(see Chapter 5) but is also important in purely mundane
affairs,

Th« mother's brother is a kind of parent whose

parental role is not played out in the domestic unit, but
in the ritual and political arena of the total society.
In a society in which, until recently it was considered
entirely reasonable to attempt to kill any individual not
protected by some specific relationship the importance of
the political umbrella provided by real or classificatory
•mother's brothers' can hardly be over-estimated.
a well worn theme on which

This is

it is hardly necessary to dwell.
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xii »

Bachelorhood..*, betrothal and marriage
The peer-group of small boys, alluded to in the

previous section, forms the basis, eventually, of the group
of bachelors, who, like the small boys themselves, form a
relatively autonomous group within the general framework
The bachelors specialise in hunting (as

of the hamlet.

opposed to sago production, which is the major task of the
married men) .

Their concern with hunting does not reflect

the purely economic value of this activity alone but even
more its prestige value to the individual.

It is as a

cunning hunter that a youth makes his mark in the eyes of
the society at large, attracting, perhaps, the favourable
attention of potential fathers-in-law, not to mention that
of erring wives.

Their somewhat marginal social and

economic position gives them the leisure, not only to pursue
the time-consuming occupation of hunting, but also to adorn
themselves and cultivate their appearance more assiduously
than is normal among older men.

Unlike the latter category,

they always maintain the practice of wearing a penissheath, or some other form of genital covering (cf. The
analysis in my article on this topic (Cell : 1S71)).
The Umeda word for 'bachelor 1 (muh-tpq) does not
indicate simply an unmarried man — in fact, many men
falling into this category are actually betrothed to wives —
but rather a man going through the penultimate stage of
socialisation — here, as elsewhere in Melanesia, social
adulthood is a late acquisition for males, coming only at
the age of thirty or more, with the birth of one or more
children.

Marriage, as such, may not detract from bachelor
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status, especially in the cases where the wif«, betrothed
as a child to a man of about twenty, has many years to go
before she is capable of sustaining an independent female
productive and reproductive role.

Very young girls 'married 1

in this way do not take up residence with their husbands
immediately.

The transition, when it occurs, is gradual,

the girl spending more and iraore time with her husband's
group and less and less with her own*

During this phase

in the carriage, conflicts nay arise between affines over
the girl's labour, the groom and his kin insisting on her
co-operation, the bride's group claiming that she is still
too young to work alone.
Bachelors too, may stall at the prospect of accepting
their new role as married men, since despite its tribulations
bachelorhood has certain advantages at least in the eyes
of younger n<en.

They were supercilious of marriage, and

placed a definite value on celibacy as such as conducive
to bodily veil-being and hunting success.

The gradual

'easing in 1 of the 'bachelor* (aged 25+} and his wife
(aged 17+) into the routine of married life was the final
crisis in the process of socialisation.

The first crisis,

one could say, comes when the child (male) is forced put
of the centre into the small boy's peer group, and the final
one is the crisis of re-integration, when the boy returns
to the centre, as a mature adult.
The difficulties of 'married' bachelors raay be
illustrated by the case of a youth of Kedewaina, aged about
17, vrho, by a fluke in the exchange system, was married
to a nubile girl of his own age, who, had she been married
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to an older husband, would certainly have been sufficiently
mature, physically, to Bet up an Independent household.
Despite possessing this nubile wife, the youth's behaviour
conformed, not to tho standard, of the married nen, but to
that of the other bachelors of the harolet with whom he
associated.

His wife was a source of einbarrassrnent to him,

which he betrayed by the curt, bossy, manner he adopted
when speaking to her.

TThile he was unable, either from

his own diffidence, or as s. result of the coyness of the
girl, to play the 'husband 1 role towards her (both reasons
were suggested, and both tended to make him seem ridiculous)
he must have remained conscious all the time that the girl
was fair game to all the other young men in the hamlet,
who, though they scorned marriage, as such, were none of
them averse to sexual foraya of a more casual nature.

One

of then claimed not only to have seduced the girl, but also
to have confessed his misdeed to the husband later, out of
shame.

He told me that the young husband had sho\m no

an ger at this, claiming, whether truly or in affectation,
that he was indifferent to his wife.

The young man himself said

to me, on another occasion, that his young wife disgusted
him, and that the only women ha cared about were the
prostitutes on the coast (where he had never been) — a
sexual paradise whose mythology is constantly replenished
by the tales of returned labourers, prisoners, policemen,
catechists etc.

(Ho was particularly impressed by the

detail, brought back in some report from the outside world,
that the prostitutes continued to puff cigarettes nonchalantly
during the act of sexual intercourse.

He thought this very
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exciting — which casts a curious light on Umeda male
Passivity is favoured;

sexual attitudes.

all the young

men I talked to were evidently very ambivalent about
any display of passion on the female side, perhaps because
it represented a threat to their freedom and masculinity.
Bachelors had very clear cut ideas on their sexual role.
While they remained averse to any institutionalised sexual
relations, they remained amenable to fleeting encounters.
They did not pursue women actively, but cultivated their
appearance so that the women would be moved (fhey hoped)
to pursue them.

Sexual initiatives were supposed to be

made by women, though I cannot tell whether this was what
happened in practice.

There was a very marked category-

separation between copulation and reproduction.

Bachelors

had few reservations where the purely copulatory aspects of
sexual relations were concerned (copulation being part of
the aggressive masculine stereotype, and an analogue of
their occupation par excellence, hunting) , while towards
reproduction itself they maintained an attitude of disdainful
prudlshness, rather reminiscent of the prudishness of the
test-tube-bred inhabitants of Huxley's 'Brave New World 1 .
Only regularised sex had reproductive implications, the
idea of illegitimacy not being current at all, and it was
towards the specifically reproductive sexuality of married
couples that the bachelors had such disdain, not towards
sexuality as such.
Hence the embarrassment of this married bachelor.
The situation was, however, resolved somewhat during my
time in the field,

I often loaned my gun to this youth,
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and he soon managed to kill with it a large pig, his
first major hunting success.

As a result of this success,

I was told, he also succeeded in seducing (or being
seduced by) his own wife.

This paradoxical conquest

restored his prestige somewhat, but he was still intent
on going to the coast, largely, I think, to avoid the issue
of his marriage.

This course had been taken by two other

young men of Umeda married to nubile girls not much
younger than themselves, and there was no doubt that below
a certain age (c. 25) men were genuinely afraid of marriage.
More usually the age-difference between spouses is sufficiently
great to ensure that by

the time the wife reaches puberty

the husband is psychologically adapted to the prospect of
marriage.

Local Government Councillor Pom, for example

(aged about 30) was only too eager for his wife (about 15)
to grow up since otherwise he was an adult of outstanding
achievements .
I will say more about the position of bachelors in a
later chapter, in the context of ritual.

The essential

point which I should like to emphasise is that Umeda kinship
ideology makes a strong disjunction between bachelors, and
their way of life, and that of the married men.

Moreover,

while this category opposition is hard and fast, the
sociological process of transition between the two modes of
existence appropriate to the two opposed stereotypes is
only gradually achieved. In the process of transition the
individual male is subject to role-contradictions stemming
from the desire both to preserve his freedom from the
marital and familial responsibilities of marriage, duties
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towards affines, etc., while at the same time becoming
increasingly envious of the alternative freedoms conferred
by marriage itself, the monopoly of a woman, the economic
autonomy of a self-supporting household and so on.
In many societies this transition is mediated, to
some extent, in ritual terms via initiation rites and a
hierarchy of initiatory grades (e.g. the Abelami

see

Forge 197O), It will be shown later that the major Umeda
ritual festival, though not overtly initiatory in
character, does fulfil this role in the sense that it
provides a hierarchy of progressively more senior ritual
roles, which are correlated with the life-cycle of the
individual.

This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5,

In the preceding paragraphs I have touched on the
fact that the bachelor state implies only a relative
absence of sexual outlets, and that this relative celibacy
has a positive value placed upon it, at least by the
younger bachelors, as conducive to personal success,
and corresponding prestige, within the context of the
masculine ideal, the potent hunter, the adorned and
beautiful man, the admiration of the women and the envy
of other men.

Given the ever-present possibility of extra

marital sexual relations — without the disadvantage of
familial or affinal responsibilities, the crucial disabilities
under which bachelors lay can be seen as being more within
the economic than the sexual sphere.

For all their relative

freedom from the routine duties of sago production the
bachelors remained always at the mercy of their married
elders for the staple item of diet, since at best hunting
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and gathering, in which they specialised, produced only
relatively small quantities of high-value foods.

And the

married men were by no means as dependent on them for
these foods (yob;

'relish 1 abus in P.E.) as the bachelors

were on them for their sago;

married men also hunted,

and being experienced men, were often the more successful.
The fact that the bachelors were economically dependent
on the married men was the fundamental sanction in social
control within the hamlet.

Female labour was the crucial

productive resource, for, though male labour was equally
essential from a technological point of view, it was in more
abundant supply.

The married men, who controlled female

labour, might thus be said to own the means of production.
At any rate, the bachelors remained finally subservient
to them, both economically, in that they had to assist
the married men in their work, and socially, in that this
assistance, and the reward of food which followed it,
meant that their relations fell into the pattern of filial
dependence on parental bounty, so serving to reinforce
the superiority of the married men.

Their authority

derived from the fact that they gave food to the bachelors,
and from the fact that they could, if they wished, cease
from doing so.
With increasing household autonomy, the older married
men became careless of externals;

they were frequently

naked, bearded and unkempt unlike the decorative bachelors.
The carefulness of the bachelors in these respects, was
besides being an index of their geeater leisure, also a
sign of their subservience to the norms of masculine

competitiveness, norms towards which the married men,
having achieved the major goals open to them in their
society, became increasingly indifferent.

They held

the positions of real authority in the society, over
their families, and collectively over the bachelors, and
they did not need to bolster their prestige-rating with
finery.

Their power, moreover, was not only mundane,

since with increasing age they became more experienced
in magic, hoarding knowledge of magical techniques which,
being the monopoly of married men, constituted another
factor tending to keep the bachelors in subservience to them,
xlii. ^Jc^J3e.jand_sorcerY
(a)

Relations with affines

Before going on to discuss sorcery, which is the
main theme of this section, I ought to add a word about
affinal relationships in general.

As has been mentioned,

marriage payments are not a significant feature of Umeda
marriage, the exchanges involved in marriage being made
on the basis of 'like-for-like' - a woman for a woman.
However, reciprocal exchanges between affines do
not cease with the initial exchange of women.

The

paramount obligation of affines thereafter is to supply
one another with meat.

From every pig or other large

game animal killed by either side (wife-givers or wifetakers) one hind leg is reserved specifically for affines.
This rule is very strictly adhered to, the leg being sent
uncooked, on the bone, to prevent any argument arising over
cheating.

Since the only 'scarce goods' circulating in

the Umeda economy — in the absence of livestock or shell
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valuables as a medium of exchange — are women and
meat, their linking-together In the reciprocal exchanges
of affines is important and significant.
absence of marriage payments of the

Despite the

elaborate kind

found in richer societies on the Middle Sepik (such as
Lumi, mentioned above) it is arguable that the underlying
'exchange mentality 1 is as present in Umeda as elsewhere,
moderated only in its expression by the lamentable poverty
of the people.

The gifts of meat are continued in the

next generation, since it is customary to send part of
any large kill to the mother's brother of the successful
hunter (who, himself, cannot eat any part of the animal
he has killed — a kind of incest taboo on meat).
Nor do the mutual obligations of brothers-in-law
cease there.

They are expected to co-operate in garden

work, particularly the communal fencing bees, and in
housebuilding operations which involve outsider participation
(roofing and thatching).

When visiting takes place between

affines, gifts of cooked food are exchanged, and larger
gifts of garden produce are sent at garden harvest times,
though these are of an informal nature, not to be compared
with formal harvest gifts such as the TrobriancL urlgjobu^
Although the relations of brothers-in-law have relatively
little economic significance, as compared with other
New Guinea groups, the relation , such as it is, is highly
valued, at least in ideal terras, since alas not all
brothers-in-law come up to the hoped-for standard.

Through

the brother-in-law relation contacts are acquired in
outside groups, and the very tensions and ambiguities in
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the relation could contribute, paradoxically, to the
value that was placed upon it, since these were
customarily dissipated in joking behaviour.

The kinship

term meaning 'brother-in-law 1 (Ipwe) also means
'embarrassment' or'shame 1 but this did not result in
avoidance behaviour (at least when brothers-in-law were
otherwise on good terms).

The contradictory feelings

ensuing from the brother-in-law relationships were
expressed, for the most part, in resolute hilarity, a joking
relationship of the standard kind.

Where affines of the

senior generation were concerned the situation was different,
for here the difference of generation made joking, typical
among men of equal generation, impossible, and avoidance
behaviour was marked.

The son-in-law could not mention

the names of his parents in law, referring to them by a
kinship term or a circumlocution, and they were as far as
possible avoided.

One of the ways of teasing young men

practised by older men was to give graphic accounts of
the excruciatingly embarrassing hospitality their parentsin-law would force on them ('your mother-in-law will sit
you down beside her — she'll offer you pieces of sago —
she'll invite you to stop over for the night ...' 'I won't
stand for it, I'll run away into the bush if they try it,
you will see 1.'

'What are you so frightened of?

to all of us in time 1.').

It comes

Because of the avoidance which

characterised the relation with parents-in-law, this was
a relation of purely negative significance.

One man was

said to have even wounded his father-in-law in battle
(the latter had got stuck attempting to escape up a tree

and apparently formed an irresistible target).

This

was not standard behaviour between affines, however, who
did not generally behave with open hostility towards one
another.
(b)

Relations between husband and wife

After an initial period, marriages were very stable.
I encountered only one case in the Umeda-Punda connubium
where a woman had left her husband after bearing him a
child.

Cases where a marriage had not survived the

period of betrothal prior to the setting up of an independent
marital household were more frequent.

There was no

recognised procedure or grounds for divorce.
The permanent nature of Umeda marriages did not
ensure that spouses were faithful to one another, or
abolish the possibility of conflicts between them.

To

outward appearance marital relations, it must be said,
appeared placid enoughs

violent outbursts of anger

against a wife, such as the incident to be described below,
were decidedly abnormal, and wife-beating was not
resort for a suspicious or frustrated husband.

a normal

On the

other hand, with the exception of a couple of rather v/eak~
willed individuals, Omeda husbands were not hen-pecked
stooges, either.

Husbands and wives, used to sleeping in

the same house (unlike some New Guinea societies where men
sleep apart in men's houses) had, by and large, very close
and harmonious relations.

In camp, at night, married

couples of long standing would converse together for
on end, on a basis of complete mutuality.

hours

Wives did not

behave with any overt deference towards husbands, and had a
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say in all matters affecting the household.
And yet, and yet ... To listen to the private
conversation, much of it highly malicious, of my young
bachelor informants, it was apparent that under this
placid surface, a most complicated pattern of intrigue,
jealousy, betrayal and revenge was constantly in motion.
The prevalence of sexual antagonism arising out of
adultery is central to the whole problem of sorcery with
which I intend to conclude this chapter.

Adultery is

the ultimate motive of sorlcery, and sorcery is, for
Umedas, the explanation of death.

In a previous section

I have touched on the ideas Umedas hold about sorcerers,
who are identified as Pundas.

However, as an informant

once remarked to me, 'Sorcerers don't coine uninvited 1 .
Before a sorcerer makes an attack on a particular individual,
he must be solicited by some other person who bears a
grudge against the intended victim.

A sorcery attack is

always an 'inside job'.
(e)

Sexual antagonism

Perhaps the matter is best expressed in the pithy,
if not altogether accurate saying of an informant:
'The men kill the women and the women kill the men 1
In so speaking, my informant was not referring to
the physical business of killing, which is always in the
hands of (male) sorcerers, but to the underlying conflicts
of which death, when it occurred, was a consequence.
These conflicts arose generally in the relations of the
sexes, both as a result of specifically sexual antagonism,
and also jealousies over the supply of food.

Thus a woman,

1
tiring of her lover, would induce a sorcerer to eliminate
him;

or a man, frustrated in an attempt to seduce a

woman, might have her, or her husband, killed for sheer
jealousy.

These were type cases mentioned by informants

in discussion.

In practice, many complexities intervened.

Sorcerers were capricious in following their instructions,
and in more than one instance recorded by me the sorcerer
killed, not the intended victim but some other party quite
unconnected with the original quarrel, or even the
malefactor who was responsible for inviting the sorcerer
in the first place.

Here is an example of a train of

deaths by sorcery.
In June 1969 Yaba of Umda was seriously ill.

This

illness was said to be the result of a sorcery attack by
Yip of Asila (Punda).

Yip was said to have been called in

by Bona, the wife of Sugu of Kedewaina, who wished to be
rid of her lover, Amasu of Efid.

The sorcerer did not

attack the victim marked out by Bona, but Yaba, the innocent
outsider, whose only connection with the principles in the
affair was, that he was a member of Bona's husband's clan.
In the event, Yaba did not die, because (according to the
Umeda view, anyway) Wab of Pobonai (Punda) came and
performed the arrow removal ceremony, which cured him.
A few months later all three members of the triangle
(Bona the wife, Sugu the husband, and Amasu the lover) were
dead.

Amasu's death was brought about by his half-brother

Kwi of Efid, with whom he had a long-standing quarrel over
Habaga, the widow of a third man of Efid, whom Amasu had
married, to the disgruntlement of Kwi.

(The two men moved

TV'
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their houses to the opposite ends of the hamlet site and
kept up a tacit enmity for years, making life unpleasant
for everybody else).

Kwi had a wasting sickness, for

which Amasu was blamed.

H© died soon after, too.

Some

said Habaga, the widow, was responsible, but others,
exceptionally, said that Kwi's death was not sorcery at
all, but sheer disgust with life aroused by the spectacle
of a liaison, which started shortly after the death of
Amasu, her second husband, and Fagia, a mere youth, her
classificatory son.

(This was a tremendous scandal).

Habaga fled to Puda, her natal hamlet, shortly after this,
as a result of the many evil things being said about her.
A man of Klalumda died at this time and this was also
blamed on her, the man being said to have once been her
lover.

(People attributed her flight to Puda not to her

increasingly unsavoury reputation but, characteristically,
to her wish to get away from her juvenile lover, Fagia, it
being thought that she had grown tired of him, too).

Mean

while, Bona and Sugum, who were both quite old by Umeda
standards, had also died.

Bona's old affair with Amasu

was brought up to explain this, Habaga being suspected of
inviting a sorcerer to kill her, out of jealousy.

It

was a curious experience to listen to all this from the
lips of Kiwe, Bona's thirteen-year-old son, who discussed
his parents' tangled sex-lives with perfect equanimity.
He told me that the sorcerer (Pom of Kebenai) was supposed
to kill Bona, but managed to kill Sugu as well, another
instance of a third party being caught in the cross-fire.
And so it went on.

The apparent friendliness of
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relations within the hamlet could conceal the most
unlikely antagonisms.

For instance, Mada of Kedewaina,

the only member of the 'grandpaternal' generation in
that hamlet seemed, to all outward appearances, to
occupy a position of liking and respect among the young
men of Kedewaina with whom I associated, even though
they complained that I was too generous to him with
food (self-interested giving on my part, since Mada was
a useful informant). I was interested, as well as
rather surprised, to hear Pogwa, a young man of Waina
clan, assert, when I remonstrated with him for running
Mada down behind his back, that Mada had been responsible
for the death of his (Pogwa's) father.

This resulted,

(he said) from a quarrel between the two men over the
disposal of Wause, Mada's brother's wife, who married,
against Mada's opposition, Sowai, a Waina man.

Mada,

according to Pogwa, was also responsible for the death of
Wausa, his brother's widow, acting in concert with Hodai,
his sister's son.

They were angry with her for not giving

them food (they were both wifeless men and could not
work sago independently).

Other informants disagreed with

this version of the death of Pogwa's father.

According

to the second story, this was brought about, not by Mada,
but by another man of Waina clan, Bo, acting in concert
with Yauna, a widow, whom Pone (Pogwa's father) wished
to marry (i.e. the widow was technically a classificatory
mother of her lover).

However, Mada connived at their

affair (it was said that he stood on the path to shoo
children away lest they disturb the lovers at a tryst in
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the bush}.

Later the couple spoke to the widow's

relatives in Punda, who killed off the rival to her hand.
A question which must naturally arise in the
reader's mind is whether these are tales and no more,
or whether, beneath the placid exterior of Umeda existence,
such patterns of sexual intrigue and pursuing vengeance
are really in train.

In my opinion, the accusations of

'talking to' Punda sorcerers which are so widely made
are, in fact, fantasy from start to finish, just as the
supposed sorcery-escpeditions of Pundas are fantasy.
Lesser forms of anti-personnel magic (some involving
leavings, some the use of magical plants) are known, and
may be actually attempted, but the classic 'Sanguma'
murder-by-night is not physically possible, since it
involves the supposed sorcerer wandering about an enemy
village by night, a thing nobody in his senses would do.
The depredations of sorcerers, and the supposed malicious
invitations extended to them to remove particular indiv iduals
from the scene are no more than a means of rationalisina
deaths after the event, by referring them to known
conflicts within the group.

It will be seen, from the

accusations quoted above, how prominently widows figure
as a source of conflict, followed by adulterous relationships
and their aftermath, and conflicts over food.

One may

be reasonably certain that adultery is quite widespread:
men roam around freely in the territory of the bush
association while hunting, and women do not work under
constant male supervision, hence opportunities for
clandestine meetings can be found.

In some cases I could be
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fairly certain that extramarital affairs about which
my informants told me were actually taking place. One
such relation was between Sowai of Umda and the wife
of his younger classificatory brother, one of the
'bachelors' mentioned above who had gone to the coast
rather than take up the role of husband.

The younger

brother's wife, a rather desirable girl called Kib,
was left in Sowai's charge while her husband was away.
Sowai had maximum opportunity, and was a man of initiative.
Meanwhile, he had two wives of his own, one of whom, Ada,
becoming jealous, solicited three Punda sorcerers to come
and kill Kib.

(So the story ran, but as I have made clear,

I do not believe that Ada, or anyone else, did any such
thing).

The three Punda sorcerers, instead of eliminating

Kib, killed Agwab, Sowai's elder brother's wife. It was
said that Ada was not only jealous of Kib, but an gry with
her husband because she got a sore on her foot which she
injured while running away, having surprised her husband
and his mistress at a meeting in the bush.

This was not

the end of the trouble caused by Ada's jealousy of Kib.
One night I was woken up by a confused sound of shouting
from the Uinda hamlet.

This, it turned out, was caused by

people in Umda remonstrating with Sowai who was attacking
one of his coconut palms with a bush-knife.

Attacking

coconut palms is the supreme gesture of anger and
frustration which it is open to a man to make.

Symbolically,

it is almost equivalent to suicide, since a close identification

binds a man to his palms, which are the gift of his mother's
brother (I will examine this below).

The coconut is a
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central symbol of the values of Umeda society so much
so that to attack a palm is to place oneself outside
the society, to reject it altogether.

Unless a man

desists after a few blows, his very life may be in
danger:

since his fellow clansmen may have to use

violence in order to stop him.

The reason why Sowai

went out of control was that he had become convinced that
Ada had not only invited sorcerers to attack Kib, but
had asked the Pundas to 'eat' him too.

He began by

beating Ada so severely that she was incapacitated for
sorae days afterwards, getting so worked up in the process
that he started attacking his own coconut palm.

He was

restrained before he did very much damage, fortunately.
Sowai's extraordinary sensitivity about sorcery suggests
that in this instance the liaison suspected by everybody
else, between Sowai and Kib, was actually taking place;
Sowai had put himself in a position where it would be
natural for Ada to solicit Punda sorcerers against him,
whether or not she had actually done so.

His violence

stemmed from a consciousness that he was in the wrong.
But there were many other stories of adulterous relation
ships, past and present, about which it was impossible
even to guess the veracity of the information I received.
There was also a good deal of gossip about supposed
homosexual relations between men. However, homosexual
relations did not figure in the kind of stories of internal
dissension which led to putative invitations to sorcerers.
Evidently it was heterosexual relations only which could
inspire the kind of passion or frustration which provided
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the sorcerers with their openings.
(d)

Eating and being eaten

To conclude this section, and round off the whole
chapter, I should like to add some remarks about the
ideological context of Umeda ideas about sorcery and death.
Two features seem to me to stand out particularly, firstly
the explicit association between the relations of the
sexes on the one hand and sorcery and death on the other
("the men kill the women and the women kill the men 1 ) and
secondly the tendency to see death in the context of
eating, the sorcerer being a cannibal hunter, whose
activities are thought to stem from a lust for human
flesh.

This linking together of sexuality, eating, and

killing, is not fortuitous.

The underlying association

of these experiences is manifest in the Umeda language,
which has a single portmanteau-verb, tady, whose
meanings 'eat' 'shoot 1 'kill 1 'copulate with 1 cover the
entire range of sexual, aggressive and gustatory experience.
Umeda ideas about sorcery make death intelligible by
placing it within the context of such experience.

The range

of meanings attaching to the verb tady have in common the
fact that, in different ways, tadv-relations, (eating,
copulation, hunting and killing) characterise the relations
of the in-group and the out-group.

Within the in-group,

the activities indicated by the verb tady must be forgone,
and this, indeed, is how the group is defined.

Ego's social

field is demarcated by boundaries, across which relations
are mediated by tadv-relations.
social:

These boundaries may be

the boundary line between ego's group and its
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allies and awk (outsiders) whom ego may kill and/or
enter into sexual relations with.

Furthermore, if

tadv-relations (killing, copulation, eating) establish
the relations of a group vis-a-vis its congeners at
group level, at another level it is tadv-relations which
establish ego's own identity.

Tadv-relations are, in

effect, the fundamental modality whereby ego and the
group(s) with which he is identified relate to their
encompassing environment.
Sorcery and its associated circumstances are, so
to speak, the negative or passive aspect of tadv-relation
ships.

The possibility of sorlcery, even perhaps the

necessity of sorcery are implicit in the very structure of
ego's relations with his environment, i.e. if ego's
relations with his environment are mediated via tadvrelations, ego being the sexual and physical aggressor,
then the possibility exists of the relation being inverted,
and of ego becoming the victim.

One need not think,

therefore, that sorcery beliefs can be explained simply as
paranoid fantasy, detached from social reality.

Not only

do sorcery beliefs — as has often been pointed out — 'save
the phenomena' by according perfectly with subjective reality
as experienced by actors.

Sorcery beliefs also possess the

advantage of a cognitive economy of means, which is
achieved by representing ego's 'passions' (in the sense of
Lienhardt 1961 : 151) as the simple inversion of the
principles which underly his actions.

The negative and

positive aspects of tady-relations, eating and being eaten,
exhaust experience.
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The imaginary figure of the sorcerer, (projected onto
a real Punda) is a refraction of the 'hunting* mode of
life admired by men.

The sorcerer and his victim differ,

not in their hunger for meat, but in their definition of
the edible:

for though cannibalism is not part of the

reality of life in Waina-Sowanda, or anywhere in the
vicinity, the possibility of cannibalism is very real
to them (ft.g. as an almost obsessional theme in their
mythology).

Sorcerer and victim are both hunters:

when

speaking of Punda sorcerers Umeda men thought of themselves
as game animals ('we are just their pigs' they would say).
The logic of the system calls for the existence of
cannibals to complement the asymmetry in the relation of
men and game animals.

Perhaps I could underline this

by just mentioning one of many myths which play on the
reversibility of tadv-relationships.

The myth I am thinking

of concerns a man who hunts in the forest killing a pig,
but instead of taking it

home to his wife, he eats it by

himself in the forest (hubris).

The wife finds out her

husband's crime and turns herself and her children into
pigs

(by donning pig-tusk nose ornaments) and eventually

gores her husband to death (nemesis).

Here the wife

(normally 'eaten 1 — sexually — by the husband) turns
herself into a pig (also 'eaten 1 by him) and gores her
husband to death (i.e. 'eats' him).

There are many other

examples, i.e. vagJLna dentata ogresses, cannibal husbands
'eat' their wives, and so on.
There is another sense in which it may be said that
beliefs make death intelligible by articulating it to

The association between death and sexual

experience.
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Bachelors, when contrasting their

relations is close.

(relative) celibacy, to the supposedly intensive sexual
activity of the older men, said that they shunned sexual
relations precisely because of the sorcery implications
that such relations brought in their train.

The price

paid for active sexuality was vulnerability to the attacks
of sorcerers:

the bachelors, concerned above all to

preserve and increase their physical prowess, avoided too
close relations with women for this very reason.

Thus,

death through sorcery is not only the reciprocal of the
'hunting 1 way of life, of aggressiveness in general, but
particularly of sexuality, or the sexual mode of tadyrelations.

It will be seen that Umedas did not fear the

sorcery of 'outsider' groups, such as Sowanda, whom they
fought on occasion, but with whom they did not exchange
women.

Relatinns set up by women gave the meat-hungry

Punda sorcerers their opening.
side of alliance.

This is indeed the seamy

A wife's relations with Punda were

frequently supposed to be the channel through which an
invitation to a sorcerer was sent.

Again, though a man

stands in no direct danger from his Punda relatives, it is
through such relationships that he may call down sorcery
on another, and through which his rival in his own group
may cause his end.

The necessity to exchange women with

outsiders destroyed the integrity of the group.

Sexual

relations shared the aggressive implications of tadvrelations in general;

they also created the inner divisions

within the group through which sorcery entered.

The pattern
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of sexual intrigues, jealousy, and revenge was the
'secret history 1 of the group, a history, perhaps, which
was more than half fantasy and supposition, but whose
consequences, in the fora of sorcery deaths, were
concrete enough.

The lover's tragedies in which the

Punda sorcerers played the roles of villain and executioner
may have been pure fiction, but the denouement and the
corpses were all real.
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Chapter 3
LANGUAGE AND SYMBOLISM

The previous chapters (1 and 2) have, I hope, sufficed
to set the scene adequately, giving the reader souse
conception of the pattern of existence in Otneda, and of
the basic elements of U&eda social structure.

In this

chapter, SOE* of the themes that have mad® an appearance
above, will be taken «p in a new context — language •—
so as to form an introduction to the material of the
latter part of this thesis , the analysis of Utneda symbolic
systems, particularly ritual.
The present chapter is divided into three main parts s
sections i - v, being concerned with the nature of the
linguistic evidence which I will be using?

sections vi -viii

being devoted to a discussion of language in relation to the
structure of the social field, including souse remarks on
the language of kinship relations;

and sections ix~x

being devoted to the 'triple analogy' i.e. a series of
analogies, seemingly manifest in the details of the
Efiraeda lexicon, between the structure of the body, the
structure of plants, (trees in particular) and the
structure of the social field.
In the course of these discussions of linguistic
evidence, the reader will become acquainted with what are,
to lay mind, the fundamental natural and social oppositions
underlying the Umeda symbolic system.

Thus, a discussion

of language forms a convenient bridge between social
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structure, on the one hand, and ritual and symbolism
on the other.

I shall try to confine ray remarks in this

chapter to the fulfilment of this 'bridging' design:
at the same time the discussion of language raises many
Interesting, but unfortunately extraneous issues of a
more purely linguistic order.

Sowe of these issues are

taken up in more detail in an appendix on 'Lexical
Motivation' to which I will refer the reader in due course,
ii.

Words
Before going any further, perhaps I ought at once

to make a disclaimer.

This thesis is not a thesis in

linguistics, nor am I a proficient in the technicalities
of linguistics/ though I have studied the subject to some
extent,

Although I are going to discuss language, I shall

do so from a standpoint quite different from that of a
linguist i&aking a description of the language nsore or
less for its own sake.

Such a linguist's description of

a language must aim, ultimately, at a coherent account of
the language as a whole, but, for my part, I shall not,
and could not even if I wished,, present such a coherent
overall description.

My concern is less with language

than with the particular social universe within which th«
language is used, within which it has meaning.

The

linguist must essay a coherent description of 'langue',
an abstract suissiation:

whereas nay own efforts are

directed towards a coherent description of the social
universe of Umeda, and language is only an adjunct to this.
Different frames of reference (language-centred and worldcentred, respectively) Involve differing methods of approach.
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I shall have nothing to say about granmar (arguably the
heart of a truly 'linguistic' study of language), and what
little I have to say about phonology and morphology I have
placed in the appendix.

My concern with language is

closest to that of the lexicographer:

I make no

generalisations, propound no rules, confining myself
Instead to the particular.

I am concerned with words-

with the meanings of words, and the relationships between
words, rather than with the 'higher' levels of linguistic
descriptions, i.e. the grammatical rules governing the
combination of words and the production of sentences.
A certain miniirmrp of linguistic requirements were
imposed on me by isy field situation*

In order to eoro&unicate

with non-pidgin speaking informants I had to acquire a
vocabulary — which I did by compiling and nwoorisincr
a word-list — which in turn nteant that I had to devise
an orthography, since no previous work of any kind had
been done on the language spoken in Umeda.
graphy became more refined as tirce went by.

This ortho
As luck

would have it, Umeda does not contain isany unfamiliar
sounds, and by the end I felt reasonably confident that
asy orthography captured the relevant phonemic distinctions
in all but a few instances where I remained in doubt.

X

hesitate to call tay orthography 'phonemic* in that I have
not adhered to the strict canon of linguistic iBethodology
(as laid down e.g. in Harris 19SI) but, rightly or wrongly,
I am satisfied that I have sulssed nothing of really firstrate importance.
Adding to my stock of vocabulary was a continual
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preoccupation during lay time in the field.

I paid much

leas attention to graisroar, however , relying on a rather
simplified 'basic Uraeda' for taost purposes of everyday
communication, a bastard fona of the language which
my informants also used when speaking to use, enabling
ooBsamnication to take place even though I had not fully
grasped all the refinements (and they are many) of UBwada
grammar.

I would feel raore abashed about my rough-and-

ready attitude towards language had there been any previous
work upon which I could have based a more systematic
analysis of Uioeda grananarj

but there was nothing on

Uroeda nor, indeed/ on any of the languages in the same
faRdly, to which I could refer.

I did, however, collect

a quantity of texts of myths, as materials towards a
more detailed study of the language.

The process of

recording myths also added considerably to my stock of words.
It was while I was coinplllrsg sty first vocabulary
lists, that I noticed how certain words seemed to b©
compounded of segments which were also found in other,
different, combinations;

and I also noticed that some

words, which seeraed at first to be homonyms, could be
interpreted as single, polyseraous words, if one made
certain assumptions about the underlying symbolic systeis.
By~and~by, this because a veritable Ariadne's thread
suggesting many interpretative ideas to me, concerning
ritual symbols used in the ida fertility rites, which I
should not otherwise have considered.

Later, I based

these interpretations less on linguistic, and wore on
anthropological lines of reasoning, though a certain
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residue remains, as will becoKi® apparent.

But, before

considering this aiaterial let use stress again the
primitive basis of the whole argument, which is baaed on
words and not, that is to say, on a sophisticated
linguistic analysis,

I stress this to forestall

criticism of my linguistic naivety and lack of ssethod;
s® excuse being, that to establish the particular points
that I wish to establish, it is necessary only that I
should have been able to record, with sufficient accuracy,
Uteeda words and their weaninga.

and this task I

think

1 was able to perform,
iii. Lexical ^ptivation
Stephen Ullman (1963) has distinguished three kinds
of lexical motivation, i.e. three ways in vhich the nexus
between a word and its jaeaning(s) can be non-arbitrary.
They are (1) Semantic motivation i.e. cases where a
word is found to have isore than on® 'meaning' such that
the various meanings are associated, whether metaphorically,
or metonyjaically, or in soese other way.

An English example

is 'star 1 (astral body/film-star) or 'crown' (royal
headgear, or, by metonymy, the office of kingship etc.).
Cases of semantic motivation (i.e. polyseisy) must be
distinguished froa hcaaonyjsy, i.e. cases where two or rsore
isssanings are arbitrarily attached to the aaiee sounds —
there are innumerable instances of hoiaonyray in English,
e.g. 'pa 1 •» pear (fruit) pair (two) pare (verb, slice
away) and so on.

How does one distinguish between

arbitrary homonyjny-relations and motivated polysemyrelations?

There is no internal evidence within the word
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itself (except possibly evidence of derivation) which
can resolve this:

only a knowledge of the cultural

background will suffice to make one or the other answer
seem plausible. In the next section I will argue, for
instance that the word for 'fence' and the word for
'Areca Palm' (pul) are the saiae word (i.e. gul is
polysernous) a contention that could have no saeanlng
except in relation to the extra-linguistic evidence.
Oilman's second type of lexical motivation is
'morphological' motivation i.e. instances where a word
is found to be a motivated compound of distinct lexical
elements.
etc.).

(E*g. English 'bicycle' 'biplane 1 'motorcycle'

Semantic and morphological motivation can be

corobined in a single word e.g. 'kingpin* « 'kingpin'
'king* in this instance being semantically motivated.
Finally, Oilman distinguishes 'phonological* motivation,
i.e. instances wherein it appears that the actual sounds
(or articulatory gestures) used bear a relationship to
the meaning of the word.

Onoraatopeia is the obvious

instance of this (e.g. huff, puff, bang, rattle) as well
as a large class of what have been called 'expressive'
words which seem to imitate their tueanings in sound (e.g.
the 'foaah, crash, mash, dash, splash', group or the
•slither, slide, sliray, sloppy, slippery' group in English).
I shall be concerned with all three types of
'lexical motivation' in relation to the Umeda material.
It is clear that instances of polysecsy and 'raorphological
motivation' can provide very useful a^^r53ipoJ.ogJLcal clues-.
If we can deduce the 'coitssnon factor* between two disparate
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and seemingly unrelated meanings of a single lexical
item, we can use this as evidence for underlying cognitive
and ideological structures.

Similarly, by seeing how a

word is compounded of isolable elements we can analyse
out the basic semantic discriminations which are contri
butory to the meaning of the (compound) word.
be demonstrated at length below.

This will

'Phonological' motivation

is a good deal wore problematic, however, because it
necessarily raises the issue of 'universals*.

where the

analysis of semantic and morphological motivation can
be carried within the context of the culture which
speaks the language concerned, f phonological" motivation
seems to involve the (extra-cultural) 'world 1 , since,
while * morphologically* and 'seiaantlcally' motivated
words are mtivated only relative to other words in the
jL^SHM®' 'phonologically 1 motivated words are motivated
absolutely (i.e. with respect to the outside world).
This raises innumerable problesas, which, rather than
include in the body of this chapter, I have relegated to
the Appendix.

I have done this advisedly, in recognition

of the intrinsically problematic character of all attempts
to deal with the problem of phonological motivation.
Moreover, to discuss the® here would threaten to lead me
too far from the argument of this thesis.

I have also

relegated to the appendix a discussion, which might
otherwise have coiae at this point, of the whole question
of 'arbitrary* versus 'motivated* in language as a whole,
bearing in mind DeSaussure's famous principle of the
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'arbitrary nature of the sign 1 .

Here, let it suffice

to say that I vill not offer in the body of this chapter
any arguments which transgress; this principle, since I
am concerned only with what Saussure call* *relative'
motivation (which he admits) and not with 'absolute*
motivation (which he discounted).

In the appendix I

examine the more recent criticisms of the Saussurean
doctrine, and advance my own anti-Saussurean view.
(De Saussure 1959).
In short, rather than deal with problems of theory
in the thesis, I have chosen to present the essential
material here, and leave the discussion of some of the
more specifically linguistic problems raised thereby
to the Appendix.

I can therefore turn immediately to the

material itself, without further preliminaries, starting
with two examples to show the principles of 'semantic'
and 'morphological' motivation respectively,
iv.

Pul — «n instance of semantic motivation
Th« OBteda word pujl haa two distinct nwsanings which

at first sight seed to bear no relation to one another.
They are (i) Areca (the palia or the fruit thereof, chewed
with lira© and betel) and (ii) fml a garden fence, constructed
round the ripening garden to protect it from the depredation©
of wild plfs.

g«l is also the bads of th© naise of the

raytholofical hero, Ful-tod (Arecanutisan) , the 'Oedlpal'
hero of laaeda saythology (see Chapter 5 below, and
Appendix in which the Pul-tod rayth is given).
*Pul f is not the only word aseaning 'fence' (i.e.
glossed as banis in Pidgin English);

specifically, a pjul
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is a fence to keep people or pigs out, another wore?
{*5£!l*) !•» used to refer to fences designed to keep pigs
or people in

e.g. the fences which surround certain

kinds of pig-traps.

(On awda see Appendix I).

A fence and an Areca paint bear no obvious reseisfolance
to each other, nor are they associated by contiguity.
Yet, on a closer examination, it Is apparent that there
ia a relation between the two, of a leas obvious kind.
The semantic feature which both seem to share is
'marginality*?

i.e. in different ways fences and betel-

nut palms, not only topographical boundaries, but also
(particularly Areca nut) sociological boundaries.
It is not difficult to see that a fence is a
boundary-Esarking thing:
(and symbolic) function.

that is, indeed, its practical
It ia harder to see why Areca

palm should fall into the same category.
First of all, let it be noted that Areca ia a narcotic.
The effect of chewing Areca with litse and betel is to
produce a sensation of mild dissociation?

an unwonted

fe©llng of reduced gravity, a dulling of hunger and
fatigue, and in addition a sharpening of visual acuity.
In shcrt, Areca induces a 'roarginal 1 state of consciousness,
putting the user slightly 'outside' hiroself.

Areca is

chewed routinely by all actors in rituals, as woll as
having a specific laagical function, which I shall not®.
Areca-chewing and spitting red betel juice raadiates
ritual transitions.

(See e.g. the cereroony of donning the

penis-sheath described in Chapter 5 below).

After contact

with magical substances e»n smear their bodies with betel

juice {gulnid) which acts ass a kincl of magical
'disinfectant**

As */«!! as resroving pollution, hotel-

spit la used to itapart magical power ( for example to
ritual saasks, just before they are to be used.

And it

la used in various curing rituals, both by officiants
and patients.
It is not only such ritual transitions that chawing
Areca laediates.

Chewing ia a part of daily life.

The

laoBBsnts when Areca ia chewed are precisely the points of
transition in the course of the day;

the early Bsornlng

(as indispensable a pleasure as the first cigarette of the
day) and at night, while relaxing in camp, and also before
and after undertaking any task, going on an expedition, etc.
Thus, in the light of the particular rola played by
Areca la Oxaeda life it is quite natural to sea it as
associated with margins or tranaitions.

This Iropression

IB reinforced when one eojsseo to consider also the Areca
palia itself;

its habitat and its relation to other palm

trees, particularly the coconut.
Areca palcis are planted around the outer fringes of
the hauzdet and other inhabited sites.

The inner hamlet

Is defined by the ring of houses and the shade-giving
coconut palms;

a vague outer circle is inade up of

plantations of Areca, thua {Pig. 17}»
In terms of spatial layout, it will be seen that
the Areca paints, planted in the ill-defined region between
th® hamlet proper and the surrounding secondary bush,
stand In the same relation to the hamlet as the fence
stands in relation to the garden, I.e. demarcating the boundary.
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This arguaient may be extended if one also brings
into consideration the significant relation between th«
Areca palm and the coconut palm, the dominant sysabol
"'•" •
'• •
'
of Oroeda culture. •'•**•
Coeonufe arid Areca, as reay bs seen from the figure (18)
bear a strong natural reserablance to each other.

Within

th<a general slzsilarity, certain disparities are equally
striking.

Coconuts are acsong the 'noblest* of a genus

of 'noble plants' (the adjective is used by Professor
Corner, the botanist and expert on Palms:

Corner 1966).

Coconuts are characterised, relative to nwst other palsns
by their greater height, and slow growth.

Their long

life-cycle corresponds roughly to that of a roan.

When

old they acquire a gnarled, i&sneiaorial appearance.
Areca palms are in this everything that coconut palraa
are not;

slender, flexible, rapidly springing up, green-

steEtmed and swiftly-maturing,

h mature Areca pains is

about two-thirds the height of a Euature coconut palm,
slim and straight, with a rsop of quite succulent green
fronds bunched on top.

A similar relationship obtains

between the fruits of the two pal^s:

the &r«ca nut is ,

so to speak, a miniature, succulent, shell-less coconuti
very like, in fact, an isaaature fruit fron the larger palm.
This interplay of similarity and difference between
the two species (which is more readily conveyed visually
than in words) is the basis of the symbolic relationship
Coconut and Areca?

a relationship which can he

in th© following formula;
*Areca is to Coconut as Younger Brother is to Elder Brother'
or
'Areca : Coconut •;: YB : BB, where Y.B i SB :: So : Fa 1
This eraerges very clearly from the Pultod (Arecanut~Rian)
mytlj to which reference has already been n^ade.

The relevant

points in this connection are as follows,
(i)

Th© original &an, and ancestor of the odtodna was
Toagtod, who eraerged froja a Coconut (sa) .

(ii) Thus, the origin of huisan society in general is a
Coconut palm,

Man's predecessors, th© ancestors,

are sa-tod (Coconut ir.en), huwanity are the sa-tuda

Areca

Fig /g1 . A^^a^_an
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(Coconut children).
(ill) The 'younger brother 1 of Yoagtod (coconut) in
Pttltod (Arecanut-nan).

Toagtod'» 'son',

Later, Pultod becomes

(For Stalls see Appendix II).

Thus Toagtod (*KB*F«) is associated with the
coconut, Pultod (»YB»So) with Areca.
But where does this get us in relation to the
argument being advanced here concerning the 'loarginality'
of jml in its two senses, fence and Areca?
At thia point it is necessary to refer back to the
previous chapter, and in particular to fig. 16 showing
"The social field of the hamlet'*

The reader will

perhaps have noticed a certain similarity between that
diagram and fig. 17 showing the arrangement of Areca and
coconut palms in the hamlet.

The diagram included in

the previous chapter was designed to show the process
whereby small boys are, at a certain stage, 'ejected'
from the knot of adult men occupying the centre of the
social arena (A).

The ejected boys Kove away froia the

central area of the social

field to foris the 'Small boys'

peer-group' (D) i.e. they forss a 'marginal 1 group on
the periphery.

Given the fonmla YB«»so««Areca, it is

possible now to appreciate the strict parallelism between
the spatial arrangement of the two species of pain
(Coconut«Bcentral/Arecanut«speripheral) and the airsilar
spatial or field-relationship between the social groups
of whom the palms are symbols (Adult men « central/small
boys (younger brothers and sons) » peripheral).

And

these relationships conform to the schema shown on fig. 17

above, whereby gul in its dual meaning, 'fence 1 and 'areca'
corresponds to the idea of 'cardinality 1 .
And this interpretation is further confirmed when
the mythological characteristics of Pultod (Arecanut
wan, or, as we might say 'marginal 1 man) are taken into
consideration. The 'raarginality' of the small-boys' peer
group la reflected in the history of the red-skinned
'Oedipal' her© of Uiaeda anthology, who, socially and
spatially marginal, hovers on the edge of being human.
At various points in the ssyth, Pultod, conforming to the
classic stereotype of heroes of his kind, slays his
father and marries his mother.

He is also slain by his

elder-brother-cusv-father, and even submits to symbolic
castration at two points, once by having his big toe
broken, and once by being raped by an all-female village.
Pultod wanders around in the bush, avoiding society
(particularly feminine) and, as an informant, put it
'he is not a real isan* {see Appendix II).
Thus, to conclude on the segment pjaJU it is apparent
that the various meanings of this word form part of a
single fan of polysersous ref©rants, at the mundane level,
the level of society, and of mythology.

The concrete

object tthe fence) performs the mundane function of excluding
pigs, demarcating a privileged area, while, at the opposite
end of the scale, the »?ythologlcal hero, Pultod, stands
for the 'exclusion' (and Oedipal strivings) of the half-forroed
male;

while the Areca palm stands in the middle, a synst>ol,
at once mundane and magical, of the marginal condition.

* Caryota Palm
Once again, the discussion will centre on a palra
tree, and once again I shall have occasion to refer back
to material which has made an appearance in the preceding
chapter .
The reader will recall that Caryota (nairoo) is a wild
palea species, called, in pidgin 'Wild sago' (iggUj^ksidt) ,
though actually not a true sago species (^troxyJLen) at all.
•Naiffl® can be pounded up for its starch content, though
Uroedas would not do this except in the roost dire emergency.
Mostly, naJLnto is exploited as a source of edible grubs
(nagos) , being specially felled so that the grubs may breed
in the trunk.

The reader will also recall that it was
from a nairno palm that Naidotod, the ancestor of the

agwatpdna icoiety erserged, together with his two daughters,
the spouses of Toagtod, the edtpdna ancestor. (Cf. Chapter
2 section iv above).

The edtodna are the 'central' clans,

the original occupants of the tteeda ridge, while the
agwatodna clans have been integrated into the society from
the outside. Let iae 3uron?ariso the essential oppositions here.
Male Moiety
(edtodna)

vs.

Pensale

'original'
clans

vs.

'lnuai grant'
clans

Toagtod

vs.

NaiEsotod + daughters

Coconut

vs.

S^iffiS (caryota) and na sago

hamlet

vs .

bush

Central

vs.

Peripheral

Given this nmch information, it is apparent that naiiao can

2&w
pose a twofold problers, firstly, why should this particular
pain* be chosen as the exponent of this particular set of
symbolic iseanings, and secondly , in what way or ways is
th® lexeme nai.ro motivated with respect to the symbolic
rola of the palro?
First of all, let it foe noted that naimo is a
compound of lexical elements or aegmnts which can be
found in other contexts (i.e. other lexical combinational
and in isolation.

The elements involved are naJL and rno.

In isolation, nai has the ire an ing 'skirt 1 , while jao has
the meaning "gullet 1 (also, by extension, word, speech),
BIO also means 'larynx' 'Adam's apple*.

Mow while the

latter element (rno) remains, at first sight, rather a
puzzle, an isanediat© clu© la afforded by nai t skirt.

It

i« not slraply that nai is a eycsfool of femininity, and
Eiatrilateral relations in general — matrlkin being
called naina 'of the skirt' (ae w© say 'on the distaff
aide') as opposed to patrikin who are 'EfJiSPJ?/ *°^ th®
penis sheath ' ,

JJai goes a long way towards explaining why

it i® Caryota, and not SOHSB other wild palm, which is
seen as the origin of the * feminine half of the society.
Once again, I must appeal to visual evidence to Kak© ray
point (fig. 19).
This figure^ wakes apparent, I hope, the striking
similarity between the dangling fruit steias which are
particularly characteristic of Caryota (and not, l.a. sago
etc.) and the fibre skirts vrorn by Uiseda worsen.

The fruit

fruit (^ov) , that Is, the reproductive
part of trees, are in fact seen as intrinsically feminine,
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as I will demonstrate shortly.

It s««ins likely th«sn. In

the light of this, and the diagram, that the nai- in
is not unconnected with nai meaning 'skirt 1 .
This argument can be pursued further, however.

Nai

would appear to me to be a Modified form of the segment na
which plays a very important role in the language.

Consider
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th* following group of words;
sago (giving many compound forma, e.g.
ME5-&* * 55*E5^Jl s

rootlet* of sago,

nab i crown of sago, nayeli •• n§ + (v)
a ago-fronds, njunos * n£+fao&_ * a ago grubs,
and ir.any ssore.
Mother's brother
skirt
nainas

jaatrikin

""SM*

suffix * suckers or runners of e.g.
gwinai suckers of pltpit, aja^qaal suckers
of tare, used In planting out (i.e.
planting material).

(I should add that the suffix -aa 10 alao the possessive
marker, thus ka'I'kana 'nsine' and so on.

I ignores the

independent grammatical role of na In this discussion) *
Woiaetts' skirts (nal) are made froze the fibrous
ii&aatur@ leaf-*material of the sago palm (na);

being wade

of sago-fibre, skirts and sago are intrinsically linked
together.

Hence I am Inclined to see the close relation

between the segments na and nai as no chance phenomenon.
ftor is it difficult to perceiva the nexus between both of
these and na i mother's brother?
matrikin are nalna;

we have seen that

'of the skirt', and matrikin are

sissply the class of smothers* brothers and their descendants.
At this point a consistent set of relationships can be seen
to emerge:

the njii- in naigo foein«r activated on several

planes simultaneously, i.e. both in terms of the actual
palm with its skirt-like fruit-stems, and also in terras of

the mythological role of the palm as the supposed origin
of the female half of the aociety. For In laythological
ternsa the relation of the jaoletlea, the male 'village'
SL^^§P® ssoiety, and the female 'bush' agwatodna raolety,
la a hypostatisatloft of the basic schema of marriage
alliance, whereby the individual exogatnouR hamlets receive
their wives from, and fona inatrilateral alliances with
groups other than their own, which seen froic the standpoint
of a male ago, are 'lateral* or 'peripheral' groups 'In
the bush*.

It 1» this structural opposition between the

axis of ego and his agnates, coinciding with the permanent
hamlet site, versus the peripheral field, the bush, the
aago stands, the foreign hamlets from whoEi ego's group has
obtained worsen, and with whom he stands in a relation of
affinity and matrilateral alliance, which explains the
lexical identity of sago, or* the one hand, and the Bother's
brother on the other, Caryota, which is aean as a variety
of sago (na), shares with It this association with
maternal and Kiatrilateral relationships.

Thus, it is

not only the skirt-like fruit st®ras which correspond to
aai^ in naimo, but also its characteristic hab itat (bush
as opposed to hamlet) and its association with sago, which
is, in turn, the botanical analogue of the Mother's brother.
Granted that this goes som way to explaining the
no!-®lament, can one proceed to wake a similar analysis
of the "Kio element in naJUrao?

Consider thia groups

2 &ct 0r>
8»«

gullet, Adam's apple

daughter, fesaale child

»t
ii

girl daughter
vulva

fruit (roovwi)
vulva (poliTe) (also aroj^, small girl, daughter,
vulva)
araovs

termites (cf. naiwa:

grubs)

fto by itself, as I sai<3, mans 'gullet' , however, with
th« Buffix, -tod (« 'human') it takes on the aeaning
•female child, daughter'.

A clos«ly related word, raol, «as

introtfuo®^ in the last eh«f>t«r during the discussion of
the mol-eycle (above chanter 2, section vii).
word nov:

Like »ol, the

'fruit* is one of a nuwber of words which can

smaan 'vulva 1 ;

another is 81501.

There «r© a numb«r of other

words involving this wo s®gi»ent, but I shall restrict myself
to th«s« for th« pr«s«mt.
l^hat is apparent in the list of »o words Is a series
of an«locrlef! which seem to be implicit in Oraeda vocabulary,
between parts of the body (gullet, vulva), parts of trees
«n<S plant structure (fruit, in this instanc©), and a social
rol® (dawrhter, girl). I shall return t6 this 'triple
analogy 1 helov — here I wish to ascertain the role of
the el®n@nt ~RSO in the coi«pound forro naliso.

This does not

present any difficulty since, as w® have seen, the zjaiiw
palm is mythologically the origin of daughters (iso-tod) i.e.
marri«tcT©able <jirl«.

Girls (rf»l) ar© to he identified with

fruit (woy) and, as shovn in fig. 1^ njtleio is characterised
by a truly incalculable ntiwher ©f individual fruit (»|owi) —
a feature which distinguishes nairao sharply front the local
sago eultigens which are almost all infertile, producing no
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fruit at all,
I hope that I have said sufficient to demonstrate
that nairao is indeed both morphologically and seraantically
motivated,

Haiino represents the intersection of two

overlapping fields of laeaning, which are themselves closely
related, i.e. the na group and the 150 group.

A complex

word like naijt» is not simply a lexical counter, an
'arbitrary' siem, but is, in itself, a complex statement
about relationships.

The word njtiiao carries with it, in

its relationships to other words, a series of implicit
metaphors, which point both to the palm itself, emphasising
certain characteristics of its outward appearance, its
relationship to other palroa, (such as satjo) and also
hinting

at its mythological significance.

I have not

dealt with the possibility, roeanwhile, that the eleinerts
na and EJO may be, themselves, motivated as articulatory
gestures inherently appropriate to the laeanings with which
they seem to be associated:

this possibility is taken up

in the Appendix,
These examples, pul, and nalnwj, will have enabled the
reader to become accustomed to the kind of arguiaent which
I will be putting forward in the remainder of this chapter.
That is to say, I am attempting to draw inferences from
polygamous and eofspound words (i.e. from seisazvtically and
morphologically ssotivated words) as to the system of ideas,
concepts etc., which Oisedas bring to the interpretation of
the experience, social and otherwise.

Through looking at

vocabulary, I hope to be able to reconstruct the Uraeda
'world-view* — or at any rate certain aspects of it.

But

rather than attack the problem piecemeal, I must at this
point return to the fundamental opposition, already
frequently alluded to, between the 'ego 1 axis and the
encompassing or peripheral field — which is also the
basic sociological opposition between agnation and
alliance — and see how it works out in terms of

the

kind of argument I have been applying to fnal and naUno.
In ahort, the ensuing sections will be devoted to sketching
in the 'social field' of ego, and in re-examining it in the
light of such linguistic evidence,
vi.

£&a1j;|raJL_ yjLi_ USUTl-E^*?!*! — §5 versus ag;
Consider th® following lists of words £
"*3S

!£3£*.-

woman (agwa-tod)

ajwai:

wife
arm
ear
side (of something)

ageaike*-

little finger

-agai;

suffix indicating extra hamlet kin/
allies etc. thus:

nenajrais

^atrikln, £wjBic£ai^

extra-hamlet

'brothers* 5*fww_«nf*i cross-cousins etc.
subul-agwai

subterranean spirits (both sexes)

«a-acmas

tree spirits

0JS2S"5Si§'

ogress (also gog~agwa)

a«eli;

Cassowary-mask (important in ida ritual)

+———»-_«-..-.———IB-

^uwa-Bw*—v**-

*«4«*J*-.-———-

-. •

; •

•

•"" -•"—-»•

gift, aagvitay; exchange (gifts)
cross-cousin
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eds
edites

heart

edie:

middle (of southing)
(kas I «f id » ed) .

Here is a list, which wight have been extended, of
«_<£ words, and a tauch smaller list of ed- words.

Vet the

basis of the opposition between them cornea out rather
clearly.

The key words in each list can be opposed as

follows :
(A)

Words indicating sex
£

fed;

man
woman

(B)

(C)

Words indicating spatial relationship
edie:

middle

ages

side

Words indicating body organ
•dJLtfli!

heart

aj|®a:

arm (and ajiau ear)

Taking (B) and (C) together it will be seen that the
association of spatial dissensions (middle vs. side) and
bodily organs (heart vs. aria, ear) corresponds to the
scheraa, advanced previously, whereby masculine ia cjentral
and feminine i^ripheral (or, 'lateral').

Cf. for example,

the discussion of isoieties (Above chapter 2, sections iv, ix)
The opposition central/lateral or central/peripheral has
its basis, according to wy argument, in the basic structure
of the social field ;

ego (seale) stands on the central a*is,

which is identified with masculinity, and, in sociological
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terms with the continuity of the agnatic kinship group,
which is in turn surrounded by a peripheral/lateral
field (into which ego may snake nutritive, aggressive,
or sexual forays) doisinated by a kind of generalised
fendninity, negative to his positive. In language this
basic opposition is marked (partially) by th© ed/ag
opposition which we are examining at presents

bodily

organs, dimensions — and as I will show later, parts of
botanical organises such as trees — are classified along
with isen and wonten according to this basic central/lateral
dichotor&y.

The opposition ed/aj is writ large, so as to cover

the whole village, in the laoiety opposition (edtodna vs.
agwatpdna);

and the aejse opposition is also apparent

(raicrocosmically) in tenr>s of the structure of the body
(edtite/acea) — and alao, on a still smaller scale, in
the structure of the hurcan hand (below section ix).
However, some additional remarks are needed here.
Firstly, it wtay be objected that edite (heart) refers to
an organ of the body which is not 'central' but, as we
know, on the left side of tha body.
say that Uisedas believe otherwise,

To this I can only
Not being cannibals, and

not being in the habit of making autopsies, Umedas are
only vaguely aware of the position of internal organs such
as the heart,

when I asked, I was assured that the

heart was dead central.-

I was told, for instance that an

arrow wound to the chest would only be immediately fatal
if it was dead central, if deflected to the left or right,
the victim could survive after the extraction of the barbed
point.

Here, perhaps is an instance of language influencing

perception:

according to the schema of classification

the heart outgvt to be central,
A second, sad more interesting difficulty concerns
til® spirit-beings on the ajwa list, such as »abuda<jwa and aa-aowa.
these, it vill be not«d ar« not exclusively feminine spirits.
I had aasunsed, for a long tin®, that becauae of the -agtra
(woman) termination of the names of these spirits that they
mwat be feinal®, and I was puzaled to discover that they
were not exclusively so.

Sa-ajwa were said to be male

(imagined as little red sson living in the boughs of
forest trees) »u^ul"ajwa were of both sexee,
Ajjwa, in these instances! is evidently not a marker
of sex as such.

What -agwa indicates, as a suffixed element
•r .nirtfiiiMJ—«-

to the naraes of spirits, is the relationship of these
spirits to the human population i.e. these spirits, by
their very nature, stand 'outside* the pale of human existence:
not only do they live in the bush (which is also the realits
of woraen) but also their very nature, as spirits, sets there
apart from humanity.

The aej eleir«nt here functions, not

as a marker of sex, but as a marker of 'distance's

spirits,

such as Sji-ajgwa, and subul-agwa stand on the periphery of
social experience (they are encountered in dreams rather
than In waking life).

Similar in function to the suffix

-afwa is th® suffix -agai, which, it will be Been, can be
added to kinship terras to convert th©ra into terras of reference
for relatives outside ego's own hamlet.
brother 1 .

Thus ate irseans 'elder

To convert ate into a term of reference for

Intra-haialet brothers th« suffix -1 would be added giving atel
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'brother (s) ', similarly for 'father 1 (aJLyji) giving
'the fathers (of my hamlet)'.

But where the reference is

to extra-ha«nl©t relations the suffix -Ajgai or (V)agai will
be used giving, for instance atenagai extra haxctlet
'brothers' (i.e. mentbers cf segments of «so'« clan, or,
alternatively, alli@s of distant degree).

Here again the

""*SBi termination deea not refer to ©ex but to social
distance from ego:

indicating that the relation is 'lateral'.

Thus, by suffixing ""33§i a kinship term/ normally
applied within the group (®.g. aiy_a: father) can be
modified by the addition of a ag element to refer to
individuals who stand outside ego's own group? V«inj3!*i*
<aiya4-agai) equals extra-hamlet 'fathers' and so on.

But

certain kin terras are marked by the fact that they already
contain the segioent ag — these, naturally, are applied to
of groups other than ego 'a own.
ajji«fa_ls

They are:

wife

crose-oousin

• •

?.®& :

ritual age-Esat® (not a kinship term,
but a terss applied to Ktexsbers of
other hamlets who first participated
in ritual® contemporar.eously with ego.
Such rt'.en, related as sag-sag
•fi.«M,i ni*Ti

MI, ii- mar!*

exchange gifts and engage in joking
behaviour, like gas«wa~»agawa) .
There Is not much that is necessary to say about these t
except, perhaps, that they accord with the hypothesis that
the element ajj la a marker of laterallty.
ia interesting in another way.

Hajawa, meanwhile,

Consider the group

9 O 9

fo t> O

cagayai

cross-oousin

gagi

gift twjyitayi

exchange gifts

(or women etc.)
Magvitav:

'ex.change' is diotinct from another 'give 1

verb B^jihay which Bieane 'giv© without expectation of an
equivalent return" .

Thus ajwaiia wwlahav is the verb used

in cases of 'noa-enchang® 1 marriages while nagvitav is th©
verb used to cover cases of reciprocal marriage exchange.
Ma£, it »ay also be noted, is a cora^on personal narae given
to girls (but not to boys) another girl's naiee ia Hsoag
(E»*ag),

This use of ma£ as a personal name, identifying

Girl and Gift, could hardly accord better with the
'exchange' view of marriage pioneered by Lovi-Strauss (1969).
The presence of th© m£ segment in gagawa does not, of
course, iiaply that cross-cousins exchange sisters with
one another — that is ruled out by th© exogamy restrictions
which have already been described.

What it does point to

is the relations of reciprocity between these relatives,
Ma^ava

exchange gifts with one another — it will foe

recalled that magawa was the tens applied to the wealthy
anthropologist - - and engage in Joking relations (and also
extra-marital sexual relations) with esch other,
the hamlet such relations do not occur.

Thus intre-hanrlet

'giving' is of the ixm~reciprocal £inlahav kind?
between non-equals.

if 1thin
implicitly,

Thus a mother giv«s (fimiahav) sago to

her children, a father or elder brother gives meat, as
superiors to inferior®.

Outside the haialst, gift relations

are of the R«gyitav, reciprocal , kind.

The existence of

reciprocity in such relations is a function of distance.
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(The exception to this is the non- reciprocal relation of
Mother's Brother and sister's son, and the (purely negative)
wife's father/daughter's husband relation;

these will

b« discussed in due course) ,
The analysis of further aer words, and the related
?Jl' 5** 3©<pseats Is pursued further, frow a. different
(phonological) point of view, in the Appendix.

The term

«SE?Jll r an iinportant and significant swnber of thin group
will be daalt with in th@ analysis of Ida (Chapter 5) .
At tills point I will turn aside to purnue the topic of
kinship, and the linguistic detail surrounding the main
kinship terms, in order to build up a isore detailed picture
of tho cognitive associations, or connotation, of these
tanas .
vit,

^latlons_ wlthin_the haialot:
alga, avg, ajt,
j

father

Alva cannot, like the words I have been considering
hitherto, be broken down into elementary segmnts of a
iwianingful kind:
itaalf .

nor, indeed, is It a polysewoua word in

However, it can cant an interesting light on certain

characteristics of the father-child relation which were
discussed in the preceding chapter.

?7hat is ramarhable

about this kinship terra i® its 'gestural' quality:

other

than as a kin-tarn it functions as an interjection, i.e.
Ite connotations! are not conceptual, but affeetiw.
syllables alys!

Th©

or various ra-corbinaticns of the sams

sounds (yjd, al, y_ai.-ae:)

cair« spontaneously to th* lips

of all Unssdas In moments of fear, pain or hewildertnent.

o*> Jr;

To put the matter caost succinctly, the Uraeda word for
father is a cry for help. It would appear to K» that the
kinship ten® 'father" i« derived jaore-or-less directly
from a pre-linguiatie distress-signal;

at any rate it is

notable that the standard cry of pain or distress seems to
designate that relative (namely the father) who is moat
likely to answer an appeal for help.

I described, in the

previous chapter, the way in which the very young child first
comes to explore his world via a very close relationship
with the father.

The father, sitting in the central arena

of the hamlet (cf. fig 14) is the j>oint d^agpui frons which
the child makes exploratory raovemente into its physical
and social surroundings.

When frightened or hurt, the

child will at this stag© fall back upon the father for
support and assistance, and it is the father who treats any
illnesses or injuries sustained by the child, and who
protects hiu? from external dangers.

When the (male) child,

having beco»a isore autonomous, enters the peer-group of
his acje-Baates, it is this

loss of paternal solicitude which

10 saost deeply felt, and perhaps never entirely accepted ~~
I heard grown reen, as lauch as sisal 1 children, appealing to
their (dead) fathers when hurt or surprised.
There is only one other word in the language which
is perhaps (and only perhaps) related to the word for
father, and that is aij£ai/ « term which denotes a very
large, black, horned, beetle, with a conspicuous red beard.
The relation with the father ia very individualised
and exclusive.

An individual will call aiyjt only his own

father — the terra i* never extended in a classificatory

&6
sense.

Once again, I think this is related to the

affective significance of the Father-child relationship,
vhich i» essentially exclusive in nature (and hence its
traumatic possibilities when a younger sibling displaces
a child in his father's affections).

The relation with

the mother ava does not have this exclusive quality, nor,
I think, does it have the sairws kind of affective charge.
For instance ava is never used as an exclamation in the
way that aiyji is.

And unlike the father terra, ava is

applied indiscriminately to all women of senior generation
to ego in the hamlet.
many 'mothers'.

A child has only one father, but

The cognitive association of the maternal

role are quite apparent when one looks at the group of
ay and afo words:
ava:

inother

*Y*£ 5

plenty, saany, a lot of, etc.
E.g. neb 'ayjd- 1 plenty of food.

savas

tare (wain garden crop)

*?5*I: J

sago cultigen (the wain variety)

avsei

child (afse) (term used between
mother and child, as opposed to
tuda the general term, and
tdasia;

aba:

Si Chi.

sago-flour (food staple) (ab;
'ripe').

Little exegesis is required here:

adj.

the association

between the mother (ava) and the concept of plenitude (avat)
and staple foods (saya, avul, aba) makes perfect sense
in terms of the mother child (ava/avse) relation?

for the
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mother is primarily important as the source of relatively
plentiful cooked staples, sago, tare, for whose distribution
the carried women of the haialet (aval) are, as a body,
responsible.
at

(Pa Bro etc.) ate (E Bro sis. etc.)

It will be seen that the terra meaning 'member of my
father's generation within the hamlet' (at) and 'elder
sibling within the haialet (ate) are only minimally distinct*
indeed,, to begin with I was hard put to to distinguish
between them.

This is not fortuitous.

Froic the standpoint

of ego, elder siblings and timbers of the father's generation
are alike in loco E-arentis where he himself is concerned.
Because of the pervasive inequality of Intra -hamlet relations
there is a tendency for all relationships to take on a
quasi-parental complexion.

This is reflected in the use

of non- reciprocal kinship terms, as opposed to extra-hamlet
relations between generation equals (i.e. Iwg-lcw©,
*y*St"'§*2 etc.) where reciprocal terns are
used — as they are between alternate generations.

The

close similarity between the terms at, and ate, reflects,
I think, the similarity in the content of the relation
between ego and iResibers of his father's generation on,
the one hand, and ego and senior unembera of his own
ktion on the other.
However, the term at has another cleaning:
At?
at:

Hale of Fa's gen 'Guardian 1 (waspapa in pr)
area between the shoulderblades and the nape
of the neck

gat:

roofbeaia of house

toat:

shelf, platforst, smoking platform
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wati

thunder, thunder-spirit

ati*}

above, on top of

Just as we discovered a 'spatial' implication in
certain kinship terms marked by the segment ajr (ajwai,
2SSSL1 -asSi. «tc.) ao here with at and ate.

In this

instance, though the dimension is not lateral, as in the
former case, but vertical.

Generation and age-superiority

is here associated with spatial •superiority 1 .

Just as

central-lateral relations are the dimension of alliance
and affinal relations, so the dimension superior-inferior
ia the dimension of paternal-filial relations.
It will be seen that the term at besides being a
kin term also refers to an area of the body;

the area,

In fact upon which children ride pi<j~a-back.

It will be

understood that this station is indeed, frotr the child's
point of view 'above* (atie).

This continues the symbolism

of the body which I have already mentioned in relation to
agea (aria) and edit§ (heart).

The body-area designated at

is appropriately on the vertical, central axis of the body,
corresponding to o«r interpretation of the central vs. lateral
opposition as sterardng from the sociological opposition of
agnates {among whom ego counts his at versus 'outsiders'
of one kind and another.

Th® other words on the list

confirm this interpretation of at as central and superior:
pat, the roofbearo carries over the sai?»e idea in terns of
the structure of the house (the side posts are age and the
centreposts ti, a word to be discussed later).

Toat, shelf,

platform, also has this implication of superiority (the toat,
or smoking platform where dried iseat is stored, are
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constructed so as to foe out of reach of childish hands),
At afeo functions, quite outside the kinship context aa a
verbal gesture for anything above the speaker, used when
pointing soinething out.

Thus Ety hunting-companions,

endeavouring to direct my attention to sorae avian cunningly
concealed among the tangled branches and foliage in the
forest would tautter at I at-t~t~t!

£taj?* while

despairingly pointing arm, gun, and me, in the desired
direction.

(The interjection atage is ajt+acje i.e. above

and to the side).
Finally, there is wat, thunder, which is also 'above*
of course*

Thunder is also associated with masculinity,

since thunder-stores are believed to be caused by the
magic of senior men, who know how to rouse the wat spirits,
nedite : younger brother (also oedi)
About aedi(te) there is no necessity to say very
iroch.

Informants saw a connection between nedJL and nad

meaning 'a footstep'.

This is not difficult to interpret,

since the younger brother follows in his elder's footsteps
(Ura&das use this metaphor in the saia® sens© as we do).
More curious, and perhaps store significant too, is the
fact that the word nedi also c«ans clitoris.

Thia is yet

another addition to the growing list of words which express
the structure of society/ or of social relationships, through
body~SY3BJbolis».

What light does the clitoris/younger

brother equation cast on the latter?
it i» not really necessary to say.

Smallness, inferiority I should add, though,

that younger brother» are explicitly seen as

a sexual

threat to their elders i.e. aa potential seducers of their
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elder brothers' wives.

This usage may reflect, In an

ironical way, the supposed propensity of younger brothers
towards insinuating themselves where they should not be.
ude : Younger sister

The relation of elder brother to younger sister is
close and protective.

The elder brother of a girl makes

hissself responsible for h@r well-being after she is married,
threatening vengeance should she be ill-treated by her
husband or in-laws.

This tendency of elder brothers to

patronise and protect younger sisters provides the clue
to what would otherwise be « rather baffling identification,
for the term ud© besides cteaning 'younger sister' also
means 'cUxj 1 .
It is the profound inequality of th© relation
(particularly between an elder brother and a younger sister)
which seetRE to be at issue here.

Man and dog are closely

identified, as are brother and sister, but, at the sso&&
time, the dog is but a dog and a quadruped, inalienably
inferior.

The superiority of men over dogs is established

by isythological 'charter' -•- originally, it is said, the
dogs had their own village (the site is still pointed out)
and used to come and rape the worsen when the men were away
hunting.

This led to a battle, and the dogs, having

suffered defeat, became the hangers-on they are now.

Dogs

live, metaphorically and literally on a lover level than
men, being unable to negotiate the clirsb into the houses on
stilts.
But dogs, besides being inferior, are also faithful
satellites (the planets which follow the iroon's course are
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the moon's "dogs').

I think it is this idea of subsidiary,

satellite, existence which is expressed in the identification
of younger sister and dog;

in both cases the relation is,

at least in ideal terws if not in actuality, of this order.
Possibly related to the word ude, which I have been
considering, is the word uda, which nseans 'net-bag' or
'biluHi 1 .

If this is 30, then it confirms th« interpretation

advanced here of dogs and little sisters as having a
separate, parallel, subsidiary existence.

A man and his

bilum are inseparable partners, no lest so thafc
and his dog.

a man

It contains his nsoatt personal possessions

and is, in fact, really part of his personality.

And the

sasrf© is still truer in the case of a woman, who is not
really 'dressed 1 unless her wotaan's foilum (u<:ijj|>ufo. — a
larger version of the roal® biluw) is suspended over her
back.

And if a man's bilum contains his personality in

the form of isagical materials, still more so does a woman's
swollen (gub) biluia express her rol® in society, since
it is filled with food (the nouriaher) and/or with off
spring (th© child-bearer).

The WQK& itself is called

'spirit-biluBi 1 (w^§"!5idi.)» a**^ not unjustly either since a
woman's biluip. functionally reserJolss a marsupial's pouch in
which the child sleeps until it is r©ady to venture out.
In ahort, the bilutn, like the sister and the dof,
is a subsidiary part of the self, a doppelganger.

Actually,

Ui&edas believe in a kind of doppelganger spirit, called,
significantly, I think, udi.

An udi is a spirit-rwmifestation

of a living Individual, seen, perhaps, in a dream.

Odl can

be responsible for actions of which the individual himself
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A man, his little sister }

is unaware.

If, for instance I enter isy garden at dusk and

see X vaulting siaartly over fcha garden fence, and it proves
on insp®ction that a certain amount of tobacco has disappeared,
{and X, on investigation, was somewhere quite else at th©
tiio©) — then I have s®en an udi.

The tadi of distant

politicians and entertainers are to be hoard babbling and
whining unintelligibly on th® radio - separate and subsidiary
existences (Fig. 20}.
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outside the hamlet:
Mother's Brother
I have already naentloned this particular kinship term
(above p.2.24).

Na, it will be recalled means both

'mother's brother 1 and 'sago 1 , and is also possibly connected
with nai 'skirt'.
why should sago and the mother's brother be identified
in this way?

in previous discussions (chapter 2, sections

vii, ix) X have argued that the basis of the mother's
brother's role is succour — laaterial, rrsagical and political.
The iaother'3 brother's capacity to perform this succouring
role is intrinsically bound up with the fact that he is
a member of a foreign groupf

vis-a-vis ego he is, and

remains, an outsider, and because of this he is able to
mediate ego's relations with the outside world.
These two factors i) succour and ii) foreignnesa,
suffice I think, to explain the identification.
There is a profound opposition, at all levels, between
sago (na) and coconut (sa) which correlates with the
opposition between the 'vertical' continuity of the agnatic
group, the elan hamlet marked by its plantation of coconut
paints, arid the peripheral field, the domain of alliance
relationships, of which the dominant symbol is the sago-palm,
the antithesis of the coconut.

The coconut is the symbol

of agnatic continuity (isen descend froas the sa-tod the
'coconut iaen') — but for their succour they rely on the
sago-palm, which is found, not in the hamlet, but only in
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the bush, the peripheral field.

The coconut palm is

sancrosanct — I have described the institution whereby
a man expresses the »o®t violent possible rage and
frustration by attacking his coconut palms, an act of
desecration which threatens the very existence of the
group.

Only the fruit of the coconut ssay be eaten and

these only during times of ritual.

Sago on the other

hand is pounded up bodily, destroyed and eaten — that is,
it is the primary object of those tadv - relations which,
as I described in the previous chapter, characterise
ego's relationship with the peripheral field (Cf. Chapter 2,
section xii).
Thus, na (mother's brother) is identified with sago
in that both stand in a succouring relation to ego.

Both,

in different ways, are associated vith the positive
aspects of tadv-relations (nutrition) as opposed to tha
negative aspects of tadv- relations (aggression and sexuality)
which are focussed on awk (non-allied groups).

At the same

tiiae it can be noted that sago is associated not only with
the mother's brother, but also with the mother herself.
A sago-palm can be spoken of as a 'mother* (ava) in relation
to the shoots (suckers) ©rrerg-ing frora the base of the palK
which are called the sago-paltas * sons'.

And I noted above

the evident association between ava (Mother) and avujl, the
major sago cultigen, and also the possible link between
aya and aba (sago-f lour).

This av/ab group is discussed

further, frora the point of view of possible phonetic symbolism,
in the appendix.
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Cross -ecus in
This term has been discussed already in section vi
above .

See also Appendix I .
Lgwe

Brother-in~Law

I mentioned in the previous chapter that this word
has two awsanings, na»ely 'brother-in-law' and 'shame' or
'embarrassment'.

This does not require additional explanation.

I Eight mention a 'folk etymology 1 an informant once made
deriving low© from lonjwe (jneaninq 'distant' in pidgin
English) — which does cast a little light on the nature
of the affinal relationship.
Asi?

Wi Fa, also 'meipber of alternate generation*

ass;

a wild arecoid palm, growing in the bush,
with large scarlet fruit

as a:

garden

aacdtod: sorcerer
asehe: pain, illness
This group is rather difficult to interpret.

First

of all, why should parentS'-in-law and grandparents have
the saise kinship tersa?

In tesrraa of generation, this is a

contradiction, since the wife's brother, lLowe is categorised
as a Eseisber of ego's own generation.

I would suggest that

what this usage reflects is the rather taboo-laden, negative,
character of the relation between ego and his wife's parents
on the one hand, and between alternate generations on the other
About the affinal relation, a little has been said already?
it is one of marked shyness, and the nasje of the wife's parents
raust be avoided.
of the saiaa kind?

Is the relation between alternate generations
Not entirely, at least where intra-haiElet

relations are concerned, since some contact is maintained.
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But relations between alternate generations are not
close and Intimate, despite the fact that alternate
generations are identified terwdnologically (i.e. asi
is used reciprocally) .

On® does not find the situation —

which has been regarded as a natural correlate of
alternating generation kinship terminologies -- whereby
the grandfather i® categorised along with the grandchildren
socially as well as tertninologically, becoming their ally
vis-a-vis the parental generation.

Old men in Uraeda do

not ally themselves with their grandchildren, rather,
they raov© right out of the system.
aLmost as recluses) .

{Sops® old men behaved

Moreover, as isen becois© more aged/

so their supposed magical powers Increase, and they also
become more prone to be suspected of having called in
sorcerers against their fellow villagers.

(It was notable

that only older Essn figured in the stories about sorcery
that I recorded).

I think that the kinship term asi

applied to grandparents reflects the social distance which
results from Eseiabership of maximally-distant generations.
In the case of wife's parents the factor of social distance
is also present but is of a different kind, i.e. stemming
froia the *53f^' (outsider) status of marriageable groups.
The saise factor of distance is seemingly apparent also in
the t&rm for sister's child tudaaia^, which, it will be
noted, also contains the as segment?

Mi® is a variant

form of asa, garden, so tudasi® really means 'garden-child'.
These as relations form a kind of outer shell to ego's
kinship universe (fig. 21a).
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. (a. .

_Agi

Here/ the vertical axis represents 'distance' in generational
terms, the horizontal axis 'distance* in descent terms.
*

A few remarks are in order concerning the other as

words give.

Aaedtod sorcerer, (jas-»edtod) and ajsed awfune

(the sickness resulting from sorcery, fall naturally into
this class in that, as explained in the previous chapter,
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sorcery is believed to be bound up with marriage and
affinal relationships.
i.e. affines.

Sorcery coraes from asinjai (aj

Likewise asehe, pain illness.

Asa, garden, is also decidedly taboo-laden.

First

of all there is the idea, once again, of distance;

gardens

are raade in the bush, at a distance from the hamlet.
They are also lonely and secluded and dangerous.

When

seclusion is required — as for instance, when birth is
taking place — gardens provide it.

Gardens are also used

for clandestine sexual relations, and also, it iss thought,
for meetings with sorcerers.
haunted by spirit^

Gardens are believed to be

the sufoudajwa spirits who make the

garden grow, and also sa-agwa th© tree-spirits who may
cause illness, particularly to women.

Many Umeda myths

tell of ogres and fiends who lurk in the gardens, terrorising
people.

In short, the whole atiaosphere of the garden is

dominated by magic, R^atery and solitude.

It is in gardens

that birth takes place, the most highly tabooed aspect of
the whole of existence, no doubt for symbolic reasons.

This

atmosphere of th® uncanny explains, I think, the categorisation
of gardens along with sorcerers, parenta-in-law ©tc. —
the taboo aspects of life.
Finally, a word about the wild pairs, as.

This continues

the them® of 'tree symbolism' which has figured prominently
in this chapter.

We have «©@n how the coconut is ersbleraatie

of ancestral agnatic, continuity;

sago and naiiro being

eKibleinatic of matrilateral relationships.
as tell us about affinal relationships?

v?hat can the pala
Essentially, this

palm stands at the other end of a continuum of palsus of
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increasing 'wildnesa'.

Mo*t 'cultural' is the coconut,

the very syrafcol of culture;

next comes Areca, marqinal

b«tween the hamlet and the bush?

then comes Sago ('bush'

but *till cultivated and exploited):

next in line is

nairnp, like sago, but uncultivated, and exploited only
for grubs — and finally as a truly 'wild* palm not
utiliaable In any way (see Table 2).

Talrn
K-rel.

Use

Planted
/

Wild

T?;»IO

Coconut
sa

ego

Utilised,
sacred ,
ritual
uses.

Planted

Areca
TDUl

Y Bro

sago
r,P

Ho , Mo L3ro ,

Utilised,
Utilised,
narcotic, stat>le
feed
magi cal
properties

Planted

Caryota
rr.aj.rno

P]. .anted
(regenerates
naturallv)

Utilised
(marginally"
as source of
grubs »

ijot r>lante< I

(Arocoid ?)
'
as
V/i Fa

Not
•^tilised.

Not
planted

Exactly why the as palm, and not on® of the other
wild palm species should be the one identified with affines
is hard to say.

It is perhaps precisely because as has no

conceivable cultural us© that it is selected as the anti
type of the Coconut.

Certainly, it ia only found in the

deep bush, away froia habitation sites.

Possibly it is

singled out because it has conspicuous red fruit (inedible,
apparently).

The wife's father is also a source of 'fruit 1

(«• daughters, BBS!) , so perhaps it is for this reason that
the as palm is selected as a botanical analogue of the
wife's father.
The reader may have noted that as is the 'opposite'
of sa (coconut) syllabically, ag well as symbolically;
this curious phenomenon is taken up in the Appendix.
Also diacus0ed in the Appendix is the term awk.
ix.

?^.J^^le_a^alogy^
At this point let rm return to tho ed/a£ opposition

which was discussed in section vi.

I attempted to show,

in that section/ that the sociological opposition 'central'
vs. 'peripheral 1 or 'lateral 1 1st reflected in the terednology
applied to the human body.

i.e. the structure of the huiran

body reflects, iwicrocosmically, the structure of the total
society*

I should like now to extend this argument to

cover plant structure as well — the previous sections may
have sufficed to convince th© reader of the iisportance of
'botanical 1 syinbolisits in Uiseda ideas concerning the structure
of the social field.

Consider the following groupst

Social role:

*&£*&. ' wife (afw® r woman)

body-part

acrea

: arm

Part of tress *

ng©a

* branch

Social role :

tlai (or ti) : husband (edi : rean)

body-part

•!^t« ? heart.

i

:

Part of tree:

ti : trunk of a tree (upright post,
housepost)

5£ group is already familiar;

It will be »«en that

the 'lateral 1 organs of the body (arm, ear) and of tre«
structure (branch) are, like th« 'lateral' social role (wife)
marked by an aef element.

The ed group is f?li«rhtly wore

difficult in that th«r« are no words based on the sefiaent
cd which refer to tree-structure, however, e<?Si (man, a
variant fores of «3) is probably related to tjL, the segment
which carries the tneaning 'trxink of a tr©@' and 'husband'.
The lasts of this symbolism l® not difficult to grasp.
TiajL, the usual word meaning 'husband 1 is a sinrplc modification
of ti, which way itself be used with this ineaning.

The

identification of husband and tree is carried over into
local Pidgin English usage as well, as I discovered when
jny cat, itnported by im, and the only cat for railss around
(a female) b®<ran to manifest »trang« syssptoms st©saning
froia her unfortunate matelesa condition.

f1Ew divral bilong

en i-lus* was the sardonic cojoswmt of an informant, of which
the literal translation would be 'Her tr«e ia lest 1 .
same iiaage is utilised in jokes and stories.

?h©

For instance ,

in one story a woman is encouraging a lover who is not
making the best use of his opportunities.

'Why, that's a fin®
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tall tree over there' she says, 'I think I can see a
little white bird perched on it ...'.

This would be

inar«diat*ly understood by Umedas as a sexual innuendo.
Ti Keans the trunk of a tree and by extension any upright
post, such as a housepost;

i»e. tl refers to the central

(masculine) axis of the tree.
lateral appendage ajea.

To this is opposed the

Arm and branch are alike in being

lateral appendages, and though it might seera unduly antifemininist to speak of the wife (ajvai) as a 'lateral
appendage* of the husband (tiai) to do so makes sociological
sense.

Moreover, the idea of the branch of a tree as

structurally analagous to the role of wife pays an extra
dividend when one censes to consider also the *ao group of words.
Thus s
Social role

t

raol

:

daughter

body-part

:

igo

:

gullet

IBOV

t

vulva

ITOV

t

fruit

Part of tree i

(The fruit-8terns on which the fruit grow are called
ajgwoi which is an even closer approximation to as^al;
wife).

Just as wives are the reproductive xoetnbers of

human society, so the branches and fruit-stems are the
progeny-bearing members of the tree.

The identification

of fruit with female offspring was one which sty informants
made quite consciously.
rests on two features;

The appositeness of the identification
firstly the feature of 'edibility* —

fruit have, as their raison d'etre, to be eaten (in the
gustatory mode) while girls (&*>!) are sexually 'eaten'.
(Tadv being the relevant verb in both cases).

Secondly,
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fruit are reproductive, just as daughters are potentially
reproductive — and in both cases the resultant new
organism® will be ajgart from the parent stock.

L«t B»

give an example of how Uaeda ideas about arboreal
reproductivity work out in practice.
I have mentioned the strong sense of identification
that exists between a man and his coconut palms;

the palms,

which, pointing towards the stars 1 define the 'vertical 1
axis of agnatic continuity, lignified occupants of the
immemorial elan-hamlet sites.

Each male member of the

hamlet owns his palms individually, and there is a close
parallelism in the life cycle of man and paltn respectively,
the palm planted during its owner's infancy, taking 15-20
years to mature, and bearing for a further 30 years or
more, so that owner and palm pass through life synchronously.
Itoreover, pains have rules of 'exoganty* analogous to those
observed by the human population of the haialet.

The rule

is the same as that which makes the clan-hairdets axogazsous,
i.e. a palm may not be planted in the same hawlet as its
parent palss.

Thus, all the coconut palms growing in a

given haialet are the progeny of palms crrowing in other
hamlets*

A roan's palms are planted for him, fey his mother,

about the tixne of his birth.

She obtains the original nuts

for planting from her brother, i.e. fror. her own natal
hamlet, which is always, of course, different froa the hatulet
into which ahe has married.

It will be apparent, then, that

not only is the life of the palra parallel to the life of its
1.

The stars, glittering in the night sky, are said
to be the penes of the ancestors.

owner but the laovements of the coconuts used in planting
parallel the moveraents of women going in raarriago between
the component hemletn of the oonnubiuw.

If one traces

back the 'genealogy 1 of a given pains on* is, in effect,
tracing back the raatrilineal descent of its owner, to the
mother's haislet, the another'a wsother'a, mother*a jraother's
mother's hamlet and so on*
in manning.

This siuiple institution is rich

One might describe the whole fraraework of

the society in tenvs of the raoveiaants of fruit and girls
between plantations.

The relation of mother's brother and

sister's son is nowhere made ssore explicit than in the
institution which makes him ths provider of the coconut
which will, developing from a shoot, become the palw which
is the botanical analogue of the sister's son himself.
The relation M/BS^/SPIX* tree, branch or stens, and fruit
suns up in a single synoptic insa«j© th« relation of the
coiBfJonent parts of the society, as well us relating back to
the »trt*etur«a of the human foody, the micro corns r.

it is indead,

so far as the Uwsdae ar® concerned- the structure of all
structures.

Lat©r, in the analysis of th© Ida ritual

(Chapter 5) I will show hew this 'ncx!©!' IB tyivem concrete
expression in the fona of ritual nasks,
But a difficulty is ay hav© already RU^rerested Itself
to the reader's mind.

I nay be able to ar<m@ that ti, agea

and I?KJV, totfsthsr nuijanarine the relation of husband, wife and
daughter — but what of the filial generation of sons?

In

effect the native conceptual nysteia is faced with rather a
dilerawa here — there are a number of possible candidates
for thi» symbolic role.

However, I think the matter can

best be approached by contrasting sexual reproduction In

plants with th* other raachanlsrc of reproduction, namely
vmg^tative reproduction, or single proliferation.

The

relation of parent plant to fruit is that of parent to
daughter r vhil© the relation of parent plant to vegetative
offshoot® (including shoot®, suckers, leaves and flowers)
is that of parent to filial offspring.

Let BIS examine

some of the linguistic evidsne© for this proposition.
First of all, as notod above, this conception is
explicit in the case of sago, ^hose suckers (i.e. the shofcts
emrging about th© base of th® palfit, from which it vill
eventually regenerate) ar© called atel 'the gro«p of brothers'
(i.e. th© sons of the parent pain).

The identification

of th® suckers of tlua sago-palia with young wen is ssade the
raor© explicit by the fact that, if these suckers are cut,
an abiondent trickle of oozy tweet sap is produced (this ia
called jd§e from ^i£ ; sago jelly) which is the 'sesnen*
of the atel and is used in jaagic, particularly love-magic.
However, this usage of atel is isetaphorical -- tlm K«ore xiaual
words for shoot ere i£U<3 and li.

Ifittd fits very well

into the acharcia advanced ahcv©.
Social role i£uci

j

eldest son (son)

part cf tree ijgud

*

shoot

i£«-di

;

forefinger

bccly-|>art

The seciEent iss will be dlscvssised in r^ore detail in
Chapter 5 in relation to the Ipel® bowmen:

ritual figures

whose syrJbolic role is that of "new mn' created daring
the cotsrse of the fertility ritual, ids.

Th© ij> segment is

consistently associated with the idea of newness and
youngnesa (igudjl : young) — the botanical ayj&bol of which

ifi the* breadfruit tree ij>, vrhich la th* jmbjact of a
lengthy analysis <slr,ewh«*re.

(Chapter 5 section xvi).

Her© I would reraly Ilk© fco not« the way in which the
hand as a vhol® la utilised as e 2^ort«l of the siblino
th<s jnother (fig. 21b) r

ili?iLL (eldest son)
(younger sister)

p/\f;i (mother)

Fi g. Z / h « Syi?lL!ili2 JUIL.9J! Jl^lS.

The thvoab (squat, bulbous an<3 hardworked) is ava,
the raother, standing in opposition to her offspring,
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the middle fin<r«r in the eldest son, the tnllest of the
brood, flanfcrd (lateral ly , be it noted) by two sisters
^• -DJ*i:~|jtld 'wother-skirt-nhoot 1 and R^~£a^~eH|>«ta!?«ai
'mother's -skirt nhe-follova* with the little ffiagar ae
the baby of the family ageaike (age (aide) + aike
dlnimitlv* suffix) .

Mote that the male iwsirber of the

»iblincf group is central , while the females and the baby
arc lateral.
Xjrod shoot/«ld«st BOTJ is only one of th« ways in which
the triple analogy of which I have been speaking can be
extended to cover the filial generation of sons.

More

generally, all 'proliferation 1 of the parent plant —
whether leaves, flowers, -shoots or stackers, carry this
connotation, or rather, to tee m>re precise, © 'phallic 1
connotation which opposes them to fruit (inoy) as male
The segment which distinguishes this masculine

to female.

significance of flowers, nhoots, etc., is the segrent l_i
tJU

(i)
(ii)

a sapling
digging stick
suffixes having the weaning 'loaves

sago leaves

anelij

flowers and young leaves
variant foris of edi

1 is ue '.

rainbow (li,4«ue 'fire')

^-BM.4

testicles, also 'growing shoot of coconut 1

(for other li words se® Chapter 5 Section v)
The evidence upon which this proposition must be based
somewhat indirect but is, I think, quite uncd stake able .
digging stick is an overt phallic symbol, and figures
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as such in gai-uon ritual (vhich cialndnatefi la the plunging
of a ll_ into a special mdicated orifice, or hole, in
the centre of thf? n«*r gardsn) .

£ejain, eneli (flow«rs or

young leaves) were sisplicsitly seen ar phallic (once, vhen
1 asked an informant what the long, r«<3, dangling etawens
of hibiscus veru, ray interlocutor replied by graspine? hie
penis and pointing it in ray direction, as if wy question
were too naiv» to require verbal answer) . ^alJL is likewise
masculine in its Implications (ta*. hair) , lisuc requires
•9q>lanation.

Basentially, rain is thought by Utnedas to

be & manifestation off rale 8®x\iality.

Raia is produced by

the magic of angry or frustrated men and even whil** a
downpour was in progress, people would start discussing who
was responsible, the blsine tending to be put on elderly
widovern and other V7ifel®88 Eien, vrho«5® sexual frustration
was believed to have inspired theit to rake rein magic (In
Bzyth, Toog-tcd creates n i;oBiaii, B.horam?a, the evil tea<?woroan/ by icenna of this rain-r,«^g5.c) .

Thin explicitly 's«xual'

view of rein as a manifestation of Rale c?icrc%' suffices
to explain th« cotr^-oun^ forr li£ue/ a combination of the
•phallic* segis«Rt li_ and. sue:
discussed in Chapter S.

fire.

Further ©xaicples are

What these reisarks suffice to

suggest is th« thoro«<jh~going opposition b«twe«n the
•iRasouli»e' parts of tre«~strwcture, the «mp®ct of vegetative
proliferation, and the 'feminine 1 parts, particularly fruit.
In this chapter I hav® tried to sketch in sois« of th«
o«t»t«ndinng features of the Usaeda syiabolic syst«on,

la

particular I have dwelt on th« symbolic relationship of
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certain trees, particularly the palmw, coconut, Areca,
a ago, naiBO and as, which stand as botanical cwtaphors
for sociological reality,

&nd I have also tried to show

how the atructure of trees serves as a model for the
conceptualisation of society and social relationships.
Perhaps sort® of ray interpretations may have struck the
reader aa verging on th© arbitrary, but I hop© that when,
in the later stages of this the»i» I com to consider the
interpretation of Utaeda ritual symbolism the reader may
be reassured somewhat.

For in the context of ritual, we

will be able to see how ritual roasks, themselves made of
substances and materials of botanical origin, take up and
use for definite expressive purposes the parts of trees
whose underlying symbolic significance has been suggested
here.

And we will also ase how the fundamental social

opposition 'central vs. lateral 1 is basic to the inter
pretation of ritual symbolism.

That icust wait, however,

until I have given a descriptive account of the ida ritual,
which I provide in the next chapter.
Here I would only wish to conclude by stressing the
'organic* character of the Uweda syirJsolic systen?, by which
1 mean the way in which the Cjaeda sy^sbolie system, eschewing
abstractions, expresses fundamental relationships through
metaphors drawn frost the ort?anissa, i.e. the hmran body and
the atructure of trees and other botanical organisms.
I would like to stress th© unity and consistency of this
worId-pieture,dominated by organic analogies, a® opposed,
I might say, to our own imaoh n»re fragmented perception of
reality?

for, though we have many points of contact with
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Urceda (e.g. idioms which compare girls to fruit, ir«n to
trees, and so forth) we are not 25*wttitt«d, fey language,
to these netaphors, as it would R«®XH the Htredas are.

The

extent to which the natural organisms with which they »r©
fairdliar dominate Uxaedn thinking could not foe overestimated;
when, making a rather stale joke, I said that money
(Australian dollar*) grew on trees, I was believed, aa I
should have seen in advance I would b@.

Tins of food,

cloth, and paper were also seen as tree-products .

I isentlon

these instances not to irapugn Ctaeda naivety, but to illustrate
the unity of their conception of th© world, th® way in which
all the separata doraains of experience, th® wost diverse
phenoisena, vere related back to a single over-riding raodel:
th® organism.

The triple analogy I have been describing,

which obtains between th@ structuro of the body, the
structure of trees, and the structure of society, is the
fundamental instance of this.
And not only is the organism the model for structural
relationships, but also of processes.

The process®* or

phases of development through which th© organism passes are
likewise seen within a single basic frawework.

I will

examine 'organic process' in detail below, since it is highly
relevant to the discussion of ritual syrobolisra.
Finally, th© reader is referred once more to the
appendix, where the material presented in this chapter is
examined from a different viewpoint, i.e. phonological symbolism?,
1.

Or again, JRy teapot. This was called tipjos by
Unedas, i.e. ti (treejfe) + £0* (aoue). ~'iie spout
was a 'tree-nose'.
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There f I argue that the structure of the artlculatory
tract itself la brought into play as a itsjema of
structural relationships.

Also in tbe appendix are

eertsirs cora?«nta on recent work on the relotionship
sound end craning (of kinship terras) by K4mtnd
, which ar© certainly gernane to th© discussion of
kinship teradnology included in this chapter.

Chapter 4
THE IDA FERTILITY

I do not propose, In this thesis, to give a fulldress account of Umeda ritual.

I shall, Instead, devote

this section to the description of only one of several
kinds of ritual which I observed, and was given information
about, while I was in Uiseda.

Ida, the ritual designed to

promote the fertility of sago is, F&sarwhile, the nsost
dramatic and picturesque of the ceremonies which I saw,
and is also the one which has th® most far-reaching
sociological implications, in that it involves the total
society;

every Uteeda, man, woman and child, being

implicated in the performance in one way or another.

And,

as I shall attempt to demonstrate in the chapter devoted
to the analysis of ida, a study of the ritual synafoolisn, of
ida fives many insights into the way Omedas conceptualise
their world, their relationships on© with another, and with
the natural kingdom?, and th© very meaning which lif© has
for th®«u

Indeed, it aoasetijnes seeros as if, in ida, a

dramatic re-creation is set in motion of the entire CQSBHOS
as it is constituted in OK«>da ©xperience, and interpreted in
Uiaeda cultural categories.

In this, ida is, of course, in

no way exceptional as far as ethnography is concerned?
annual fertility rites which, like ida draroatise the cycle
of natural and social regeneration, the rhythm of the seasons
and the agricultural year, are far fror rare, and even in
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New Guinea and the surrounding islands there is ample
documentation of 'harvest festival* and garden fertility
ritual (e.g. Landtmann 1927).
Though it is not hard to find references to broadly
similar ritual performances in New Guinea, it is not yet
possible to find isueh detailed comparability in the material.
Mo anthropologist had worked in the Amanab sub-district
prior to ay own visit, and as far as I know nothing has
been published on ritual in the Lund sub-district to the
west, or Green river to the south.

The situation is the

same for the big group of Walsa villages, centred on the
Waris patrol post in West Irian and the northern neigh
bours of the Waina~Sowanda villages, nothing having been
published.
Apart from published sources, I have had discussions with
Dr. Gilbert Lewis, who worked aisong the Gnau speakers in
Luini area (Rauit village) and also with M. Bernard Juillerat,
who, partly at my instigation, worked in Yafar, a village in
the Aiaanab area, to the south of Uineda.

In the case of the

Gnau speakers of Lurel area, the picture seeiss to be
dominated by certain forms of ceremonial exchange — as
almost universally in Melanesia ~- and an initiatory male
Cult, similar to others on the Seplk river itself (Bateson
1937, Alien 1967).

As it happens, neither cereraonial exchange,

nor isale Initiation is highly developed in Uiseda, though
elements of both Institutions are to be found.

There Is

a strong 'initiatory 1 undercurrent in Ida/ as will be seen,
and full-scale initiation ritual is found in the western
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villages in Walna-Sowanda (i.e. Waina, Myalla and Sowanda) ,
but not, to ay knowledge, in Usseda and Punda.

While the

C»au speakers themselves seem to differ radically in
their ritual institutions from Uiseda, and to fall into
the broad 'Sepik* pattern, it ia known that certain masked
dances in which fish figure prominently are performed
by Lujai speakers in the vicinity of Luzni Patrol Post 1 tee If.
As yet no description of these rituals have appeared in
print, though they have been recorded by a local nsissionary ,
Dr. Kichell (G. Lewis, personal coismunication) .
Turning to Yafar, and H, Jui Herat's researches,
one finds aiany i?ior« parallels with the Dried a situation, as
might b« expected aince Yafar is in contact with Punda,
and sont« interKiarriag© has taken place.

The ida ritual

itself is not performed, though Yafar jnen have seen
performances in Punda,

But many external features of i

mask types, lx>dy paint, style of dancing, musical
accoxapanictertt and 00 on, re-appear in Yafar rituals,
though put to different purposes.
a*i>

To outward appearance

Yafar/sy^>olic K®aninf» of the rtuals and the ritual
paraphernalia ar© taken into consideration, the ideological
rather than th« concrete aspects of th® ritual^ "feh^t, very
profound divergences isasediately foecoEie apparent.

It is

hardly an exaggeration to say that in Yafar ritual seems
to b« given a totally different cultural easpfaasis.
M* Juillerat's researches have revealed a fascinating pre
occupation in Yafar, and airing the inhabitant® of th@
surrounding villages, with the fate of the soul, of which
they have a vary detailed conception, in its various
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peregrinations, during life and after death.

Broadly

speaking, Yafar ritual reflects this concern with the
soul and with the spirit world, being, as M. Juillerat
puts it 'eschatological' in orientation.

For instance,

spirit possession is found, and a cult of ancestral spirits,
and the major ritual festival witnessed by M. Juillerat
(which to judge from photographs taken by him, is in its
outward aspect remarkably like a performance of ida) is to
prevent the 'loss of souls' on the part of members of the
coEsnunity.

Now while ideas concerning the soul, ghosts

and the spirit world are undeniably part of Umeda belief,
they are of only the most peripheral importance in ida,
though they assume more prominence in rituals concerned with
curing the sick.

'Eschatological' concerns are latent

rather than manifest in Utoeda ritual, and such a concrete
relation with the spirit world as implied by spirit
possession, accompanied by trance, such as is found in
Yafar, was utterly unknown in Umeda (Juillerat 1972).
While it seems that Yafar lacks a counterpart to ida, and
Umeda lacks the elaborations of Yafar 'eschatological ritual,
the standard curing ritual found in both communities seems
to share many features.

(B. Juillerat personal corcrounication)

While, as will be seen, there is little available in
the form of directly comparable material in the ethnographic
sense, the analysis which follows does draw considerably on
a number of recent and not-so- recent analyses of ritual
performances and symbolic systems.

These works will be

discussed below in the theoretical section which prefaces
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the analysis of Ida.

But before going on to th«i

discussion I shall present, in as bald a manner as possible,
an account of the rites thessselves, and the period of
preparation leading up to thera, together with the asost
prominent statements of 'exegesis' &ade to roe by informants.
*****
ii.

Ida gjnay
In the Uineda language ida saav raeana 'to hold a

ritual* — ida can b© used in a loos© sense to inean rituals
other than the sago-fertility ritual here called ida,
though all these lesser rituals also have specific narses
of their own.

Ida, unqualified, rofer© properly to thia

rite alone, while in a sense auntming up all the others.
The use of the verb smay is interesting here, since it is
th® verb by which Omeda refers to 'passions' (in the
sense of Lienhardt 1961) rather than actions.

Thus nesui

srnay leeans 'to be hungry, to feel hungry', y_aus ?J^LY*
'to be angry 1 , varv sway 'to be wounded', or as one
Edght put it, 'to undergo a spear (vary) *.

Thus ida sjraav

teplies not so roueh the active sens© of 'hold a ritual 1
as the passive sense of 'undergo a ritual' 'suffer* or
•pass through' a ritual just as asehe saav frieans "suffer
an illness*.

The idea is less of a collective decision to

engage in ritual action, than of the society being made
subject to ida, an external necessity which acts through thes
jtfhile, in a deeper sense ida is indeed the symbolic acting
out of natural process, natural necessity, one can also see
how ida is a collective 'passion' at a more mundane level
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since It IB Ircpoaed on the society both by customary
obligation, and by the very organisation of the annual
cycle of production, as I shall shortly show.

And if the

shorter cycle of the agricultural calendar is organised
around the season of festivities, so another, longer cycle,
the life-cycle of the individual, is broken up into
successive phases by a succession of performances of ida
in which the individual has participated, taking more senior
roles on each occasion. In both senses then, ida is
integral with the on going processes of life itself,
something which has to be gone through.
An annual performance of ida is the ideal, but in
troubled tirces a year or more may pass without a performance.
To perform ida, « consensus on the part of the whole
village must be reached, for all must participate.

Should

an epidemic strike, or should important men become ill
or even die, a performance a»ay bo abandoned or postponed.
No performances of ida were held in Uiseda while trteinbers of
the coasiHtinity were in prison, as was the case from 1966-0.
Times were out of joint, and isany people retired permanently
to bush houses to await the return of the absent men*

In

1968 the prisoners returned horse (not a few of them only
to discover that their wives, or parents or children had
died in the isseanvhile).

By 1969 the village had recovered

from these blows, and had j*?ore-or~leas adjusted to the
Australian administration.

My ovra presence at that time

contributed to the feeling that they had got back into the
white men's good books.

Things seeded set fair for a

performance of ida which had bean long delayed.

At this
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a political factor intervened.

During the period

of troubles prior to 1968 there had been an eleiaent of
conflict between the ejtodna hamlets of DSehuesda and
Klalujadai

the 'unruly* aleroents — froi* th« administrations'

point of view, being concentrated in Wehumda and her allies,
while opposition to anti-administration demonstrations
e«rae fross the councillor. Pom of Klalurada, and his hamlet.
Another source of possible conflict was the existence
of marriago relationships between these two edtodna hamlets,
which had, as X described in the chapter on social structure,
a history of conflicts and quarrels stretching back to the
period wh«n they occupied adjacent sites on the zaain Creed a
ridge.

Klaluusda had jaoved, as a result of these conflicts

to a new site away from the ridge in Sinai territory
(see map) and had becoise established there.

In 1969 a new

source of conflict arose between them, for Pom, the
councillor, wanted the Ida to be held at the new Klaluirsda
site/ rather than in the Wehutsda hamlet, where it had
traditionally been held.

His proposal did not find any

favour with the vi@hussda e*en, and, angered by this, the
councillor tried to use the power of his office to bring
pressure to bear on theia.

He raised the matter at a

Bseeting of the Walsa local government council, and it was
said in the village that he had made a 'law* to prevent
the performance of ida being held at all.

But the

councillor's authority was limited, and in the event he
neither prevented the performance frois taking place, nor
in fact, dd he refrain from taking part in it when it did.
However, in 1969 ida was held only in curtailed form, not
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in tne §£t£5?0® hanslet of WehuKuta, but only In Sinai, the
*SH*^P^?Hl hajalet.

By 1?>70, v*hen I again witnessed Ida,

any opjvosition on the part of the councillor had vanished,
and the ill-feeling between tenured* and Klalumda had also
died down, BO that the ritual was held in the full version,
in Wehuiada as well a» Sinai, as it always had been.

The

councillor hiicaalf played a leading role.
In normal times the onset of the ritual season is
signalled, both to the assembled village, and to neigh
bouring villages, by a day and a night of truispet-play ing
{***?£ §!2!*!?) *

^his will occur in October/November, shortly

before th« onset of the rainy season, which lasts until
March or April.

In November 1969 this took place in

tfehu^da haialet, post of the population of Oiaeda being
present for the occasion.

There is no ceremonial on this

occasion, apart froia the playing of th® trumpets, which is
not, in Itself a sacred activity.

These Instruments of

music, the mo&t elaborate used by Uineclas, may be described
at this point*
iii. Huff sjaay
Wooden trumpets, end-blown, are found both on the
upper SepIK itaelf, and also In the Border and Bewani
jnountain ranges, and In the vicinity of Jaiapura (Ex~Hollandia) .
A detailed study of their distribution is contained In Jaap
Kunst's book on New Guinea Music (Kunst 19^y).

They were

to be found in all the Waina-Sowanda villages, and among
all the neighbouring groups.

However, among the Waris, and

the groups round AK-anab and further south, with the exception
of Yafar (according to M. Juillerat) truEqpets are found in
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pairs, a tone apart.

Tn Kaina-Sowanda and Yafar a reore

elaborate system of tr«ror>©t playing has b«en developed/
involving five mlodic instruments (each one playing a
single note in a five tone 'scale 1 ) and up to three 'bass 1
instruments,- about four or

five f«et in length f which

produce a d@«sp, fog-horn like note.

In playing th@ huf

(th«ir nara© is onomatopoeic) « rhythm is first of all
established by the two h«wi (playing notes 3 and 4 of the
5-tone scale).

Th«* pattern once established the other

three trtmp«t& fill in the hansony according to a set
sequence of interdigitated tonea, and the bass trumpets
reinforce th@ basic pulse.

The resulting sound , by no

woann devoid of ©uphony, even to western ears, carries
over considerable distances, and is audible in villages
a rnile or rsore away.

Th® five man 'band* irarche.^ round the

arena fortwi by the ring of houses, pausing at intervals
to direct their nusic owtward over the surrounding bush,
th© batter to fe© hearts in n«ighbourlnf villages.

Children,

bystanders, and novice perfonaers (such as myself), assist
the performance cm the bass trurapets, whose playiwj
reqttirers less skill than the melodic inBtrwrnents.

The

grotand perceptibly vibrates in concert with the deep-toned
trumpets.

f>n agreeable sensation of ronotony, vrhich is

the hall-wark of the best rustic wuaic making, descends,
int«rr«p"fced only by occasional disputes between men coiwp®ting
to take a turn on one of th® instruraenta.

As I say, no

overt c0r©fr«onial other than the pnisic takes place, yet th®
fact that thia occasion is marked by music is, in itself,
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significant.

For music is, as a form of human

communication, concerned in a very fundamental way with
the organisation of tinws, the establishment of synchrony —
or ao it has been argued by Schutz In a philosophical
essay on music (Schutz ;

coll? pap. Vol. II).

Schuta

sees music, both in its regular pulse, and in the regular
sequence of melodic and hanaemic patterns, as the
communication of Bergsonian djuree, (inner time) which,
during the performance, is synchronised both between the
performers, and between performers and audience:

so

that all are, so to speak, 'in phase'.
The activities of the village are, in this way,
synchronised by the performance of music, which, in its
own eoEiplex inner teriporal organisation, ia almost an
abstract model of the patterned sequence of events in
the laonths leading up to the performance of Ida.
While the music is playing, various consultations are
in progress assong the spectators, to determine who shall
play which of the saore important ritual roles, particularly
the cassowaries (one from each moiety), the aba dancers,
and the igele, the ritual bowmen?

for the actors of

these roles must observe taboos during the coming months,
as I will describe.

Coconds are collected and eaten, and

coconut fibre is taken for use in processing sago.

This is

the last opportunity, because after the performance of huf,
marking the onset of the ritual season, there ia a general
taboo on all coconuts, the new season's crop being reserved
for the ritual itself.
jaonths.

Mane r.ay be eaten In the intervening

The taboo on coconuts is to be explained as follows.
Coconuts, as was described in the preceding chapter, are
uniquely associated with the haialet, and in a general
way with culture, as is made clear in the wyths and
linguistic usages which have been adduced already.

Moreover,

they play an important part in the ida ritual, both as a
food which is eaten on that occasion/ and also as the
source of wata (fibre) used in BMiking fish-masks.
must be preserved for ritual use.
this, however.

So they

One can go further than

For as a rough generalisation it is possible

to say that during the isonths of preparation for ida, whose
onset is marked by huf sinav, the manner of life adopted is
the antithesis of that which characterises the days of the
performance itself. The gathering-together of the whole
staiabership of the village, for the performance of huf sinav
is the last occasion for such a general meeting till the
very day of the ritual itself.

During the intervening

zaonths the villagers live dispersed, each to his own bush
house or sago-working site, with only a few families, or
none, to be found in the village at any one time.

The

village (and the coconuts) are shunned, and life is lived
in the bush. In addition, just as Ida is a time of noise
and music-making, after the trus^eting for huf srnav a
general taboo on all font® of noise descends, only to be
raised when ida is itaiainent.

The trusspets may not b« played,

and the prohibition extends to dnaroino., singing of any sort,
the playing of pan-pipes and Jew's harps, flutes, ululating
in the forest, whistling etc.

An exception is made for

the trumpet-playing (on two, not five trumpets) which takes

''"

place in a hamlet following a successful pig-killing.
This is necessary since it advertises the kill to the
af fines of the successful hamlet, who take their portion.
Were it to be omitted, suspicions of secret conausaption
of s»at, and cheating rightful claims, would aria®.

The

taboo on music was imposed, according to jsy information,
in order to ensure successful hunting (and one sees
that, if the hunting wa» successful, it was temporarily
relaxed).

In th® bush people aoved about quietly, without

ululating to one another as was done at other times;
social intercourse was at a sdniznum, and music, its corollary,
was banned.
Certain taboos of a general kind were iiftpoaed upon
Koveiaent subsequent to huf sinav.

It was forbidden for

the a5Twatodn® hamlets of Efid and Kedewaina to enter the
territory of Wehuasda, the largest Bdtodna hamlet.

This

(partial) separation of edtodna and ajwatodnjR, during the
jaonths of preparation for ida isolates the opposed halves
of the village, prior to their co»d«f together in ida
itself.

Once again one ha» the i^ression that the

behaviour enjoined during the period of preparation is the
antithesis of that enjoined during the performance itself,

In speaking of ida Omedas refer not only to the
actual performance, the period of about two weeks during
which the two phases of the ritual take place, but also to
the whole period, which imay be up to ten raonths, between
huf jsinay and the perforiaance .

Thus the economic preparations

for the ritual are seen «s part of the ritual itself —

o
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the performance of Ida imposed a pattern on, and gave a
direction to, the economic life of the whole coiranunity.
Fig. 22 shows approximately the way in which the agricultural
season in organised.
systematic.

Uawda time-reckoning is not at all

A year in spoken of as 'one garden'.

The

Iftaeda nuraeral system consists of just two terms gogwai
one, and sabbra- two.

Higher numbers can be expressed by

counting on the fingers and joints of the wrist, elbows
and shoulders .

But even on this basis I found no

consistency in the accounts given by my various informants
as to the number of ninths in a year (the months or
moons:

wis not being given separate names), nor indeed,

as to the number of months which should pass between huf
siaav and the performance of Ida.

The truth is, Uraedas

siiaply do not think numerically on the whole, so that
the astronomical tin?® indicators were of little relevance
to them.

Astronomical ©vents were conditioned by events

on the ground rather than vice versa.

When a full Eicon

was imminent Omdas said 'wis abast kaptetay' that is,
'the moon la wrapping up bundles of sago-flour now', or
they would call the full moon rip© (ab_Hi) as opposed to
nene, new or unripe (the new raoon).

That is, the moon was

interpreted as a social or biological phenosnenon, but never
as a controlling influence on thera.

I was struck by their

failure to stress the rigid determinism of lunar events;
1.

The restricted nature of the Uroeda numeral system has
occasioned sosse surprise and even incredulity. Can
jsembers of hogo sa£ien£ get by with just 'one' and 'two'
when it is claiB5edT~sor example, that even thrushes
can 'count* up to six.
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they would point out a bright, full raoon as if it were a
relatively arbitrary or contingent event (like a fine day
or a good catch of fish) , not as an inevitable culmination
of the lunar cycle.
X*

This attitude applied also to the daily

(continued)
Cmedas can easily tell, without using
numerals at all, whether one of a nuwber of objects
is missing, which is all that the thrush can do. It
is aiujply that Umedas do not use numeral as we do
as markers of distinctivaness within sets of objects t
instead, they tend to use an ad hoc criteria limited
to that particular set. Thue~an tJrcieda does not say
'I have six children 1 (child number one, nuisber two,
number three etc.). Instead, the set of children is
defined by a criterion appropriate to that specific
set, i.e. by their names (Harry, Jim, Susan, etc.).
Similarly with inonths, which are not enumerated, but
are specified by the relevant criterion ~~-""Twhat we
are doing during that isoon'. Thus Uimeda lacks an
overall nutaeral system (one-ness and two-ness excepted)
but supply the deficiency by creating new series
whenever a particular set must be specified. Hence,
perhaps, the poor performance of the pupils in the
catechists school when it caste to maths (the catechist
himself ceus& from a culture with only two nuinerals,
which may not have helped) . Take a typical ISaeda ' sutn*
2+2 m 2

3*3 « 3 etc.

For the Uxneda pupil, this series of 'SUHUS' was a number —
what w© recognise as numbers, were, for then>, objects;
they tried to count the nusabers — not the (notional)
objects that the nunfoers represented. Quite unaware
that numbers were not objects in their own right, but
signs for sets of objects the catechist "s pupils readily
lost thenselves in formulaic Incantations which bore no
resemblance to the elementary math® they were supposed
to be learning.
As it happens, I was present during one delirious afternoon
when the children finally did catch on to the basic prin
ciples of nunsber — the fact that with nunsfoers you can
count anyth.imf* Released frow the schoolhouse, the excited
children raif hither and thither in little groups, applying
their new-found insight: they counted the posts of the
houses, the dogs, the trees, fingers and toes, each other —
and the nuKibers worked I They were meissbers of homo sapiens,
and no mistake. The number-craze, as such, did not endure
for long, though perhaps its function had been fulfilled
and a numerate generation of Uiasdas will result in the
fullness of tine. But numbers are a little dull, and
before long newer Interests absorbed them. The performance
of ida was in the air and the children, imitating the hufplaying of their elders, took to elaborating inconsequential
tunes on flutes of green bajcboo. That would be typical of
hoieo sapiens, too.
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motion of the sun, which, though consistent in general
terns, like the moon, was in the saioe way malleable and
contingent.

Thus, when walking between villages with a

youth, I remarked to him on the rather leisurely pace we
were keeping, suggesting that we might not arrive before
dark.

He (knowing perfectly well that there was no danger

of this, as it proved), assured me that if we were to walk
fast, then the sun would go down correspondingly quickly,
whereas if we stuck to our leisurely pace, then the sun
would do likewise.

In short, lunar or other astronomical

indices of time were not considered to be more rigidly or
accurately determinate than any other events, a yardstick
against which they could be measured, but aictply on a par
with human activities, the seasonal cycle, biological
processes, the weather etc., all of which hang together
in an tin-analysed way, but none of which was seen as the
prime mover of all the rest.
Because of this prevailing feeling of indeterminacy
within the general flux of events, the organisation iinposed
on the work of the community during the months leading up
to Ida was not by any means rigidly fixed.

One way of

calculating the time needed was by reference to the tobacco
crop.

Tobacco would be planted out from seed-beds about

the time of huf-smav (i.e. the late dry season) and would
have readied waist height about four months later, marking
the season of intensive hunting at the end of the wet season
(the time when gardens are at their saost productive, and
pigs, as a consequence, much in evidence (wild sows were
in farrow at this time, too).

During the dry season the
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tobacco could be harvested and cured, and would be ready
for slacking by June-July, during the season of festivities.
The seasons themselves are not very clearly marked.
The laoot abrupt seasonal change is the onset of the wet
season, generally in October, which can be accompanied by
thunder and high winds,

this tiirws is known as wj^pjojaejlcr

which roughly translates as 'rain an<3 bamboo time 1 referring
to the appearance of bamboo-shoots (v*h) a wet season food
very important in the Un»da area At this tiBte the migrant
swallows return to the scene, and it is said that they bring
the bamboo with thewu

With the onset of the wet season,

an intensive period of »»go working begins.

At this time

all the little creeks and streams in the bush feeco&e full
of water, facilitating the processing of stands of sago in
areas which, at other tiiaee, are too waterless to make
this possible.

At this time, young bachelors, otherwise

exclusively preoccupied with hunting and gathering and
making gardens (especially for tobaccoJ) take on th® role
which will be theirs when they have become mature married
men, devoting themselves seriously, if only temporarily, to
working sago.

Donatus and Pogva, two youths of Kedewaina,

took, for the first time, responsibility for the felling and
processing of a huge palra, planted about 20 years before by
Donatus* father, Fai.

Fai performed certain spells at the

base of the tree (which were secret, and which the son did
not yet know) pressing a jaagical earth, the white
to the base of the palas, again, something that Donatus
was not yet senior enough to do.

Apart froia these magical

preliminaries,the processing was left entirely to the young
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rnen, though the female part of the process had to b©
carried out by the female kin of the young jaaen (mothers
and sisters), in default of wives — Pogwa had a wife
(sea Chapter 2, section xii) but she was working with
another party.

I was told, also, that this period of

working in the bush, working sago in the wet, was a period
when sexual activity was enjoined on married people for
whom it waa not — for soiae other reason — forbidden.
This was said to help the sago.

It is notable that the

total period between huf sciav and ida (about 8-1O months)
corresponds rouqrhly to the gestation period in human brings.
This was never pointed out to mat explicitly by my informants
I did note (though one years 'crop* of infants is nothing
at all to go on) a certain 'clustering 1 of births in the
village in the mid and late dry season which might
correspond to impregnation during this early wet season
period.

I would not wish to place any weight on this

iiapresaion, however.

More important perhaps, is the

symbolic significance of this association between sexual
behaviour and intensive production, which reflects more
general ideas linking human and natural reproductivity.
Later on, when I come to analyse ida itself, I will show
that though overtly devoted to the fertility of the sago,
the ritual is intimately bound up with husaan fertility,
And, as I say, hursan births did seem to coincide broadly
with the season of the year in which ida was perforated.
Discussing the period of preparation for ida
informants generally counted off three or four months on
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their fingers as devoted especially to the working of
sago. In fact, sago was being worked to some extent right
up to the month in which Ida was perforated, but this >
is the time for accumulating a surplus. Sago will keep,
if properly wrapped up, for many months, even for a year
or esore, I was told, if buried in a suitably made pit.
The danger is not that the sago will rot, if kept too
long, but that it will become dried out, in which case
it will not form a jelly when cooked with boiling water in
the usual timeda wanner (to be described below), sago,
rather resembles cheese, in that controlled decomposition
adds to the quality of the product, since Umedaa value the
sour, pungent taste and siaell of 'vintage* sago above the
sweeter, but rather insipid and flavourless 'new* sago.
Thus, during the period of intensive sago working in the
wet season surplus stocks of aago accumulate which will
mature and can be consumed later when they are at their
peak* though I noticed that a certain amount sickly went
to waste, having dried out*
The wet season is also the period when garden work is
at a raaxlcuuR. Planting takes place in the late dry season
(the gardens having first been burnt off). During the wet
season they are weeded, and as the first crop comes to
bearing (taro) they are fenced.

Garden-fencing 'bees' are

the main social events of the wet season, bringing many
people together from different hamlets, to assist kinsmen,
allies or affines in this work.
a feast for the workers.

The beneficiary provides

Taro is the most important garden
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crop in terms of bulk, and is consumed as soon as it
becomes available, since it does not keep at all, unlike
the yam crop. During the first quarter of the year garden
produce makes quite an important contribution to the
food supply, though never replacing the staple sago.
float crops are appreciated as a supplement to the normal
diet, (i.e. sago and various relishes) but cannot replace
it. The foods available in the wet season, that is,
root crops, bamboo shoots, tulip (gnetuia gjajjtmgn) , apica
(hibiscus jKanihot) various kinds of spinach, may be
contrasted to the 'dry season* foods, which are eaten during
the season of festivities. These high-value foods
associated with the dry season are fruits such as bread
fruit (which comes on in the early dry season) pJUf (pometia
pinnata$ ) aw (terminalis impediens), mango (mangifera sp.)
hota (ficus sp.) and most important of all, coconuts (which
as we have seen, remain tabooed until the festival time at
the height of the dry season).

With the dry season, also,

are associated animal foods, fish, meat, and grubs,
naturally the most prized of all foods. Hunting for wild
pig, cassowary, and lesser game was a perennial activity,
not restricted to any season, yet, as the wet gave way to
the dry season there was a noticeable upsurge in the number
of kills made. Movement became easier, men were less pre
occupied with sago, and pigs came to maraud the gardens as
they were being harvested. The typical pattern of dry
season weather — dry spells punctuated by brief but heavy
storms — made for good hunting conditions, particularly
just after a storm had passed; the scent lay well on the

wet earth, and all th® pigs caia© out to rout about In the
soil while it remained soft.

The sudden storms (gov t'huf)

were, as has been raentioned previously, seen as th© direct
expression of taale sexuality and aggression:

« quarrel is

referred to ae a 'storm 1 while the actual storm la believed
to be the result of isagieal intervention by angry or
frustrated jaen.

The deaths of pigs as a consequence of

the good hunting conditions afforded by stormy weather
fit» into this pattern:

seeing an anvil-headed storm cloud

on the horizon Uinedas would say 'a pig will die ...'.
The Meat secured in hunting during the rrontha leading
up to ida was not all consumed immediately.
part was cut up into ffrr.all strips and eirsoked.

The greater
Meat was

preserved for jtsontha on end In smoking baskets suspended
over th® hearth, any pieces which succumbed to infestations
being removed and eaten.

In this way, although Oinedas did

not keep livestock in the manner of highlands and other
New Guinea groups, to provide iseat for their festivals,
supplies of rwat were accumulated.

As the dry season drew

on two other source® of animal food assumed greater
importance, naie^ly, fish and sago grubs.
was th© best tiiae for fishing.
the main.

The dry season

Two rsethods were uoed in

First poisoning (which could only be successfully

done when the fish were concentrated in shallow rock pools
with little or no current to take th® poison away).

The

other method was the construction of dams (popJuO «P~
streaia and down-atreair from such a rock-pool, which was
then bailed out with special scoops.

The fish were then
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taken by hand in the puddles of water remaining and dashed
to death on the rocks. Both these methods require conditions
of relative drought, at which tlm the fish are concentrated
in the larger streams, rather than dispersed in the
innumerable little creeks, which dry up.

Fish were gutted

and ssioked in the same way as game, but did not keep for
so long. Fishing was concentrated into the last few
weeks before th© performance.

The other source of animal

food, sago-grubs could not be kept at all, and were
collected at the last possible moraent.

Grubs proliferate

naturally in the unusable portions of felled sago-palmss
a palm that proved to be poor in starch content would
be left entirely to grubs, or one which had been left too
long before felling. Men to whois certain varieties of
sago were tabooed r-iqht still fell them for the grubs,
which they could eat.

Felling sago especially for the

purposes of collecting grubs was timed so that the grubs
would be ready for the festival season. Caryota palms
(nairo) which grow wild in the forest, in which the same
kind of grub will multiply, are also felled for this purpose.
While/ as I hav® mentioned, the root-crops which form
the bulk of garden produce were wet-season foods, certain
garden crops only became available in quantity in the dry
season.

The raoet important were sugar cane (akta) pitplt

(gwi) and tobacco (sagof). The dry season foods have higher
value than the wet season foods (i.e. 'vintage* sago, Beat,
fish/ grubs, breadfruit, coconut etc. versus root crops/
fresh sago/ forest greens etc.), but are less plentiful in
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supply and have to be husbanded and hoarded.

They are

1 luxuries' (thia applie» also to the garden products sugar
and tobacco) a* opposed to humdrum vegetable products.
They alao have certain associations with masculinity*
coconuts, breadfruit, and above all fish figure in the
ritual of idjs as masculine symbols.

The annual cycle

may therefore be seen as an alternation between two
opposed cla&sea of foods and types of productive activity.
The wet season is a period of dispersion, farailies living
alone processing sago in the bush, tending their gardens
and harvesting garden produce, particularly tare?

subsisting

on a relatively ajonotonou® diet, while the dry season is
a period during which tha village eoraes together, particularly
during the festival itself, which is marked by the
consumption of high value foods, particularly meat and fish.
Productive activity during both phases of the seasonal
cycles

the wet-aeaaon period of dispersion immediately

following huf swav and the dry-aeason period of intensive
hunting leading up to the performance itself, were oriented
towards Ida;

it is no eiapty truism to say that the

prospect of the eventual performance of the ritual gave
meaning and direction to the productive activity of the
people/ even if it is also true that for the roost part
the work went towards basic necessities of subsistence, and
no very spectacular surpluses were accumulated.

Ida placed

day-to-day subsistence activity within the context of a
larger purpose,

and gave the productive units a role to

play in a project which embraced the entire society.

Ida
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and the productive activity which preceded it ware vary
much part of a unity, and are properly treated together.
*"' -"

I have already mentioned the general taboos placed

on all members of the society during the month a of *?*
preparation for Ida, of which the most important is the
taboo on coconuts, and on noise.

Certain raeir.be r a of the

conmmity had to observe additional taboos as a result
of being prospective actors of important ritual rolea.
Informal decisions aa to who will play which role in the
eventual ritual are made at the time of huf sjtuiv, but
changes in the 'cast* may be effected thereafter if
circumstances require.

The roles to be distributed are,

in order of decreasing prestige:

cassowary (eli) , bowman

sago (aba) , neophyte (^ojtna t§55J§) and preceptor
first three of these are the ones on whom
special restrictions are laid.

These are heaviest in the

ease of the cassowary-dancers, of whoas there are two,
one from each moiety. Players of all three roles, cassowary,
bowman, and sago, must refrain fro® sex, must not leave
the territory of the village, and must adopt a traditional
style of life, eating no imported or western foods (such
as tinned fish) and maintaining the penis gourd.

The

cassowary dancer must observe additional restrictions, in
particular, he must not eat food cooked by a woman who is
having sexual relations (needless to say he rauat have none
himself) . This laeans that if unmarried, the actor of the
cassowary role must have his food cooked for hinr. by a woman

who la observing a sex taboo.

In 1969-7O the cassowary

role fell to Auyai, a bachelor of Kedewaina.

His cooking

waa undertaken tay Wu and his wife Onoiao who were
observing the post-partuR sex taboo for a daughter,
recently born.

When, however, It became necessary for

Wu and his wife to depart for the deep bush to work sago,
Auyai could not accompany then* because an additional
restriction debars an actor of the cassowary role fron?
straying far from the village itself.

In these circum

stances it became necessary for Auyai to pound his own
sago and have it washed for him by a small girl, and
cooked it himself.

Under no other circumstances would

a bachelor stoop to cooking for hlxaself.

Auyai spent

much of the tin*® in the alirost deserted village, with only
Mada, an old eaan whose Infirmities prevented him from
taking up his abode in the bush, for company.

The

cassowary is prevented fro® entering the deep bush because
it is said that all the gan» would follow him, making
hunting impossible for everybody else.

In fact, the

cassowary dancer virtually Is prevented frois hunting by
these restrictions, and it is tabooed for hits to hunt or
kill (or eat) cassowary, one of the prime ganse animals.
He la also thought to be endangered by the regurgitated
food reimants deposited by cassowaries.

If he should

inadvertently step on these excreta of the cassowary he
would fall ill.

Paradoxically, this careful segregation

of the cassowary dancer from the bush and the gaiae animals,
is a reflection of the ritual identification which exists
between them.

This is brought out best in the idea that if

9 tf 'V
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the cassowary dancer goes into the deep bush the gam*
animal will floek to hiir,, as if drawn by magical affinity 3
and ia also shown in the taboo on killing or eating
cassowary, since as I shall have occasion to remark
later, the existence of a food taboo, in the Ucseda context,
can frequently be taken to reflect a measure of
' between the observer of the taboo and the
thing tabooed.

However, another taboo laid on the cassowary

dancer has to be explained differently;

namely, the

taboo which forbids him to eat breadfruit.

It is thought

that if he were to do so, his penis-sheath would not
resound loudly against the hard njunov seeds in his dancebelt during the night of dancing, a thing not to be
contemplated.

(Breadfruit are soft and squashy).

I have described the general pattern of productive
activity during the inonths of preparation for Ida, and the
various special restrictions which apply during this time.
It is now possible to take up the sequence of events
during the weeks immediately prior to the performance of
Ida;

in OBseda in 197O these were th« first three weeks

of June, the performance itself being timed for the third
quarter of the moon in that BKmth.
the
The lunar laonth which culminates in the performance is
called the 'wonth of isaking ana-bands (soowe) ' .

Food

production slackens off during this month, and people
gather together in bush houses to weave rattan arzabands,
ribbons, puses etc. (this ia done by women).

Worsen take
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sago~fibre and make themselves new skirts for dancing,
men may make woven cane headpieces (boi), ceremonial
arrows, penis sheaths, pig's-tusk ornaments and so on.
Btit there is still no general movement back to the
village, which is zaore deserted than ever at this tiine.
At the full moon, this period of suspended animation
ceases and the people converge en laass® on the village,
bringing with then* the supplies of sago, smoked meat, fish etc.
which they have been accusrulating with such patience for
so many roonths.

The woiaen spend the next few days bringing

water to the village and collecting supplies of firewood —
trees have been ring-barked in previous years for this
purpose*

Meanwhile parties of laen, Bseffifoere of coriaon

'bush associations' return to the deep bush, without th«
woHaen, to collect red ochre and white clay, for use as
paint.

Other items collected nov are magical ginger plants

(sag), turmeric (yjahwe), charcoal (gjjrobwi) -— all used in
paint — and the various parts of wild pandanus, lijnbum, lianas
etc., used in making masks* (to foe described in detail later).
The woEien are told that the taen have gone to collect 'leaves'
tan eupheiaisEi for the various magi co-ritual materials about
which the woroen must know nothing) .

The mn on the

collecting eacpeditions spend the night in the bush.

At

dawn the nteri leave the bush houses and approach the village
ululating asnd giving the cry 'adubeeel 1 (aJLub is a shrub
whose leaves give a painful sting).

The cassowary dancer,

who has accompanied this expedition to collect the materials
for his xaask, leads the file of jaen as they approach the
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village, carrying the bark and cane of which his mask
will be made, together with, the stone axe with which
they have been gathered (an imported steel axe cannot
b* usod for this purpose).

The ululation (the first

for many months) is to warn the women to leave the village
at once, for the men have COB® back, as the saying goes,
to 'collect coconuts'.

This again is an euphassisss, for

though the saen will indeed take this opportunity to
colloot soxae of tha coconuts which have accumulated during
tho operation of the taboo ©B coconuts, their major purpose
is to collect coconut fibre for tha construction of the
'fish* masks.

The wonusn roust not see tha raen collecting

the wata (coconut fibre) or th© other saaterials.

Having

climbed the coconuts and obtained th© wata the men of
the village form co Items toy hamlets and converge front
all directions on the site where the ritual enclosure is
to be established, co-ordinating their movements by ululating,
In the case of the first phase of the rites, the socalled 'bush 1 rites, the dancing will take place in the
hamlet of Sinai, accordingly the grob ©r ritual enclosure
is established in the secondary bush just outside this
hamlet.
The prob — the word also n»ans 'a spring* — is
essentially a cleared area in the undergrowth where men
can make isasks and paint their bodies in seclusion.

Worsen

and female children cannot enter, but quite small boys of
about five years old can freely enter.
precedes the clearing of the grob,

A short ceremony

during which th® perfume

plants sawc and tanua are planted, together with the little
red rootlets sent up at the baa© of the sago palst, which
are called £yj^jhjfa?d (avul-' penes') or napeda. This
'planting' ritual resembles not only the ritual for
planting a new garden, but also a similar ritual which
precedes the digging out of red ochre (ord) frora deposits
in the bush.

The analogies between 'planting 1 and the

sexual act are not lost on Utssdas, though I do not wish
to eater into that subject here?

let it suffice to say

that whenever consecrating some place to human use (as
a garden, a house site in the hamlet or in the bush, or
as here, as a ritual enclosure) this is always accompanied
by planting varioua plants/ particularly ain^ifoer varieties,
like saw_a.

Planting seems to express both the fact of

the human presence (for only man plants things) and also
suggests a symbolic 'fertilisation' of the slt«, or symbolic
copulation (this er&rgea very clearly, for instance, in
garden planting ritual).
Having cleared the grob, the roan set about the task
of painting designs on the sheets of coconut fibre frost
which the tagwa or fish Hiasks will be H?ad®.

Bach of thas@

designs is the property of a particular clan or sub-clan,
and represent varioua spirits, ciythological heroes and
heroines etc.

The function of these designs in the ritual

is essential^heraldic, standing as eusblems of the ®ufcelans who display them, and rendering possible the
identification of masked dancers whose faces are hidden
fro© the onlookers.
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Edtodna and agrwatodna are distinguished, throughout
•**- -.IR «>•«••», _.».-,^»»

,~W_JH., _ .„.

.,_..,_,..

«*

*

lr

fcn* observance of a rule that agwatadna always
precede** edtodna.

Thus, the first phase of the rites take

place in tha aswatodaa haailet Sinai -- these aro called
the 'Bush 1 rites, and then only in th® edtodna hamlet of
Wehutrda, when the rites are 'in the village' (kbeyaffi).
Similarly, when the two cassowary dancers emerge, the
*S01*^$^?L* on® precedes the edtodna one onto the dancing
ground, and when they retire, loaves first, and the seaae
goes for the other ritual figures.

Thia, I was told, is

because when taen and woiaen are walking along a path in
the bush, the wotsen always go in front, with their menfolk
forin<jiag up the rear.

This raakes for increased security,

ainee if the party is attacked, the attackers must wait
for the ir«8n to eoiae up, allowing the woznen to escape, or,
if they attack the woman, the men, coiaing up behind, will
have tiEie to ready themselves for a counter-*attack.

So

the 'wo®en firat/rten behind* formation was indeed the
normal one;

on the otimr hand there isay be ot^ier reasons

for the ritual precedence of agwatpdna.

The id&a of the

'logical priority' of -the feminine is reflectsd, for
instance in an Uaeda myth — which has many parallels
eleewhere in Mew Guinea, of an original 'all feraale* society,
in which woraen also had tli© ritual knowledge which is now
the prerogative of iaen.

The sen only later got hold of

this originally feiaiiiine knowledge by mans of trickery.
Pertly this tendency to assign mythical priority to wozaen
is a consequence of the fact that the mythological imagination,
if one could call it that, often proceeds by straightforward
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inversion of tue mundane truth, so that, If iaen have
the priority (as they generally do) in the mundane sphere,
woi-aon will be credited with it in tne sphere of wyth.
Or, alternatively, one night see hare a reflection of the
fact that though we are assured {and i&ay perhaps believe)
that satin are essential to the continuity of the species,
we may ue absolutely certain that women are, given their
reproductive powers.

So th© regulation assigning priority

to the fSSK.^JP'^PJL raay not simply reflect the aiarching order,
tout rather this 'biological' (or laythological) priority
of woicaa, though I have no direct evidence on this point.
It is interesting to not®, though, that at least one nerober
of tine e^todna isoiaty resented this priority assigns-:! to
•the Ag^Atodna.

This was councillor ?ora, appropriately

attempting the role of cultural Innovator (though, it mist
i>^ said, witii scant success) , whose attempt to change the
locale o£ the 'villages' rites froic Wehuroda to :<lal'uir.da I
have already aantioned.

POBS attaiapted to reverse the order

of priority on the s«uae grounds as the others justified it,
naraely, the order of marching,

according to Poia's argument,

now that tha danger of auabush had ceased, it was proper
that K*n should go first on the trail, and that woraan
shoula follow theift -- li®nca edtodixa should precede
at ida.

Certainly the need for jaan to cover the rear had

ceased in recent years, tucugh thtty still seen.ed to keep
to tii« practice.

Pod's arguisejit found no favoiar aiaong the

people, however, and the old order was preserved.
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So return to th® proceedings in tha ££Ob, which I
was describing earlier,

t?hen the sheets of wate h»ve been

painted, they are sewn up in pairs to forr. tubes and are
left hanging in the iuv to dry,

Next, the nen construct

a fenea with a concealed opening to which screens the
narrow path leading to the enclosure frcet the eye of the
women.

This fence separating the dancing arena and the

enclosure, the public and private arc.-ss, is called the
or t 'dam' continuing the metaphor itrplielt in the
use of the word E£Sfe, ' spring ' , for the enclosure .

Having

cone this the it*u return t© their hamlets, whither th©
voiaen have r&turnad after their obligatory sojourn in the
bush i &n«J the rest of the day is devoted to cookery.

Aba

(sago flour) was sprinkled on the paths ir>. the village to
Inaugurate tlt& brief reiyn of plenty.

Having slept that night in th© villages, the nan
proceed at dawn, for the last time, to the btash to cut
down aub (llribim) and hub (a wild pandanus) to obtain the
white immature fronds froK the crotm of thasc palirs froro
which are jaad® the fringss of tha cassowary and. fish masks.
These fringes are jrsade in secret in bush houses, most of
the day being occupied in this way.

!?b©n they have finished,

the &an carefully roll up the completed fringes and pack
them in liinbiaa spe.thes for transport back to the enclosure.
They must wash their hands afterwards, and «?pit betel on them
&a a kind of magical 'disinfectant', since the nab/ as the
white material is called, is an intrinsically dangerous and
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potent substance.

The waste ir-fiterial left ever fror> the

eon«trw<>rtion of the fringes le carefully collected tir
and <3iKpo«e<3 of., ninee the wowen wtiat not eerr® pcron^ It
by raintake.
Towards Autfftet the tsen collect their btird«ns
aet off once wore for th« village, sinking thi«
2*58£i fe*!f^®^

hole-in-a-9i«s~ tree they coire tip

«riUMil hftVMiliov

hole-.in-aT»-ara--tr«e th«y cowe up

h«v«f»<>v havwhov

th*y cows w?

udai taiwwa idapiay the tt*fai flab children th«y eor?«» up
fw«l*»« *cw«i»je »<•>

(with) rattan as-worn-

aisov t«rai h«ptho

the tej»it« children

urjil tu4ai h«p.lho

th« tuaal fish eMldrfsn coras up

win«rr« K*?f?**

*«in<tra!

(a war cry)

This «on*t r«fer«i to o*»irt*«tin ritual figures, termite*
fish, lat«r tn reeke their a^peirawe*?! rtwrino the
now »*en a» wakiner their wmy to the villawe from t
bush haunt***

The v«rio«« T>arHle« of wen* slnMrw this

son*?/ conv»r<»e on th« secret enclo«*«r», t«kin<? r«r^ not
to b« "men.

Tt is an e«ri« exrvsHence to r«wraain .in the

village while this is ryolno on an<3 to listen to the.
snatches of the reiterated weT.o«Hc refrain,
with shoutlncf and initiation, TrmSually nainin"1 in
now from this quarter, now from that, ara the different
of iwen close in, ending in vil<< *jhowt» a a they rvjrt into
the secret enoloswre itself.
arrived it i« ^visk.

By the tliwe the t«en

For the nesrt co»3r>le of hottra

return to their harsiletfl In order to decorate thewReltf«B with
ceremonial headgear and other finery, while the cassowary
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Naveli (sago-fronds)

plug of napod

age (arms)

binding of liso

perflime-plants
(tanug, .sawa etc. )
sxibove
yellow fruit)
outer covering
of "hubnab

Fig. 2.3 .

Constructional details of the ?,geli mask,

framewoiK of
cane

dancers and a number of assistants remain in the enclosure
constructing the cassowary masks, which are called ageli..
ma8jt *•• shown in Figure 23.

The inner f raise of

the mask is wade of rattan cane, forndng a conical base
over which a layer of ehov sof (that is, the under-bark
of .^S^HS SS®J^*) is wrapped, which is in turn covered by
the fringe isade of strips of hufonajb.

Proia the top of the

mask emerge the four springy anns (age) of rattan cane,
upon which are bound fronds taken from the sago-palm
(naveli).

Beneath the arms, which are designed to wave

up and down as the dancer leaps from foot to foot, is tied
a kind of necklace of brilliant orange suboye fruit,
threaded onto a string/ interwoven with perfumed leaves of
aawa and tanug.

While the masks are being made the two

cassowary dancers wait in the enclosure, occasionally trying
on the half finished masks for size and comfort.

The

trusapets are fetched and are played in the enclosure.

There

is a general air of excitement and tension, which persists
throughout the night of dancing.

Mor® than once I have

been present when quarrels broke out both before and during
the dancing, and though the very factor of ray presence tended
to moderate these, they were esore serious than I witnessed
on any other occasions, and I can believe the statements of
informants who told me that soroetlpses such disputes would
lead to shooting and bloodshed.

For Instance I was nastily

fetched to intervene in a quarrel which broke out in the
enclosure during a performance of ida at Punda, which had
daveloped from an open accusation of sorcery, made by a man
of Asila against a man of Pofoonai, a very grave charge to make.
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The disputants were threatening on* another with drawn
bowa whan I arrived, after which things cooled down as
both parties attempted to justify themselves in my eyes.
Another fight broke out between Waina and wyalla spectators
at the joint Waina/Wyalla performance of ida in 1969, which
started when a Waina man was suddenly sick (no doubt, from
chewing too much betel).

Even worse was what happened at

Sowanda, where one of the cassowary dancers was incapacitated
by pain half way through the performance.

The Sowandas

thought that this had been brought about by the malice of
the party of spectators who had cone from Uineda (of whom I
was one).

This led to a very angry scene but (due in great

measure, I suspect, to my own presence) the Sowandas
attested nothing more than a demonstration, before they
were pacified by the cooler heads ainong them.
vii. The ritual of the first assumption of the peda
,, _____ __,.„„.,__ ,

...____

„....,„-.,..--

-,.,_-..-

, .__

,

,,-.,.,*

„,,..-..-.,

..... _.-...

-.

„. . JfrWSEBTT

While the cassowaries are getting ready, and the
trumpets are being played, another ceresaony is taking place.
This is the ritualthereby a neophyte youth first assumes th@
peda or gourd penis sheath.

A gourd has been prepared for

the neophyte youth who is aged about IS or 16 at the time —
by a real or classificatory mother's brother, who plays the
major part in the ceremony.

The MoBr chosen for the role

must be a caamber of the opposite sjoiety, since this is a
ritual service which is exchanged between moieties.
rite is brief.

The

The main officiant affixes the peda in a

slow deliberate manner while the other officiants
(classificatory mother's brothers of th© youth) spit red betel
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juice onto the neophyte's belly and thighs.

One often

sees betel spit used in this way to mark transitions, aa
for instance to de-sacrify the hands of persona who have
handled hubnab mentioned above, or to conclude a spell,
or as the finishing touch to a mask, making it active —
the age 11. masks are bespat with betel juice lust before
the cassowaries emerge,

Here the splttincr of betel is to

mediate the transition between a jseda-lesas child, and a
peda-wearing 'bachelor 1 (nixih-tod) , sexually active (though
repressed) young adult.

The officiant and his assistants

rub the betel juice into the general area of the neophyte's
genitals while reciting this spell:
nao,qiroye nagoirove

May you see . . .

oktakwirae naaoirove

Figs, Cassowaries,

poiaeyasa nagoirovc

Wallabies

absubpise nagoirove

Wildfowl and Gouria Pidgeon

Bushaiova nagolrpve

Shoot them/ see them . . .

Besides reciting this spell th© officiants make curious
grunting noises aa if they were accojsplishing some heavy
task (childbirth?) .

Then the neophyte is inade to crawl

through his Brother's brother's parted legs, and he is
slapped on the behind as he goes through.
When analysing the significance of certain attributes
of the ritual dancers I shall have reason to return to the
consideration of the weaning of this brief rite (which is
also discussed in Cell t 1971) , so I will say no more about
it here.
* *
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viii.
Before going on to describe the dancing, let me say
something by way of introduction about the roles played
by the ritual dancers at ida, and how they are 'east*.
It is informally established who shall play the more
important roles at huf sjnay, though changes way subsequently
be made.

There is considerable effort to equalise the

roles among the component groups of the village, as can be
seen frow the following list of roles at the 197O ida,
shown together with the names of the nten who played the
roles, and their hamlets of origin.

Table 3
Casting of Roles at ida (1970)
1.

Sinai 'Bush' Ida

Agwatodna

Cassowary

Awyai of Kedwaina

Agwatodna
EdtoAta

*HolnataiRwa
~~ """""" _

Mwi of Sinai

Agwatodna
Edtodna
Agwatodna

|tba
.*b«
lESliL

Donatus of Kedewaina
Cowrillor Pom of
Wu °* ^^id

19

Edtodna

2.

C

I^cTe

Fsw of

tfehwnaa 'VI1 !»«*»• Me

Edtodna

Cassowary

of
Yip of Umeda

Edtodna

M?lBf^?l?rw£

Hopel of Klaluiada

Edtodna

^a

(not recorded)

Edtodna

Ipeie

Nug of Wehucida

In two case"8 the actor who *ver»tB*lly r>l»v«<l t.h« role
w«e not the one originplly <?hos^?! for it at the tin** of
huf «f»»v.

It «^a«» rot >vr«i of K#»<*?«j, ^ho »v»nt-wally played
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the Agwatodna Cassowary, but his elder brother, Amasu,
who was the original choice for the role.

Amasu relinquished

the role because he could not shake off the fee liners of
bereavement resulting from the death of his mother, Wause,
which had occurred over a year before in March 1969.

It

is hard to see why this should have been less of an
obstacle for his own full brother, Awyai, though it is
recognised that the link between a mother and her eldest
son (which Anasu was) is particularly close.

Amasu's

troubles ran deeper than the mere fact of his bereavement:
he was in the tedious and ambiguous position of a
'carried 1 bachelor, which was described in the chapter of
social structure;

that is, ha was married, being himself

about 25 or so, to a girl, barely fifteen and not yet at
puberty.

While he was waiting for his wife to grow up,

being as yet in no position to found an economically
separate household, he had all the affinal obligations of
a married iaan.

He might have envied his younger brother

Awyai, who, also theoretically 'married' to a still more
immature girl (aged about nine or ten) could still stoutly
d«ny that he was married at all, and had nothing to do with
his prospective affines.

Awyai claimed that he had no

intention of espousing a child, and that he was aiminq to
capture the liking of a young widow (the ttost prestigious
and practically advantageous kind of conquest) or, falling
that, he would abduct a stranger's wife and boldly face the
consequences.

As a young married i?,an Aiaasu was under

maximum pressure to hunt successfully, to show hireself a
worthy son-in-law, but, at just this time he had a run of

really bad luck;
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h* hunted assiduously and shot a ninaber

of wild pigs — but unfortunately th« pigs escaped during
the subsequent chase with dogs and were not brought home,
Awyai, on the other hand (and this made it all the more
frustrating for Araasu) had the good luck to kill
pig, which reflected great credit on him.

a large

So teasu,

seeing aa nothing seemed to be going hi» way, resigned
the role to his younger brother, who, though rather too
Junior (in terms of age in years, though not generations,
in which he was on a par with the senior saen of Kedewaina)
eventually gave an excellent performance, not unconscious
of the fact that the eyes of laany a potential widow was
upon him, that night.

(Awyai's hope wan by no means

fantastic — another Kedewaina man, the muscular and recently
widowed Haha, actually did capture a widow - young and
pretty - as a result of hie performance at ida in 1970,
restoring his marital fortunes at a stroke when they
seeraed in ruins)*

Another instance of a man refusing to

play the role originally offered to him is wora, elder
(classificatory) brother of Local Government Councillor
Pom.

He was having no luck with his hunting either, and

besides, he seemed to be suffering frora the early stages
of a filariasis infection though not so serious as to
incapacitate him had he wished to take the role (that of aba),
which fell instead to the Councillor himself.
*

In general then, it way b® said that an isaportant

ritual role will only b« takes by a man if h® feels physically
111, and personally self-confident.

There are other
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restrictions of a formal kind.

One of each role, as has

been stated before, must come from each moiety.
some roles are wore senior than others:

Again

the cassowary

is a senior role, which was normally played by adult
married jrsen:

however, beoaua« the numbers of the acfwatodna

were smaller in aggregate, than the edtodna members of
this moiety could expect to play the senior ritual roles
at a younger age than the edtodna men were likely to:
the roles being played once only in a nan's lifetirne, and
older raen having priority over younger ones.

One role

(lEyjSyi^A) was reserved for 'old' raen (by 0twada standards
i.e. middle aged) while the nplnatainwa role, as I will
describe, is taken by neophytes, one generation junior
to the Ban playing the cassowary.

One role (ipele) was in

fact taken by senior raen but was treated formally as if It
were a junior role, like that of the fflqlnatara^a, for
reasons that will become apparent in due course.
of aba is sowewhere in between*

The role

similar to the role of

cassowary in som ways, it confers less prestige.

These

facts are summarised in the table below, which also shows
the theoretical order in which the roles are played over
the course of an actor's career:
Table 4
Senior and Junior Roles at Ida
Order in which
Roles are Played:
*
*
Prestigious/Non Pr.
Senior/Junior
4-

MolnaT

Ipele

Aba

Cass.

-

•*•
(t)

+
(I)

*
*

+ + +***

Kwanugw©
*
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Pig. 24

Eli

( cassowary )
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ix.

The ell sabbra (cassowaries)
Wearing the masks which have been described, the two

cassowaries, who, for the purposes of the ritual ar©
called the eli sabbjra, that is, 'the two rcen f begin thair
dancing about nine pm.

They are painted black all over

with charcoal, without additional decoration.

Great care

is taken when they are being painted to see that no skin
is inadvertently left showing, and spells are recited to
prevent the paint wearing off prematurely.

As may be seen

irons figure 24 the dancer wears a special gourd, the weighted,
elongated gourd called the pedasuh, rather than the smaller
decorated gourd of everyday use (peda).

Round the lower

abdoisen the dancer wears a dancing-belt or oktek, which
rceana literally 'pig-bone'.

This consists of a formalised

representation of the sacral bone of the pig, actually
made of sections of the leg and wing-bones of birds strung
together, worn over the dancer's buttocks (i.e. in a
position corresponding to that of the sacral bone of the
pig).

This 'bone 1 symbolises the strength of the pig —

which is thought to eraanata from that region — which it
confers on the dancer who wears it.

Round the front of

the belt, which is made of hollow wing-bones threafled onto
a string, are worn the hard, pierced seed of a certain
variety of sago (najj^v).

The manner of dancing adopted by

the cassowary dancer is as follows:

the dancer leaps from

foot to foot in such a way that the weighted penis gourd,
which is attached to the tip of the penis, flies up, striking
the hard na^ov seeds worn on the dancer's abdomen.
clocking sound is emitted.

A sharp

This dance can be performed (in
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tine to the steady pulse of the huf band, which is playing
all the while) both while in rapid nation, leaping and
gyrating about tho arena, or while at a standstill, by
suitable Movements of the hips;

either way it is

certainly suggestive, and naaant to be so.

In the light

of what was established in the last chapter, in the discussion
of the lexical segment HK> (above Chapter 3, section ix)
the rol® of the nanov seeds can be seen as symbolic as
well as merely instrumental.

There I argued for the

existence of a 'fruit 1 (wov) ©quale daughter (raol) equation,
on linguistic grounds, and here one can see the same
idea being expressed in concrete foria, for the penis (or
the geda) strikes the seed in a way which is overtly
intended to imitate copulation (NB also the fact that
these are sacro seeds, and that this rite is supposed to
foster the increase of sago).
Thus equipped, the cassowary dancers enter th©
arena, where they dance until about five the n@xt norning,
only allowing themselves short pauses ©very few minutes,
to regain their bresath.

The masks are quit© heavy, and

dancing the role of cassowary is not unjustly regarded as
a feat requiring great strength and endurance, all of which
Increases the credit and prestige accruing to the dancer.
The cassowaries are not alone in their dancino.
Appearing with the cassowaries on the first night of ida
are two neophyte youths playing the roles of inolna tarowa —
which Rieans 'the flah of the daughters" (col).

The contrast

is being drawn with the cassowaries or eli who ar® said to
be avalna, that is, 'of the raothers' ' (aval) .

Now it is not

meant by this that the cassowaries or the fish actually
represent isothers or daughters, aa the case way be, but
that they belong to them, rather aa if they were tutelary
spirits.

Later on I will show how the cassowaries and

fcfc® 92lM feanya represent opposed sexual stereotypes,
syasboliaing the saxual activity of the senior and junior
generations (the generation of th« mothers versus that of
the daughters) .

The golnn tacya role, as I have already

mentioned, is taken by youths, who may have only just
received thair penis gourds, indicating that they have
ceased to be children, at the ceremony in the enclosure
described above,

Thay wear 'fish' masks — which I will

describe to detail shortly — and their bodies are painted
r®d all over, without additional decoration.

Unlike the

cassowaries, they are armed with bows and arrows, and also
unlike th® cassowaries, they do not wear the special
dancing-gourd and oktek, but th© aiaallar geda of everyday use.
tarowa are also contrasted with the cassowaries
in their manner of dancing.

They do not leap or cavort

about, now holding hands and dancing as a pair, now
charging off again to scatter unwary onlookara who have
strayed too clos® to their path . . . th© dancing of th©
aaolna tftgwa is very sedate.

The two red-painted 'fish'

proceed in single file round the edge of the arena, at a
slov walking pace.

They ar® followed by a gaggle of all

the available male children, who, linking ams over each
other's ahoulders?, roake after them, singing a wordless refrain.
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The entire population is present for this night of
dancing.

The wen take turns in playing huf ironic, which

BHaat fee practically incessant for th<s n«xt 2O hours;.
Finery la worn, partieularly by the younger carried isen
and bachelors, olderman being ssor« negligent about this.
Kale decoration -- which »ust b* distinguished frow the
body decoration and masks worn by specific ritual
impersonations such an cassowaries, fish, etc. — consists
of certain standard Iteias.

The foundation of the head

dress is a «eall flanged cylinder of voven cane called a
bol, through which the hair can be drawn, though men
rarely *?ear their hair long enough to do this nowadays ,
so that it has to be tied on instead.

Found this base are

wrapped lengths of woven ribbon (indigenous) and cloth
(iEsported) to iRake a conical tower on the top of the
head, which is finished off, top and bottom, with black
cassowary plumes, and the plums of cockatoo nnd birds
of paradise.

A cuscun skin, black, red, or parti-coloured

is wrapped around the headdress, and white furry tails of
another marsupial species are allowed to dangle froBi th®
ears.

Besides the h«ad~dr0ss, the fac© IB painted, and the

body perfumed with turmeric.

A danee 'biluw' if? worn,

similar to the on® of daily use, but larger and rsore
elaborately decorated.

Coloured leaves* are inserted into

armbands, garters and hair.

The nose is ornamented with

pig-tusks Inserted through the pierced septum, while another
omcument tsade of cowries, green-beetle, beads and buttons
is worn on the tip of the nose, attached to it by a thread
passing through four smaller holes roade in the cartilage of
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the nostrils.

Sulphur-yollow cockatoo plumes may also be

inserted into these holes.
elaborate.

Wazn&n's decoration in less

Dancing skirts »re worn similar to the skirts

of daily use, except that cockatoo-doom is tied to the
tail of th® skirt dangling down behind.

Coloured cloths,

which have replaced the traditional bar*-blanket, cover
the back, and over this v«ry large decorated net-bags,
«u*p*nd«!d from the forehead f are worn,

These are stretched

out on a. frame, and decorated with laaws. Other 'bilums 1
ar® worn, filled with food and/or young infants, and women
may also carry their children on their shoulder* while dancing,
Women also carry poles covered with feathers (najsodn) hut
do not themselves wear feather decorations.

?he face and

legs say foe powdered with red ochre, v^hilo a standard pattern
of stripes is painted on the norae and checks, vhich ifi
said to represent the tail pads of a possum.

Woman often

dance i» pairs, holding hands.
Thus attired and decorated, th© people dance until
dawn comes.

*?h« moonlight asid tht* fitful illundnation

given by bairfcoo flares raak© it difficult to distinguish
the sc®ne with accuracy;

dancers appear and disappear out

of th* shadows, everything <jeera» slightly tnore than life
size.

While soisa dmice/ otharo doso and aat beside th©

glowing fires.

The younger ra«n don the 2?5**su^ and oktek

and dance attendance behind tlio leaping cassowaries, others
follow the golna tai<ya.
huf trumpets .

Other wen taka turns playing the

The »en and small boys dance in the centra

of the areaia while the women clrcxilat® on the periphery,
performing their characteristic dance, a score restrained

version of the leaping step of th© men, designed to stake
their skirt tails, adorned with feathers, away from side
to side, revealing areas of thigh.

Men and women do

not interact during the dancing/ but both are conscious
of the presence of the other sex, and it is said that
during this night, assignations are made, and affairs set
in taotion.

At the vary focu© of the attention are the

two cassowaries tnmrsfselves, and I was told that while the
darkness lasts their penes grow to enormous length, an
illusion (if it is only that) which might well be fostered
by the general obscurity in which the proceedings take
place, and the prevailing sense of excitement. In short,
here is a scene of collective 'effervescence' enough to
gladden a Durkheindan'r. heart, particularly in an era when
such scenes are more to be wet with in the Southern Counties
of England (where they take place under the patronage of
Noble Earls or other Peers) than in the Tropics, so often
associated with them.

But I have attested to describe

th© scene in detail because, not that I wish to compete
with those vriters, many of theK talented, who have
described the exotic for its own sake, but because the
orgiastic tone of the first night of the dancing needs to
be stressed in order to appreciate fully the transformations
in zsood that take place as th© rites proceed, which are
destined to end, so to speak, in a very different 'key'.
x.

Th® aba dancers and th© y_is ceremony
As the early hours of the morning draw on, the spectators

keep an ear open for the call

of the small bird kJLb whose

25

A"ba

aba body-paint
recorded at —Sowanda
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singing is the first warning of the imminence of dawn.
At length, it is heard, and shortly after a breath of
wind, a hint of pallor in the east, and the sounds of
the dawn chorus in the forest, bring the night of the
Cassowary to an end.

A cry goes up 'h_aibudiliinel •

{'it is finished!') — and the cassowaries depart for
a well earned rest.

In the grey, mlaty atmosphere of

the dawn they are replaced by the dancers playing the aba
or 'sago' roles.

These dancers have been waiting in the

enclosure in readiness to take over from the departing
cassowaries, who transfer their masks to them, according to
their moieties.

While they wear the same afeli masks as

the cassowaries, their body paint is in sharp contrast.
Instead of the all-black paint of the night dancers, the
aba are painted in broad horizontal polychrome bands,
in yellow, red, white and black, with black markings on
their joints, as can be seen in the figure illustrating th©
aba (fig. 25).
oktek.

Like the cassowaries they wear gfjdasuh and

Their dancing continues while the sun comes up.

Meanwhile the woman depart to their own hamlets since they
should not see the yJLs (cooked sago) eerercony which is
about to take place.

While the aba dance senior men are

preparing a fire by the |>ogaiu (fence).

Cooking stones are

heated on this fire, over which, when it is going strongly,
the aba dancers must take it in turns to leap.

The stones

are being heated to boil water to pake sago jelly, which is
done in the following warmer.

Two buckets made of lizabum

spathes are needed, one to hold the dry sage flour (aba) one

to hold the boiling water.

All the mn have contributed

« handful of their own sago-flour to make th© yjLs on this
occasion.

fihen the atones are red hot they are dropped

into the liffibujro bucket which has been filled with water,
which rapidly corr*es to the boil.

The boiling water is

then poured over the aago flour in the other bucket, which
bubbles and hisses.

Th© mixture is? stirred vigorously.

In a few moiaents the liquid mixture starts to solidify,
or as the Uraedas put it, it 'dies' (yahaitav).

All the

B)en crowd round the newly made sago, with th© aba dancers
at the centre.

There ie considerable commotion aa the

aba dancers are jostled by the throng of men, and their
hands are seized and plunged into th© near-boiling jelly
in th© bxicket.

Each dancer grasps a handful of the hot yjja

and casts it in the air over their heads.

Then all th©

other raen follow suit, crying 'elm bah aJLehaht' meaning:
'it's head rises up' (referring to the sago pals^s).

The

air is filled with flying fragments of hot jelly, which
fall to the ground and are subsequently trampled in.

The

remnant of the yJLa is discarded and the aba dancers, after
their Esoment of glory* retire.

I have made no personal

trials of plunging my hand into hot yjLs but I can believe
fchat I was told by ray informants/ who claimed that it was
extremely painful.
xi.

It is considered to be a supernatural feat,

Olateh
Following the aba dancers two additional dancers

epserge/ wearing new masks.
or 'firewood* (teh).

Their naire tseans 'rotten wood'

Their body paint consists of polychrome

.£. tj

Figur.
Teh

(Cass. plumes)
possum fur
ehov sop;
suboye
hub nab
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horizontal or diagonal stripes (imitating the parkings
on the bark of trees, or in the latter case the twisting
of vines round the trunk of a tree).

Their masks are

constructed on similar lines to those of the cassowaries
and aba.

But there is a reduction in the dimensions of

the bottoia part of the mask, though all the e lessen ts of
the larger reask -•- the covering of bark and hubnajb, the
sulsove fruits, the waving arms of naveli and so on -are present.

On the other hand the isost striking feature

of the mask is the addition of a tall central shaft pade of
nagoda (the spine of th© sago frond), cover®d with coloured
leaves and decorated with feathers.

The shaft of the teh

Biask is topped by a epray of leaves of th© decorative
CordiJLvne fruticpsa or CodjLauxn VarieGfatuKi, in Urceda called
afoo<|a.

The whole roask is five or six feet tall and moat

decorative.
ritual.

The teh dancers are involved in no special

Their function is to mark the conclusion of the

first part of Ida.

They dance for about an hour, durincr

which most people drift away to eat, wash and perhaps
sleep a little.

There follows a short lull in the

proceedings (Figure 26).
xii. ^he__Alipra5jtfana_tarfswa and Tetagwana Tarawa
By about nine o'clock the first of the fish dancers
are ready.

All the harolet ha® prepared two or more tainwa

or fish masks.

Their construction is shown on figure 27.

The main component of the mask ia the painted wata coconut
fibre which is sewn up into a tube which fits over the
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bird of paradise
(av/yie)

outer frame of
nat>od
feathers
(yintata)

sah (Dointed stick)
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dancer's head.

An outer framework made of stripped najjoda

is attached to It by means of two special sharpened sticks
(S3?*) * and the ™*s* is kept tautly stretched by a loop
of springy pub cane.

Th* outer framework is decorated

with coloured leaves and tethers of goura pigeon, hornbill
and other birds.

Round the base of the mask is a fringe

made of nab, that is white material taken from the inner
part of the crown of the liEbura palm.

In the case of

the fringes of the tarnwa mask*, this nab pale yellow-green
rather than pure white.

Each clan in th© village makes

one or more of these masks, decorated with the distinguishing
design or insignia of that clan.

There may be ten or more

fish dancers at any one time, thoufh there are generally
fewer than this.

The fish dance in a relatively orderly

fashion, in single file, holding bows and ceremonial pluroed
arrows in their hands, which they flourish at one another
and at spectators.

They, like the previous dancers, wear

the pedasuh and oktek.
The first fish dancers upon the scene are the socalled ahpracjv/ana tapwa, th© fish of Ahoragwa, an evil
woman identified with th® toad (ahora) who appears in
Usieda mythology as the evil counterpart of the 'good'
culture heroine, ^et-agwa.

In the r?yth, Ahprajywa is

summoned into being by the culture hero, Toaor-tod, to
compensate him for the jealousy he feels towards his younger
brother, the Oedipal hero, Pul™tc>d,, the discoverer of
Tet~n<nv*a and her first husband.

In the myth, the jealous

Toaq-tpd, angered by his failure to possess Tet-agwa, makes
rain magic (just as nowadays rain is said to result from the

SiV
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Ahoragwana tamwa

tragic of angry or frustrated men) .

The rain brings

Ahorajwa, the toad-woman into being (as a matter of fact when
it rains toads do emerge from their holes, oroaking, which
provides the basis for this mythical association) .
IfifiSSSK* i8 *«*¥ »9lYr and is eventually destroyed by
Because of this, the role of ahoraqwana tarora
is negatively, rather than positively valued.

It is the

older raen who take the role of ahprajwana tarawa, S0nte of
them jaen whom I certainly never expected to see dancing,
such as the Councillor's aged Father, Pi, whose legs and
testicles were badly swollen by elephantiasis.

Though

not all the dancers were as decrepit as Pi.
The body-paint of the ahoragwana tamwa (see fig. 23)
is a reversion to the all-black paint which characterised
the cassowaries.

However, in the case of the ahoragwana

tamwa the black paint is relieved by irregular splashes of
red or yellow paint, and patterns of circular markings
in white, printed on the skin with the cut-off end of a
length of baisboo.

These markings are called ogugwi.

The poipts to note about this body paint are both its basic
colour (black) and the irregular, or aleatory nature of
the coloured additions (which stay ba applied simply by
flicking paint onto the skin with the fingers, in the
manner of soae of Jackson Pollock's later paintings).

In

fact, the body paint style of th© ahoragwana tarawa is the
saraa as that used by Umedas for war-paint, a point to which
I will return later.

It is in strong contrast to the poly-

chrome, and generally highly controlled, or regular, body
paint style of the teta&tan* taswa (see below).
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By this time the wonten have reappeared on the scene
after their obligatory absence during the v_ia cerawony.
At this time too visitors frow foreign villages may
appear, since they are not normally present during the
night dance (perhaps for fear of unpleasant scenes such
as that involving the Uiaada visitors during the night
dance at Sowanda, E&entioned above, pp. 2^6-^ ).

Arrange

ments have been mad® beforehand to prevent Ewwabers of
villages engaged in hostilities with one another encountering
each other at a festival held in a neutral village;
thus, Waina and ^yaUta being at odds over a shooting
incident in June 197O it was arranged that they should
visit Uzseda on different days.

A hostile village will

not send any representatives at all.

Because of bad feeling

between Umeda and Punda it was said that no mutual visitinc
would take place when Ida was held in either village in
1S7O.

In fact, a couple of Pundas did turn up, not being

personally involved in any outstanding quarrels.
The visitors way arriv® in a body, in which case
they make a dramatic entry through the pppau with a war
like deiaonstration, brandishing their bows and arrows
above their h@ads, and shouting war-cries.

They are given

food by their hosts (who give gracefully, however much
private grumbling they may give vent to subsequently) and
they participate in th© ritual to the extent of assisting
in the playing of the hu£ trurwpets , and (in the case of
Funda and Umedas), they nay, if actual Bister's sons of a
particular sub-clan, appear as fish wearing the mask of that
sub-clan.

However, OB I have stated, already in discussinq

the question of "coconut costpatibilities 1 in the chapter
on Social Structure, persons not related as actuates or
allies to a given group (i.e. outsiders or affines) may
not wear masks made of coconut fibre front the palms of
that group, on pain of illness.

This restricts the

wearing of particular tarowa masks, not only between different
village*, but also within the village.

In the cas® of

hostilities between villages during th® season of Ida
a eyrabolie fence (puJL) way be built, blocking the path
between the®.

If this fence is destroyed, it is believed

that rain will fall.
Th® sun mounts steadily in the sky, dispersing the
morning irist, as the ahoragvana tanwa continue their
dancing.

As each dancer drops out after a spell lasting

an hour or .ir*ro, the black finh are replaced by fish
decorated in a vary different style.

These are the

^^"fiS&y?!** ^amwa, who belong to tet aerwa, th© good heroine
of Uiri®u« mythology mentioned above, the destroyer of
Ahoraigwa.

It is not necessary to recount tet afjwa's

story to any extent, except to say that she came from a
t®t fruit (a vine of th@ faroily Concubitacae distinguished
by large, pendulous, bright red and very succulent fruit;
tet also means breast, milk etc.).
At this point I ciay break off in order to say something
In general about body paint in Ida., since th® Interpretation
of painting style provides important clues for the inter
pretation of the rite as a whole.

The paints used are 1)

charcoal mixed with water, and sometimes chewed turmeric and/or

latex from the breadfruit tree as additives to improve
adhesion, 2) red ochre (ord) not mixed with water, but
with spit produced through cluBwinc? turmeric, 3) yellow
paint which is a mixture of white kaolin (tabor) and
turR!®rie-spit, the turmeric being responsible for the yellow
colour, and finally A) white, a iwixtur© of kaolin and water.
In order to have plentiful spit to forrr, the medium for
the red and yellow paint, large quantities of sugar cane
are chew@d by the men preparing th® paint in the enclosure.
Paint, particularly red ochre, has magico~ritual uses
outside the context of ida, as will bo ipentioned below
when we corae to interpret th© symbolism of colours.

Body

paint is applied to ritual dancers, such as the tetaqwana
ta»*y* eo that the whole body is entirely covered with paint,
no akin being visible.

Only the head (concealed by the

mask) is left.
In the case of the complex polychrome designs the
inethod of painting is as followa .

first the basic pattern

is drawn out. on the surface of the body in Mack, applied
with the fingers;
ret! and yellow.

then the design is filled in with white,
Finally the black lines forminc? the basis

of tii© design may be picked out with ojgucjwi, that is,
the pattern of sreall circles printed with the end of a cut
bamboo, dipped in white paint.

A number of men will

collaborate in painting a single dancer, the process, in
the case of the more complex designs, taking about half an hour,
The desicfns ar« nameci and standardised, but there is
considerable flexibility in the execution, norm designs I

o rn

recorded containing a large element of free 'improvisation'
by the painter® on the motif provided by a particular
standard form,

in the following diagram I have attempted

a systematic classification of all the paint styles at ida
in relation to particular ritual roles.

(Fig. 29).

In

the case of the tacwa designs irsay be of three types

an all-

over 'area design 1 e.g. the all-black ahoragwana, or the
yellow 'lelemigi 1 design which »ay be used by tet-agvana
tajawa in the afternoon.

Secondly the design way be of

what I have called the 'surface-pattern* tyne, consisting
of a connected pattern, in black, covering the whole
surface of the body, e.g. horizontal stripes (hrabtihe)
zig-zags (slikedj^

and so forth, or finally the design

may consist of isolated rrotifs, detached from their back
ground, e.g. flapode, spirals representing the tail plumes
of the bird of paradise (Fig. 3O).

It nay be said her©

that the isost significant aspect of these designs, from
the interpretative standpoint, is not the narsed objects to
which they are referred, but the particular combinations of
colours used, and their proportions i.e. the proportion of
black to red/ye How/white.

On the other hand, some designs

are significant, for instance, «oi?.e tamwa designs are
derived froir the markings of actual fish species (e.g.
the lozenge design sugu tajnw?) and designs containing
red are all likened to the rsarkincra of the panna taiwa fish,
whose role in Uroeda cosmology will be discussed below.
Other designs imitate trees, either the patterns on their
bark (hrabtihe is such a design) or the creepers with which
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Fig. 30
Tetagwana tamwa designs
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they are covered (an example is gw«£«9> — these recall
the general analogy, analysed in the preceding chapter,
between nten and trees.

Where body paint actually imitates

the bark of tree-species this analogy i» given explicit
recognition.

Ju»t as the fish dancers themselves represent

ffien in the guise of natural species, the designs painted on
the body reinforce this theme of 'L'hoirajse naturalise' —
to use Levi-Strauss' phrase — since they all refer to the
natural kingdom.

Two designs are of particular significance

in this respect, the nunov and kwituda designs painted on
the bodies of the igele bowmen, but these I will describe
in their proper place.
Tetajwana tassvra is pre-eminently the role of the younger
men and bachelors.

Over the two days of Ida a young man

may appear in this role as many five tiniest, freshly
decorated on each occasion.

It is a point of honour that

a dancer Ernst not retire from th® arena until his paint
is beginning to wear off.

Appearing as a fish is an

experience with considerable emotional and social significance
for the individual performer.
feeling of

A young man told me of a

heightened perception or sensibility while

during which he expressed in the pidgin English phrase "hal
foilong yu klia ologeta 1 .
maturity, and as

It is privilege of social

such serves directly to reinforce the

norms of acceptable 'adult 1 behaviour in an every-day context
I heard a young man speak of his rejection of adolescent
(homosexual) sexual deviations in precisely these tem?«f
had danced as a fish, he was an adult, he put such things

he
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behind him (or so he daisied).

We have her* a reflection

of the important opposition, of which I ahall have much
to say hereafter, between overt sexuality, and a kind of
sublimated sexuality which is expressed in bachelor
Korea, and, indeed, in the dancing of the young isan as
l«taj^ana tajmwa at Ida.

But one mist not lose sifht of

the feet that while the younger sten reject overt sexuality,
there is a discrepancy between theory and practice in this
respect, and that covert sexual relationships are by no
nieans abhorred by them as I described in Chapter 2.

Thus

while appearing as the tetagwana taiBwa they are so to speak
playing an ideal public role and a covert personal role at
one and the same time.

Overtly, they are representing the

ideal stereotype of young «aen, while covertly they are
displaying themselves as individuals before an assembly of
female and interested spectators.

The dogma, which is

continually stressed by informants, is that the woinen
are 'tricked' (raankua) by the fish, whom they believe to
be real fish, and not ssen at all (to foster the illusion
the roen of Wyalla muddied their feet before emerging onto
the arena, as if they had just that jwonjent come up front
the river).

This carefully maintained deception of the

woman is, to hear informants speak, the very essence of Ida,
which is called a game or a joke (nodes).

But, needless

to say, the raen are not themselves deceived as to the
palpable failure of their scheia® of deception, were it
really intended as such.

The men are well aware that the

women know who they are, even when disguised by body paint
and a mask.

Distinguishing bodily chracteristics, scars or
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deformities of hands or feet, or merely a man's general
build, betray the identity of a masked dancer irasediately —
I myself rapidly learnt to identify th© masked, but
otherwise naked bodies of cie« whore I saw frequently in the
village.
The mask and body paint, and the dogmatic belief that
the women are truly deceived by them, provide a cover of
supposed anonymity for indulging to the fullest extent in
individual sexual self display.

The dancer can. display

himself, because, officially, he is no longer hiaiself.
I will return to this theim later.

Eere, let it suffice

to say that a young man dancinq the role of tamwa ia a
ritual actor in a drama whose ther.e, as I will show
hereafter, is a kind of cosmic sexuality, and also an
individual acting out his own private sexual role.

Against

the idealized sexuality of the Ida ritual, one must set
the persistent undercurrents of purely mundane sexual
manoeuvring which are taking place and the fact, vhich
is never far from the thoughts of the young Eien who
participate in it, that here Is th© opportunity gar excellence
to ensnare the heart of a nubile widow, or a discontented
wife.

I have mentioned the fact that in 197O, Kaha of

Kedewaina induced a widow of Klaluisda to come and live
with him, which she did as soon as the ritcra had been
concluded.

Another man of ViTaina clan, the ex-Luluai, wiye,

was said to have seduced the wife of Pone of Funda, who
afterward® left her husband and married the Luluai, during
a perforwance of id a.

I heard other stories of adulterous?

O Q
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relationships being initiate! an a result of Ida, which
did not end in marriage, ae these did.
xiii. Stjtosidi.ary_ figures;
The dancing of the tasswa is the stain business on
both the first and second days of ida? the j^oragwana tawwa
in the isoming followed by the t§t-ajwana feagya during
the middle of the day and th« afternoon.

Their dancing

is accompanied, and occasionally interrupted, by
interventions fro® a variety of further ritual dancers,
who® T will describe here together, though they do not
appear all at once.
The body of the actor of the Taut role is scared
with dark grey mud taken from the river Qutib) .

The head

is wrapped in GnotUBt gneir.on underbark decorated with
forest ferns (edapud) . Be wears a gedasuh gourd, but no
oktek and carries a club to threaten the onlookers with,
especially the worsen and children. The yjmt does not
einerge fro® the ritual enclosure, but coipes into the arena
via the ordinary path leading to the bush.

There is a

rroraentary panic ajmong the spectators which is not, I think,
entirely feigned. Woman and children scatter and hide.
The yjBUt races about, brandishing his club and giving a
burlesque imitation of dancing.

Eventually the courage of

the spectators revives, and the children present on the
scene gang up togeth«r to wob the yjaut, who is eventually
driven from the scene with shouts and a ahower of sticks,
rubbish or anything v/hich com©?! to hand.

There is much

laughter as the yjiut takes to hie heels.

This is a role

for older men.

It ssay easily be imagined with what relish
the children look forward to this opportunity of mobbing

a laeuaber of the senior generation with impunity.
M

ZSS&SSK* (§9SH« n*ta£> (Ogress)
The female counterpart of the Yaut:' this role is
nonetheless taken by a roan, like all the others. It is the
only transvestite role in the ritual. The actor of this
role is smeared with mud and his head is disguised by
being enveloped in an inverted net-bag (uda) , an intrinsically
feminine object.

Specially stolen skirts indicate the

femininity of the role/ but in addition the actor carries
a bow and arrow, to threaten people with, which of
course is an entirely unfeminina trait.

The mythical ogress

thus represented is aojva naina, a vagina !§®Atata ogress
associated with the sogwa pain? (black palm) from which
bows are made.

The name sojfwa naina iseans 'bow of the

skirt' (i.e. feaaale bow).

This association of bows with

femininity is a curious phenoEsanon.

Partly the bow is

the female counterpart of the (phallic) arrow, and partly
the curved shape of the bow which recalls the curved
outline of the worab (the shaft of the bow is called in
Uiaeda Ijjop, '• belly, an eupheiaiSKs for the wo&b).
Kwc»d (Ogress)
Another ogress role in kwod, though kwod is not the
nara© of any ogress found in the raythology, but, as I shall
discuss, a kinship term. The kwod is played by a man with
his penis bound up with a short section of subnab, in the
same manner as the ipel* bowman, to be described below.

Further concealment of the genitals is afforded by a small
palm frond which
always done).

he carries in his hand (this was not

The dancer's body ia painted red all over

and marked with stripes of black.

Th© head ia concealed

by a wrapping of yellow-dyed jgnsjtw «jnerr,pn underbark,
recalling the mask of the asaoy (see below) topped by a
bobbing feather.
very distinctive.

A bow is carried.

The kwod dance is

A seini-crouching, doubled-up position

is adopted (further tending to the concealment of the
genitals).

The kwod proceed*} with a slow, bobbing step,

to make a tour of the very edge of the arena, creeping
furtively round and beneath the houses, menacine the
spectators with tensed bow.

The effect is sinister, and

the fright induced in the spectators similar to that
produced by the violent behaviour of the yaut.

Eventually

the children gang up against the kwod, as against the
ogre, and he (she) is driven frora the scene.

The kwod

is said to throw away the fruit of a plant which produces
decorative but oddly-shaped bright yellow fruit (not used
in personal or ritual decoration) called yaut subpye,
which may be seen growing by the wayside on the paths
leading out of the arena.

These are said to have been

planted during previous performances of Ida by the kwod.
The word kwod has two other ineanings, besides being
the na&e of this ritual figure.

It is, first of all, a

kind of bird whose cry, imitated as 'kwodaaa — kwodaaa* was
said to betoken evil.

Secondly kwod is a kinship tana

meaning father's sister (or her spouse, by extension).

«here a conventional exchange marriaqre has tak«n place,
however, this tern? will not be used, since then the
father's sister-mother*a brother's wife, and will be
addressed as jusi, by extension from th© mother's brother,
or wore probably, ava, which can be applied to any woaan
of the senior generation.

I have no evidence of a

ritualised attitude towards the father's sister, or a
power to curse.

On the other hand, it is notable that the

father's sister, if she is married into a group with whom
ego acknowledges no other connection (i.e. through hie
mother) is an 'anomaly* in the kinship structure.

This

arises from the fact that the father's sister can be
classified neither as kin (in that her marriage associates
her with non-kin) nor yet allies, (as would be the case
where FaSi««MoBrWi).

The ego/kwod relationship establishes

no ties, kwod are awk — outsiders as far as ego is concerned.
Yet the connection is there.

This 'anorealous* status of

jjcwod stay explain the rather negatively loaded associations
of the name.

For instance, the word to describe the facial

mutilations brought about by leprosy or yaws is poskwod
'kwod-face*.
Alitod (*nettle-isan f t demon)
The ali-tod demons ought to appear in pairs.

Their

bodies are painted all over, marked with irregular splashes of
yellow or white paint.

The alitod wear tubular masks of

sewn-up coconut fibre, similar to those of the fish except
that there is no outer frasaework.

The mask is painted in

the sajne way as the dancer's body, with coloured splashes
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on a black ground.

I saw th© best performances by

ali-tod dancers in Punda, though they also appeared at
the Uraeda i£a.

in Punda a body of four ali-tod appeared, in

two pair*, simultaneously, causing great consternation
among the spectators.

They wear th* pedaauh and oktek,

like the fish, and are armed.

Their dance is very violent;

they leap about, threaten bystanders and one another with
drawn bows, and also wrestle on« with another.

But

eventually they are driven off, as with the other
impersonations of similar kind.
The name of the ali-tpd derives froci ali, a noxious
species of stinging nettle which grows in the bush and can
cause painful weals.

It is to be distinguished from the

other species ako, which superficially resembles it, but
whose effects are far milder*

Ako is a medicinal plant

of great iiaportanc® to Uteadas, who use it in curing ritual,
and for everyday use as a cleans of restoring aching limbs,
or for freshening themselves up in the Earnings (like
stingy after-shave lotions used for the same purpose in
the west).

The whit® markings on the leaves of all, nettle

resemble the white splashes on the foodies of the arli-ted
dancers.
Sebuha (Yaut) « Ogre

Another kind of Yaut t ogre is the Sebuha.

The

characteristic feature of this additional member of the
well-stocked Uraeda deiaonoiogy is extreme age?

the sebuha

ia said to have but one hair on his head and one tooth in
his iwuth.

Nonetheless aefouha are much feared.

I once

listened while Wapi of Klaluwda told nws, in all seriousness,
of a terrifying experience of his involving an encounter
with a aebuha in the buah.

He was only saved, he told m®,

by the fortunate arrival of hia elder brother, which
frightened the aefouha off. (No nsora than a tall story
perhaps?

I would not wish to impugn Wapi's veracity alto-

gather, though to be sure memory may have exaggerated his
experience. I Btyself (if I may be permitted a personal
note) used to see odd things when negotiating the gloonsy
forest paths, especially at half-light or if I was tiredt
one® I could have sworn to having seen a little old lady
in black knitting by the road-side, in the middle cf the
forest, at another tic» I caught a glimpse of a knighterrant, in full armour, leaning on his lance. These are
image* froEs nay own personal mythology 30 $api f s experience
stay well have been a genuine hallucination, based on his
prior cultural expectations*
At Ma * tjie 3^^una is represented by a man daubed
with grey mud froni the river, his head bound with underbark,
and carrying two walking-staves to indicate extreme «ge
(and to threaten people with).

Th® pebuha is driven off

like the other yaut*
Before going on to describe the two remaining
subsidiary figures, the aisoy, and th© nemgitod, who fall
into a different category altogether, I may add a word about
the status of these f ogre* roles, and th® actors who play
them, when describing the taciwa dancers a Etossent ago, I
drew attention to a measure of continuity which exists

between the playing of ritual roles and the roles played
by the Individual in a imandane context. A full discussion
of thia factor of continuity between ritual and daily
life must be postponed till later, but it is certainly
worth mentioning here in relation to these subsidiary
•ogre* roles, since it assumes a paradoxical form. The
ogre roles are voluntary, and confer no prestige such as
accrues to actors of asore important roles, such as that
of the cassowaries etc. Vet there is no shortage of men
willing to play them, even if their reward is ultimately
to be driven from the arena by a bunch of jeering children
and women.

And everybody well knows who the * ogres' are
in real life. Despite the possible ignominy, I believe these
roles did afford the awn who acted them a certain catharsis,
an opportunity to act out aggressive feelings in public in
an acceptable wayf

acceptable, that is not only to those
against whom the aggression was directed, the terrorised
spectators, but also to the perfonmer himself, who might
otherwise be far from willing to accept his own desire to
threaten his fellow-villagers.
were often taken by widowers;

I noticed that 'ogre* roles
men whose wifeless-ness

prevented there from playing a full and satisfying role in
the life of the community. Such a one was Waha of Wehumda,
a tough, powerfully-built fortyish widower, an aggressive
man and a highly convincing ogre.

Another instance of an

aggressive and frustrated individual selecting himself for
such a role was Paul us of Urada, a slsterless bachelor and a
member of the chronically womanless mada-unid subclan.

He
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appeared as ali*tpd, and seemed {to »ae, «t least) to be
putting real animus into hia efforts to strike terror
into the hearts of the female spectators.

Ala« for

Paulas, hi« penis-gourd fell off daring his performance
anil he was pursued from the scene amid much unkind laughter.
I would not press this too farj not all those who played
such roles were obviously frustrated or aggressive individuals,
One very successful kwod performance was given by Fai of
Kedewaina, one of the most genial men I knew, a comedian
who scored a great coup de theatre in the role, by
threatening to smash up my tape-recorder, which I had left
unattended*

Fal played the role for comic effect i

but

here again, as with the other cases mentioned, this was an
extension of his attitude in daily life. Finally I might
mention Sowai, a widower of Kedewaina, who played the
sebuha in July 1969, about five inonths after he had lost
his wife* Sowai's choice of the role of an aged, aged,
man, hobbling along with two sticks commented ironically on
his sudden change of status. Like Fai, but unlike Paulus
or Waha, Sowai eeensed to be playing mainly for laughs.
In taking the ogre roles, men stay, therefore, be
taking the opportunity to act out their own personalities,
perhaps in ways which would not be possible under other
circumstances, and they can also, as it were, exorcise
themselves, because they know beforehand that, however usuch
terror they »ay produce for a short while, eventually they
will have to make their ignominious exit from the arena.
They leave their aggression behind there when they take to
their heels.

In the ogre roles individual aggression is both

acted ©ut and also neutralised by mockery.
Jtlv. Awsego
Before going on to describe the regaining figures,
tie aEtqy, neroetod, ipele and kwanugwi, I may briefly mention
the proceedings of the night following the first day of
dancing, though I ais afraid to say that I here show myself
in rather a poor light as an ethnographer.
This night is occupied, from about ten o 1 clock to a
few hours before dawn (the roasked dancers having all retired
at dusk) with the singing of a type of song known as awsegg.
The awsego songs are sung by Ken, undecorated or
wearing ceremonial headgear.

They are unaccompanied,

either by the huf band, or drums (which ar© used to
accompany singing in other contexts e.g. in curing ritual).
The melody of all the awsegp refrains is identical, so far
as X am aware.

They are sung only at id a, and may not be

sung at other tirnes, unlike other Umeda songs, though the
melody atay be whistled.

Because they were forbidden to be

sung at other tioies it was only possible to study awsego
actually during the night when they were sung —- and I was
at first discouraged from making tap© recordings of them —
eventually permission was granted but by then, alas, wy tape
recorder was out of action.

Consequently lay knowledge of

the awsego is very limited.

There was another reason for

this.

Politeness required a visiting ethnographer such as

myself to stay up for the night of the cassowary»

I could

hardly (nor would I wish to) spend the great night of the
festival in sluggish sleep.

There followed a day of exhausting

ct. <~, rt
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observation of the day dancing, so that by the tlrws the
second night caiae round T was longing for sleep, which
invariably overcame ne — the songs themselves were,
inoreover, nothing if not soporific.

Consequently, wy

notes are less full than they raight be, and what I can
decipher now 1 find completely unintelligible from an
interpretative standpoint.

I ara, therefore, regretfully

forced to mark here an unfortunate hiatus in isy knowledge
of idf«

Suffice to say then, that groups of imn t about

seven or eight at a tii%e, coding and going by turns (since,
for the itjost part, th© man w@rc In the sanes case as their
somnolent ethnographer, and were all fast asleep) parade
up and down th© moonlit arena chanting the awgego and wearing
the night away.

Every song has to be sung rsany many tiwos

over, and I heard singers being reproached for raovimj too
quickly to a new song*
would never come.

it was said that lik® that dawn

Here I transcribe two awsegp aonqs which

nsay stand, for want of anything better, as typical of the
apecies.

Aa it will b@ seen they do not betray their

meaning on the surface, however ipuch it may be lurking
under th© allusive diction.

Informants offered no inter

pretation of them* either spontaneously, or when pressed,
other than th© standard remark that they came froirt the
ancestors, always had been sung at ida, and always would be.
Not umch hop© there.
This >8.Qg* araBego was the on® I was always given in
response to requests for information about awsego.
seems to be the classic.

It
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aog (OOP)

aplca-of-wwai (yara)

a aw an a sog (ooo)

apica-of-taro

kakvHnona aog

?apioa-of-kalcxiir» (kokowo)

kiana sog ...

apica-»of-kla (bird SP»)

warwene soo.

aplca-of-»p«ar

yabvene «og

apioa-of-^av (water insect)
apica-of-bushknife (hppra)

abulna aog

aplca-of-avul (sago)

huff am a

api ca~of-1 rtuwpe t

etc. , etc.
A bit Rsore intelligible is the next on®«
kwaitatat ailkrlpf
cassowary (eats fruit of) the ail tree
oktatata
pig (eats frwit of the) nuglut tree(?)
aeloura awntoyta bobove
black cockatoo breaks the fruit of th® aw (terminal is
tincrluh weybiakr tingrluji
ants-of-the~br©ad£ruit-tree, ants-of-th©-wild-breadfruit-tree
The meanings were eriven by en informant, but what these
songs signify I arc at a loss to say.

No doubt if I had the

eoEJplete corpus SOR® pattern wight he discernible, but I have
the Ejost fragmentary evidence only.

Judging by informants*

reactions they have very llttl© conscious laeaning in the
minds of the singers themselves,

^^'hat is still rore puzzling

is the lack of 'fit* between theaveeffp episode and the rite
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as a whole.

For the saoat part Ida is non-verbal, encoding

its maaningti in reasonably accessible physical and
choreographic terms j
predominance.

here language and pawing assumes

Even the physical iwwswmts of the singers

fail to fit with nonaal practical

whera th« dancing is

generally done in a circle (clockwise) while singing the
men march up and down in a straight line.

Is it the

caso perhaps that the awseffo are an interpolated importation
from elsewhere?

I saw reisarkably similar performances in

the Aisanab area (in wamu, sonxa way south of Ajnanab).
Or is it perhaps a survival of a pattern of ritual activity
prevalent throughout the area before the ids took hold?
I siiaply cannot say.

In short I must her« confess my

ontire inability to handle this *»pij»od@, either from an
ethnographic standpoint or in my as^alysis of the imaning
of ida as a whole.

Let nun say no more about it.

Finally 1 mist mention OB© very minor ritual impersonation
which zaakes a brief appearance during this night, otherwise
oatiroly devoted to singing.
bush turkey).

This is the ab (vildfowl or

T\/o (junior) actora of ®ach jw>iety tak«

this role, for which th« cassowary n?asks (ageli) are used.
The dancer is unpaintsd, but wears the oktak and p«4aauh
liKa th« cassowary.

The ab appear abowt isldnieht.

For

a few saotaenta th© singing stops and th© huf truffi?@ts play
rapid ataccato chords (they ar® not played, otherwise, during
th« second night).

The ab dancers «nt«r, running low,

keeping close to th® ground, lik© r«al wild-fowl.

They

make a co«pl« of turns round the ar«n« and then disappear
once nore.

The singino is then resuraed.
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xv*

The Second Day and the Conclusion (the aroov)
Shortly after sunrise on the second day of Ida the

two cassowary dancers get decorated once more and perform
briefly*

For fifteen minutes or so, before retiring, not

to reappear.

This brief intervention of the cassowaries

sets the second day's proceedings in notion, but there is
no repeat of the aba dance or the yia ceremony.
the cassowaries are followed by ahoragwana tamwa.

Instead
As on

the previous day these are gradually replaced over the
course of the rooming, by polychrome tetagwana tamwa
danced by the younger raea.

During the afternoon there

appear a type of dancer not yet described, the amov or
termites (fig. 31).

Termites may appear on either day

(always in the afternoon or evening) but are znore
characteristic of the second day, and are always present
during the concluding hours of Ida).

The decoration and

paraphernalia of the ataoy represent a curious amalgam of
elements I have already had occasion to describe separately,
Their body paint is like that of the tetagwana tairwa,
polychrome patterned designs, often particularly elegant.
The headdress of the aiaoy dancer is a modification of
the ordinary ceremonial gear worn by male spectators and
described above.

The core of the headdress is provided

by the bol headpiece round which are wrapped many layers
of ribbon and coloured cloth and possum fur.

In front is

worn a pig 's tooth crest decorated with sulphur plunes.
Waving black cassowaryplurses and bird of paradise emerge
from the top.

Thus far the arooy mask resembles a more
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yapata

ehov sog

Fig. 31

Amov

spectacular version of conventional ceremonial headgear*
however, it differs from the latter in that the dancers
face is hidden with yellow-dyed ehov aog (underbark).
This imitates the yellow head of the real terxaite, and is
to that extent directly representational.

Round the collar

of the mask is a fringe of hubnab . similar to, but much
•mailer than, the fringe of the cassowary mask*
also wears a necklace of aubove fruit.

The dancer

Finally round the

dancer's shoulders are tied many decorative sprays of
cordllyne (aboga) and codia^usa variegatum (nunoy) *

The

dancer carries a bow and arrow, but does not wear the
pedasuh or oktek, wearing Instead the ordinary penis gourd
(like the roolna tarowa).

The dance of the amov (of whom

there may be up to five present at any one rsowent) is
calculated to show their rather resplendent decoration to
best advantage*

In place of the 'phallic* dancing of the

other characters, the aropy adopt a more gently undulating
motion, pawing at the earth with their feet.

This motion

is imparted by the abundant plumes and leaves with which
they are attired, which wave up and down rhythmically.
The dance of the ainoy, who proceed round th® arena in a
body, is accompanied by the sroall boys who, just as they
did with the molnatanvwa on the first night, link an?? and
follow thera, singing.

The role of agov is taken generally

by married raen, that is, a rather older age-crroup than
the tetagwana tarowa.
The neiaetod (neophytes) otherwise called ipele
Youths who have just previously received the peda in
the ceremony described above are not permitted to play any
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extensive part in the subsequent proceedings, except the
»olna tawwa roles. They are permitted to make one brief
foray onto the arena, but only under very strict conditions,
and under supervision*

Such a neophyte or nerae tod ('new

wan 1 ) wearing the pktek and pedaauh may make a single
circuit of the arena, accoaipanied by a 'mother's brother*
of the opposite moiety, the latter being quite undecorated,
wearing an ordinary gourd, not a pedasuh.

The neophyte

wears a tarcwa mask of his natal hamlet and all-red body
paint without additional markings (identical to the molnataituwa, the other neophyte role).

The rule restricting

neophyte fish to a single circuit of the arena is justified
by the assertion that leas restricted participation on
the role of taznwa would endanger the hunting success of
the youth.

(This is a reflection of the hunting-versus-

sexuality opposition, which has already been mentioned,
and of which I shall hav© inore to say hereafter.

Dancing

is her© treated as a forta of sexual activity — which it is,
and hence antipathetic to hunting success.

A single circuit

is not harmful however, indeed it is held to inspire the
efforts of the youth in this socially-approved pursuit;
in the sound of the huf trumpets, it is said, the youth
hears the hunting cry 'okta manaa-o, okta menaa-oj*
(equivalent to •tally-ho!')•
Such a neophyte may be referred to as an ipttle (bowman).
Actually, however, there are many differences between this
role and that of the main charactero referred to by this
name, whom I will describe in the next section (below).

Conversely the 'real* ipele may be referred to as nei^etod
*new man* a name In sorw. ways rstore appropriate to these
neophytes, than to the senior rmn to whow the ipele role
actually falls.

However, this linguistic association,

combined with certain other details, is of th© highest
importance from the interpretative standpoint, as I will
show later.
xvi. The iele (red-painted bowmen)
(fig. 32 J role is second only in prestige
and seniority to that of the cassowary, yet, as I haw
just mentioned, an ipele daneer is described as a 'new
roan 1 (nerae tod) .

In terras of the ritual at least, he is,

since the actor of this role is held in reserves till the
very last, can play no other role (e.g. fish, anyv ate.),
and ought to regain secluded in the enclosure.

(Actually

in Uraeda, though not in the other villages, this rnle of
seclusion was not observed at all strictly).

As noted

above, the ipele actor has to observe taboos in the preritual season.
The isasks worn by the ip_ele dancers (of whom there
are two, one of each isoiety) are a 'miniaturised' version
of the tacB^a roask type.

Hade of wata and painted with

designs like the taiwffi mask, it is only about
and altogether rsor@ neatly constructed.

half as tall,

Instead of the

dark feather of qouria pidgeon (aubq) and hcmbill (r«esa)
used to decorate the taiw/a rnask^s, those of the ipele ar©
distinguished by tufts of ebata, that is the soft white down
of the cockatoo (otherwise used by woran to tie to the tails
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of their skirts) and sulphur-yellow cockatoo plumes.
Then* masks are worn only by the ipele dancers for whois
they are made specially.

The fringe of the mask is made

of material from the crown of th© litRburo pate (eubnab)
as are the fringes of the fish masks, but in the case of
the ipele the material used is not the relatively abundant
yellow-green ligature leaves, but strips of pure-white
*coeur de palmier 1 from the very heart, which is in fact
edible though stringently tabooed as food to all Utaedas.
Very delicate white fringes are carefully fashioned from
this material, each individual ipejle dancer making his own
fringe.

The ipele dancers are painted red all over.

In addition they bear standardised designs in black}

in

the case of the edtpdna ipele this is the kwituda (youn g
cassowary) design, two black vertical stripes running froiu
the shoulders to the toe® in front, and down the back as
well, in the case of th© agyatodna ipele a design consisting
of twin circles painted on the dancer's back and abdoifien —
this design being called nu npv 'eyes of th© nu-frog'.
Th® dancers wear neither the geda, nor the pedasuh y
instead their penes are bound round with a short strip of
the white hubnab material, the same as that used to isak®
their fringes.
with bow»«

Like the tagtwa dancers,

the ipele are armed

In the case of the ipele these bows, though

not actually new, are disguised by being painted with red
paint, and the carved parts of the foreshaft are concealed
by bindings to give no clue as to the identity of the owner.
A crucial 'property 1 of the ijpele role ia the ipele arrow,
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froia which is derived the role-name.

'Ipele' in cownon

parlance, outside the context of ritual, refers to th«
multi-pronged arrows used by the people for shooting birds,
email gassm and fish.

The ritual ipele arrow is e variant

of this coffiiaon type, made specially for ritual use,
The arrow consists of three very sinall, sharp spines of
black pals* wood bound to a bamboo shaft and painted red.
The head of the arrov i® painted r*d.

Most curious of all

is the way in which the three spines are themselv SB bound
with white eubnab in a manner exactly reselling the
treatment of the dancer's penis.
When making their appearances the ipele are
accompanied by two further dancers, the kwanugwi 'old men* —
their preceptors.

The perfoztwrs in this role are not

indeed usually very old, being generally in their forties
or fifties.

I mentioned befor® th« fact that meRhers of

the nunierically smaller of the moieties (the agwatodna.)
tended to play ritual roles younger than menbers of the
larger nolety, for obvioua reasons, and this is true also
of the 'old roan* role which in 1969 was taken by Kupvo of
Kedewaine, a nan barely 35, if that, as opposed to Pom of
tteda, taking the same role for the edtodn_a. csoiety, vho
was genuinely old by Uraeda standards {perhaps in his
early sixties, @ven).

Th® ikyan^gwi should be senior both

in years, and in terms of generations, to the ipcjle dancers.
Th© edtodna kyanugwi acts as preceptor to the agwatodna
ipele and vice versa*

m*j£um t ,*•">'•
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Tk® siroilaurity of this role and the

role of the Mother's Brother who aceoiapanies the nerne tod
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'neophyte fisit* will be iaaaediateiy apparent.

Their

function in to instruct the ipele in their role as bownsen,
tor the latter, being 'new men* must b« treated as if they
had not yet acquired the art*

*hey are uadeooratedf

their bodiea not being painted at all, nor axe they disguised

by Backs, though they may wear a few feathers and
ribbons loir ornament.

They are either naked, or they wear

penis sheaths of the ordinary (small) type*

They are armed

with bowa, but their arrows are atere dummies — simple
bansboo shafts weighted with mud hut without arrow-heads,

similar to the toy arrows used by children in play.
The JP*** a*1*5 their preceptors make a total of three
appearances during a performance of ida,

The first is a

brief Intervention during the late afternoon of the first
day, and the second a similar brief appearance about the
same time on the second day.

Their final appearance, at

sundown on the second day, is the rtoat important of the
three, for it concludes the performance.
On their first two appearances the ipcle do no more
than circle the arena a couple of tijsses, led by their
preceptors in single file, and then retire once inore to
the enclosure.

The wanner of dancing adopted by the ipele

is highly characteristic.

In place of the leaping dance

Eore suitable to the other figures appearing at ida (with
exceptions which have been inentioned) the dance of the ipele
is intensely controlled*

the dancer leans forward placing

bis weight with each pace deliberately on his leading foot.
The affect is of a slow, n*e*su*ed, loping step, reminiscent
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of a slow-bowler or a javelin thrower beginning his
run-up;

power heltl on a tight l«a»h.

nntll the last

r.,o!,enta of the dance the bow i« held low, vith the arrow
pointed at the ground.

Menacingly, the bov is tensed

and relaxed in time vlth the dance.

The dance of the

preceptors is siirdlar.
tihenever th@ JE«1«. roake an appearance the whole
tempo of th® dance suddenly freessem, and the fish, ataoy
etc., who way happen to be in th® arena at the tiro©, fall
laosasntariiy into a state of suspended animation.

Th®

music of the; huf band is interrupted wid-career, and the
truifjpet players? instead take up a pattern of rapidly-blown
unison chords (huf-huf-huf *..} only to tak« up th«ir
normal strains again

when the ipele have disappeared.

The lact appearance of the ipele, which, as T 5aid,
takes place at sundown on th® second day and concludes the
ritas, is signalled in advance by a few long chords oa
the huf.

This signal of the imminent appearance of the

ipele warns the woman to depart or at least conceal themselv®®, sine® they should not see the final iROsnents of the
ritual.

The dancers already on the scene — at this time

perhaps eight or sso t_egwa and about four aroov, aach with
their train of small boys, retire to the periphery of the
arana, wharo they k«op up a subdued clicking v?hile th«
proceedings last.

The ipcle and their preceptors enter,

and dance for a few isdmites.

The atmosphere abruptly changes

fro® boisterous exciteisent to hushed aolernity, punctuated by
long-drawn-out huf chords.

The reddening evening

3SO

light makes the rod body-paint of the ipele seem to glow
fcith an almost unnatural intensity.
At length th© agwatodna iisele and preceptor cease
their dancing and stand facing about due west, into the sun.
The preceptor raises his bow and looses off his duiwsy arrow
over th® tops of the coconut palms which fringe the ritual
arena, to be closely followed by the red painted bowman
himself, whose ipele arrow, glinting in

the sun, clears the

tops of the trees, dips, and falls into the secondary bush
Boine way off.

The firing of the arrows is then repeated by

the edtodna pair.

Having performed their function, the ipele

dancers, dropping their red bows (which ar© retrieved by
spectators) race back to the enclosure as if their lives
depended on it.

They are followed by the other dancers.

A subdued conversation breaks out,

Ida is finished,

In the rapidly greying half-light the knots of wotrsen gather
up their bundles, their ohildren, their feathered poles
and make a slow procession back to the deserted hamlets.
Jten atrip the masks of their feathers and hang them up
in the enclosure, there to rot.

Finery is packed away.

The dancers wash off their paint in the stream and sit,
tired and shivering, beside the fires,

Eventually they too

pick themselves up ami make their way home to eat and sleep.
That night, it is

very still in the village.

It is perhaps rather innacurate to say that ' id_a is
finished* thou<j5i that indeed is what informants would say,
©ven though the full cycl®» involving two ©ntire performances
of the entire ritual was only half-way through, with the
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completion of the rites at Sinai hamlet — the so-called
'bush* rites.

After the laps® of about five days the

'village* rites are performed at Vlehuwda.

Naturally

there is no need for me to describe these rites separately,
since in all details except the actual locale, the 'village*
ida ia Identical to the *bush* Ida.
When the 'village* ida is concluded, the men return
once ir-ore to sleep for a few nights in the bush, while
the woiaen remain in the village.

The object of the irasn's

expedition is to shoot gam® - - no hunting having been
done while the rite® are in progress — to obtain blood,
When gaise has been killed •— preferably pig, of course,
but smaller game, bandicoot, possum, snakes etc., will do,
the blood is preserved in small bamboo tubes.

Blood

having been obtained in this way the tnen proceed in a body
to bush atreasms where they wash.
with blood.

They then anoint themselves

This washing and anointing is said to be to

remove the dirt (nsak) of the ritual and allows thew to
take up normal lif© again.
f?hen all the irsen have returned froc* this expedition
there follows a whole day of huf playing marking the
resumption of norraal activities by th<s village, after the
festival season.

This huf-playing is therefore syroreetrical

with the huf-playlng which marked the opening of the ritual
cycle, nine months or so earlier.
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Chapter 5

ANALYSIS OF THE IDA RITUAL

In this Introductory section I do not propose to enter
d«s«sply into th© theoretical issues surrounding the inter
pretation of ritual.
schen«* to propound:

1 have no particular theoretical
in the analysis of ida which follows,

I faav®, on th© whole confined jayaolf to techniques of
analysis which are by no tseajis novel in an anthropological
context.

I confine isyself also to the ethnographic context

of Uiwcia without entering into comparisons with other
societies;

and such generalisations as I rake are intended

to apply specifically to Ur.ietia, though perhaps they miciht
be found useful in other areas as well.

If I have an over

riding air. in n»ind, that air? is to achieve the roaxiivuE!
coherence possible within a liisited body of data-

to ariplify

tii«s mutually 'resonant' quality of social and cultural facts
to achieve,, as far as lies in ruy pover, a unified approach,
dominated by a restricted nurober of interpretative ideas
whose inter-relationships must be clearly shown.

Certainly,

I have a 'awsthod of approach' - but J do not feel it necessary
to justify it in any other way than by usinc? it on ir-y own
material;

its virtues and/or defects will show much r.jore

clearly in the context of the analysis itself than they would
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ever he likely to do in the course of a tortuous preliminary
discussion of methodology.
Kence the absence of a raor© detailed discussion of
swsthodology;

an onission which rrdcjht be leas pardonable

in a work of coitparativ© or systematic pretensions, but
no disadvantage, I think^ in a thesis such a© this, whose
asalii interest lies in the specific ethnographic material
presented therein.
Nonetheless/ it is essential that soise rr.ant.ion be
made of a nurtber of recent arid not--so~recent anthropological
writings on ritual, both in order to give credit where it
is due, arid provide a background for the subsequent discussion.
My approach - it almost goes without sayinq - derives
ultimately from Durkhei&'n 'Elementary ForrsB of the
Religious Life* (1915, book III), though at so many degrees
remove that the original Durkheircian framework is lost anonc?
the subsequent accretions to his doctrine.

To see ritual

behaviour in the light of the life of the total society is
undoubtedly a Durkheirnian project;

but it ia no more than

a starting-point, after which Durkheir"ian pre-occupations sacred and profane, the society

as an abstract, quasi-causal

agent and so forth ~ became progressively less relevant.
On® is concerned, not with the larger abstractions but the
significant detail, not with global social theory but with
the interpretation of a particular society.
This involves, not only a different, lesE schepsatic
view of ritual than that which is found in Durkheins, but also
<f- f~<i~(K
a different concept ion/ (deriving fror> Malinowski) based less
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on the idea of groups - within which the individual becomes
jaerg®d with hia fallows - than on th® idea of a structure
of Interlocking, balanced, role-coropleimntaritiea.
G. Bateson's njonograpii 'Naven* (1936) represents a
landmark in anthropology in that, for the first time, this
particular view of society (as composed of interlocking
roles) is found in conjunction with an effort to -explain
the particular details of lateral rituals.
'The Sociology of Naveri').

(Chapter on

Bates on juxtaposes his (at that

tiine very original) analysis of the MoBrA'iSo (?^yi/lua)
relationship with the 'naven' or hoi^aoe ceremonial performed
by the mother's brother to celebrate an achievement by
the sister's child.

In the course of this analysis, two

aspects cf social life which would, otherwise be regarded
as distinct, naciely social .structure an<3 ritual behaviour,
become fused together.;

ritual action in seen as part of

the fabric of social life, rather than as a separate domain
in isolation frot mundane activity,

And ritual and social

structure alike are treated as r®alisations of certain
fundamental ideological traits, characteristic of latmul
society as a whole, which l-ateson calls the 'eidos' of
latisul society (including certain kinds of dualisxr,, pro
liferating clessificatory schemes etc.).

Although I Lev©

not er.ployed Bateson's special analytical distinctions, I
have certainly profited from liateson's wor.k to the extent
of wishing to rerforn a very similar analysis of the Umeda
material.
Though I think that 'Kaven 1 ia a model of 'sociological
analysis of ritual' - one could add nany other titles of
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course, such as Richard's 'Chimmgu' (1956), Idenhardt's
'Divinity a»fl Efcperience' (1961) ~ it does lack one major
preoccupation of nor® modern work on ritual, i.e. a concern
with the interpretation of (often cryptic) ritual syinfools.
I shall be very rmieh concerned with the interpretation of
sylaboliam in the analysis of id®.

Hare, naturally, I am

very jxsuch under the guiding influence of V. Turner's works
on NdeKtbu ritual syndoolisnt (Turner 1967).
I mention Turnout** naroe with certain feelings of
trepidation, since to do so In to evoke the possibility of
a comparison which would not flatter my work.

Nothing will

suffice to make me an ethnographer of Turner!an calibre;
nonetheless, I cannot deny the influence that such essays
as 'Colour Sysabolisro 1 (in;

Banton 1964) or '8ymbolifim in

Ndeusfau ritual (1964) have exercised over my researches.
3Poo vuch similarity is not to be looked for?

as 1 shall

explain below, there seam to r.<e to be basic dissimilarities,
as between Oiwsda and Ndatobu, where the interpretation of
ritual symbols is concerned.

Tut it is frois Turner,

essentially, that I have received n?y general idea of the
'possibilities' of ritual Bynbolisn, the basic 'kinds 1 of
iseanings that ritual syiabola ar© likely to have.

In

particular, it is froi? Turner that I have taken over the
idea of ritual ayrafoolisiB as combining a 'sensory* meaning,
derived from the physical sensory qualities of the ritual
object itself, which has the power of fanning out into a
range of 'ideological' meanings, which, though founded in
the sensory qualities of the object, must be stated in ten??s
Of social norms and values, the values which govern the on-
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going social process.

While I believe that echoes of the

idea that ritual symbols sraust fo® analysed in terroo of the
'sensory' and 'ideological' poles of meaning (1967 : 26)
will be found throughout th© subsequent chapter of analysis,
the general emphasis is very different, and will probably not
strike the reader as very Turnerian.

This arises, basically

frora the virtual Absence of 'native «sxea©sis" frora &f account
of Ida, which has led me by and large to blur the distinction
(which Turner always tries to keep as sharp as possible)
between 'native exegesis' and 'observer's construct 1 .

Turner's

general approach seems to be that, while the 'sensory 1 pole
of meaning is accessible mainly through observation - that
is through an observer's construct - this ideological pole
of meaning is accessible by direct questioning of Byjafoolically
aware informants.

Ndetabu can be, in their way, fully explicit

about the meanings of their syssbols, but ammo my uroeda
informants I found none willing to discuss the meaning** of
their symbols ~ to discuss their syrabols as symbols 'standing
for' som other thing or idea, rather than aa concrete
thinga~in-themselve».

In fact, I found it irroossifole to

even pose the question of ineanijng in Uzi»da, eince I could
not discover any corresponding Uroeda word for English 'irasan',
*sta.nd for' etc.

Questions about syioJbols v^@re taken by

UB»tias es questions about the identity rather than the
Sttanins of a ayrdbol:

'what i® it?'not 'what does it mean?'

I would not deny that the older Urseda jaen possessed
esoteric ritual knowledge, much of which they would not
coBiiwunicate to K@ on th© (justifiable) grounds that I was
too young?

on th© other hand, I vary siuch doubt that this
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secret esoteric know le dee was 'exegetical' in character;
it was, by and large, knowledge of magical techniques which
the old roan guarded so carefully.

Thia esoteric knowledge

related, not to the broader picture of ritual activity at
Ida, but to the little magical 'sideshows' which accompanied
the ritual;

for example, the

&&*f>e/(msi o* the ochre

deposits, the secret enclosure, the masks, the dancers
preparatory to their entrances etc.

These (verbal) magical

'frills' do not constitute a body of 'native interpretation'
of ritual symbolism
of ida for granted.

since they take the essential syptoolisrt
Uraada ritual, it must be stressed, is

primarily non-verbal, and also primarily non-esoteric, at
least where the men are concerned.

Ida is a public non

verbal spectacle, whose meaning is also public and non
verbal, and is not given separate existence in the execretical
homilies of 'ritual specialists' or 'doctors' - of whom there
were none in Unseda.

Informants were neither willing nor

able, in toy experience, to translate a non-verbal performance
(e.g. the cassowary dancer) into a slab of verb al exegesis,
beyond the provision of a bare name, details of the statue
of the role (senior, junior, corcic, terrible etc.) and of its
'properties' (mask, bodypaint, dance-style etc.).
This general lack of indigenous exegeBis does not rule
out the possibility of an analysis however?

Turner himself

stresses all along that native exegesis is not the 'whole
truth 1 about the leaning of symbols.

In this account of

ida I myself will be concentrating on what Turner calls the
'positional* neaning of ritual symbols

that is, on the role

of a particular ^yrabol within the context of the rite as a

whole, seen,as it were, from 'outside' via an 'observer's
construct' (Turner 1967).

Furthermore, I will b© looking

at the rite in the context of Uineda social structure and
coareology - SGTO features of which have already been
introduced in previous.* chapters.

NOW strictly sp«akincr

none of this can be checked directly against the actual
statements of Uneda informant©;

important problems of

'validation' isuat be overcome if the analysis is to carry
any weight.

There are a number of points to b® road© in

this connection.
(i)

There are two distinct methods of validation applicable

to sociological generalisations.

They nay be validated

'internally' by showing that the actors in th© situation
either acquiesce in, or spontaneously produce, statements
identical or similar to the statements mad© about thaw by
th© sociologist.

Or they may b© validated 'externally';

in which case the sociologist »ust show that th© body of
observations covered by the statement he wishes to rnake
behave as a system/ i.e. h® shows a decree of consistency
in the material he is dsallno with such that there is a
quasi-predictive relation between the parts of the system:
given

certain fundamental principles of the system, subsequent

observations can b© 'fitted in' naturally, and can he seen
as a logical consequence of those basic principles.

This

is not 'prediction' in the full sens®, but it is as close
as it is possible to get to it, given the limitations which
govern Eiost anthropolocical work.
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(ii) There is reason to think that 'internal' (i.e.
exegetical) evidence relating to the meaning® of ritual
syisbola raay be systematically ndsleadlng.

Turner, himself

richly supplied with ex©g@tical material furnished by the .*•<*
Ndembu themjselves, ia still prepared to recognise the neetf
for an 'observer's construct' - which goes further than any
native exegesis ~ in analysing the full meaning of a ritual
symbol.

As he points (1967 s 33) indigenous interpretation

str©sae® the 'hanaonious' aspect of ritual symbolism,
rejecting possible alternative explanations which involve
elements of ambiguity and conflict.

Hence h® faels it is

necessary to appeal to unconscious motivations, suppressed
in exegetieai statements, to explain fully the details of
ritual behaviour.
(iii) Finally, it may b@ asked whether the very 'efficacy'
of a ritual symbol is not to a certain extent e function
of it® 'untranslatability' into an alternative mode of
expression.

There are two related issues her®.

It is,

first of &11, a sif^pl© ethnographic fact that systems of
'non-verbal corwunication' play an important part in
coimsunication inforiaation about eocial, religious and
cosmological structures etc., in certain non-literate
aocietiea.

(Cf. Forge 1965).

In his Curl Lecture, Anthony

Forge has described aspects of one such non-verbal
eyetem aa it ia found atnong the latiaul and
tribes on the Sepik.

He goes so far as to argue that

the statements made in Abelasi ceremonial house architecture,
carving and y«Es decoration could not be made in any other
way, at least by the Abfelav <lbld J 27-8, 3O).

The
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share, i think, the Abelam propensity to make socially
relevant statements in concrete terirs (visual or choreo
graphic) >

statements which are 'unconscious' - or at

any rat® never mad© explicit verbally - so far as the actors
th@K3seives are concerned.
This cultural 'choice' as between verbal or visual
cocssunication (with varying degrees of 'translatability' as
between the two r^odes) is only one aspect of the matter;
it is also necessary to consider whether important ritual
or religious symbols arc not IntrinEiicallv^ untranslatable
into alternative nodes of expression by virtue of th© fact
that they are symbols of a 'transcendent' reality which
cannot be grasped except throiKrh^the... 3^ribol_itself.

This

possibility is raised by A. Echutz in his eosay 'Symbol
Reality and Society' (Collected papers, 1967, pp. 331-2
(quotation frcr> Jaspers) and 345-7, cf. also K. Jaspers;
Philosophy;

Vol. 3 (Jaspers 1971).

If certain groups appear to be unwilling to discuss
the 'iseaning 1 of their sypbolisr;-., it may result from the
fact that that meaning is ungraispable except through a
specific symbolic experience.

According to this view (with

which I have considerable sympathy) the symbol stands, as
it were/ on th® boundary between r<undane actuality and those
'sub-universes of meaning' (f:chute) v.hich can only be
constituted through symbolism.

Only a thoroughgoing

relativization of the syrsbol v?ould rr-ake it possible to explore
th« moaning of such a 'boundary' symbol,

anc! it would bet

unreasonable to expect actors for whois the symbol represents
transcenciant reality, ultimate valu©, to perform this act of
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'relntivization'.

Jatlv® exegesis would either remain

as cryptic as the symbol itself (rarely replacing one
symbol of the Transcendent with another) or would aroount
to no wore than secondary rationalization, remaining
always on the hither side of th© mundane/transcendent
boundary in attempting to convey the Transcendent in mundane
terms.

Only an outside observer, uncotMritteU to the cultural

premise® within v?hich the syrabol has meaning is in a position
to

relativist it in such a way that it become9 possible

to elucidate its meaning - which he does by placing it
in a context of explanatory devices, specially devised by hire.
' To b«s sure this 'cleaning' is not 'actor's meaning*
but 'observer's meaning' relative to explanatory scheme x but th® observer 1 ^ construct does not sinply ignor« such
exegesis as actors may bo able to provide:

it rcuftt seek

to explain actor's exec-asis at the sajr#? time as seeking to
elucidate the meaning of th© symbol itself.

In other words,

in order to explain a ritual symbol, it i?; necessary to
construct a *ir»odel system 1 within which syinbols (which,
from the actor's point of view, represent a transcendent
'unsayable 1 reality), are raade relative to explanatory concepts
These explanatory concepts of necessity haw* no counterparts
within the actor's own consciousness,

sociological

explanation does not nirror events at the level of actuality,
but a constructed reality represented by a rcodel.

ruch a

model (to return to point (i) above) must b@ externally
validated:

that is, its validity corresponds to its power

to structure, or make coherent, the factual observations upon
which it is baaed.
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In the account of Ida v.hich follows, I have
to rrake such an 'observer's construct' whose validity is
external rather than Internal.

This ahould be borne in

rrind bocauae it is difficult to keep rigidly to the role
of model- constructor without ««eminrr to drop into a
straightforwardly descriptive tone;

thus I siay at times

writs 'TTmedas think thi*' or Hfeedass oe© the world in suchand-such a way' without making it clear

at the sar« tiise

that these reread ft are based. on inferences from the raodel
rather than spontaneous statements fror informants which
give direct insight into their inner feelings, belie fa etc.
Turner has attempted to separate out ' observer 'g construct'
fror- 'native exegesis';

T jtyself, more dej>er.dent on my

Eaodel than Turner perhaps ever perr.it 8 hir^welf to become,
would rather say that only the observer's roodel can be
fully explanatory, and that all the inforrntion, including
native exegesis, rust be incorporated into it.

The

separation of voices {the analyst's and the informant's)
cannot be rirridly maintained/ particularly vhere tl'iere is
nc tradition of native exegesis.

("he foregoing digcuanion

it is alrrxsst unnecessary to add,, relates directly to a
similar discussion of Levi-J-'trauss ' concerning observer's
aniS indigenous models of social structure cf. Levl-Etrauss
1953) »
The basis of r-y explanatory rxsdel of ida ir> the
large tabular diaorari (Table 5) which sets out the sequence
of actors making an appearance at ic!a (the horizontal or
'syntaqriatic" sequence).

Bach ritual actor is represented
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by a vertical column *rhich lists th<* characteristics of
each ritual role under a nuirber of heading*/

nain@ of role,

time of appearance, body-paint style, mask-type, mask
fringe, treatment of penia, bow, arrow, feathers, danceBtyle, eenlority/juniority).

The sum of th*«o attributes

is th* 'paradtgrs' of a particular ritual rol«.

This

tabular arrangeirsemt of data along 'paradigmatic and
/
eyntacjraatic axes' bears a direct relation to the L-avi/
Strauss!an techni<r«e applied to i»yth (Levi-Strausa 1962,
th© rr/th is laid out in the. manner of a
score, the vertical arrnng@raent being the 'harniony 1
the horizontal sequence th© *rnelod*y' - though there are
important differencoa dues to the* different subject- matter
/
involved? iTth in th© cane of Levi-^trnunn, ritual in
t^e present ca0e.
In aettinT out the material in this wny I havo nlso
been strongly under the influence of R. Barthea whose short
Tl*T»»nt8 cf Sericlor--' (19C7 tr. Annette Lavers) I had
with i-ae in thf field.

!'i» Chm?ter 3 Tyntaqi. anc. System*

(pp. 58-8S) sotf out in detail the f«thod of analysing
seisiologicsl nvRtenc (of vhich id a 1?? tindoubtedly an excellent
exaraple) by oproainc 'nvntagr' to 'systef 1 ('syBter;' « our
*par«4i<tnj') by analysing the relations set up ir a tabular
of th© follwirKr types

syntagra

aa'

a"

syeten

h
b«

b"

c
c'

c"

(Bnrthea 5E'»cit. r>.67)
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Earthen* euepositlon of aeniological ayateirm in turn
derives from structural linguistics, as does Levl-Strauss*
technique of ryth-analysis,

thus a, a 1 , a™ etc. could be

thought of as allophonas of a phoaexoe /a/ an<i the sequence
/a/fL/t^/ a syntagnatic chain of phonenes (a womherne).
Viewed in this light, t«y tabular diagram of id_a could
be thought of aa an analysis of th© constituent unita of a
syntaginatic chain of ritual actions, representations etc.
analysed in a way analogous to the analysis of a speechI v/ould not vi=»h to overstr©J3» this

chain in linguistics.
sijiiilarity however.

Language in a unitary system which

can be studied (generally speaking) in isolation from
other cultural systems.

Whereas, ay Barthesi rightly points

out, ritual (or other non-linguistic seriological aysten«)
are 'raixed' eystejn»i

for instance a ritual nask is

significant in its own right (ass a material object nade
in a certain way of certain significant naterials) and
also as the bearer of certain conceptual (or verbal)
meanings (i.e. cassovarj,', fish etc.) wliich cannot b@
daducQcl from the object itself but only frora the linguistic
context.

A symbol cannot, in short, be treated as an

(unprobleratic) 'sign' because, as Turner has pointed out,
its fan of reference includes both 'sensory* and 'conceptual*
(or '.ideological 1 ) neaningsu

Secondly language exists to

stak® possible (through a re-cowblnntlon of the aloia«nts
constituting 'langue') the expression of "new' ideas,
propositions etc. ('parole') whereas ritual is rigidly stereo
typed, i.«" is not 'creative 1 ir, Chonsky's senn© (except
perhaps on the long term).

The intrinsic differences between ordinary linguistic
and ritual communication (which way rneount
to a fundamental divergence in aims and techniques) cannot
be left out of account in the interest of obtaining spurious
orderliness in the analysis of th© latter. Kitual muat foe
analysed as a domain by itaelfj

less closely related to

language proper, than to certain para-linguistic coimunication
channels, e.g. g«8tur®, bodily behaviour, »yst©ia® of dress
and adornraent, exchange systezss and so forth.

Leach has

rightly asserted that there is an element of 'ritual' in
virtually all behaviour (Leach 1964, p.13) if ritual is
understood in this sense i.e. a® th© communicative aspect
of behaviour.
The tabular diagraia is, by itself, highly incomplete
as a summary of th* infonsation needed to interpret icla.
Each of the 'rows' and 'colurms* of the table has associative
relations r not only within the context of id_a itself, font
also outside it?

i.e. references to the general social

a»«J cultural context.

Thua, although i_da is predominantly

a non-verbal ritual, everything in ida has a nai?.©, and
thasa nawes ar® also the naiws of objects in th© outside world.
Moreover, these naioe» can foe grouped in classes and analysed
in the isnanmsr shown in Chapter 3 (on 'Language arnd Symbolism').
Similarly, the actors who play ritual roles in Ida ar® also
individual® who hav® other, non-ritual, rolea in smndane
social life.

Finally the tijae-dtcsension of ida is related

not only to the overall temporal continuum, but also to
specific temporal relationship® and processes internal to
th® society:

i.e. to the life-cycle of the individual, inter-
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generational relationships, as well as to the life-cycle
as it is seen in nature (th® annual cycle and the lifecycle of trees etc.).
iii. ida_juui^ F«rti 1 itjr
Though this might foe an appropriate point to proceed
directly to th© analysis, of the individual ritual figures,
I should first eay something about the significance of
as a whole.

In the previous chapter I mentioned that

rituals fall into two jaain classes, naiuely, curing rituals
ami fertility rituals of which ida is one.
Curing rituals I have left completely out of this
the sysiboliaci of i>n<eda curing ritual bears little

account;

relation to the syjrsbolisia of ida.

itaeda fertility ritual

consists of (a) garden ritual (for garden firing, planting
and harveatinu), (h) ednor sago ritual (roayic to ensure a
plentiful starch ccntent in a palm about to be felled) and
(c) is&jor sago ritual, including ida and the rituals associated
with it (i.®. the hunting ritual during th® period of
preparation of food supplies for ida, rites to obtain ochre
etc.).

Now though the only overt motive I ever received

for performing th® ritual was that ida 'made the saao coine
up quickly' the connection between ida and sago fertility
was at beat rather vague.

Other informants were equally

pr@pare<2 to say that ida ' caw® f*rois th© ancestors ' or that
it was just 'play' {iaod®s) .

It rather depended upon the

content of th© enquiry which of several answers would be
recalvaci.

The raost explicit statement of the relation between

ida and eago* fertility 1 received frora is?y inforroant Auyai when
we were bot-H alone, actually at a sago-working site.

Typically
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ixaputed the efficacy of ida as a ritual to increase
sago, not to the dancing, public ritual and so forth, but
to the subsidiary laagical operations of tha old men, wagic
ot which both he and I were largely ignorant.

On the

other hand informants regarded two specific syiafoolic acts
forrdnu part of ida - tha 'hand-plunging ccreinony 1 and the
firing of the i£gle arrows ~ aa being directly conc@rn.ed
with fertility?

tha firot with sago-fertility and the

second with the fertility of the bush in general;
navt*r elaborated on thio an poet of ida.

but they

On the other hand

the syoiiolieia of ida is pervaded by references to fertility
and natural processes in generalj

not only plant fertility

but also very specifically to human fertility.

BU1' noixsdy

aver ..laid that ida directly induced human fertility, and
when this v?as suggested to tlv&m by tae they inarcly looked
Qiabarrasseci and denied .it.

iluraan reproduction {as opposed,

to sexuality) was a taboo suLj®ct aaiong the young saen with
whoia I isainly associated, and older informants tended to be
accretive or facatioua.

I iiardly oxp©cted any other response.

Agr0eia.ant on the part of my uneasy informants vrould merely
have indicated deference to the superior white rp.an r meaning
nothing.
I will return to tlie question of Uineda ideas concerning
fertility and reproduction latar,

here I vjish only to reiterate

a point i-uada above, namely that Uweda informants were in
certain ways culturally conditioned against being explicit
on certain issues, including those issues which are funda
mental to th© gyjnbolist of ide.

But this does not rneau that

ida pust be disiEissed as 'meaningless' behaviour;

behaviour
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so highly structure could hardly be
would argue that for the actors th* 'meaning' of ida was
expressed and interpreted i« and through the categories
of ritual behaviour itself which formid a self-contained
Bystecu

The taboo on «xplicitne«s where certain funda-

uwmtal syrbols were concerned preserved the integrity of
this self-contained ayst«6u
In surny parts.of New Guinea, not to mention oth«r parts
of the world, on© finds araang is©ii a certain deep-seated
intellectual and emotional reserve, or ambivalence, where
the reproductive capacities and functions of woin@n are
concerned.

I have already e&ntioneti this phenomenon as it

is manifested in UirieUa R»ale attitudes.

I do not wish to

water into the reason® for this attitude, they are numerous
and complex,

here 1 xoer&ly wish to Btress tho fact that In

th© case of an admitted 'fertility* ritual, such a® i^§/
th® cjy.istence of this attitude contributes iwarketlly to th©
unwillingness of informant* to venture any explicit state
ments as to the rweaning of ritual syivfools in ida.

(It is

a notable fact that Ucuacla tsxsgesis of curing ritual w&a
fttuch richer than th© exegesis of ida» though the rites
thajsselvea are less cOK^lax - precisely becaus®, perhaps/
curing ritual did not raises the iaeuts of r@productivity) .
Because of th© fact that, by the v«ry nature of its
'subject matter'/ Usaculas did not consciously formulate its
meaning, or woulc! not v/illingly expr«sa such a formulation/
it is necessary to appeal to external evidence ~ i.«. the
ol:^S!®rv©r ! s model - not only to interr*ret th«e details of the
ritual but « T/en to decide the cj«msral themes around which it
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i» built,

As i haves Motioned, the ritual ia connected

in a general way (and In the oaa* of certain details
fairly specifically) with sago-fertility.

But 1 do not

think that it is adequate to say that ids as a whole i«
oriented solely to this particular preoccupation,
First of all, there ia no observable shortage of
sago palms r@ady for processing under present conditions.
Though I cannot substantiate this, I was assured on all
sides that the quantities o.£ sago available were assple.
fhus there seems no reason to suppose that ida directly
®sepr©ss3t>0 a feeling of 'anxiety* about futur® sago supplies,
It is true that this lack of anxiety way be a new phenomenon?
previously the dang«r of attack say have greatly restricted
the area in which sago staiuia could be safely exploited,with consequent anxiety over the availability of 'safe 1
supplies.

Informants were awara of this factor, but were

wore inclined to stress decreasing population as th© caus©
of the preoent abundance of sago.
t'/ra©clas see their sago atantla (justly) as their heritage
from preceding gonerations;

t]««*y inherit sago planted by

tJjQir f a thorn, and father's father** etc., atano« once
established continuously regenerating thentselvea.

Accordingly,

with a certain lotyic, they describe their ancestors as being
chronically short of sago.

I was told by an informant that

the ancestors used to pound only a tiny quantity of pith
each day (four or five inches iuKteao. of two or three feet
Of ARC,O--IOC.) in order to conserve supplies.

They v;ere

hungry,
its r/rlsa facie plausibility I arc. inclined to

3 l*f(I•*
regard this account aa bythioal, though I have no demo
graphic evidence eituer way.

There is no evidence to suggest

recant population decline (such as abandoned hacilets ate.),
in til© absence of any rejaerabered catastrophes, it would be
reasonable to suppose that overall population has remained
stable (at a ratuer low level) for utany generations;

since

alHKwt all the population are regarded an autocthonous, not
recent immigrants from elsewhere.

(At the sara® tine, due to

the small siae of tae basic social units, an Impression of
extreme ueisiographic vulnerability reaulta froia the* fact that
demographic accident can virtually obliterate a clan or even
a harslet in a couple of generations - the doubling in size
of such a unit;

which is equiprobable, if not so dramatic).

A dmsographic study might reverse this verdict, but I am
inclined to think that the reiterated Oroda complaint that
population was in dec line,-

that the ancestors were

ous (a© the stars in the sky) while the present inhabitants
are but few, is simply an aspect of the general principle
which governs Oweda beliefs about the ancestors and the past in
general;

narsely that whatever in th© case now - the opposite was

the case then.
1.

WOW
THE!?

(For instance I was told that the ancestors

A special kind of funny story elaborates upon the
'Invertec?' behaviour of the anc«*^tors. 1 v?as tol<* In
Sowanda that, in trie Ancestral period, th® birds walked
aboxxt on the mrovmd and in <r»rder to kill then th©
ancestors cliiafoed the coconut palms and knocked the
birds out by dropping nuts on theri
laan

terrestrial
arboreal
(fro!* b«lr>w)
(from above)

kills bird

cultural weapon (arrow)
with
natural weapon (coconut)
terrestrial
arboreal

S7E
planted sago in the village and coconuts in the bush:
fehtay had a look and said 'that's not right!' and switched
theu round the way they are now:

coconuts in the village

arid fca$o in the bush).
"he belief that the ancestors were short a£ sago
{and abundantly provided with meat) is to be explained in
this* way;

because sacjo is now plentiful and meat scarce

IsherejPorfc in ancestral tisies sago was scarce and ineat
plentiful.

Similarly, with the belief that previously the

population was greater than it is now;

Uinedas have probably

been too few for their liking at all tines, not just at
the present time*
fia<B point o£ this digression has been to raake the sirsple
point that it is probably not the case that ida developed
directly in response to a widespread anxiety about saeo•uppJU.es.

'Ida cannot be 'functionally 8 explained aa a

zesponsa to anxiety (it is not 'inagic' in tii© aease of
Malxaowski 's *Hagio £ci««vc« and ileligion' 1954).

The fact

tiiat sago is plentiful does not of course rule out * anxiety 1
altogether - after all tiie rites are perfonaed.

If ida is

per£on&*d f and ioa proi'sotee sngo, aisd sago is plentifxil that juat Kiiowa how affective ida is.

That was the attitude

talc*sn by Auyai when I was discuwsaiag thia topic with hi».. at
tiie eago'-isit®.

But tii© relation between anxiety and ritual

cannot b© considered as one of sirspie cause and affect?
and we havw the familiar counter-argument of RadoliffeBrown s ('Magic the Cause of Anxiety 1 ) to consider as well.

Uaeda® were not, I said, obviously anxious about
future »a«t© suppliesr

they were, on the other hand, quit®

Openly anxious concerning the paucity of the population,
their deinographic vulnerability.

Human fertility, not

plant fertility, Is the basic anxiety if there IB one?
but, as I said earlier, human fertility is a taboo topic
aiaong ffiales and is not overtly the theme of any public ritual.
Moreover, as I described in Chapter 3 human beings and
trees are intimately connected in aywteolic terras.

Plant

fertility and human fertility are not separate domains (the
mechanism® of one are the raechanisma of the other as we
shall see) but while plant fertility can be given overt
ritual expression, concern with human fertility must remain
lisp licit.

Does a ritual preoccupation with sacjo-fertllity

mask a more vital concern with human fertility?

I am

Inclined to think BO.
Arguably It Is til® very fact that sago is plentiful
that makes it a ayissfool of fertility in a nor® general sense.
One further reason for doubting that Ida directly
reflects any anniety about sago Is the fact that Ida can
only foe r^sr formed when 0a«o Is plentiful, and that the
ajaassincf of supplies of sago-flour in the period prior to the
perforussnce Involves extra-heavy use of available sacjo
supplies.

Thus It is the fact that sago is already in

plentiful supply that makes a performance of Ida possible,
which ar«?t*e® against the supposition that anxiety about aago
is expressed or arasuatpid by the ritual.

If aaqo production

was hampered by social disruption (as happened when men were
Iraprisoned In 1967-68) Ida coid not be perforce!.

Ida

celebrates productivity, which in in turn underpinned by
th« natural abundance of sago.
These arguments taken together make me think that
ida ia a 'fertility ritual 1 only in a very qualified sense;
** ls **>?«£ fertility, but is not I think linked to a
specific anxiety about sago in particular, or even about
hujRaii fertility in an overt way. Ida cannot be considered
a reacical act with a precise goal in view, even though
certain details of th© ritual can b© interpreted in this way.
It reflects a generalised concern with natural and human
fertility (perhaps it would be better to say 'regeneration')
which contains elements of anxiety, repression of overt
representation an<3 so forth, but is not, in the last resort,
It is also a celebration of th© normal,
the processes of natural and social regeneration which are
part and parcel of ongoing social existence, however much

dominated by then*.

certain Papeete of these processes iv.ay foe repressed. A per
formance of Ida seta the seal of 'normality' on the year,
in 'normal tifsea* ida is performed and a oreat part of
productive work and food-getting (i.e. 'normal economic
activity') is oriented to the eventual performance, the
festival season. As a fertility ritual Ida does not
promote fertility so rmch as 'normalise' it, that ie to say
ida IB an acting out of the processes of natural and social
regeneration in such a way as to place those processes in
a framework of syirtoolic categories. It is an act of
participation in these processes;

& drair-atic performance

which runs in parallel to the performances laounteti by nature
herself.

«"s i*; f"

of0

Finally It may be noted that just as 'rites of passage'
often have elements of 'fertility ritual' in them (e.g.
the Berafoa 'Chisungu' feraale initiation rite described by
Richards 1956 ; esp. pp.106-7)t

ao this fertility ritual

very manifestly has elements of a 'rite of passage* in it the ritual roles are analogous to grades in an initiatory
hierarchy as will be explained further below.

It is not

only hurcan fertility which is at issue in Ida, but the
entire regeneration of society through replacement of
senior by junior generations.

Ida is a 'rite of passage'

an annual cereiwny marking social transitions.

This is not

part of the overt K«eaning attached to ida, just aa human
fertility is not, but I hop© that I will be able to demon
strate that it is essential to an understanding of Ida
nonetheless.
iv.

Let n«e turn at once to the densonstration.

The Cassowaries (all sjsbbra)
Th& reader will recall certain features that were

stressed in the description in the previous chapter of
'the night of the cassowaries':

the orgiastic tone of the

proceedings, the prevailing sens© of ©xciten^nt and of
mystery, the effect ©f the darkness, the flickering torches,
the wild leaping and gyrating of the two black-painted
masked dancers and the presence of the two red-painted
te^iataiswa fish played by neophytes.

At no other point

in ida does t!~*e level of pure excitement or 'effervescence'
reaoh the level that it attains at this time, though there
«r© TROs»nt» of more soleem intensity.

This feeling of

excitenant is very relevant to the interpretation of the
role of ®li, the cassowary.
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I said just now that Ida contains in it elements of
a 'rite da passage'i

rites which are marked frequently

by the t^ithdrawal of one section of the community into the
bush,

Mere we have what is really the reverse process:

rather than withdraw into th® bush the villagers stay where
they are and th« bush erases to th© village.

This is

accompanied by a degree of suspension of the rules that
normally govern social intercourse, and as«nse of
'coKisunitas 1 (to use Turner's words

Turner 1969):

heightened

sociability accotnpanied by a reduction in social differen
tiation (e.g. in nonsal times visitors in a 'foreign* hmrlet
will eit together in a group usually under the house of a
maternal kinsisan?

but spectators at the night danc© sit

down higgledy-piggledy exchanging tobacco, areca and food
stuffs) .

Paradoxically this can rssult in people behaving

more aggressively than they would otherwise be pron© to do,
since the probability of seriouc offence being taken is less.
Part of the excitement generated on this occasion is the
feeling of potential violence in the air, which, as I
described earlier, could result in xmpleasant incidents.
Th© occasion is, in short, a species of saturnalia, with th©
two cassowaries cast in the role of Lords of Misrule.
I hardly need to say that the cassowary is a large
flightless bird, and is seen as a 'bird' by the inhabitants
themselves.

The local species is the lartre lowland variety

with black plumes.
1.

The rcale cassowary is yjsjsas

and the ©JLl

Cf. the situation arong the Keram, for whom the
cassowary is 'not a bird' (Buliwsr 1967).
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dancers are said to be gaga*

another word kwi also means

cassowary (of either sex) but la not applied to the dancers.
¥*E* also »»ans 'preylnq? mantis' (seen as Kale) and y.apud
is th« class term for poisonous centipedes and scorpions (?)
which can inflict very serious bites.

Yapaksa means

'raale possum 1 (vs. rrde » female possum).
Thus yjafm (isale cassowary) appears to fall into a
larger class of masculine/aggressive anlirals.

This would b@

consonant with the actual characteristics of male
cassowaries, for these are extremely aggressive birds.
They fight among themselves over females., and both sexes
defend themselves very effectively v?lth their spurs when
cornered.

They are also the larcrost animals in the time da

environment, with the exception of pigs, and certainly the
tallest.

They are, moreover, excessively feral, which

distinguishes therr sharply from piers (even wild pigs) .
Cassowaries are found only in the deep bush, away from all
habitation sites and gardens, while pigs haunt the village
itself and ar© very much in evidence in qarden areas where
they are mainly hunted,

Younq pigs may be captured and

®eit?i-~dojn©sticated, but this is never done with young
cassowaries (despite the fact that It would be quite feasible
and ia often done in other parts of New Guinea)„ In the
deep bush the signs of the recent presence of cassowarias
(in the form of tracks in soft erround and regurgitated food
remains) are onmipr«@<snt, yet the bird itself is rarely
seen, and still i?ore rarely taken by even the most experienced
hunters.

Its heavy bone structure makes? it difficult to

kill outright with an arrow, arid it vill usually outrun its

r; >••; Q

0 i Q

hunter before dying of its wounds.

It is perhaps this

quality which explains a drear,-augury associated with the
cassowary:

'to drean? of a cassowary means thet your 5>ow
The

will break and you will not be able to hunt'.

cassowary is the negation of hunting - this them* will re
appear later in the nnelysis.
The cassowary, above all, is a gar® animal, a creature
Of th« wild, of the deep bush.

There is a myth of th®

cassowary which is of extreme izrtportance in interpreting
the role of the cassowary in id a.

This rryth is the Urc©da

rsyth of the origin of Punda, the affinal village.

According

to this isyth, the Umeda ancestors hunted and slew a cassowary
in the forest;

the cassowary died on the present site of

pwida hariiet.

Its bones turned into ren and its Mood and

flesh turned into worsen, the ancestors of th® people of
Punda.
Uroedas) .
it

(These are the people who ar© now 'eaten' by the
This iryth, though short, is informative, since

associates the cassowary definitively with marriageable^/

fightables, that is, with .«**..

This idea links up with the

designation ayalnsi ('of the aethers') which as I said
before is applied tc the cassowary dancers.

(This designation,

It should be noted, does not inply that the cassowary
actually is a mother - it is ©rqphatically rcale - but that
it belongs to the wethers r,ore or less as an emblem) .
point is that the irothora are originally avjk:
lies 'in the bush' as vas explained earlier.

The

their origin
Wotaen coro®

into the system from outside, and th©ir daughters (*gol)
move out of the system into th© outside world.

I will return

to the avalfta/rnolJia opr>osition as it applies to the ritual
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figures participating in the first night of Ida, fo@low,
here I imrely vl«h to establtwh the essential characteristics
of the cassowary.
The cassowary yjspjR is masculine and aggressive In an
A rsyth of the origins of cassowaries

anti-social way.

stresses this anti-social character.

Cassowaries were

originally gourla pigeons (Bubof). The largest of th© local
flighted birds.

Once a baby gouria pigeon fought with

its siblings in the nest.

The aggressive chick was ejected:

falling to the ground It walked about and became th® first
cassowary.

The extrer-w wilAnean and shyness of cassowaries

fits in with this picture;
hire? society «nd isan too.

an anti-social bird which shuns
The cassowary IP a gaine speclee,

the nost highly priced of all In the respect for iseat and
plUF*«»B f and the most difficult to kill.

Being a garw

species fits vith the mythological identification of
cassaowarx^ with av?k-ag%.'ayie outsiders arid afflnee (Fundas) .
Finally it

should be remarked that the cassowary is

black and hairy; (ta » halr/feathera, y_3P_at® ; black
caasovrary plui«e») .

Tl?.©se last two gualitiea will be dis

cussed claewhere.
Afe and Focl^al, ^utonpirsv;
In Uj?w?da, the older a rean became the wore 'autonomous 1
he hecap-e (in the s«»nse in which this word is used by
K. E. Read (1959).

By this T wean that aa men becarn«»

older, th*v were under decreasing pressure to conform to
certain standards of behaviour (which nre rigidly applied
where younger rwn are cnncerned) .

With tnoreasin*? age

ootnes social an<? economic Independence, neither of which
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the bachelors, as a class, possessed;

thoughthe bachelors

wer® free of th« responsibilities that this increasing
autonomy imposed on older inen.

I have described the married

Kail/bachelor opposition at a OEM length in an earlier chapter:
here it is only necosBery to recpitulate certain outstanding
features of the situation.

First bachelors are theoretically

chaste (sexual restraint) while carried wen are uxorious and,
in terms of the standax-<3 stereotype, adulterous as well
(sexual autonomy).

Secondly bachelor® arc ascetic hunters,

providing th® nseet that others ^ill eat and themselves only
feeding on what they can get from their elders,

married

nwn are economically self-sufficient, having their own
gardens (tended by wotcen) , and woi&en to process their sago
and cook it.

Their productivity is tied to the family

production/consumption routine, rather than 'prestige'
economic activity {i.e. hunting).
autonomous.

Thus they are economically

Finally they are socially autonomous;

wheraas

th« bachelors are suiij©ct to their authority, and subject
to their harangues if they contravene the norms of bachelor
behaviour, the senior j-nen are subject to no authority they can please themselves.

This autonomy of older men.

»®aris that they can virtually secede from society, since
the family productive unit is self-sustaining.

This

independence is manifested in their dress and manners,
which contrast with those of the bachelors.
carried m®n were often naked and unkempt;

Th© older
the younoer snen

and bachelors adhered punctiliously to the wearing of a penisgourd (pedat) , kept their hair and fcearc'. we-11-triranaed (the
latter no jnore than the discreetest patch of stubble below
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the jaw) , and ornamented themselves with woven cites tbands,
pigs' teeth, feathers, ferns, beads ami »o forth.
washed frequently an<u wore perfumed leaves.

They

Vflaen in th@

cocipany of their elu©rs, the oacaelors tender to behave
in a restrained jaarmer, while older men oft«an got up to
incredible antics when in cowpany to keep people amused.
The Kto&t notable jastare and practical jokers (riodestod
'joke--K*en) were all fairly old. (Among the young isen
there were SOBJ® evidently destined for this role later
in lii!®, but they only *i'i«?«ged in such p©rfori»anc®a v/hen
older »aen *?«*r« not present).
In short the noritas ana oL»ervancea of social life
borfe fc.»vsei», iuor© heavily on tine younger nmn tJaari they did on
th® older teen.
situationj

Th« youiiger pen w«re in a coe^etitive

they h*Ki to prov«s t^xuEuaelves to the society

at large/ anti to tu«ir prospective wife-givers, as huntsrs
(and previously a& warriors) , and they had also to achieve
their own aelf~roj»pect through adequacy in the competitive
baaafelor role.

Needless to aav* too, they had to compete

ar«ong t}»iaselv©s, both for v/ivos and for th« favours of
c:iarri€l4 woR^en;

tiieir attention to personal beauty and

ttdoranent was 'both ait ai>s tract exercise in self -per feet ion,
and a lure to ferinin* attention.

v.; Uat raade the older

men autonomous , v/as, fimd*ua«jntally,ti)at they no longer had
to cermet® in tlie social ar^naj

they could escape frora

the society altogetiier living with their vivea and familiee
ill th<3 Lush for long periods at a tirae, a law unto thetiu««lves.
1,
j>.

Dr. J. D. Loution one® pointed out to m® in conversation
that this is equally true of anthropologists who have
joetsn nec'd-tirsi of the profession for a certain number of
years as contrasted with pushing young bachelorart thropolocists like royeelf.
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H« are now in a position to bring together tiiea® two
aspects of the role of cassowary at ida;

for it will b©

seen that the cassowary r«&pr«sasentsj certain aspects of
mituan existence, <a certain 'style 5 of lif® appropriate to,
and associated with, the senior married men;

the very

category of inan from aavong whom, in theory, the dancer of
the cassowary role it» drawn.
; :••'•••

this is the open secret which

The cassowary is a t&aws

lies at the heart of Ida.

This ia to foe 3®«an most clearly in

the- 'secret 1 name of the ritual cassowaries, the name which
is hidden from woxnen and siaall children - eli sa^ifeE*
two a_ll" *

'the

Eli is an archaic forift of the common word edi_

sseaiiiiig 'man'/

i.t?. the 'secret* naitia of the tv/o

caaaowaries is 'the two raen*.

Thus the dancer who plays

the cassowary role ia not engaging in simple mimicry of a
bird species;

the aspect of ntir«icry and ifche disf|uisinq of

noriaal human characteriatlca ib openly spoken of by iuon
as a 'trick* (?3S'.^.®?) playect on woKien and cliildren who are
"theologically* re</ar<icd as» not being in the know.

The

trappings of th© bird tliaguise the humanity of tha raan,
but only in so far at> this disguise pertaits the ®xp>r«ssion
Of certain facets of hucian existence, whicJi/ other than
in this disguised form, cannot be openly expressed.
By adopting the ritual disguises of cassowaries, a
sseans is provided for rcen to express certain personal values ~
a certain relationship to the total society - which contra
dicts tha overt norras which a|->ply at other tin»s.

i'she

cassowary is spoken of as salianain 'bad, terrible 1 in terms
of evident admiration;

a local idiorp which is also found in
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the Pidgin usage of 'nogvjt'to roe an 'no good and/or very
good indeed',

£ahauaiB as applied to the cassowaries has

an implication both of genuine 'badness' and an appreciation
Q£ th« personal satisfaction and social prestige which the
acting out of thiw 'badness' brings* to the performer.

Here

we return to the tueraa of 'autonomy' as» it is found in K.
Bead's article {19S9 : 427).

For Head the 'autonoisous'

Gahaku-Gasrja 'bis Man 1 is tne indiviaual who places himself,
to SOB* extent, apart froro the overriding values of tine
society/

certain 'big men'

the better to manipulate tnem;

actually described theraselves to Read as "bad 1 loan (ibid »
434} , very i;;ueh, I suggest, in the sense that the cassso^aryrole is said to b© 'bad 1 .

In the present case, w® are not

dealing with the political rol© of the ?*ev Guinea 'big man 1
(I have said in Chapter 1 that this kind of authority is
littl© developed in Umeda) hut I feel

nonetheless that

th« s«K** urmerlying situation - the 'de-centering'* of the
individual from the axis of social structure is involved
in both cases.

In the Gaunku-Garoa case this is only

achieved by 'big Ken' , while in the relatively much ii,ore
flexible society of Uiseda it is always implicit in the position
of the socially autonomous senior «<en.

The autonomy of

senior nwm, though iavplicit in Uctftda social structure iss
nonetheless in contraciction with it, a denial of the
restrictive Influence of those principles of nocial behaviour
which bear more heavily on the bachelors:

seixual restriction,

economic and social dependency, competition for individual
1.

The terras is liaget'ss se© i'iaget 1971. He uses it
in a different context, and perhans also a different
sense. >• ,-
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prestige.

Wow this derestrict ion of the matur® Individual,

Is also, I argue, a 'de-centering 1 of the individual from
th© axis of society - this can be seon in physical terns
as a reasaoval frotu the neighbourhood of the village itaelf indeed on© stereotype of the 'autonomous' iaan is the 'bush'
Kiaii who lives independently in his bush house with his
family apart from the society at large.

This sociological

de-centering can b® stated only as a tendency •- in reality
mature adults do not reject society outright or behave in
a totally independent way, retraining always residually
attached to the values identified with bachelorhood, and to
the village society.

Only in the ritual performance of

tit® casBowar;/ role is this d©-centering given full expression,
and only then by the paradoxical me an a of (a) disguising the
hur/<an identity of tha actor, and (b) not by leaving the
social arena and becoming a 'wild' creature, but by adopting
th® person of a 'wild' creature (the cassowary) and per
forating in theprivilegad arena of ioa (Fig. 32).
I EsUBt bo very careful what I stay at this point?

it

should not be thought that any overt identification exists
between the cl*»rs of narried cmn and the class of wild
creatures, such as casaovaries:

isen are, and renain,

identified with the 'central' (ed) axis of the society:
the identification tt«at is expressed in the cassowary rol©
i© only implicit, not explicit.

The cassowary role represents

a limiting cas®, humanity In its 'wild' for*:, in need of
'domestication'.

As such it offers to the individual who

undertakes it an opportunity to givo syK-bolic expression to
a degree of autonomy f which in risal life is found only

as an
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Sociological transition

Situal transition

(viID-age —> "bush)

(bush —> village )
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possibility,- unreal! sable, and indeed quite undesirable
in practice.
v.

Tfa« attributes of the ell

In the for«fTO,lna section I haws attracted to sketch
ia what I consider to be tho backo-round information necessary
for the interpretation of the cassownrv role.

Tlow I vish

to focua attention on the ^recific attributes of the
cassowary role that I have

«5urnmarifl©d on th« first colurnn

of the talsular diagrar (Talkie 5) .

Tfov do those attributes

fit in with the picture ?iven HO far?

This is best
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through a comparison of the eli and tha K>oloAt;W!WA who
accompany their dancing on th« first night of Ida.
Comparing the colujan*} showing tho attributes of these
figures (Eii/soliiatagwa.) it is apparent that they are
contrasted along every cllmmsion shown except that of
'tin* of appearance' .

here are the isost important

{'j.able 6j,

e_li (cas s owary;

Paint

bla.ck
ied? niih-i-oktek

red
poet a
present

Dance
Actor

TIL'.'1, AT

vrild, independent
mature nr

restrained, singlefile (n-chil dren i
neophyte
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SPjyft«*«*!« 'the fiah of the daughters' are a
distinctly subsidiary role, cesspit® their usefulness for
the purposes of analysis.

{'i'hay only appeared at Un-eda;

in performances of ica at run da., howanda and wain a, there
were no E«l_natar,v/_a) .

'i'heir role is essentially conplinent'ary

to that 01" the eli themselves, arid, as the ©li prestigious ,
so tn® i^lnaitaiafejM are insignificant,

fiowever, by looking

at the j^yjaolnat^arftfa complementarity , one can see how
highly structured the attributes of the ejLi are;

they are

by no laeana arbitrary, nor indeed are they imitative of
tb® cassowary as it is in nature;

rather the attributes

of thct eli can be seen individually as each one 'pole' cf a
sequence or r/inary oppositions (black/red, geda®uh/£©da,
no bow/bow, etc.) each of which conveys a distinct
signification.

Each of these attributes must be taken in

turn, though consideration of soxtne of thei« i^ust be delayed
until furtoer material has b@©n introduced.

Then, from

tie composite picture built up froin tnese indi\»-idual
significative dimensions an overall understanding of the
weaning of ida may be deduced.
Let. us consider first of all the oppositions eli vs.
B»^ataiavv'a/eedji3uh vs. j>et!a/ro«ture man vs. neophyte.

I

have published an article on this elsewhere (Cell 1971)
of whose conclusions ;uay b@ briefly recapitulated here.
fhe oerer.-ony whereby the neophyte first ass-umen the
laas described in the previous chapter.

Before this

ti»« til® n«ophyt© has gone naked (perhaps wearing shorts
or a loincloth - while after the ceremony the youth will

O <">
3 bo

persevere assiduously in wearing a peda as part of the
bachelor 'style', only relinquishing it gradually and
interzaittently as h« grows older, marries, and acquires
a fatally.

In old age he will go naked one® more.

Tn® £*<•!*, figures therefore as an eirJbl«tn of the sexual
status of bachelors:

when more »atur© men don the |>eda

they often do when in public i.e. spectating at a festival
or participating in village affairs - they are reverting
to the habits and standards of their bachelor days.

When

engaged in the life of an independent Jjaterfaffiiliaa, living
in tiie bush and leading and supervising the family productive
unit, they ar© most caraaonly naked.

Bachelors preserve

the E©da even when in the bush, being under strong pressure
to do so, removing it only when essential.

Now when the

neophyte goes through the c@r@nony of donning the £®§a he
is assuising, not only the penis-gourd, but also the whole
gaiaut of duties and observances incurcibent upon bachelorhood.
Although th® ritual rnarke a social recognition that the
youth is past puberty and sexually isature, it will be noted
that th® spell recited by the officiants refers in no way
to the sexual activity of the neophyte, but exclusively to
his hunting capability.

This Is a direct reflection of the

hunting/copulation antithesis which has already appeared
in various guises.

Th© conjunction of 'assuming th© £®^£'

and 'assuming the hunting way of life 1 is significant,
especially if it is realised that successful hunting is th®
antithesis of sexuality;

or rather that hunting is repressed

or sublimated sexuality.

Then it can foe seen that the

ceremony of placing the £eda is both the social recognition
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that the youth is now sexually mature, and also the
physical 'blocking off - by n*©an«! of the imposition of

ar» artefact - of the disapproved rout® by vhich that
sexuality might manifest itself.
But there ar@ certain ambiguities here*,

the peda

though emblematic of 'repressed' sexuality in, nonetheless
an explicit indicator of sexual capability in the non{*BdjR is used, rw»tonyr,ically, to wean

suhlinvated sense;

•penifs 1 as well as penis-sheath, and to refer to 'sexual'
parts of plants (flowers, stamens, aerial roots in
particular).

Peda is a nickname used in jokincr-relationships

(between ES and MB)?

it is, in short, a word used in all

kinds of sexual, jocular and obscene contests. Moreover,
the p®da is not @xc lusively the prerogative of th©
ideally 'repressed' bachelors, hut is also worn by mature
K5©n on public occasions, i.e. is a property of ^©xually
active nan too, at least at times when their active sexuality
is being played dwn a?? it i® on public occasions (which
ar® usually rarked by a separation of the sexes and the
tesm^orary dissolution of husband-wife teams) .

Hence the

peda has connotations which ©v oke both 'repressed' and
'active 1 sexuality.

An an artefact the red_a is intrinsically

ambiguous since it hides the penis and blocks it off, but
also conspicuously advertises the fact that the wearer i»
sexually mature.

Only a contextual 'contrastive 1 analysis

elucidates these ainbi«ruiti*s.
This is apparent in the corrsj-sari^on between the penia-sheathe worn by the cassowaries and iwlnatarwa^ r«sr>@ctiv«!ly;
the roolnatainwa

wearing the relatively 'repressed' <jourd of
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normal everyday wear, the cassowaries being distinguished
toy their extra-large gedMuh dance-gourds.

The siae,

heaviness, colour (black) and relative elongation of th®
E««la»ufc gourd (as contrasted with the Reda) mark it out
as a 'phallic' exaggeration of th® ordinary gourd,
appropriate to the highly sexual ell role.

{Later, in

discussing the ij>el©, I shall explain the analogous but
inverse coding of the 'altra-repress®ion' in terras of the
treatment of the penis through the device of 'kyriodesrae 1 .
(c)

Pjancei
The contrast in dance style a® batsmen cassowary and

volnatafavra, mature iaan and neophyte, is no less informative.
The cassowaries' dance i8 bold, violent and structureless,
that of the roplnataftwa restrained, treasured and clsarly
defined.

These latter preserve a single fil© fonv;ation

throughout (as do all th© 'fish* dancers) while the casso
waries dance indenendently of each other (autonomously
one would say) occasionally linking hands.

This is a

significant detail - handholding is otherwise confined to
females dancers.

I would not label this 'trans-sexual'

behaviour in th« full a@nse.

It does not imply any

femininity in the cassowaries, but it does indicate, I think,
a 'lateral 1 elenent in their behaviour, in th® sense defined
in Chapter 3.

Woro@n generally dance in pairs, holding hands,

This reflects the basic identification of women and th© 'lateral'
diinension (they dane*, it will be noted, on the sides of th©
arena) and their ideal quality of coming in pairs.

Worsen®'

dancing stresses the lateral dimension in another way tooi
th® waY in which t^e long tails (evade) of the

skirts, to which white cockatoo-down (ebata) is
tied, are raade to sway from side to «id®, revealincr the
thighs, which is, so to speak corraplementary to the 'vertical 1
up-fiown raovQwent of the wale 'phallic 1 dancing with the
weighted oedaguh

gourd.

Both dances, nal« and female,

are sexually provocative but in a symbolically contrasted
fashion.

The hand-holding of the cassowaries shares with

the woK^ens' dance the element of 'laterality 1 implicit in
line abreast <®a opposed to Indian file) dancing and handholding and identifies th® cassowaries with the women In
another way as well, in that handholding is confined to those
characters who do not carry _bows and arrows^, a grouping
into which the woirnen, small children, and, cassowaries all
fell, and which ©xclu<3@@ the 'fish' dancers.

This opposition

is significant.
In terc'ss of dance style then, the cassowaries and
raolnatarmva are contrasted in a nunher of ways, all leading
back to the essentially social oppositions between the actors
who, at opposite poles of the ritual life-cycle/ undertake
these roles.
TOlnataKwa

The rigid discipline and restraint of the
contrasts with the undisciplined exuberance of

ttoe cassowaries, the implicit eexual discipline of th® gfeda
gives way to the overt phallicisra of the pedasuh dance (it
will b® recalled that the cassowary dancer's penis is
auppoa@d to grow to «s>« enormous length during the nlerht
dance) while the autonomy of the cassowaries' wayward
progress contrasts with the undeviating procession of the
and the little boys In their retinue.
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(d)

Mask
Bach of th© attributes so far Mentioned has served

to underline th© basic cjenorationa! dichotomy which is
implicit in the designation** avalna 'of th* Hsothern*
(applied to th© cassowaries) versus nolna 'of the daughters'
(which ia applied to th® neophytes).

That the ^?jr|ataB»ija

are identified with the junior generation is alao shown
by the fact that they parade at the head of the sisal 1 boys
of th© village (the category they have just left but ar©
atill identified with).

They ar®, ®o to apeak, ritual

representatives of the siaall boys and are, likewise, not
yet ready to participate fully in ida (see below on th*
nei«tod).

The §lA/S°lA?®1t*S5 opposition is, then, essentially

an opposition betwecm generations, and between the attributes
associated with th® senior and junior generations respectively.
But I have not yet dealt with two of th« most outstanding
dissensions of contrast between these two figurescontrast of wasks and of body paint style.

viz. the

Here the kinds

of contrast involved broaden out/ and hint at a whole
cosmological system.
Th© cassowary mask, it will >e recalled, is known as
ggeli l®&® previous chapter for description an<2 explanatory
diagram).
«JLli

Linguistically, the word breaks down into aj and

no combination could b© KOresignificant (or saore in

accord with the thesic advanced in Chapter 3).
«g ha^ been discussed extenisively;

The segment

it occurs, consistently,

as a marker of th© 'fesdnine/lateral realrc (e.g.agwjk » woinan,
aatt m aide, *.-*t-«-——
agea : arn« branch of tree etc. cf. Chapter 3

y^jBTfr

and Appendix I).

qo

<L? «J

Consider the following group*
M.

digging stick (large) (11 : any sizeable
napling or young tro® ef. ti : tree).
cassowary dancer (cf. edi) .
dialect,

In SowJranda

fsli r man (one also finds

®$£ (the contents of which are seen as
all

violent stinging nettle (vs. Kaw : ir.ild
variety) ,
ritual figure, aggressive ogre

~*®

rainbow (11 -f sue : fire)
bllndworir inhal/itlng rotten interior of
palrr>,s (eli •»• eh« « rotten)
~Si& : t«rxain»tion indicating 'leaves of
(tr@© species) e.g.
Sago fronds (na 4- yell)
leaves of breadfruit (i|> + «le)
ritual bovnan (see below)

oneli

flowers and, ycunc? leaves of plants and trees

TOsli

small sapling (K»O •»• 11)

tall

testicles (ta 4 11.

ta : hair) also

growing shoot (of coconut)
ageli

cassowary dancer's mask (ag •*• eli).

Certain consistent thop.es dondnate this group, i.e.
masculinity, phalliclfjm.

The digging-stick^ li, is used

in an overtly phallic nanner in garden-planting ritual.
A small apnerture, with raised lips of coinpr©ss©d earth,
is laade In the centr® of the garden.

Magical substances,

not necessary to ©numerate hero/ ar® inserted into th© hole
various spells ar© recited over it.

Finally two strong

equipped with heavy digging sticks about 6 feet long
and weighing about 2O pounds or so, plunge these, li,
again and again into the hole.

Then magical plants are

in»«rt«d to H?ak© the focus of the eventual garden.

(Gardens

ar® associated with woiasm, their produce with agwibagva
the subterranean yam-woman).

If this ritual use of IjL

cannot be interpreted, then no ritual symbolism can be it is only too obvious *hat is implied.

Hence I think it

is justified to think of li, the central member of the
class of li-words listed above, as atroncly marked with
phallic implications.

&ow in this list of li- words thsre

ara a number which are of direct relevance to th© discussion
°^ jh5t£*

Mii ^ 9 » as J noted above, the 'secret* nair,e of

the cassowary, *S6lA is the naiae of the cassowary laask.
The EiOBt notable feature of this laask

are four ariss, or

branches (.a^®.) bearing bushy sago-fronds - naveli. - another
11,-word.
The question to be considered now is:

exactly what

is implied by the conjunction of ag •*• eli in the age_li mask?
Ot»® striking feature of the aneii mask is th« decided lack of
direct resemblance to the cassowary as it is in nature - there
is hardly any correspondence at this level at all, unless it
be a vaguely bushy appearance, dark on top and paler under
neath, like the cassowary's plumage.

The Uiaedas could make

a very realistic cassowary since there are astple supplies
of real cassowary plums in the possession of tha villagers,
y»t these are not used to make toe mask, dark sago fronds and
white crown-material of pandanus <hubnab)being substituted.
This markedly 'unrealistic' style of the reask suggests that

the 'reference to the world' mad® foy the mask imist be
understood in a rtsore general frare© of reference than
simple imitation of the plumage of the bird-species.
Actually the iaa®k deserves to b© called highly
Realistic* by the standards of most cerenonial mask
styles ~ hut only if on«a rids one's mind entirely of the
notion that it is a cassowary that is represented thereby.
I was myself blinded by this idea (as I suspect th© Uroedas
are also) and it was not until I had attended quite a
number of performances of icU - by which time I was already
half-way to an interpretation - that I suddenly became ©ware
that I was looking, not at an 'unrealistic' cassowary, but
at « perfectly explicit (though somewhat formalised)
representation of a tree, coiaplete in ©very detail. I
looked again, rubbing sty eyes ~ and coulci no longer b© in
any doubt a® to what I was seeing.
vi.

Man Into^ Tree_
At this point it is necessary to refer back to the

discussion, in the chapter on language, of the segment di
or ti vs. a«j as indicative of Ksasculinity/ewntrality vs.
femininity/Iaterality.

It was demonstrated ther© that a

consistent set of oppositions (ti, aj, ma) iriarks a parallelisnt
between tree-structure (treot ti, branch, ajFea and m>v;
fruit) the structure of the tody (edite^ heart, ageslaol:

vulva) and the structure of society (tia- husband,

aowai; wife, inols daughter).

i.^^iSu-w*.————*

arm,

.«——*«•

These thewes are faithfully

reflected in th® structure of the §£$11 mask, a wodel of a
tree which almost aspires to being a UKidel of th® total
society/ borne, suitably enough, on the experienced shoulders

of a senior man.

List us examine this mask In detail.

The core of
ell dancer
Edi th« mask is the body of the ——
(Kli
~~~~
Thua the central (r^al®, phallic) axis of the total
aseeifib lage ia the male actor corresponding to the trunk
tti./ M.) of tn<0 hypothetical tree.

Round this core is

wrapped a cone of ehoy sow (underbark of gnetup I!?®!-!0?)
a peripheral layer;

moreover a layer with 'feminine 1

connotations, sine® ehov SCKJ ia otherwise used for making
worsen* s blankets, worn by wonsen to cover their backs, but
never by nten.

To sog (underbark) I in ay add certain other

word® which can serve to underline this point;
soji

bark, underbark (used by wonen to make
tsark cloth and string for net bag® etc.)

«-HM!A£-V-u- —4*-

sogwa

bow (rsad© of bark of black palm) (sog + wa)

5SSK*

black pairs (ai^all palro »p. with tough

"'

*v-i—— ----«JU'

.»r-«^™. "

woody bark)
female sexual secretions
ogress
inhabiting the black palm.

Keep© a

anake in hor vagina.
If the ti axis v/as masculine, on© might expect that
, the peripheral covering or sheath of the tree might
fo® feminine In connotation - let us not go into too much
detail about possible physiological analogies.
to be the casez

This proves

the processing of underbark (for bark-

cloth and net-baas) la entirely a female occupation.

It

is worth remenbering too, that bark produces latex (called
nen© * milk) and resins (called tov « Mood) both of which
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have feminine indications -- 'milk* is obviously feminine,
while blood also ha« feminine connotations In mythical
contexts;

toy (blood) is a female personal naiws, for

instance.

By contrast to (female) nene : latex/rallfc and

tov s resin/blood, sap, which exudes fror the heart of
th® wood, not from its peripheral layer, Is called bsas
(semen) .

Finally, « further secretion which can b*

added to the list is smog, whose similarity to sojr IB no
accident, in my opinion.
* & curious additional confirmation of the idea being
advanced her® (the femininity of bark as opposed to wood)
can be gained from a consideration of the seemingly
anomalous word sogwa meaning 'black palm' or 'bov* - these
being mad® from the tou<^h springy bark of this palm species,
Socjwa break® down into sow plus wa.

v?a is a seqB^nt found

consistently in contexts of 'force* or 'power 1 (see below
*•?• ^y®!**' !*?-fe?J *

Al»o associated with the black palES

is an ogress suO5«<|wa (»O2/suog).
I mention all this partly to introduce a personal
*Kp®rience I had while working with th© Omedas. which I
found curiously illuminating, because it epitomises th®
way in which sensory end systolic reality interact, and
occasionally interfuse with one another.

One day I went

with Doy«r, an informant, to fell black palm (sogwa) to
make a bow.
1,

We cut a number of palres without finding one

One kind, of sap, the sugary exudations that sacro
shoots produce when cut has a special name £is©.
This is" directly related to yJL», sarro jelly." It
is conpared with s^en and i» uB&d in love reagic
aa an attraetant.
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of suitable quality, till eventually ws felled one which
looked v»ry promising. Th© palw>, an old ©n«, had rotted
away int«mally, leaving a tubular cavity inside which
was inhabited by ants. This cavity was exposed when the
palm fell.

My cojfspaniona set about further dismembering

the palm when suddenly they dropped their axes and knives
and stood back.
From the depth of the cavity there uncoiled a long,
purplish-pink, smake~like creature groping blindly into
the light.

It was, I think, a species of eyeless 'blind-

worra 8 which lived on the ants - a distant relative of
th© English 'glass snake*.

The behaviour of my informant8

was moist uncharacteristic;

ordinary snakes*, including

the MO& t lethal, are boldly attacked and killed, yet there
they stood, not BO much afraid as disgusted by what they
w©r© looking at.

None moved.

It was at this point, as

the pink worts slithered avay into the undergrowth, that
I recalled what I had be«n told about the ogress*, guocjamTa,
vho lives in the branches of a soerw_a pain and keeps a
snake in her vagina.

A morient of doubles vision sunervened

as I imposed the echena of nytiiicnl upon mundane reality.
tli© evident «p2b-arra8»K»nt of i;iy companions, confronted with
that revolting self-propelled phallus v/as at once explained.
What was the creature called J. asked at once.
replied ny informant with an uneasy look.

'£11 elm*

This cast a

flood of light on the »i<mifioance of the 11 segraent, with
which, at fclsst tir.«, I happened to he particularly concerned.
Eliehe is eli plus eh®, which, In isolation, means 'rotten'
or 'sick* (thus one gets she SEysy to feel sick or nauseated).
Eliehe is thus the 'rotten' or 'putrid' exponent of eli,
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th« aegnaant that is also applied to the 'phallic' cassowaries,
The assamblag® $jULehe->plus~so^va can be compared directly
to the assoiablage ali (cassowary dancer) plua aog (the
undorbark cor0ponent of the cassowary mask) (fig. 33).

b
sn<*J<e-

ELg 3?

Bliene
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Considered in this light, using the clue afforded by the
£li**!& snake in the pain cavity, it is apparent that
th« relationship of ell (the dancer) to the cone of soj
which form the apron of the ageli. mask is not an
arbitrary constructional detail, but is informed with •
covert laeaning.

The relation of eontainer/thincr contained

between smsk and dancer roust be understood in tern® of its
sexual symbolists

the phallicism of the cassowary dance

in not confined to the treatment of the dancer's penis,
and the overtly sexual raovements which pervade the dance
itself, but is extended also to the relation of the dancer
(the axis of the nask) and the enclosing fom (which is the
mask itself).

This may explain a curious evaluation of

one aspect of the cassowary role which I received from the
lips of Earn who had performed it.

Dancing the cassowary

role is considered painful work, as indeed it must be, but
I, at first, naturally as sinned that the r*ost tiresome
aspect EiUst have been the puni«h?r»ent suffered by the
dancers" penis and testicles «R a result of prolonged dancing
with the heavy pjedasuh gourd,

not so, in fact?

the

dancers assured me that the pain in the genital area was
nothing to the pain and exhaustion felt in the neck anci
shoulders as a result of the 'heavy' (kini - the word also
ir*ans 'pregnant') mask.

Now the nask cannot b© really

heavy, though perhaps one should take these heroic perforraorji at their word.

At any rate it is interesting to

note that it is in this region that the dancer suffers most
in the pursuit of ritual prestige, which is also semial

prestige.

4Gi
Over the aog Corning the outer covering of th© top
of the cone, is a fringe of hubnato {greenish-white natcrial
from the wild pandanus).

This corresponds to the 'crown*

region of (palw) trees, from which indeed the material
to**?) is derived.

Thus it confines the trea-wiask horcology.

I will deal with mask fringes in another connection later,
so I vill aay no Kiore about this part of the mask here.
Sound th® narrow top of this cone are strunc a
necklace of subove, dacorativa yellow fruits.

Their

position corresponds exactly to th© position of fruit st©»®
on the cozsmcn palm® (i.e. coconuts, arecu, lirtburc etc.).
Thoy thUH confirm, one© wore, the tree-mask hoisology.
Furthermore they relate directly to th© schema Tr*ntion«d
above and discussed in the chapter on language vh«r«by
fruit «• daughters.

The father dances, laden with his

syriolic offspring (though it if? the undervalued women
who danc« witli real children riding on their shoulders).
The subovB fruit add an eleir,«?nt of bright colour to the
otherwise rather ronochroise mask,

^.uboye is, in fact,

not only the name of thefte fruits, but alec a colour ten?
of central importance for interpreting the colour symbolism
of Ida.

I shall return to this point later on.

Cciopleting the mask are tha four springy arras (agea)
to which are tied bushy fronds of sacro (navell).

These

'arsis' naturally correspond to the branches of the 'tree 1
and, according to our 'sociological' interpretation of treesynbolisr, to the lateral aliment;

i.e. to vives.

One

notes that they are arranged in ayranetrical pairs rounc th®
centre roale axis provided by the dancer himself.

These

4G2
springy arms, which wav© up and down, ar© the most con
spicuous feature of the mssk.

They give the a<£®li mask,

as compared with the other ritual rna*ks, a distinct
•tdphaoifi:

lateral as opposed to vertical (compare the

cassowary mask with the 'fish' masks).
accident.

(Cf. below section x \ )•

This is no
Finally a similar

interpretation can be given to the bushy fronds of sago
naveljt which complete the raask.

The reader will have

noticed that, in the class of 11 words there appears a
nvonber of suffixes {~vli, -©le) which indicate 'leaves
of a particular species.

It would seerc; therefore that,

lik© the other components off tree-structure that have
made an appearance in this account, leaves can be fitted
into a 'sociological' model of tree-structure.
(and flowers'

Leaves

enejli) stand in opposition tc fruit (K>qvwi)

as masculine to feninine.

There i» logic in this;

leaves

are phallic (in terms of the cassowary-mask leaves «= feathers
hair) , moreover, the mask is specially designed to make
the fronds bob up and down, analogously to the penis of the
dancer himself - whereas fruit (jnowi) are reprodxsctive,
which leaves are not, am! edible.

We may oppose leaves

and fruit to the trunk and branches of the tree as the
filial generation of aona and daughters respectively, to
th® parent stock.

Plovers, young shoots, leaves and

saolings, etc., were explicitly seen by informants as the
plant equivalents of the penis, and also an being like hair -which is also symbolic of masculinity.

Another interesting

linguistic association underlines the sarse point;

4G3
ta

hair, feathers

i

whisker/small shoot
shoot
testicles

In the word tall the ta ('hair') class (cf. below ) and
the aforeiMntioned 11 class Intersect, so to speak, to
produce tali, whose meaninga {shoot, testicles) corres
pond to this 'phallic* conception of hair transposed
into the structure of plants.
Th<a naveli on the M.®il *Mu*k, therefor®, r&f&r to
the generative capacity of the adult male who dances the
rol®, as do the auhoye fruits.

In fact, (completing the

tree analogy) the dancer becomes a tree laden with bushy
leaves, emblematic of innumerable sons.
Having looked at the atieli taaak detail by detail, it
is time now to look at the mask as a whole, so as to
define its overall jaesning.

The rcask, as 1 hop® T have

been able to dernonstrate, gives expression to the analogies
between the structure of trees and the structur@ of human
society.

It is this system of analogies which provides

the categories for defining structural relationships,
both where physical objects are concerned (plants and the
human body) and equally for purely notional objects (i.e.
the structures of society , and which ir-otivates the con
structional details of the mask.

Thus the rmsk la not

simply an Imitation of the outward form of a casaownry,
or even of a pair? tr©@, but is rather a concrete represen
tation of an abstract system of relationships, a generalised
structural rodel of the society itself.

But to say this is to speak only at the nost abstract
level;

when one considers the nask iwre concretely,, it is
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apparent that a specific emphasis in given to thi»
generalised rnodel of the society in the form of a tree,
which loads back to the particular role the cassowary
dancer in th« overall sequence of events during Ida.
Ther* are two points to foe mado in this connection;

firstly

the general shape and dimensions of this mask forir one
pole of a continuum of which th« opposite pole is the
'miniature' Ipele. mask, to b® discussed in due course.
The ®S®li mask is wide, squat and bushy-:

in this it

corresponds to th© 'lateral'emphasis in the cassowary role
that I noted above in connection with the dance™style of
th© cassowaries and their propensity to hold hand®.

This

aspect ie wade still clearer when on© comes to consider the
materials of which the rsask is mad®.

These/, without exception,

coiae froia the 'bush 8 realn (unlike th.® materials for the
taitiwa ri-aaka) .

Thus, not only is the §S®li, wask Reta-

phorically associated with the bush (via the cassowary, the
Bsost feral of creatures, the origin of affines) but also
Hietonyisically, via the use of 'hu»h' materials, particularly
ssago fronds, in its construction,
vii. The Cassowaries and their Metamorphosis
Let aw «HMnmariB« a £®w of the outstanding points made
in the foregoing sections/ before "l indicate th© direction
that I shall take in th© subsequent analysis of ida.
night of the cassowaries is an occasion of
in Turner's sense;
normal social restraint;

a temporary relaxation of

«nd to the dancers themselves it

offers a unique opportunity for the expression of personal
* autoiiojsy';

an abandonment, or rather a negation, of the

restrictive norms which control the public behaviour of
bachelors and to a decreasing extent married ir-en as well.
The casaowaries give full, if symijolic, expression to a
"style of life', and of sexuality, which, in mundane
terms, is visible only &s a tendency, an autonojwus EKOde
of existence towards which senior men progressively in
cline

without capitulating to it altogether.

The

syzabolic expression of autonomous existence, autonojRous
(rather tuan sublimated) sexuality, is achieved through
the identification of the dancer with the feral cassowary,
a gaiae animal of priise importance.

But th<s identification

of the dancer Kith the cassowary is only a disguise for
the pro founder identification of tlte cassowary with the
man,*

the secret of the cassowary is that he is ell - a man.
The cassowary dancer is a rcan in his 'bush'

modification;

through the cassowary, he is identified with

' outside re,' (affines, inatrikin).

similarly throuch the

designation avalna 'of the mothers', he is categorised
with outsiders, and. also with the senior generation (vs.
Stolna 'of the daughters) .

The cassowary is identified with

the bush realir; , fro* which {so the woxren are told) he has
coKe to dance in the village.

That this identification is

not entirely a joke is shown by the taboo which prevents
the prospective cassowary dancer actually goinr into the
bush during the aionths prior to the performance.

Such

is the identification of the dancer with the creatures of
the wild, that it la waitl that if he went into the forest
all th« anijsal inhabitants would follow hins wherever he
went like tho children following the pied piper of ifawolin.

8
In *hort, the eli dancer is identified with gam, in
opposition to the bachelors who are identified with
**»« anti-huntinq spirit of the prospective

fe95?jy5S«

eaaaowaxy must not interfere with the hunting of younqvr
Ken, as is believed would happen were he to enter th®
deep busn.
Through the analysis of the ageli iwaak we have also
seen that the cassowary-dancer represents 'nature* in a
generalised, way;

th« eli is a nan naturalised aa « tr««.

Tbe tr«« (which is &M»taphorically th® total society) is
characterised by a quality which, for want of » better
word, I call 'florescence' i.e. it ira fully d#v©lop®d,
mature, reproductives
developmental cycles

that is, at feh« apogee of its
just aa 'autonoisy' is th© apo«ir«« of

the developnsntal cycle in human t«rrs»

Th« qualities

I have isQRtioned, "florescence' and 'autonomy' stand in
direct op-position to thos® which choracteri«« t.h« jwtior
generation, th« bachelors i.«. 'ipwnaturity* and 'rerresnion* .
In tenss of the events taking place en the first night of
Ida those characteristics are represent**? by the subsidiary
moXniitaaAfa figures danced fey neoi^hytes i.e. by individuals
who have just attained the threshold of adult exi«tence.
In the orgiastic atmosphere of the first niqht of ida
the iBolnftarwa can play only a subsidiary role.

lfhe

opposition between them (and the values vhich they represent)
and tii* dominant primordial presence of the cassowaries is
siB^ly posited, without however, b«in<? mediated.

frhe

necessary &wciiation l>etween the ©JU and th® roolnatamfa,
opposed generations, between autonomy sn6 repression,,
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between sexuality and hunting, Is only to be achieved over
th® course of the whole ritual?

the 'style' exansplified by

the aplnatajnwa only finding its apotheosis at the very end
of th© rites, in the figure of th© ipfle bownen.

In fact

it will be possible to show how successive ritual figures
appearinq in Ida represent a progressive departure from
the stereotype of the cassowary, and a progressive
approximation towards the stereotype of th© inele.

This

gradual proceee of modification or transformation of th®
attributes of the eli so as to produce the ipjajLe is
simultaneously the msdifction of inter-rrenerational relations,
and a representation of the processes of bio-social
regeneration.

The cassowary, for all its pre-endnent ritual

prestige/ represents the terminal phase of bio-social
processes;

the florescent climax of the life-cycle, beyond

vhich there is only gradual decline (this is given
expression, partly, in the figures of th© kwanurmi; the
'old rcen' (see belov/) .

Moreover the 'style' of the

cassowary points, by itself, not tha renewal of the society,
but. to its total £isnolution, to a victory for 'entropy 1 in
the sence that this word has been used In sociological
writing (e.g. Falandier 1971).
cassov^ary and the
necessary;

The metarcrphoKis of the

renewal of the society are therefore

in ensuinc sections I will attezqpt to show the

direction this metaisiorphosis vill take.
viii. The_Ritu«l.of Tran*itions
It is suitable that the appearance of the aba (sago)
dencssrs, and the performance of tlie hcond-plunging cereitsony,
Khould take place at clawn, the tii« of transition from
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night to day.

For this phase of Ida ia concerns*!, above

all, with transitions, boundary-crossing,

marking, as it

does, th® first stages in the r-etaiaorphOHiB of the cassowary.
There is a considerable degree of continuity between
th« rol® of the oansowariea and their successors, the aba:
the mask la the same in both car*es, and iu«m who were to
dance the latter role

spoke of thaiseelves as 'cassowaries',

emphasising the continuity.

However the aba role is less

senior than that of th© cassowarion themselves, and confers
less prestige.

Th© roost ohvioue contract between the aba

and the cassowaries IB in ton-is of body-paint;

with th©

appearances of the colours of daylight, after the previous
nocturnal darkness, there centos also an advent ©f colour
into th«a body-paint style of the dancers.
Body-paint styles will be discussed In detail later on:
herd 1 nay anticipate th® analysis slightly by re&arklng
on tw5 aspects of tho polychroiafe design of horizontal
stripes whichi is standard for the abia dancers (see Fig. 25)
both of which express the 'transitional 1 character of this
ritual figure.

First, the design, though polychroiae, ha©

a relatively high proportion of black design elements, and
a relatively low proportion of red and yellow elements.
Thu& r in colour terras, It iu 'transitional' between th©
black of the cassowary and the all-red ritual figures (e.g.
mplnataswa , nejnetod, ipe.l«) •
the Jpints with dark bands.

Secondly th© design emphasises
Given the 'transitional 1

meaning of the aba this eKphasi* on 'points of articulation'
in the body is perhaps no accident (it is seen particularly
clearly in the abja design recorded at Rovanda, see Fig. 25) .
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Actually, anointing the joints of the body with blood or
paint Is found in other ritual contexts in Uweda as a
Rtaana of marking a transition.

For Instance, the very

last act of all in ida is a brief ceremony whereby the
mtn, having wanhfd the 'dirt' fron their bodies, anoint
thomselveg on the shoulders, breasts, elbows and hips
with the blood of freshly killed gone.
to normal existence?.

This restores them

The s®m idea in found in curing

ritual .
T will revort to the therte of l-ody- painting later*.
in this? section I *:• repose tc concentrate on the y_i_s (cooked
sago) or 'hand-rluncring* ceremony, i.e. the ritual of
'cookery* - a theme which has be cone raich debated since
the publication of L@vi~Strm.tss' 'Le cru et le cult' (1964),
It will b© recalled .that, SB the two aha dance (in a manner
similar to the easflovarlas themselves) a fire is lit in the
*>

arena**, on which cooking stones are heated.

The dancers

take* it in turns to leap over this fire.
is a sicmificant lined a jnyth concerning the
of fire' i-'hi.ch bears; a recognisable, if distant,
kinshio -vi-ith the G« wytbs of fire analysed in Chapter II
Fart 1 (Variations <3e:

74-86) cf Le"vi--L' trau.se ! boo!-.

The

mth runs an follows;
1.

2.

'Joint-marks' - circles, faces, or 0ya-like shape a
markinc the joints of the body, are a feature of
•sculpted and' painted representations of the hui;,an form
tlirouqhout a vaat area of Ee»t Asia, the Pacific and
the jWn-icBn (nee Carl Schuster) . I do not think, on
the whole, that Urseda painted joint~nark« fit into
Kchwoter'n FChene; (though 1 have no wich to innugn
his general findings).
actually the fire is lit on the edcr© of the arena just
opposite the openino of the rit.ua 3 fence (popar.) - the
yubsesuent cancers all ^^_,throu^h th®^ ashes, of the
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(in is = a dark-leaved ginger variety now used as
'fight -magic 8 ) went hunting in the forest.
the tracks of a pig.

He followed

However the tracks led to what

proved to be a young woman collecting sago- fibre for
making a skirt.

She was Anwa (now the name of the largest

local river, which runs through the territory of Sinai
haialet) .

Anwa was an i_uhwe r a were -pig (otherwise iuhbpl) .

The nan«s of the were-pigs roughly translates as 'buttockanus-people 1

(iub « buttock).

Anwa took Iniswe home and

hid him in the back of the house.

She told her mother

about hiro and the mother told her to bring Mr to her.
Iniswe copulated with the mother of Anwa, but not in the
ordinary way (I aw net quite certain what my informant
meant, but coitus interruptus is a possibility). If he
had copulated properly he would have died.
A real pig came by and the were-pig people nhot it.
They made a fire to cook it.
Iniswe amazed.

They told him:

'What's that?' enquired
'Fire!

They gave hir. tobacco to smoke.
end of the cigar in his mouth.
way.

He smoked.

It's goocll '
re put the lighted

They showed him the right

The smoke made bin faint away.

They

revived him with stinging nettles.
They started to chew areca nut vith. betf.l.
the lime?' they asked.

'^here's

Iniswe started to te-ke cff his

penis gourd meaning tc put some of the semen which he had
collected there with hi?; areca nut.
(2)

They showed him how to

(continued) fire vhen emerging from the ritual
enclosure. In Sowanda, the ipele stressed their
'oricrin in the fire' by jurpinn in the ashes while
making their entries.

put HIM with areca. re chewed, the ar®ca nut made him
faint once store.

They revived him again.

avay as hia wife.

He raade a fir®.

name 'p_o ( raeans rain) saw the fir®.
the sun, but no, it was r«al fire.

/:• took £

A Kefcenal wan
;m thought it waa
The Kebenai man wanted

to kill Anwa but Iniawe stopped him (the incidents involving
cookery, smoking and betel are repeated).
&aha, another isan of Sinai eventually killed &nwa.
The criau of Iniswe were heard by the fath«r of Anwa, who
ca£*» and killed the Sinai people.

Two r-onitcr lizarda

wads holoa in the earth, a great flood welled UP and
everybody was drowned except for Inisva.

(Anwa is a river,

San, the nair,e of her father/ is also a river natr.e).
A strictly mythological analysis of this myth cannot
be attempted here.

But the very briefest coirpari*on with

th® correspondirs<? G« jt;yths, which tell how

a E:an, adopted

by a jaguar and spurned 1-y th« jaguar's wife, eventually
kills the wife and steals the fir© for humanity (Levifitrauss -.

1^64 7^1) shows that fundamentally the saitws ideas

are involved. In botJj caseo fire *• latterly the unique and
defining feature of culture - is regarded as originally
the property of
piqs).

a wild, non-cultural, species {jaguars or

To obtain fire a rr.an must enter into :sei» kind of

relationship with tha natural species concerned, (adoption
in tit© Gc myths, carriage in the case of the Urnedn wyth).
It would be fascinating, thoucrli perhaps methodologically
dubious, to compare the related South American &n& New
Guinea uyths in cr.ore Jetail to find th© basis of the whole
sale traiisformation of th® r.yth in each case but that

unfortunately

la not the objective of this thesis.

What I would wish to stress, in r@laU.on to the Iniawe
asyth is, first of all, the way in which fir® is associated
with the amenities of cultural life, cookery, nmoking,
ta«t«l~cheving,-

and secondly the theme of 'fainting' -

IniBwe 'faints' (yjahaitav) as a reault of smoking and
chewing betel, and perhaps also as a result of sating
cooked iveat, though in the version of the myth I recorded
it is not specified.

Both of these aspects ar© relevant

to the interpretation of the aba dancer®.
Fir© is quintessentially the reaana of converting
natural substances to hurrsan us®.

Cookery is only the nost

obvious example, but it is equally true where gardens are
concerned:

Oirasdag, in common with reany other Hew Guinea

people, refer to the burninor off of swidden warden® as
*cooking 1 a garden.

Fire (sue) roediatea the transition

between bu»h (nature) and garden (bush put to cultural use).
Qardena in turn, are the site of another swat teportent,
bttfc ambivalently-regarded 'transition' - sine© it is in
gardens (asa or swut.) that birth (ntesue,) takes place.
The sue/rneeue relation is not accidental:
down into gas* (orifice) plus sue (fire)

»®su© breaks
the negative way

in which the process of birth is regarded is shown by the
fact that the adjectival forr; of roeaue is the <r@n0ral word
tmtuning 'taboo, forbidden' .
Fir® consumes and renews-

fUjEasy 4*m® * roov -. fruit)

that is, white ash, is the only fertiliser known to the
Umadas.

Through fire and the production of th« fertilizing

ash/ the garden is renewed.

Fire is associated with sexuality

much as among ourselves (basic 'tharral 1 BVKbolisis is
practically universal, being rooted in physiological fact).
Sexual activity is 'hot 1 (tane.). 1
Bachelor*? have to preserve a special attitude to hot
food.
itj

They ar© not allowed to blow on their food to cool
but rmat eat it as hot a® possible,

if they blow

on their food their hunting will be impaired (i.e. it is
part of their 'repressed' sexual style that 'heat 1 should
be conserved) .
'Hot food' so far aa the Ureodas are concerned is
primarily sago jelly or yis_:

the food which is prepared

during the ritual and i« thrown about by the wen in the
yJLs cerer?ony.

Yis is openly discussed by the Uroedas as

an analogue of (if not identical to) semen, bjsajs) can be used in fact as a synonyis for bsasi

Via.

which In turn

is an analogue of sap, the sugary exudations of sago shoots
and so forth as I explained above.

Here we hav® yet

another ramification of the tadv nexus, tha parallelism
of reproduction and nutrition.

The analogy of seisin and

yJLs goes deeper than mere surface reft emh lance.

Their

unity is founded on the very facts of procreation as they
are understood by the Uwedas .
Th© rol® of the father in dreed a ©yes is not that of
mystical begetter - indeed 1 did not find that informants
had a notion corresponding to 'conception' as such - but
1.

The word tan® 'hot* is a meiRber of the class of 'ta 1
words , sorwi"~of vhich have been mentioned already,
e.g. ta ; hair, feathers, tali : testicles etc.
Flam©s~"are 0vept_a i.e. sue (rn) 'fire' * ta 'hair 1 .
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that of ©embryo-feeder.

Conception and nurture are not

two different things, but aspects of the same thing.
Seioen is the food of the ewforyo:

the child is his father's

aeiaen • jvmt as the liquid contents of an egg (also
thought of as <*enen) turn into a chick, so the father's
semen turns into a child.

Consequently sexual relation®

after the conception of a child are intensified, at
least during the earlier months of pregnancy.
a coironon phenomenon in New Guinea),

(This is

fieen in this light,

the father's role prior to the birth of a child is
syEEwrtrical with the mother's feeding role subsequently.
The father is simultaneously sexual 'eater' and embryofeeder.

The yjLjj ceremony, at or.® level concerned with

'cookery 1 and the culturalising effect® of fire is, at
another level, concerned with those fundamental ideas about
the male role in reproduction (hot rneals for the unborn) .
But there is another aspect of all this which must
be cientioned, before the separate strands are pulled
together/ and that is the relation between cookery, eating,
aexuality and aggression on the one hand, and various kinds
of 'death 8 on the other - the last 'transition' of all.
(This relates back to the 'fainting' of Inisve in th® csyth
of the origin of Fire),
In th© Umeda language a single verb y_ahaitay does
duty to express a wide range of experiences of 'boundarycrossing' i.e. death, fainting, sleep and ecstasy.

The

basic iseaning of this v/ord is 'to go soft-Jelly-like 1 .
Now this verb with its wide rang® of meanings* is, properly
speaking, the 'passive' correlate of the tadv verb 'shoot,
kill, copulate with, ©at' ©tc.

Thus
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shoot

copulate

©at

faint

sleep

Shoot/die 1® obvious enoucjh, but the other pairs
need glossing.

Copulation and fainting ar© associated

la that U»eda men explicitly see sex as a 'death'-inducing
experience, particularly for woinen, though men also 'die'
particularly when raped (as occurs to the hero in th©
Pul-tod myth).

The categorization of the sexual climax

fcrlth 'death 1 is a coionon enough phenomenon, and harks
back directly to th® initial equation between masculine
aggression and sexuality.

Eat/sleep is rather lesra obvious,

Food is regarded by the tte«das, not only aa sismpl®
nourishment , but? also as a narcotic, along with betel
and tobacco.

This applies particularly to high-value

foods such aa neat and fish.
aphrodisiac.

Pood is? an opiate and an

This is interestingly brought out in the

following brief myth, which incidentally relates to th©
Ida ritual itself.
"Originally the worsen had th© secretn of Ida, and
used to dance the ritual roles, the rnen being excluded.
One dav the women decided

to hold the ritual.

They

collected the materials, paint etc., and rr.ade th© inaaks
which they stored in the ©nclosur®.
set a trap for the woxaen.
huge nunt>er of pigs.

They went hunting and killed a

They jnade sago jelly and prepared

a feast for the worneru
were full of food.

The rraan decided to

Th© woiaen ate and ate until they

They lay about in postures of repletion

with their knees spread and their skirt® out of place.

The
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men copulated with the. women who 'died* (slept, fainted).
While the wonwsn slept the inen broke into the secret
enclosure which was unmiarded and found the masks etc.
When the woi*en woke up they saw that the men had already
begun to perforn Ida.

They acquiesced in the situation.

"We're no wood" they said:

"w» fell asleep.

Froia now on

Ida belongs to the raen 1*.
Here food fiorures as an opiate to which the women
were only too susceptible.
into everyday life as well;

This attitude is carried over
what is particularly appreciated

about a laroe, hot, meal is the de«p, dreamless sleep it
induces (while a hungry ntan tosses and turns and dreams
fitfully).

Food is an aphrodisiac too:

nen ar© believed

to overcotms the resistance of women by gifts of food, so
that a gift of food (or tobacco) is in certain contexts
virtually tantamount to a love-trams action.

Two foods in

particular are believed to have special aphrodisiac proper
ties above all others.*

these are fish (taBwa) arid

(wildfowl) eggs (all).

Lovers feast one another on these

delicacies when meeting secretly in the bush. I will return
to this association of fish, @<rgs and love-making later on.
In brief then, being .born* dying, orgasre, fainting,
sleep etc., can all be grouped toqoth®r as climatic 'boundarycrossing 1 experiences, and in various ways the notion of
fire or heat (anger, fever, lust or cookery) is bound up
with them all.

But how, it roay be asked, is this 'boundary-

crossing' expressed in the aba dancer's role and the yJLa
cereiaony?

To explicate this it is necessary to examine the

process of jaaking yJLs wore closely, because in this process
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still another kind of 'death' is involved.
Uncooked aaqo flour ia aba, cooked sago jelly/ a very
different sufoatanc®, is yjLsz th© transformation of aba
into "/A? <*>y heat, actually by the addition of boiling
water) involves a sudden and dramatic transition.' the
individual hard grains of starch in the bubbling mixture
suddenly congeal to form a soft jelly.

This transition

Is Always called the 'death' of the aba (aba yahaitay)
even in pidgin English (hatwara In-dai nau).

Thus yjla.

is aba which has 'died 1 , y_la la aba transformed by fire.
Jfow, to return to id a and the role of the aba dancers.
The aba dancer, it will b® reimmbered, has to leap over
th© fire?

this, baaities being an obvious symbol of

'transition' (the rootif is found in initiation rites else
where: e.g. The Bororo one described by Levi~£trmiss (1964 t
51-2) where initiates leap over the fire after having
received their penis shssaths) - also ref@rs to th« processing
of the (real) abja %'hich is stiir'ultaneously takinq place
at th© opening of tha ritual fence.

There, aba is heing

converted into yjL_s by the normal culinary neana,
The climax of this phase of th® ritual comes with
th® * hand-plunging' ordeal described hitherto.

Now thia

is regarded (and must indeed be in reality) intensely painful
for th® performers. It is th© ultimate experience of 'heat'
1,

Mm falls into a lexical class which will be dis
cussed below in relation to the term ah; ripe which is also nn important colour tarns. Her® let
me hot© the- significant crroupincy;
aba
sacro flour (ripe)
ab¥a
a boundary, territorial marker
(«Babjfi¥) . Another aspect of 'transition'. Umedaa
were Sensitive about boundaries. Tti© boundaries of
the village are protected by (symbolic) fences in the
Bionths prior to the rites. Tf unwelcome strangers
intrude, then rain falls.
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- expressed in non-ritual circumstances, as I mentioned
above, by the bachelors' eating their food as hot as
possible.

AR a suprera© ordeal and demonstration of

satsciilinity, I think it must he classed along with the
other 'death' experiences listed previously;

a ritual

death which coincides with the 'death 1 of the sago.

The

leaders in this are the aba dancers themselves, whose
apotheosis it i«.
Then, an I said, the scalding sago jelly is dis»~
sseaibered by the assembled nen and broadcast about tlie arena.
The cry 'ehra bah. alehah* (it's head rises up) refers,
according to informants, to the sago

palm® of the village.

Why should the disKWKnberramt of cooked sago portend tine
Increase of rruaturim? sago?
ix.

Th© Kernes is of__ ^productivity
Here I v;oul<? like to recall what 1 said about the

paternal role in reproduction.
embryo with hi<? seraen;
debilitates himself.

The father £a®<3& the

in so doing, implicitly he
We find, throughout those Hew Guinean

societies where ther® is an extrease polarization of male
and female^ ^n airfoiguous attitude towards active sexuality
which tooth expresses, and in so doing diminishes, the
essence of masculinity.

A certain value is placed upon

asceticism wherever masculinity is seen as a correROdity
which can b® hoarded - the ascetic hermits ®nd monks of
South East Asia are ai'^ng the ro^t striking exair.pl© of
this phenoi;»enon, but it is equally to b® found in the
highlands of New Guinea (where man conserve gris 'grease',
a prosperous ernbonpoint, by a care fui aetcring of seinan -
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except, be it noted, when copulating dutifully with
their pregnant wives).
162-3).

(Ctrathoarn and Strathearn 1971

The Highlanders, indeed, seem to have developed

an elaborate, almost mathematical, theory/ of body-con tents
in equilibrating the relation between intake, output,
and internal pressure, perhaps (though the ethnographers
have not. viewod the natter in this light) as a response
to their highly-regulated exchange systems;

the balanced

receipt, storing, increase and redistribution of wealth
being reflected in an 'economic 1 theory of the body.
Though given leos elaboration, these ideas ar@ also to be
found in the Urteda material,

^©x is debilitating;

bachelors openly r-uoted, as a reason for not cwssafo-indulging
too imioh in it. the belief that physical development is
inversely related to sexual actlvitv.

This was not simply

a 'jnyatical sanction 1 invoked in the interests of social
control, though It is true that bachelors believed that
sex would impair hunting success mystically.

What I want

to stress here is the physical affect that sexual relations
were supposed to produce ™ gradual debilitation and the
onset of the characteristic infirmities of old age.
Contact with srall children was taboo to the younger men I was warned myself of the dangers I was running when I
undertook to drcs^ the burns sustained by a srcall baby:
contact with so younc; a child would give r;e the hacking
cough of an old nan I van told.

I was also warned, for the

same reasons, against touching puppies.
What is involved here I think is a complex of related
ideas which I have called 'the n er,,@ sin O f ^productivity':
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by which I refer to the ideological association of active
sexuality, reproductivity and death. Thus, active
sexuality, the antithesis of the bachelor ideal, was
associated with the later yenr* of a nan's career?
of physical decline.

years

The acquisition of a wife, family,

an independent household and so forth were, in one sens®,
the goals of adult male existence, hut at the sai*e time
the paternal reproductive role involved the raatture male
in sexual, nutritive, and domestic relationships which
war® Intrinsically conducive to physical decline.

Po

close an association with women was deadly in another way
aa wall, because, as I pointed out, in Chapter 2, sexual
relationships and aexual conflicts are at the root of all
sorcery. 'The men kill the woreen and the women kill tin©
men' -• ag my informant put it.

The pressures which impel

a saan to abandon tha restrictions of bachelorhood and
achieve the autonomy which cowes with maturity, also
indue© him to enter into associations with women which
contain the rseeda of his eventual downfall.
To return to tho question:

why does the disirercberznent

of the yJLs portend the increase of the sago?

I v?ould

arcue that the ' death * and eventual dismemberment of the
yi£5 is directly related to this id©a of the nemoi-sis of
reproductivity;

it i^ the nemsis of the cassowary that

is being acted out as wall.
unborn.

YijB is ser'.en, the food of the

The reproc'uctive role of toe male conaurcos hitft,

or ratiier, he is consumed by his children whop- he nourishes
*gh& yijj cersjr^ony is essentially an acting-out of this
'consultation' .

Tho casting-about of the yis ia {to b©

Oi -S

perfectly explicit) a symbolic ejaculation:
a kind of nourishment and a kind of death.

it is also
Th© yls (which

is trampled into the earth) stands in th© sarae relation to
the maturing sago palms KB the father's seiaen to th«
Child:

the former is consumd that the latter may thrive.

And in each case this transition - which is essentially th©
transition between generations - ie xnediated by fire, and
In each case it involves death.
As I remarked earlier, th© yj.® cereisony is explicitly
connected, by informants, with the saturation of sago,
but it is ©essential not to overlook the latent sociological
laeanlng it conveys-,

it is a© rauch about th® relation of

successive huiaan generations as about sago. Koreover, in
the transition between th© paternal (consumed) and filial
(consuming) generations, a second 'transition 1 is involved.
1?hiK is th« tranaition front nature to culture.
In discussing the cassowary dancers I stressed the
fact that the "autonomous 1 existence, to which th© cassowary
gives ritual expression/ is 'natural' by contrast to the
oppressive 'cultural' regime to which the bachelors mast
bind themselves. If th© caosovary is 'L'honsR* naturalist1 ,
fee use iLevi-Strauss' convenient expression (L®vi-strauss
1962) then the aba rol®, which is essentially a continuation
of the cassowary role (the continuity fooing established
by the identical f*<£|li iaa®k} must be seen as a 'culturalization 1
of the ' autonorrouB' cassowary.

This 'culturalismtion' by

the feat of ritual 'cookery' analysed above,

Hence the

aba is to be seen ass the first of the isetmaorphoses of the
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cassowary, and a crucial one, since it involves the
transition from nature to culture.

It also involves

consummation and liquidation of the cassowary role in
the interests of the regeneration of the total society.
After the teh Interlude, which is of minor Importance
only, the focus of the ritual shifts to the ibapwa, whose
style is vary different frois that of the canaowaries, and
who are/ indeed, nothing other than the herald* of the
looked-for regeneration.
*•

£h<L,£9*:fc*n , Tree
To understand the teh or ulateh dancer the reader

ought, at this point, to re-examine the figure (26) in
which the dancer and his mask are shown. The teh is a
relatively unimportant role, conferring little prestige.
The teh episode could be described es a 'coda 1 to the
two more important «5£<ali dancers (caasowary and aba), which
also marks a transition between two rain phases of the
ritual;

the ageli. sequence and the subsequent tawwa sequence.

Teh cleans rotten (deseicated) wood or, rrore
'firewood*.

yi.9*"Jteh/ a variant form of the naiae,

'netbag-firewood* (from uda;

netbag).

yiet§h is the word

applied to high-quality firewood which is collected by
wowen (wielding axes and bush-knives) in th« forest and
which they bring back to the carep or to the hamlet, In
their big netbags (udajsub) .

This task (the disiRen&ering

of dead trees and transporting the v/ood on their backs)
is perhaps the taoEt onerous that the wornsn have to perform.
fe*hy is it necessari' to represent firev/ood in the course
of the Ida ritual?
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Firat on© nay say that the t©h refer back to th®
y_is ooretaony which ha® just taken place, by referring
to th© firewood! which ha« been uaed on that occasion.
They are thus thectically linked to the 'passage through
fire 1 .

Secondly, their mask, to he analysed in du® course,

links thew to the general thews of 'man into tr«e* (cf.
above section vi) since this mask is,, like th© ajcjell mask,
a 'model of a tre©'.
But perhaps it is Eiore illuminating to phrase the
question in more general tertos.

Wiat is th© relation

between ^ottonnesai^and regeneration?

Th© answer/ surely,

la that the relationship la a necessary on©:

rottenness,

defalcation, is a natural precursor of reg@«©ration.
s«©s this, psrticularly, in the case of gardens?

On®

fch<a

felled timber in the garden decays (and dries up) before
the gEi)rd>eri can be firml.

One also 0@©s this in planting,

®,g. a coconut or yam rot in the earth before sprouting
and producing new plants. (Coconuts are specially driod
ow.t before boing planted) .

ftJi«3 in the previous section

it has been shewn tit at soine tiling of the saiw? oroier is also
involved ir» human reproduction, v/hich dra^s the life out
of. th© reproductive generation.

Thus a. te_h (rotten, dry)

pha?i6 is both the inevitable culmination of th© life cycle
both in plants and wn, and is also a aeceasary precursor
of tiie processes of regeneration.

Logically this must be

represented in the ritual.
If on© now examines tJie teh i"ask it becomes apparent
that this, precisely, is what is GQtmmicsted.

The teh mask

is clearly a variant type of th© aeeli. mask,, possessing all

tfaa features which, in the earlier section, I said
constituted a i»od«sl of a tree, and at another level, a
syinholic representation of th« society.

Where the teh

roask differs frois the aggll mask is in the addition of
the tall central element topped by a spray of coloured
leaves called abojja.

Thisa is highly significant since

*fe°.S® refers, not only to such coloured leaven but also
to the terminal inflorascence of the sago pains.

If it is

conceded that this mask, like the ageli mask before it,
is essentially a modal of a tree, then the teh mask,
displaying the diagnostic abo^a is a tree at the conclusion
of its life cycl®.

The sago palm flowers one® and di@sj

h«re, I think, the reference is to this concluding phase
Of the life-cycle--

and this , in turn, forges th© link

b®tween the structural detail of the teh mask and its
(verbal waning) 'rotten wood" <~ which would otherwise,
on the face of it, remain rather obscur®.

Titeh (rottan

wood) is the terminal phase of trees, which, in th© case
of sago, is marked by the .Ajbojji.
In its 'biological' reference the teh mask r®f®rs to
the terminal phase in the life cycle of trees, th© sane
tree, one coold say, as waa «xiiibited in a flourishing
condition in th® structure of th® a«f@li. raaak.

In its

socioloqical reference, ttie teh isask refers back to the yJLss
-f- --•-.-

cereiiionial which lias just be«n perforr.ed, in representing,
in the guise of a sago-palre at the termination of its natural
cycle, the ne»»*i0 &* reproductivity.

Very suitably,

therefore, the teh episode CORMSS as the conclusion of th©
ftj©_li sequences

(autonomy)

(nemesis)

eli ———————>

aba

(terminal phase)
———————>

teh

prior to the entry of the tanswa dancers.
Finally, I should like* tc acid a remark on the
subject of the teh mask itself.

It will be no tea that

the Efiask has ell the distinguishing features of the agali
mask, the waving njsrveli fronds, the fringe of hubnab, th©
necklace of suhovci fruit® etc.
diffiinicihed in scale-.

However, all these are

ami if the 'lateral' Uiirienslon of

the JR^ask represents a diminution , this ia balanced by an
increase in th« 'vertical' dimension of the wadk.

The

addition of the tall central shaft assijrdlatas tlie teh
mask somewhat to titie "vertical" tajawa iaa»ks di*scussau in
the next section.

In the aectuence atj«iic

teh

tam/a one

finda a consistent diminution of the 'lateral' ciiBension
of the mask accompanied by a consistent increase in tii*s
'vertical' difena ion .

The teh mask therefore occupies a

ai«jnificaiit place in the sequence of ' trann f orrr',ations ' of
Hiaak sty Its whicii takes place as the ida ritual proceeds.
The secxienca will be analyaeU in detail below (aoction xx) .
xi .

Fi3h_and Coconuts
i€t«t ia the riaajiing of the transition,

between, that

is to say, a lateral esKphaais, and a uub sequent vartlqaJL

To interpret this shift of oiiphaais it ia necessary to
recall th« diaouseion of the central/lateral opposition in
terns of the structural opposition of kin va. Allies af fines
(Chapter 2) .

In the section devoted to the in tsrpr& tation
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of the cassowary, it was noted that the cassowary is
wiythologically associated with affinity, being the
mythological ortcln of the affinal villac/0 of Puuda.
This in turn tied in with the • autonomous', a linos* t anti
social, character of the cassowary role?

the cassowary

is», structurally speaking, 'lateral" in relation to the
total society, and this is expressed in th© make-up of
the agpli rask, both by a 'lateral" (age) eir-phasis in
the form of th© mask itself, and in the use of bush materials
(shoy siog; and naveJUL) in its construction.
Turning to the tas^a on© notes a radical change, both
where the form of th© mask is concerned ('narrow 1 , 'vertical',
'neatly constructed', as oppoaed to 'wide', 'acruat 1 , 'bushy')
and also where the material is concerned,

for the basic

»?aterial froio v;hich the taiKwa mask is wade is hvajta i.e.
fibre from tii« coconut paliss (35) vhich, as has been
on varioxis occasions, grows only on the
Inhabited hamlet sit@s» not in the hush.

This is an

important clue which confirms our previous interpretation
Of th« vie ceremony a» mediating a transition between
nature and culture:

with th® appearance of the tajawa isaaks

th® syisbolisirj of i_da shifts decisively into the domain of
culture.

This is further underlined by the fact that reasks

ar© palnt<ad with specific Riytholoqical designs, each on®
the property of a particular clan.

The 'heraldic' aspect

of the teuswa rasks involves an explicit socioloqical reference
to the constituent clan units of the society ~ whereas the
soclolociical reference to the agwli. mask is veiled, latent,
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«n<i wado in terms of natural, not cultural, synhollsn.
***• £§®M raask totalises the society, the tarawa rcask
Individualises the constituent groups of the society.
tiiia incividualization can only be seen in terras of
specifically cultural criteria.
But before entering into a more detailed discussion
of the role of the tjuawa at Ida I ought to revert to the
procedure I followed when discussing th© cassowary namely,
to say something about Uisseda attitudes to fish outside the
context of iaa itself.
Tarawa, is the generic terci for all fish of the normal,
finny sort (as opposed to ojruch
etc.),

eels, talgo:

water lizards

Muiaerous species are distinguished, of which th©

most important is gaiinatam^a, an unidentified fish
recognisable by its red markings, (t!*n5;S. "" r°^) a pattern
of ©trip©s and dots on its flank.

This fish grows to a

length of about 8 inches» itaNwa^ Joanna tajwji ar^
the largest fish to b® caught in th« streair.s and
rivers in Uaieda territory, which being extreir-ely liable
to run dry, cannot support the larger river fish.

In

fact an early patrol report on the Uweda ar@a states flatly
tiiat 'there are no fish in the rivers*, a curious and
deeicktdly misleading statement, unless one assumes
(charitably) that tlia wort! 'largo' has been erroneously
omitted before 'fish'.
Fish, in fact, figure quite importantly in tha diet
of the people« especially during the dry season whan they
congregate in the rodkpoois, or secrete theraselves in holes
in the banks of the river.

They raay be caught, as T have
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above, by poisoning, or by rcanual methods:
th«y raay be shot or aimply attacked with a bush-knife.
Though not large, fiah are quite nur.eroua, and very
acceptable as a delicacy to be eaten with sago.
Certain taboos are in fore®, however, where the
eating of fiah is concerned.

These fall particularly on

children and young imn, and the tabooed species i«
¥oun<t children it-ay not take or ©at the ^annatarawa fish.
Should they do so it is said that the sago palms will not
grow properly, and their starch content will be diminished.
The saroe taboo also applies to youn« men in the 'neophyte'
stag© (i.e. who have juat started participating in rituala) -,
though the sanction is slightly different, since in this
ca»© it is th® young rnan's hunting which is impaired by
a disregard of the taboo on jjannatarwa.
Tue existence of these taboos provides a significant
clue for the interpretation of the fish in ida.

Many

lifiteda food taboos can be explained in terms of a measure
of identification between the tabooed object and the
observer of the taboo.
instance.

To take a simple, but rather striking

On one occasion I happened to give myself a cut

on the finger with a knife I was using to peel some sugar
cane.

The cut was not serious and ray spontaneous reaction

was to put the cut finger to my mouth in order to lick the
blood off.

My Uiaoda coispanions on this? occasion were

absolutely horror-struck.

They said that to lick their

own blood would w&k® them sick;
see n« do it.
situation:

they were almost sick to

Later, I saw how they would react in the sane

I saw a small girl cut her finger just as I had
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while peeling sugar-came;

instead of licklnq the wound,

she held her finger in the air and waited, patiently, for
the blood to stop dripping down her an* and onto the around.
Evidently the impulse, which one Right have supposed was
instinctive, to clean the blood froir a cut finger by
licking it off is not at all universal, rerely a barbarous
practice I have inherited from my ancestors:

the Uroedas,

more fastidious in this respect, raject auto-cannibalism
*5 !-5l*P. (* noted also an entire absence of nail-biting,
and £ imj©r~sucking only in earliest infancy).
Hero a* species of 'food taboo' preserves? the integrity
Of the body against auto- cannibalise

utore qonerallv, food

taboos preserve the integrity of categories.

(One raight

parenthetically refer to incest-taboos as a variety of
food-taboos in this connection).

A simple case is th®

taboo which prevents the cassowary-dancer fron: hunting
or eating cassovary-flesh.

A similar taboo deters small

girls (but not str-all boys) fross eating (or even seeing)
the 'fruit' p_ar excellence, the hucre, red,oandanua fruit
y_a<j ana the concurbit« tat (s®« below) and wi.
for the fruit •» daughter equation).
taboos is a large and important one:

(Bee above

The subject of food
the 'identification 1

between the tabooed object, and the observer of the taboo
can take many forma., and I would not arera® that 'identification*
as such, suffices to explain all food taboos even in Umeda.
But in the present context I hope that it will be conceded
that sotae roeasure of 'identification' between the Rannatiair*^
1.

Obviously this remark owes its origin to the work
of Mary Douglas on Food Prohibitions (Douglas 19G6),

and the children and youths who observe the taboo on
the consumption of this species of fish, can be deduced
troia the existence of the taboo.
this problem can be approached froip a different angle.
' th« naine of the tabooed fish, has* another
besides, viz. 'shooting-stars' - this deriving
from the belief that Eamiatmtva fish are produced when
shooting stars fall into the streams.

It has been noted

elsewhere that 'stars' (jsainawf) are identified with the
penes of the ancestors (satod) ,:

it is therefore highly

significant that shooting-stars (which, so to «jp@ak, mediate
between th« empyrean and terrestrial regions) should be
identified with the gannatarnwe, inhabitants of the watery
element which itself has distinctively Esnsculine and
generative connotations,

I"tars, shooting-stars, p_annajtarawa

fish and water together form a group of entities stroncrly
raarked by a) an association with the vertical, and, (b) an
association with masculine sexual power.

Earlier I discussed

Ouieda notions about rain and water (both jx>) which were
openly likened to sercen ('water 5 is often used as a
euphmr.isrs for serrsen) .

Tlve tropical stern (pofthuf) is

likened to the anger (yaujs) of the sexually frustrated
man, being the result of hiw rain-iragic.

The rain falls

(%o) and the (streams rise (go~gab) - the word pab also
referring to the male erection.

And with the rains, and the

rising waters, copies also the renewal of the vegetation;
the crops in the wardens shoot up as the rains fall.

This last is not a fanciful addition of icy own to the
list of up/down iroveinants. I touched earlier, in discussing
M. (dlqcrincr stick) , on th« symbolism of Uiseda qarden
the 11 are plunged (down) into the earth, to
fecundate the garden.

Th© garden is also pjpunded with red-

painted coconuts to achieve the same purpose. On© nalght
almost see this 'plunging' and 'pounding' in simple
statJtefclcal terns a@ a device for achieving a reciprocal
'uptlirust 1 of garden growth, thus (Fig. 34);

UP

-i'ecir-rocal upthrust
(vegetative

Applied, .force ——
(li Blunged into
the earth)

DOWH

Pig 34

Static?.!

This ROtif raay be implicit in the dancing at ida
itself, In that the earth is pressed down by the leaping
dancers.

X ^s» in fact told that a subsidiary ritual used
to be performed during th@ first night of Ida, whereby a
man followed the cassowary dancer* gounding the earth with
a sewn-up lijnhuir: spathe filled with sand, for sotae reason

? 9
4 «J4>

I did not discover, this was never done during the
performances I witnessed myself. Perhaps the dancing
has replaced th© pounding ceremony because the two are
syinbolically equivalent; it la notable that in the
garden jaagic of ?:fid clan, a leaping padasuh dance, in
the garden, replaces the normal garden ritual of the other
clans, suggesting a symbolic equivalence between 'pounding'
the earth and dancing on it.
However to return briefly to th© question of the
up/down Hoveroents of water and the correlated upward
thrust of plant growth.

The spells recited over the warden

to hasten its growth refers to all the various springs
and creeks in th® bush; "was® - water rises tip, TOEIW® ~
water rises up etc." According to an informant all the
springs and creeks roust rise up together, and the garden
plants* will rise up likewise. The association between
rising water and garden growth i® therefore made quite
explicitly, as is the analogy between both these 'rising'
ffiovementfl » and the taale erection.
These remarks about garden magic reinforce th©
association postulated above, between the vertical diraen

nion,

water, and xaale generative

power.

It is not difficult to

incorporate the pannatarcwa into th® 8 awe general picture,
though in this case the 'vertical' movement involved is
not th© falling rain, but falling stars.

Arc fish emblematic

in any way of male generative power?
Fortunately for the argument, a crucial piece of
evidence is on hand to demonstrate that fish are, indeed,
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endowed with precisely

this symbolic role.

The evidence

concerns Urwada ideas of <3r®a*v-augury, the belief in question
being that, if a worsan dream of fish, it raeans she will
bear a child. This waa the only dream-augury of childbearing that I recorded, aiaong rcany others concerned with
hunting, illness, sexual relations and so forth, suggesting
that fiah occupy a unique position in this respect. 'Panna*
is a common personal nans®, given to babies of either s©x,
cocaaonorating the fact that their rco there dreaded of
Eanjiatagwa fish at their conception, and there are other
'fish' names as well. This idea that drearlng of fish
foretells the conception of a child raises a number of
issues, particularly to tine comparable Australian material
on r fi»h dreaadng 1 (Leach 1969).
\V:

There are beliefs parallel to those of the Aborigines
where 'ignorance of physiological paternity' (actual or
simply 'theological') is concerned closer at hand; e.g.
the Abelajw (Forge 1965) who deny the icale rcle in conception
.
It must be stressed that at no time did rry informants seeK?
to suggest that drearing of fish was a 'cause' of pregnancy.
The male role in conception was not denied, not even
'theologically':
conception.

copulation was a necessary adjunct to

Actually I novar uncovered a word equivalent

to 'conception' as such:

it did not appear to rae that my

Informants had any precis© notion as to what the necessary
conditions of reproduction were
copulation took place
both before and after a wojran had become pregnant:

but

not, it is true, during the p»rlod of the po,st-partum sex
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taboo which lasted between 1*$ and 2h years after the
birth of a surviving child.

I had the greatest difficulty

in obtaining information in this subject, and it is quite
possible that m/ data are somewhat defective;

though

sots® security rcay reside in the fact that the conclusions
I draw arc mainly negative.

Thus/ it docs not seens to £e

the case that Uwedas have a 'theological' view of conception
either with, or without, the participation of the real®.
Ideas concerning the 'soul' (rjiiai) do not S®@K to be
involved in the indigenous theory of conception in that I
was told that a child acquires a soul only after birth
(scree weeks after in fact) when it acquires a nans© and a
personality.

Most informants would go no further thai?, to

say that the child is forced, with its father's seroon In
the womb, with no spiritual intervention one way or the other.
In the light of this rather 'matter-of-fact* view of
conception, the dream-augury of the fish must be inter
preted, not as a 'caus?^' of conception (in the sense that
the 'spirit-child' dreawcd of by an Aborigine worsan is
regarded as causally involved in h©r becoming pregnant) ~
but simply as a sign of conception.
This reservation, however, nowise diminishes the
interpretative Importance of 'fish-dreaming' as it applies
to the tarva dancers at Ida* since it suffices to establish
the symbolic association of fish, on the one hand, and
progeny on the other, which was suggested also by the taboo
on the younc,* eating the j^annatwnwa.
;•.,

Why r in tne context of Uirssda symbolism, do fish stand

for progeny and foretell the conception of children?

To
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call theie 'phallic' or 'sexual symbols' (though thos©
attributes night be justified) seeirs hardly adequate;
the vord 'phallic' can be applied to Kuch diverse objects
that it hardly suffices to distinguish fish as a class,
hence it can hardly contribute distinctively to their
meaning.

The fr.ct that fish inhabit the watery element is

nore to the point, as I suggested above, since water is
strongly associated with masculine sexuality.

The naiae

Tarawa iu, in itself/ a clue, since it incorporates fish
into the class of ta words, sorse of 'which have been intro
duced already/ e.g.
t§

hair, feathers

tali.

testicles (coconut) shoot

tai

whisker, shoot

tag

.

fire-tonga (ta + a£)

H'i®Hlfe®

daises

yinta

bird (generic term)

tane

hot

vat a

coconut fibre (v{a + ta)

Hair is explicitly symbolic of sexuality (as will be
discussed in another connection shortly).

The other ta

words on this list are largely self-explanatory in the
light of material which has already been introduced.

Rather

than dolay ratters, 1 will briefly look at th© othar
segments fror which fclie coirspounci from taiw^a is composeds
these are;

i) a(g)b and ii) wa.

rather problematic;

The first of these is

however, I suspect that Uiueda tamwa

Is a slightly corrupt fona of the font1; tair*»wa which ia found

O f>
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in neighbouring dialects.

Anfc In Its turn is a raetbar of

the ab group which give® such words as:
sago flower (ataba)

ripe (imfcvi ... etc.)
flower, inflorescence etc.
'cabbage 1 fror. crown of a palm
I.e. the group of words indicating 'ripeness*
'readiness to eat' and so forth.

T sari nore inclined to

believe that this is so in that fish are edible in the
highest degre© (and inclined to putrefaction if not eaten
quickly).

la the '©dibits' connotation of ajin)b consonant

with the 'masculin e' connotation of to?

My earlier

rasmrks concerning the role of the father during the
<jestation of the infant - th@ nhallus doing duty a® an
organ of nutrition as well as a weapon of aggression,
®ho«iM2
suffice to reaolv© this emery.
• vjpf:

Seen in this light ~

the role of the isale ass BIBKUS! feeder of th® tinhorn child the conjunction of ta and ajrs)b in tas^a is significant,
©specially in the context of the intrinsic association
between fish and reproductivity.
and nutritive,
over;

The fish is both phallic

The final syllabi® wa I need not delay

it in frequently a marker of 'power* in a generalised

sens© (cf. wata below) and it is appropriate to find it
here, since the fish is, indeed, a ayrsbol of masculine never.
But in stressing the phallic and nutritive prestige
of fish I have not, perhaps, touched on their nost
important characteristic, at least so far as their syiribolic
role is concerned.

This is their extraordinary, alreost

paradoxical, reprodactivity,

when the fish appear in the

streams, they appear, not in ones or twos, but in shoals.
At certain seasons not a fish is in evidence, at others
they fi«em irsprobahly numerous.

The outstanding charac

teristic of fish is iaultiplicity.

Any individual fish

is insignificant in itself, so that fish becoiae significant
(as food, and also fron the point of view of sytnbolisir)
onlY ?!! SMSSLr a shoal of identical individuals, mysteriously
proliferating.

The sea«onal fluctuation of the fish

population is socially indicative, in that the period
when fish are plentiful in th© early dry season i.e. the
period just before the ritual is performed.

The seasonal

abundance of fish is thus a signal for the performance of
th« ritual - a fact tit at ia appreciated by inforiaants ,
who mark off th© month b«£ore ida as a time specially
devoted to catching fiah.

Moreover, this titae (early

dry season) is the tirs® when huiaan births do in fact
s©*»ra to clusstor - at any rate that was the inpression I
received during the dry seasons of 1969 and 197O - so the
association between th© proliferation of fish and human
reproduction may, indeed, be m>re than purely symbolic.
Incidentally this point about the piscine syraboliaia of
'proliferation' applies also to SOBS® extent to another
symbol conventionally called 'phallic 1 namely hair;
one© again the individual hair is insignificant (the aged
demon 3«jkuhji kfi^ l*"t on® hair on his head) ~ hair becoriies
a syicl>ol of active sexuality by virtue of itus multiplicity,
its infinite reduplication.
Lot rae 3urar.ari»«s the above remarks before returning
to the interpretation of ida.

Fish, in Umeda, play an
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Independent role aa symbol* of regeneration, reprodactivity.
In dxeaJB-augury, fish (particularly th« red-marked
E*P?}*tawa) portend the birth of children, ana the
' .
identification is carried over into the tafcoo on children
and youths consuming these fiah.

Fisn are also identified

with shooting stare, (star*, thevaelvaa being satod,
ancestors) and thus, more generally with the 'vertical 1
(masculine) axis, the axis of falling rains and rising
waters (movements of E,ale sexual energy) and the vertical
axis of growth in plants, trees etc.
Fish are symbols of reprcductivity, both by virtu©
of their association with water, which is intrinsically
masculine (go or to, water or rain are irasculine personal
nesses) and through their nutritive properties. Fish and
egg® I noted above are sexually 'tendentious' foods:
a gift of fish or eggs is a sycibolic transaction between
lovers.

Eggs are tiioughfe to be full of semen:

and rather

the »«me idea applies I think wher@ fish ere concerned.
The sexual connotations of fish as food may also be
invoked to explain the taboo on bachelors eatirsg £>annata»»/a
sinco this social cate<?ory has to eschew overt sexuality,
and avoid any association with reproduetivity.
Finally/ fi«U are associated witii the ritual season
of reproduction in biological organism's, anc tae ritual
regeneration of the society in ida.

Fish stand for

Multiplicity, proliferation, the repopul/stiow of the social
world on« iaight say, after the 'death 4 of the aba.
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My basic argument, whoie. tho fish-dancers are
concerned la that the fish are symbolic of the renewal of
the fertility of the hvu'san and natural world after the
cliratic transition of tha dawn ritual, the disnemberiaent
of the vin and the passage through fire.
But, in effect, the first effort after renewal, the
re-population of the world is a failure, since it results
only in the appear.sr.ee of the negatively-valued a^ora^wan
tajpg/a ;

the 'Mack fish 1 played by the older men of the

village.
Consultation of the tabular diagram reveals that
the ahpragjwana tajm^a occupy 'what is, in n.any respects, an
intermediary status, vis-a-vis the initial actors in id_a
(the fell) and the l£©le» who terminate the sequence.
The ahoragvrana tajwa share with tlie caasowariea their
black bodypalnt, and their (social) seniority.

But the

'transformation of the casacwariea 1 has resulted also in
certain distinctive changes.; the replacement of the a
Kiaak vlth th<? tarva mask, the acquisition of the bow and
arrow (the cassowaries being unarmed) cuid a new, nor®
orderly, dance-style.

Moreover, where the cassowaxfen are

but two, or.r for each rolety, the ajhpragv.-anjj* tar>7a appear
in much greater nuisbers, a naxir.uf. of 10-12 in a large
village ?;uch M t'reda.
This multiplication in the number of dancorR in the
tanwja role relates Lack directly to the point made above
conccrr.inc fish as gyrbols of 'multiplication* in a
biological sense.
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The 'throwbacks' to the attributes of the cassowary
which seem to be apparent in the attributes of the
ahoragwana tatnwa (blackness, seniority) invite comment.
I shall deal fully with the black/red opposition in
Umeda colour symbolism in a later section:

here I may

anticipate the argument to some extent by introducing
the basic premise of Uraeda colour symbolism, as I under
stand it, namely:

'black is to red as senior generation

is to junior generation' - so much will, I think, already
have been apparent to the reader and needs no elaborate
justification for the present.

Thus the gradual replace

ment of the black ahoragyana tarnwa by the 'red' (or
polychrome) tetagwar^a tamwa over the course of the day
dance reflects the overall black —> red transition (eli
(black) —>

i£ele (red)) which is characteristic of the

entire ritual (Fig. 35).
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whereas the ayatoolic relationship*

aenior generation »

junior generation i * cassowary ; ipele is made perfectly
explicit, over the course of the whole ritual, i» the
ease of the «hor«gwana taawa and the t*t*jQr«a* tarawa ttoc
generational opposition ia le»sa explicit;

younger mm

can dance ahprjg^ami tai^a, and the more active senior
raan ®r©

far from averwa to appearing in the resplendent

body-paint of the ift^gwana_ t_aj*/a,:

the generation opposition

among the fish is l»aa© a rul® than mi unacknowledged
tendency ,
xiii. A]iora<jv.ana and Totauwana

««u. r -w*^«-^—^.jJ!«—- '^..'V^* , .r . - f .,-~^*,. ^~.», ._ :, ^^^.-^KiM^.tr.- ^.»^.4i.

Meanvhile, one can be certain that the opposition is
not arbitrary i>y looking at the opposition ahpragwana/
in the light of the mythological detail
surrouncing 5i10JJ*SK5' t^'ie' toau-woK;an and tetasfv/a^the tet~
fruit woman, from which the deeigriatione of the opposed
types of ''fish' arts derived.
The full icyth is given in an Appendix (II) .

The

ess@nt.ial details which are of concern at this juncture
are aa follows;

Pul-tocl ('Areca-nut cian' tae 'Oedipal'

Hero) finds a tet fruit {a large, wild concurt/it, red
in colour and in shape recalling a pendulous feraale
breast -• also called, tet . fc.ee drawing) .

he returns

later to finu that the tet. has bean turned into a young
worvan, Tet-agws.

She two of thee< return to I ul- tod's

house, there later to Lv visited by loag-tod ('aesoked rrteat
fiian') ~ who is Pul-tod's elder brother.

Toag-tod, wifeless,

tries various ruses to lure Tet-agwa away from Pul-tod,
a® well as trying to kill Ful-tod.

Frustrated, he makes
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magic (as we have s©en, this ia still considered to
foe the natural r«sponae of frustrated imn).

Rain falls.

Toads (ahprn) eroargw from their subterranean burrows
aaa croak (£wa"pwa) .

By his reagie Toag~tod obtains the

Toad-woman Ahoregwa (toads are black , inedible, nuoh
feared and despised by Uiaofes, .and Ahoragwa is supposed to
have these negative qualities also as opposed to the
delectable Tet-acwa).
Thus far tii® myth brings into being two couples, one
senior (^aSr^Pl^/^^F®.?^.®) am* one Junior (P^l-.tod/Tet-aggja)
the senior pair being characterised by 'blackness 1 ('snsoked
meat:

'toad') vs. the junior pair (areca-nut, tet-fruit)

which are 'r®d* (Fig. 36).
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it Eiay be objected that whereas I have identified black
with the senior geaeratioa anc r«d with the junior
generation, no 'generational' difference exists between
Toag~to4 ami i-ul-toti, who era elder and, younger brothers.
There are two replies to thi« objection:
Toag-tod are coveting over ^iiowen;

i) Pul-tod and

**ow i« Itaeda proxiwat®

generations caaapt ao coapete (because of the generational
marriage role and the bao o» 'oblique 1 marriage) con
sequently 'cedipal' jealously does not focus on the
pat^rual cjauax'dtor so wuci* at; on elder me^er^ of ego's
own generation ~ thia is wnat is repr©sonted in the first
epieodaa of tixe uyta.

ii) i'his 'fraternal' jealousy is

part of 'surface reality' -* at deeper (psycho-analytic)
lew la of interpr@tatiou it would no douljt rsr~.aintru«» that
the basic pattern filial jealousy of the monopoly of the
father over the iBOther regains uiiresolvad {the 'generation
Kiarriag© rule* being no user® than a jneana of softening its?
social iicpact) . In the Eyth of the ! elder brother" is a
synonyui for the father*

the jealousy, overtly over v-ives,

and ij€»twe«&!i brotifers, is covertly a reflection of the
G&dipal situation between father ai»o sou.

This eEerges

toucii more clearly in the later atages of the jayth.
The reader ia referred to tne appendix devoted to
this mytii for further details*,

aere I wi»h only to establish

nature of the opposition between th® ^horagwaria_ 5^i?!a.
the ^Stagwaoa 2a§.wa.

What precisely is the relation

between the Eytiiological iifesroinea and the fish--dancers at
ida?

It should be noted that, as with the cassowary-

dancers who called 'avaln_a' 'of tJ-ie mothers' - but do not
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represent '^others' but belong to them, so the fish do
not represent the heroines, but are, so to speak, their
•genii' or 'familiars'.

Let it b® recalled that the

interpretation of th« 'fish' dance is founded on the
dreaza-aucrury of fish, which foretells the birth of children
is it not legitimate to see this whole phase of ida as
th« acting out of the dream augury?
But whereas Ahoracrwa has only a negative role in
tills Kiyth. of the foundation of human society - ©specially
where reproduction is concerned (her orifices are 'blocked
up" by Tstaqwa) - th«® latter heroine i® the reproductive
female par excellence, the 'first woitian' and prototype of
all the other heroines.

Though tnore closely associated

with Ked© than the others Umeda clans, in the content of
the ritual she clearly stands for successful reprotiactivity
as a train 81 the negatively-evaluated Ahoragwa, who leaves
no progeny.
The 'acting-out* of the dream augury of the fish
therefore takes place in two stages?

first arrivals are

th« negatively-valued 'black' fish ~ corresponding to
Toag-tod's first, and ultimately unsuccessful, attempt to
achieve a female partner by 'bad' (rain) rsagic.

Then, ju&t

as Tetagwa supersedes Ahorsgwa in the nyth, so the 'good*
red fish associated vrith Tetagwa supersede the black ones.
These 'red' £i8h may be assimilated to the p..ajwatat|%/a, the
red fish particularly associated with reproduction, as I
have described above (paima « r©d).

_

of th*

In pointing to the contrast between the acre 11
B»sk» (above section x) I noted a consistent 'diminution
of the lateral dimensions' corresponding to an additional
erfiphaais on the 'vertical 1 dimension in the Fiask-sequcmce.
'lateral' anell _>

t@h

—>

tarp?a

'vertical'

The Tarawa masks warklng the culmination of the 'vertical'
(which is subsequently 'reduced* In th® ip.el« usasks) .
What do®a this str©sa on the vertical correspond to in

Secondly, it is necessary to understand the
icsplications of th© material from which the masks are
made (coconut fibra) and the significance of th© designs
with which they are decorated.
Finally/ it will be necesaary to look at the tarwa
dance itself.
Basically, the answer to all these questions la the
saiae,*

in the structure, materials and decorations of their

masks, and in their dancing, th«s taonwa represent a shift
away from the 'feral' Image of th© cassowaries, and towards
th« *eulturali»*<T itra^e of the ipele bowmen.

Apart froia

anything else, the fact that they possess bows and arrows
represents an approximation to the ipele type.

This is

still Eiore apparent in their taassks.
The vertical axis, it has been argued, is the axis
upon which m male ego Is situated, and in sociological terms,
is the axis of the continuity of the patrilineal clan, whose
•lateral' relationships are mediated by the exchange of women
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'vertical' axis is the axis of masculinity, and also
of culture, i.e. the cultural patrimony of the a<matic
clan, descending ultimately from the ancestors (»»to§)
whose 'vertical' relationship to ego is expressed in
the identification of the ancestors with the stars above.
This vertical axis is also the axis upon which the
El^fctyy15*?* (*• shooting stars) descend to the earth*
the axis of masculine mediation, as opposed to feminine
mediation which is lateral.

In the designation 'avalna*

*of the Brothers', in the mythology associated with the
cassowary, in the 'lateral 1 eicphasis of the mask, and in
the 'autonomous f sociological role of the cassowary dancer
the eiaphasis was consistently on the lateral/peripheral
realm:

conversely, in the fish the emphasis is on the

•vertical' continuity Of the society, on clanship {as
opposed to affinlty/allianco) on masculine indication, and
on culture.

It is to this 'vertical'

axis that th© tall

tamwa masks rrsust be referred.
The crucial symbol of 'culture 1 in the itoeda symbolic
system is the coconut palm. I have discussed this elsewhere
here it is only necessary to recall

that human beings in

general are called 'the children of the coconut*;

that

ancestors are 'coconut-ffien', that To«g-tod, th® culture
hero, descended frxm a coconut pales, that coconuts mark
the permanent agnatic claw-hamlet sites and that th®
inhabitants of the hamlets and their coconuts pass through
life synchronously ami are profoundly identified with one
another.

Hence, the use of coconut fibre (wata) for the

construction of the tarawai masks is not an arbitrary choice,
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or motivated solely by technical considerations, but
la a crucial marker of the 'cultural* status of the
tanwa dancers, one which places then unambiguously on
the 'vertical' (or cultural) axis, and demarcates thero
sharply from the cassowaries.
Mi*-* fibre is a symbol of culture not only because
it comes from the coconut palm, but also because it plays
a crucial role in Ura©da productive techniques, being used
as a filter in the raago-teaching process, and in the
preparation of pandanua sauce,

tteteda culture is actually

dependent on wata for its continued existence, Bine© without
wata sago flour cannot b© produced (and only pigs eat
sago raw).
This cultural emphasis of tit® tarawa mask is
intensified by the fact that each is decorated - ono could
say 'heraldically' - with a clan emblem. These designs,
some of which are reproduced aisong the illustrations,
show Kiythical figures associated with the clan concerned,
and some natural species whose association with the elan
involved is guaai-toteiaic in this connection, in that the
animals are used to classify social groups.

(Toteirdsra,

aa such, is not highly developed, though totemic 'echoes'
abound in the Umada material ~ the Seplk, a great centre
for totemic institutions is not far away after all).

Here

there is another sharp contrast with the ageli raask which
is a generalised model of atree;

the tajswa masks reflect

the cultural demarcation of group from group, and though
'fish' are, undeniably, a natural species, the whole
of the 'fish* wasks run counter to this:

the fish
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are made to represent the component clana of the society.
The olan designs are 'cultural' - though they may
represent natural species - in that they are regarded as
th« Inventions of specific *aen.

&ov® deaths are known

to be relatively r®cent innovations, nawed ancestors
having introduced theis after having had a dream in which
a new design was revealed.
Meanwhile, ray investigations did not seem to lead
to the uncovering of any specific 'practical 1 role for the
designs - though sorte designs showed spirit-beings, it did
not seem to be the case that the spirit was participating
in any way in the ritual.

Though informants could provide

a little 'exegesis* for sorae of the designs there is no
title ar connection between the exegesis of the designs and
the function of the masks upon which they were painted except the connection with clanship.
Finally, it is necessary to remark on the ssasks in
relation to the syiaboliajs of hair (ta). It will be seen
that the mask forms a kind of tubular extension over the
Sancer's head.

Actually, this f extension* of the dancer's

head could very well be thought of as a 'wig* in that wata
(coconut fibre) is a inember of the ta <hair) class (cf.
above), and this Is no accident In that coconut fibre Is
hairy in texture, and, eraerging at the crowi of the coconut
palm <toe» indeed occupy a jXJstition, vis-a-vis the palm,
that hair occupies oa the hugsan head,

the ritual ««e of

•wigs' (especially in contexts where masculinity is being
•tressed) is widespread in the western highlands of !>3ev?
Guinea (Stratheam and Strathearn 1971) - ho%?evef, while
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actual human hair is ua@d in the highlands 'wigs' th®
tasjwa masks use a vegetable analogue of hair instead.
In both areas, however, hirsuteness is strongly associated
with masculinity.

Before, the pacification of the ar®a

by the Dutch and the Australians hair was worn very long,
bound up to form a vertical colurru

I arly photographs

show K&n sporting 'vertical' hnir-arrangements of tills
type more than a foot high, though I myself nevor saw
hair worn longer than about eight inches, am! most itsen
wore their hair no isore than three or four Inches long,
nonetheless, this traditional wale preoccupation with long
hair, carefully trained Into the vertical, is essential to
the understanding of the Jjcrawa ma.sk,

I was told that the

dancer's hair ought to protrude out of the aperture at the
top of the tube of wjata.

The mank would then both

represent an exaggeration of the normal hair-style, as v/ell
ae displaying the dancer 1 © own hair to advantage.
There is an eleromt of straightforward phallic
syisbolisr: in this attitude to hair;
indicative of sexual potency.

long hair being

What is more important,

perhaps, is the discipline which goes with this attitude
to hair:

i.e. the hair is not permitted to flop sideways,

or form ©a unkeiv.pt bushy &op, but is subject to careful
control, a disciplined 'vertical' coiffure.

(Contrast

the bushy abundance of the sago- fronds on the a&eJU rr.ask).
Bushy, unkentpt hair was regarded as indicative of the social
autonoioy of the most senior wen, while neatly arranged hair
characterised the bachelors and younger roen.

Thus the

sexuality of the ta^wa dancers is emphasised by the 'wig-
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like'aspect of the tarcwa rrask, but at the same tir.\e hair
is subjected to a cultural restraint,, which enphasisea
the vertical axis.
Thus the fish are to be opposed to the cassowaries
who opened the ritual as 'relatively subject to social
constraint',, and this "constraint 1 is as apparent in
their dancing as it has proved to be in the other features
Bsentioned.

Wbfre the cassowaries l«sap and gyrate in an

autonomous, unstructured way, occasionally holding hands
(lateralIty) the finh dance in single file, acpwatodna
leadina, maintaining a disciplined formation.
It would be wrong/ however, to overstresn the
'constraint 1 of the» tawwa role, which in only

relative.

Their dancing Is cpanly phallic, not the restrained
shuffle of the ^plnatairiwa (show* section v) nor yet the
tight-reined loping of the igele.

Moreover there is a

distinct element of conflict in their rutwal Interaction
in the dance.

Thus/ besides proceeding In single fil®,

the fish also frequently turn about,- facing each other in
pairs,, seeming to threaten each other vith drawn bows. It
ia perhaps not goi.n'rj too far to sea in this an expression
of the conflicts which divide- the cor$>on<?nt clans of
Umeda society.*

arrned conflicts did. occur within the

village in r>re-pacification days.

If the tanwa, representatives

of the Uir-eda clans, behave aggressively ratr^ong themselves,
it Is also true that they behnve aggressively tov?ards
spectators, particularly worsen.

In a wdrd, the 'netamorphosis

of the cassowary 1 readies only a half-way stage in the
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dancing of the taswa;

while relatively subject to

constraint, the tana/a retain overtly sexual in their
dancing, and their aggression is by no means lacking in
that element of 'autonoir. y' which was characteristic of
the cassowary.

The tarowa do not represent the regeneration

of the society - which must await the arrival of tha
Ijgele bowmen - but are, so to apeak, only the harbincrers
of that eventual regeneration.
Before leaving the analysis of the t_aiwa_ dance 1
should like to add a few remarks which relate back to
the discussion in section iii 'Ida and Fertility',
•*.•>

I have suggested that, in essence, the 'fish'

dances ar«s an occasion for acting out, in the arena of
ritual, the drear -augur-/ of the fish - a kind of public
dreair of good or~en.

Thin idea raises sen® roro general

issues in the interpretation of ritual.

In a separate

paper (not yet published) I have attempted to arrive at
a conception of 'ritual efficacy" based on the idea that
ritual i a fundamentally designed to provide the 'significant
conditions * of the desirad out cone.

(Cell ff.D.).

That

is to say, in ritual, won saok to artificially bring into
being the 'signs' or 'indications' which, in tha course of
nature, or according to the cosrnological beliefs o£ the
people concerned, are necessary indications of the successful
outcome.

According to this view of ritual, the explanation

of ritual activity as a Keens to practical ends (rather than
mere expression of sentir^nts) , must be sought less in the
"belief systems' v/hich rcay, or i&ay not be invoked in order

tto justify ritual action, but in the far wore neneral
propensity, which is common to all men, to see the world
as a 'system of stems'.
This is hnrdlv the place to attest a full-scale
justification of this ooint of view, which he* ratifications
into Philosophical Anthropolrqy.

I vill restrict myself

to saying that T octree with the conclusions of Dorothy
Lee (I960) who has contrasted the "linear* aimlity of
(ideal-type) 'western' thoncrht habits - an eivphasis on
causal sequences, ordered progression from point to point
with the Trobriand and Wintu situation, where the «n?phasis
is not on 'line.' no much as on •pattern 1 . Rather than see
the world ast we (should 1) do in term's of linear caudal
sequences, sb© armies that the Trobrlanders think in ••• .
terrng of rjatterned complexes of activities an<? experience
whose- inter-relations are not 'lineal* but are to be
conceived as s. 'mosaic* in which the individual elements
are not causally related, but are linked together as part
of the overall pattern.

Thus garden rracric is not causally

geared to the lrcre««e of crops, b\\t ip t nonetheless, a vay
of forwulatinrr the total pattern of garden activity (cf.
Tawbiah 1968) .

I do not follow T,se in her wholesale

opposition of "us 1 vs. 'them' where commition is involved,
fcwt I do concur In thinking that the idea of 'pattern 1 is
essential to the tmd*r»tandin^ of the meann whereby ritual
action coims t© be considered practically efficacious.
To ray wind, what Lee calls 'pattern' is identifiable
With the 'natural 1 or 'cowaonwan^w' attitude to the world,
which i« the attitude which 'takes for granted 1 the
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orderlinesfs of patterned sequences of events, activities,
processes, and so on, taking Dlace In the Irnnediate or
social environment, and uses them as a »ystew of 'signs'
or 'indications* of further events , activities, t>rooesses
etc., which lie outside the limned!ate situation of the
particular experiencing ego.

This Is th* point of view

which has been put forward by Bchuts In his essay 'Syrafool,
Roality and Society' (1967, p.287).

In this far-roaching

paper Schutz offers th* folloving definition of 'indication'
which, though involving certain technical terms, should
he intelligible In isolation from, his t«xtr

'Indication

arises when certain facts, objects or events are linked
together in a more or leas typical way such that X f which
is Imrrted.lately perceived, is experienced as bein«r related
to past, present or future V in «nch a way that X can form
an opaque (unenalysod) rootiv® for believing Y.

X is a

witness;; for Y, n tanqihle sitjn that V Is, or will be, or
has existad" (Sctmta 1967),

Th® 'natural attitude* (as

distinct from the critical, scientific attitude) is suffused
with cmch relations of 'indication' which are, in fact,
the basin of symbolic syntenr? of a itwre elaborate kind.
Rsturrino to th« problem of ritual , 1 vould argue that
averj'thint? that, happens in the rundane world is generally
considered a?3 bctlnrr 'conditioned 1 by cortain slonc?,, signs
that ar© the accepted concomitants of that process or ©vent:
either ns nortents of It** irsninent occurrence, indications
of hidden proceases, or states interceptihle to immediate
observation, or traces of things punt.

v?hat ritual does is

to graar- actively the 'significant* aspect of the world so
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ft® to S^^?_.^«..»ijnrJ?S«dition8 of the desired outcome.
'Magical rationality' u«* s the world built up of complexes
of relations of indication, a pattern of roeanings, portents,
signs and auguries, pre-figurationa of the patterns of the
future in the patterns of the present.

And since the

mutual intor-relatei^neas of those complexes of reaning,
the general stability and continuity of the pattern, Is
* taken for granted' it can im seen that it is perfectly
legitinate, from the point of view of one immersed in the
pattern, coiwsiittaa to the cognitive style lrr*posed by it»
to seek to manipulate tne world by manipulating the Eieanings.
I think that this idea aor.t&s out particularly clearly
in relation to the fleh-dancere at ida.

By representing

the fish, which, in dreams, auour the foirtn of children,
the iBfin participated actively in the 'pattern' of
reproductive events, nsnipulating trie augury so as to bring
about the desired outcome as an automatic consequence.
Stated thus baldly, the device s@®rr.s trjarely naiv®, hut
one should rei;tsr;ber that the dancers sre not overtly_
orienting their behaviour to human fertility, but, if
anything, to sago-fertility (section iii).

Cuestioneci point-

blank as to the efficacy of xhe fish-dancing in making
the woren fertile, rny infornant laughed and aaked whether
I didn't know of rcadisr iseana to Rake women bear children.
My ltd stake, in this instance, was to 'linearize' a situation
whic!i properly should be seen in tanas of 'pattern' .

Rather

than apply a crude and inappropriate 'Tvechanistic' n>od@l
to ritual action, It is necessary to &®& it as a means of
participating in the patterned flux of events, an act of poetic

legislation over the course of nature.

In representing

the augury 0 £ taa fisn in a public and collective dreain,
the r.ien signified fertility and so brought it into being.
It ia necessary to recall, also, that ritual acts on
more than one level simultaneously.

While roy informants

rejected a linear interpretation of the fish-dancing,
as a 'magical' i,«eans of promoting fertility, they were
v?ell av;aie of tae iiuplications of the fish-dance for mundane
(rather than mystical) erotic relationships.

The young raen

who take the t&tjjiufwana tans/a roles, nany of them bachelors
or only ' technically : married to siaall girls, were very
conHcioua of the opportunity it gave there for self-display
before an audience of adrairing xvomen.

At the cosnolocrical

level the fish-dancers portend trte onset of bio-social
regeneration, aa> inuivictual actors, potential lovers and
hiisbands , taey, inctiviciualiy, will b® in on tJie process.
The dogma tJiat the wor.ien were well and truly 'tricked' by
the fish, tiiinkiua tuieni to be germine, was pure theology
as the i.«2n well knew.

Xhe ta»wa dancer, despite the

concealment of ttaek and body-paint, was immediately
recognisable to everybody present, as? an Individual.

His

identity was xaorged with the 'fish 1 only at the level of
formal symboli.sM;

as an individual dancer he* vas, in a

very Important sense, playing himself.

One rapidly became

accustomed to identifying individual dancers, despite their
masks*, by their body build, their carriage while dancing
and other idiosyncracies. I would go so far as to say that
the young men I knew in Itoeda were never themselves so
much as whan

they put on ma«ks, and danced as fish.

Each
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dancer's style was a revelation when considered in
conjunction with his character in daily life(the Councillor) tense, controlled, feline;
'eookboy') gross, dionysian?

Poia,
Kapi (itiy

Hupwo tentative*, inhibited ...

these observations are only anecdotal, and I mention them
only to stress that ritual role-playing is only an aspect
of role-playing in general, 'the presentation of the self
the expression of individuality channelled into a ritual
context.

The ritual arena is not hermetically sealed off

frow the arena of everyday life, and for the individual
dancertiie possible consequences of a performance may be
far-reaching.

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, the

1970 ida resulted in the elopement of a pretty young widow
with a muscular young 'flssh 1 of Walna clan, an event which
had very serious repercussions for all concerned.
Thus, v?hil© at a cosnological level the fish are
harbingers of regeneration, at a mundane level the sexual
relationships expressed or brought into being as the younq
ir«en and woman of the village share the ritual arena with
one another (tacitly conscious of each other's presence,
though overtly indifferent) do, in a very real sense, further
tha perpetuation of the society.

The dancing is, indeed, as

th© men say, a trick (£»kus) though the 'trick 1 is not
played solely upon the women, who knov very well what is
afoot.

Rather, it ia a 'trick' that is at the heart of all

ritual, the 'joke* (also ^pkus) which creatively juxtaposes
irondane and COBBIOlogical franrea of reference.
There ia a final idea to be added to the foregoing,
an idea which played no part in my thinking whll© I was in

P-- Ft
/
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the field, but which may perhaps link the ida ritual to
the ritual performances of the groups on the main course
of th® Sepik, the AbelaEi in particular.

My supervisor,

Anthony Forge, has frequently emphasised the underlying
ideological contrast, characteristic of Eepik societies,
between the 'cultural creativity of ir-en' versus the
'natural creativity of woiaan' (Forge 1965, 1967).

It is

as if the usen, secretly resentful of the reproductive
capacities of woinen, se«fc, in their rituals, to compensate
themselves for being biologically de trpp by mounting
elaborate cultural analogues of feminine reproductive
activities (hence, e.g. penis-bleeding, 'rebirth' ceremonies
at initiation etc.).
Th© Uaseda do not show these traits in their most
marked fom (no penis -bleeding, no elaborate initiation,
no belief in parthenogenesis etc.) but there is, I think a
clear relation between the ida ritual and the ideological
opposition between 'cultural' and 'natural' creativity or
reproductivity.

In ida the men, unaided by wosr-en, mount .

what constitutes a dramatic enactment of reproductive
processes, a drama mounted for the benefit of female
onlookers, stressing the wale contribution to the cycle
of regeneration.

One cannot say that the nen actually

enact th© female role in any explicit way-

rather they

show reproduction devoid of any fair,ale participation at
all.

This purely masculine creative enterprise is essentially

'cultural' - bio-social regeneration, as I will demonstrate
further below, is raade synonymous with 'culturalisation'i
the 'natural' cassowaries are metamorphosed into the 'cultural'
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ip_ele bowirnn as the price of their regeneration.

It is

as guardians of 'culture 1 in this sens© that r*n participate,
in M*' in the sphere of reproductive processes, other
wise the monopoly of women.
xvi.

The an»v - termites
Before going on to discuss the ipele dancers, in whom

the ritual of ida culminates, T ought to say something about
the subsidiary figures who enliven the day dancing, the
aroov (termites) , the neophytes (ner^tpd) and the various
ogres and ogresses (yaut) .

Of the three types ofsubsidiary

dancers, the awov are the most important as well as being
rather spectacular.
The aiacy role is played by senior men, though it is
not particularly prestigious.
is striking.

The decoration of the ajraoy

The yellow face-mask is topped by undulating

cassowary plumes and surrounded by yellow-speckled nu
(codlaum) leaves, the whole being set off by brilliant
polychrome body-paint.

Despite the roagnificant decoration,

the role is, in Umeda eyos, implicitly rather ridiculous.
This arises froir the Oneda attitude to termites which must
be explained.
Two features of the tenrite (alias 'white ant')
attracted continent frors Umdasj

firstly their odd proportions

a big head attached to a little,soft body, and secondly,
their nunwsrousness.

Nobody who has ever been to the tropics

could fail to be astounded by the sheer number of temites
that can be crararad into a nest or an infested log.

It is

fascinating (but to tender v?estern sensibilities, also
rather disturbing) to watch a terpitc-infested log burning
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on a slow fire.

Hundreds upon hundreds of helpless-

looking little creatures coime tumbling out of the cooler
end of the log, to fall into the ashes* on the hearth where
they surge about like a crowd In the grip of mass-hysteria
to perish miserably in th© aahns as th© heat overcoms
them.

Buch vast numbers - a termite nest is a pullulating

cosaraunity containing hundreds of thousands - cannot fail
to impress th® population-conscious? Utnedas , whose own
nuKibars - clans of 1O or 2G individuals, nowhere inore
than 7O-odd, is a matter of real chagrin to them.

(They

were incredulous at it>y etorl.es of western cities) .

It is

this inexhaustible reproductivity v?hleh is the due to th©
interpretation of the asnoy at ida.
But it is this very reproductlvlty which makes the
araov ridiculous.

One can see this in the following way.

It is said that if a wan hears the secret words
(the 'black* words - ino jjidlki) of women certain consequences
ensue, one of which is the acquisition of a big yellow
ridiculous head lik© a termite.
These 'worsens secrets' are concerned with reproductive
topics, and Kien I talked to showed, real unease at the idea
of probing too deeply into them/ and they certainly would
not willingly overhear private female conversations for
fear of being degraded in this way.

The 'termite head 1 is

not apparent to th© victim himself, but is visible to the
woiien, who hold the possessor of such a head in contempt th* unfortunate man will have no success with women thereafter.
The rilculoue termite head is represented by the
spherical head-covering of yellow-dyed ehoy 805.

The

termite role (suitably enough, taken by experienced
married men rather than 'pure 1 bachelors) symbolises
'possession of knowledge of reproduction' or 'reproductivity 1
in general.

This is distinguishable froir 'sexuality 1 as

such which is Etore appropriate to the tarya, for while the
latter dance with the overtly ' phallic'^dasuh^ the amov
wear only the small i?eda of everyday us©, and their
dancing is far less aggresoive than that of the tarcwa.
Where the tairawja interact aqgresnively with one another,
and also occasionally with the women on the periphery,
the ?^oy have a special role vis-a-vis the children, who
form their retinue. The children in this instance are
"playing themselves 1 in the ritual, just as the young men
dancing fish, or the older men dancing termites are also
'playing themselves* under cover of a rituel disguise.
Here the children symbolically confirm the reproductivity
of the ajflov, and also, in a sense, mock then v/ith their
reiterated refrain 'actoy - e-« - an»v e-e 1 (Termitei
Termite!).
It is possible to see the airov as th© ultimate 'weakening*
of the cassowary, a modification in the direction of
'iiapotenc®' of the ithy-phallic ' autonomous c>8l©' stereo
type.

In place of the belligerent black paint, we find

©legant polychroise designs;

in place of the phallic dance,

a restrained, undulating rnotion;
a retinue of vocal children?
tne antov head.

in place of 'autonomy'

in place of the ageU ciask -

This last transformation, the contrast

between the ajdjti roask and the awov head ia particularly
instructive, since, in highly 'reduced' form, the ftE»v head
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is in fact analogous to the ageli. rask at all
(£ee Fig. 2O).

points.

The hubnab fringe, the shov sog> the

necklace of suboy® fruit are all to be found, in
'lainiaturised' form, in the decoration of the anoy dancer,
though the naveli fronds are replaced by waving cassowary
plumes and nu leaves.

This 'reduction' of the cassowary

in the guise of the awov relates back to the discussion
of the 'neraeais of reproductivity'•

the 'weakening' of

the attributes of the cassowary in the decoration of the
ajsov corresponds to the theory that reproductivity is
'debilitating 1 (see below on the kwanugv/1 for a further
demonstration of this).

I shall return to the ainov head

in the general discussion of laask types (below section xx).
To conclude on the a®ov:

these dancers, who

accorapany the fish in the later stages of the day dance,
are, in a sense, the fulfilment of the promise of reproductivity
raade by the fish.

They ahow reproductivity in action, and

th® point is underlined by their retinue of children (all
»ale - "masculine" reproductivity again).

But the ajsov

are only 'rsetaphors' for reproductivity, like the fish,
and ida cannot culminate until specifically human progeny,
fully 'culturalised* , have coiraa onto the scene, in the form
of the i£@le bowraan.

Th© fish and the amov share the

feature of BultijplicJlt£, thus, they serve as 'isetaphors'
for th© human project of social regeneration.

Equipped

with dizzying powers of self-replication they can stand
as an iiaage, a mark for roan.

By participating, symbolically,

in the fantastic reproductive capacity of the arnov - which
verges on the ridiculous - the significant conditions of

human reproductivity are established and confirmed.
The reader will perhaps find this line of argument
easier to follow if h© attempts to visualise the
'mathematics' of JLda up to this point.

Ida begins with

a duality, the two eli dancers who dominate the first
night (effacing the ajolnataiiiwa who play a subsidiary
role).

The pattern of 'twos' continues with the aba

and the teh - there are only two dancers present at any
one tirae.

As the day dancing proceeds, with tetagwana

ta^awa succeeding aiioragwana Tarawa the numbers progressively
increase, first by the addition of wore fish and then by
the addition of atopy dancers and the retinues of children,
At th® height of the atnov dancing in the middle and late
afternoon the arena becoiees quite crowded with dancers,
singing children, musicians , spectators, and women.

This

effect of 'multiplication 1 is enhanced by the decorations
of the dancers themselves, (nodding plur/.3s and sprays of
leaves) and by the womens * feathered poles n_ajjoda (which
they carry while dancing),

The effect is of a fluctuating

pattern of brilliant colours, animated by the miaical
pulse of the huf orchestra.

The impression of 'multiplicity 1

is related to the overall sywibolisj? of Ida itself, which ia
indeed a ritual of multiplication.

To this? effect the antoy

dancers, and their retinue, make a very important contri
bution .
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xvii "

Sh^JW^sidlng figures

§je*bj.iha,
These 'ogrer, • and 'ogresses' have been described in
the previous chapter, and I do not fet-1 I need devote
any further discussion to thexa, since, on the whole, they
do little more than provide soir* 'coirdLc relief.
2) ab 'wildfowl'
This figure, it will be recalled, appears during
the second night of ida (not ahov.-n on the tabular diagram)
the night otherwise devoted to singing aj-?sego songs.
The "wildfowl 1 are not at all iroportarst but they do provide
an interesting variation of the 'cassowary 1 themes.
ab dancer wears the jatjeJLl rnnsk, but is unpainted.

The
The

dancing of the ah is a quick scurrying, knees bent, close
to the ground, initating the v;lldfovl itself.

The ab,

coning during the second night, are very clearly a 'weakened*
forjm of the cassowaries, though not no far removed from
their prototype as, say, the ar>|ov just discussed.

They

echo, in a less exuberant avian disguise,- the dominant
gyrafoolisr.s of the first night of Ida, and point to the way
in which the progressive 'weakening 1 of the attributes of
the cassowary (here

'absence of black paint', 'restrained

dance-style' etc.) are the condition of the appearance of
the 'new men' (the igelc) at the conclusion of the ritual.
I would compare tharr., porhapa , to the abortive restatement
of th* theme of the first woveisent at the opening of the
finale of Beethoven's ninth nyrnphony.

Incidentally, the

cassowaries themselves wake a very brief entry towards
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sunrise on the second day, 'restarting 1 the proceedinqs,
a still more precise counterpart to Beethoven's jausical
idea.

As to why I consider 'wildfowl' a 'weakened' form

of 'cassowary' I think I can hardly do better than r^ake
wy point visually by juxtaposing tour drawings, showing
a) a cassowary, b) a wildfowl, c) aiia d) their ritual
iaapersonations (Fig. 37) .

o >w *
Jl v

\JLxo<*c\*.i*\tt

3)

The at±»i£upus kwod

The ?£!5& ogress has been described, above (Chapter
4, section xiii). This figure iss important, not so
mien for itaelf, as for the light it nhedn on other, more
Important, ritual impersonations, particularly the ipele.
It will be seen, meanwhile, that the kwod shares the
'ridiculous yellow head' with th® ajnoy figures. This
1 ridiculous* aspect of sexuality is carried over, also
the treatment of the penis? and body-paint of the dancer.
The penis is bound up, in the sara© manner as th© ijpelei
but the effect here is not to communicate 'repression of
male sexuality 1 but actual 'femininity', since the kwod
is an ogress. This attempt to negate znasculine character
istics, combined with the prudish behaviour of the dancer,
covering the genitals with a frond and advancinc in a
crouching manner, ridicules female sexuality in rather the
way that the anqv ridicules aspects of male sexuality.
This is also true of the body-paint of the kwod dancer,
which is red, like th© ipeljs. Ked paint, generally speaking,
indicates nascent sexuality (see on 'Colour symbolism'below)
here, applied to feminine sexuality, it evokes decidedly
derogatory associations. Men spoke of the fezr.ale genitals
as 'red (swetde) things' - a reference to redness where
women were concerned, being automatically construed ag a
reference to the ganitals. Hence the red paint of th© kwod
Ofrress, though apparently identical to that of the positivelyvalued ipjala bowrnen, evokes a very different response, for it
la a direct allusion to th© ainbivalent topic of feminine
sexuality.

As I noted earlier, kwod iss also a kinship term
meaning 'Father's sister'.

This relative is in an

aiHbiguous position in th@ kinship Bystens, being poised
between the dichotoroous categories of kin and affines,
which are otherwise* kept rigidly separate.

This 'ambiguity'

of the kinship status of the F Z is reflected in the
asibiyuous way in which masculine attributes are given to
a fendnine role in the figure of the kvod.

The kwod is

feminine yet, like the vagina dentata ogress sojwa naina
she carries a bow.

Similarly, though feminine, the kwod

Is naked, otherwise a Etasculine characteristic. In effect,
the kwoa seems to reveal a baffling identity between
positively and negatively valued stereotypes;

sharing

three of the roost important features of the ijB£le bowmen
(the reel paint, the bound penis and the bow and arrow)
the kwod is a feared ana despised ograss, the ipgle the
ritual hero.

Is the difference siraply that the kwod is

an ambiguous female, the ijp©l® a norm-con forming male?
I have so far fooen unable to reaolv© the issue,
4)

The aeraetod, precursors of the ipele
,._
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With the nejnetod, I return to less rmarky waters.
A neophyte youth, participating in the ritual for the first
tins® has but two roles open to him:

the imolnataEtwa role,

discussed previously, and the role of nerce tod ("new man').
In th® latter role, the neophyte, painted red all over,
fowt wearing the oktek and pedasuh, is permitted to make
fctit one circuit of the arena accornpaniod by his mother's
broth©r (undecorated) in the role of his preceptor.

Such
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a neophyte may be referred to as an ijpele, just as the
Igele proper may be referred to as a 'new inan 1 like the
neophyte - however, tha ipele role is an important and
senior role, while the neophyte is a relatively insignificant
participant.
This formal identity between the role of the neo
phyte and the role of tho ipjel?. im of the greatest
significance for the interpretation of th« latter, and will
be discussed further in due course.

Here I would like to

stress the features of the behaviour of the nemetqd a) that
his dancing is restricted to one circuit only, the sanction
being that otherwise his hunting will suffer and b) the
relation between neophyte and preceptor, which bears an
obvious relation to relation between ifiele and jswajrmgwi
('old nan*).
The restriction of the neophytes' dancing is
instructive because it shows very clearly the way in which
dancing is classified as a form of 'sexual activity', and
hence taboo to the ideally 'repressed 1 neophyte.
SuiBBiariEinc the situation, one can say that, at this point
in bis career the neophyte's ascetic vocation as a 'hunter'
is endangered by three types of activity, which he raust
esch&w;

i) sexual relations, ii) eating the 'tabooed

foods' (loplkakoi) iii) dancing with the pedasuh.
are symbolically equivalent.

All these

The neophyte's "repression 1

is not only sexual, but also social, anci this is made
apparent in the way in which he appears, not as an autonomous
actor (like a cassowary or a tamwa dancer) but only under

the guidance of & member of the senior generation, his
real or class ificatory mother's brother, a member at
the opposite ritual moiety.

One might be tempted to see,

in this situation, the 'inversion' of the relation
between the awov dancer and nis retinue of children.
The neophyte 1© subject to constraint 'from above 1 the
aciov to constraint 'from below 1 ;

i.e. the dancing of

tne *®y>y is equally subject to restraining influences
(as compared, say, to the cassowary) but of a very different
kind, not excessive ixanaturity, but excessive maturity,
the debilitation of those who have succuivtbed (as the
Rerotod has not) to philoprogenitive impulses.
xviii. Breadfruit _ and_ ^ootmut (the ig^le)
She verbal segusent ip has been discussed briefly in
the chapter on language and syrnbolism (above p.^SS ),
The significant grouping:
breadfruit
ipud
ipudi

immature growing shoot (part of tree)
forefinger
(body-part)
eldest son
(social role)

places the segroent ij> at the centre of a group of words
whose common denominator is the idea of a 'arowinq point' natural or social.

This clearly provides an important

clue for the interpretation of the role of the ijE^i® in
I»et us look at this name and its various meanings more
cloaely.
i)
11)
iii)

ipele
lp®T®
ij>J»Ji

ritual bcn/Kan (ip + ele)
'leaves of breadfruit tree' (cf. navali)
raultipronged bird-arrow
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I argue that all th@so three meanings are based
on the conjunction of the segment ip with ele, ele being
a variant of the li segment (eli) analysed alcove
(section v).

At first sight though, the conjunction

'ritual bownen' and 'leaves of the breadfruit tree' seem
rather arbitrary (not to rention the further meaning
'KiUltipronrjed bird-arrow 1 ).

Yet, in the light of my

many previous remarks on the subject of Uireda treesymbolism, it is not without interpretation.

First of

all I have already cociwanted on the fact that leaves (-vie)
fit into th© 'sociological' K*odel of 'tree-structure* aa
the counterparts of the filial generation of sons (as
opposed to fruit, JKOV> the filial generation of daughters).
Now 'the filial generation of sons' ia precisely what
the ipgle dancers represent in symbolic terms.

But why

'breadfruit' leaves in particular?
The breadfruit tree (Autocarpus) is an important
food resource in y reed a, a welcome addition to the diet in
the early and middle dry season period (it is basically a
dry-season food like fish and coconuts).

Groves of

breadfruit trees are planted on the fringes of permanently~
inhabited clan hamlet site's, but more usually in the gardenhouse areas in the bush close to the main village.

They

are, Ilk© coconuts, associated with human habitation, but
not only with the main village itself like the coconuts.
(inforif-ants recognised a linguistic connection between ij>
on the one hand and iuv (house) on the other).

The opposition

between the 'harJLet-woieties 1 ijviJL and asJLla (see chapter on
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breadfruit are, ncnethesleas, associated with
gardens in the Usteda rrdnd, since that is where they are
nainly found.

And gardens*, as I have pointed out elsewhere,

are the location where the birth takes place (Dinedas indeed
one could say, are bom under breadfruit trees) - never in
the hamlet itBelf.

The garden-house area??, with their

associated grovea of breadfruit, reproduce, 'on a small
scale' the structure of the nain village habitation sit©?
in fact, Unedas are aware that the present, 'permanent'
hamlets on the central ridge have actually developed from
such garden-house sites.

For instance the present Kialurcda

hamlet/ established about two generations ago, was originally
a garden-house site and this fact is preserved in the current
nmae of the hamletshelter').

'Yatunekebeh' (froiri yj*tune 'garden

Thus P garden-house site is, in effect, a

rdLniature, secluded hamlet - with the potentiality for
developing into a permanent clan -• hamlet.

Let rne summarise

taeae distinctions as they fc^ar on the breadfruit/coconut
opposition (Table 8).
Tii© nature of this 'small-scale/large-scale 1
opposition becoires clearer when not only the typical location,
but also the physical features of the two species are taken
into consideration.

This is best done by referring to the

drawings (Fig. 38A, fc) provided.

It will he seen that

coconut and breadfruit as trees are very dissimilar:
is a pain, the other a relative of the mulberry).

(on©

However,

if comparison b© riade between a s>j.ngl_e leaf-bearing branch
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Of the breadfruit tree, and th© crown of a coconut palm,
definite resemblances do begin to becon-e apparent.

On

the tip of its c\any sinuous branches the breadfruit produces
a syiranetrically-arramjed array of four very large leaves
(up to two feet long) with deeply serrated edges (this
is the Uretla breadfruit - there are other varieties with
less serrated leaves).

In the centre of the array of

leaves is a nev leaf-bud surrounded by a kind of sheath
which protects it while it ir> developing.

This sheath -

and. here we have clear linguistic evidence that Cr.edu
regard coconut and breadfruit as being ir sortie way
analogous -• ia called ijvwata.

Mow wata, BK has been pointed

out, is otherwise the term applied to the fibre which
protects the shoot (ij£U<3) of a coconut pain

that is, the

developing frond ©merging from the centre of the crown
{see fig. 33A) .

In 3'nort, th© general arrangement of

the individual leaf-bearing branch of a breadfruit tree the symmetrically-arranged pinnate leavers, the shoot f the
wata and the dangling fruit, reproduces tnat of the coconut
palls*

But with two important differences:

in the case of

the breadfruit the arrangement isa) MINIATURISED and
i>) MULTIPLIED.
There is another point to note about the breadfruit,
which also distinguishes it frorc the coconut,

when the

bark of a breadfruit is cut the tree produces large quantities
of white sticky latex.

This is called nen (literally 'milk 1 -

to be sharply distingui«h«a froir sap (bs_as) identified, not
with nilk, but with semen).

This soft, milky bark contrasts
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with the toucrh, gnarled outer bark of the coconut.

The

same kind of contrast ic also apparent in the leaves and
fruit:

coconut fronds being hard and spiky, breadfruit

leaves beim? flexible and soft, coconut firuit tou^h, bread
fruit squashy and so on.

It may also be important that

breadfruit leaves have a special use of their own and
one very central to the interests of the people, narsiely,
as the standard wrapping material for cooking neat,
particularly large ga»*a such as pigs or cassowary.

The

meat is wrapped up, already cut into joints, with hot
stones t bound up tightly and placed on th© enters of the
fire.

In about 10 minut@s the zaeat is (slightly) cooked

and is ready to eat.

The association of breadfruit leaves

and successful hunting is; significant, sine© th© ip^A® are
very raueh the exponents of this side of life, the ascetic
vocation of huntsmanship.
The relation coconut/breadfruit can be seen, therefore
aa encoding the relation 'large-scale' to 'sraall--scale'
which is, at the sawe time, th« relation of relatively
jaature to relatively iivaaature (ipjade • yoxuig, immature).
The breadfruit, in tares of tree-symbolism, stands on the
aid© of regeneration, as opposed to the coconuts, standinq
for ancestral values.

Tn the following sections I turn to

'the attributes of th© ipele 1 to see how this idea of
regeneration is wade manifest in the figure of th© dancer
himself.
xlx,

The _attrib_utea of the_ ipele
in connection with the other ritual figures,

particularly the cassonvarias and the fish, 1 have devoted

t*»; /-»

4 Yb
considerable attention to the attributes of each figure
as shown in the tabular diagram.

Having now arrived at

**• iESiS* and the conclusion of the ritual, it is now
possible to cjo back over the whole sequence, starting
with the eli, to see the way in which the 'attributes' of
successive ritual figures are gradually and cumulatively
modified with a consistent aim in view, the aim being the
eventual appearance of the ipele.
I will devote separate sections to the transformations
of mask and body-paint styles - though I daresay the reader
has been waiting impatiently for TR® to embark on the
obviously crucial question of 'Colour Symbolism'.

I treat

colour symbolism lasit of all, because, in a sense, it
suras up everything elee, giving a synoptic picture of the
ritual as a whole;
nuiribar

but for the present I shall deal with a

of other, leas obvious, issues.

One of the trost

important of theso is the 1,-peJ.e arrow, and the treatment
of the dancer's penis.
Ficj. 39 shows the ip.fl® arrow, and for comparison,
a typical cereirsonlal arrow of the type called ki-s.

The

ij3«le arrow is a rsodifieoi forro of the ir.ultipronged arrow of
everyday use - also called ipele ~ which is used for shooting
birds and sraail game.

Comparing the i£®l® arrow with the kis_

it is notable that the relation of ,ipjele to kis is exactly
that whicli I shall have just shown to subsist between coconut
and breadfruit-

namely, 'miniaturization 1 and 'multiplication'

In place of one, big point (elaborately carved with spines)
the iel® arrow consists of three, very sr.all, very sharp
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kis (Ceremonial arrow)

rpele arrow of
the type used in Ma

.. .-Lm •• -i...

binding of nab
ijaele dancer' s
penis

g 39
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points.

Th«8® individual points ar®, so to speak, a

1 repressed' version of th© big, elaborate kie arrowhead?
a feiS point 'in statu nasc«ndi'.

The 'idea of 'repression'

is made still clearer when one considers the binding of
nab (whit© material fror? the crown of the lliabun paint)
on each spine.

The binding of nab corresponds exactly

to the treatment of th© dancer's penis, (fig. 39).
For a fuller discussion of penis-binding or
'fcynodesroe' the reader is referred to ny article on penissheaths (Gell 1971) and the previous paper by P. Ucko
(197O) on which it is based.

Here it is necessary to

recall only that the ipjele are 'new rt'en' (^ISE^tod) though the actors of th© igele roles should be men of
considerable experience, for the role carries prestige
second only to the cassowaries' - symbolically, th« ip«l®
stand on a par with the neophytes, who have barely attained
the status of young adulthood.

Corresponding to this status

in life are two major obligations, which I have been
stressing all along, naively, the obligation to hunt, and the
obligation to refrain from sexual relationships.

The

potency of the bachelors as hunters is reciprocal to the
social, and particularly the sexual 'repression' to which they
are subject.

This 'repression' is given symbolic expression

in the binding of nab on the dancer's penis - the opposite
axtreroe, in fact, frora the exaggeration of phallic charac
teristics brought about by the use of the elongated pjedaauh
gourd.

This opposition ^d*wuh/naOi-kyjiod«airoe articulates

1

tha basic social opposition between married men and
bachelors.

The following diagram, taken from my article,

shows this in action (Table 9) :

Opening phase of rite 'Closing phase of rite
SENIOR

Cassowa.ri.es

GMI3.ATION

(pedasuh)

JUNIOR
G£NMIAT.U,N

Table

9 . Feda

(na"b kynodesme)

vs, Ped?]_suh vs. nab-lcvnodesme

(The arrow shows the order in which the four roles nre
played over the course of a man's ritual career).
The position of the ped_a in relation to the E®^.?.
nab-kynodesme opposition is an artibiqxiotm one;

in fact, as

I have argued, the penis sheath is an ambiguous artefact
altogether (cf. Ucko 197O ; 50 soq).

Looked at fror one

point of view, the peda, is an artefact which blocks off
tli© socially discouraged route whereby a bachelors' sexuality
wight manifest Itself,

This, I have suggested, is the

imanlng of the ritual associated with the neophyte's
assujaption of the peda at the hands of his mother's brother -

4SO
a ritual oriented entirely towards making hin» a successful
hunter, not at all towards sexual activity as such.

But

on the other hand the peda is, inescapably, a sign of sexual
potential, and moreover, a rnetonyraic phallus.

(One finds

PJBda_ as a linguistic alternative for pjftiha: penis, for
instance) .

This ambivalence of the peda is reflected in

its use in the Ida ritual, where it is worn by figures who
are ?PJt y.«t sexually active (i.e. the irolnatainwa) and by
figures who are p_a»t their aexual priine, the philoprogenitive
aEK>v and the ^rarmgwi, the preceptors of the i£®l® (see
below), i.e. the pjeda is used in ida by those figures whose
sexual status is only weakly defined?

where a clear-cut

opposition is called for, the 'extreme' variants, the
p«dasuh or nab-kynodearas
(neither
of which are ewnloyed
in
_<•—...».
,v ..*sL™Mu,,m™. _.*„.„,„._—,,,^
*
j
**

fa~^.^ f .»»!..., ..am.m.

everyday contexts) are used.
Thus, the ij^«le» culndnating exr^onent s of the 'bachelor*
stereotype, with its attendant rejection of overt sexuality,
are given a treatment of the penis which, though it conveys
essentially the same message (repression) as the pjjdg donned
by the neophyte, r»akes the same symbolic statentent in a way
which is itiUCh more forceful for being purified of the
intrinsically ambiguous associations of the geda.
Next, I shall turn to the characteristic dance-style
of the igele, their relation to their preceptors, the
granugwi, and the firing off of the igcle arrows«
As with the respective treatiwmts of the penia, the
dance-styles of the cassowaries and the ipeJLe are maximally
contractive.

The dancing of the ipele, is highly structured,

tightly controlled, both as to the pattern of the dance

The cassowary dance lasts for

and alao Its duration.

about seven hours - the ipele dances for only ten minutes
at rrcOBt.

This brevity recalls what I said earlier concerning

the limitations placed on the dancing of the neophyte:

the

'new man' conserves hijuself, conformably to the bachelor
sterotype, by refraining from dancing overmuch.

The dancer

of the cassowary role, on the other hand, fearlessly accepts
tha challenge of the long dance, th© privilege and dangers
of untranaaelled display.
AB to the dancing itself, it is notable that the
movements of the ipele are decidedly jerky and rigid (this
being underlined by the sharp, staccato huf chorda which
mark their entries) .

It is as if they had not learned to

use their linbs smoothly:

their performance certainly lacks

the niiafoleneas and grace of the other dancers.

It is quite

possible that inelegance of the ipjel© dance is a direct
reflection, in choreographic terras, of that tendency to
hobble or lisip which Levi-Strauss has noted as a characteristic
of 'Oedipal' heroes in mythology (Levi-Strauss 1958, p.237).
(Cf. above for the sarae rrotif in Umeda niyth) .

One can

certainly say that the peculiar dance of the ipele is
expressive of the fact that they are 'new wen 1 , unfledged
dancers, appearing for the first tirae.
If the ipjel®. have not yet learned to dance, nor have
they learned how to shoot, it is the role of the kwanugwJL
•fche old men' to act as their preceptors - I have already
pointed out the parallelism between the relation of the
neophytes and their mothers' brothers and this iEele/OcHM'BSHi
relation.

In part, as I have suggested, the ritual device of
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Keeping the ip*le 'under instruction' until the very last
seconds of the ritual expresses th© social subservience
of the junior generation, the same subservience to social
pressures as is expressed in the penis binding of nab?
but, at the sair.e time, it must be stressed that it is the
*S?®lf-' not the ^j?BH2?A' who are playing th© most prestigious
role.

Kw^ugwi is a role to which no particular value is

attached.

This corresponds to the sociological position

of the aged in Umeda, which was not particularly advantageous,
as it is in nacre 'gerontocratic 1 societies.

The very word

kwanugwi is a compound of nujwi./ meaning 'rotten' or
'stinking 1 .

Superior knowledge does not give superior

social prestige because it is accompanied by a decline in
qualities of masculinity, hunting prowess and BO forth.
The old men I knew hardly relished their situation;

they

found in their status as old men no compensation for their
physical decline, which they saw not as a natural consequence
of age, but as the result of attacks by hostile spirits who
would soon be ready to finish their: off altogether.

The

deaths of dost or all of their contemporaries filled them
with loneliness and foreboding, and more than one old man
in Uiseda showed strong signs of becoming a recluse, (one
old uari of Punda was, in fact, a total recluse, living alone
in a bush house) .

Most men died before having to encounter

these problems, but it is certainly true to say that old
age in Umda was not so much respected as ignored:

polite

behaviour towards the old consisted in treating them as if
they were not old.
Thus, the role of the instructors is not a prestigious
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one, though, from the point of vim? of the Ryiubollso of
ida, it is an essential one.

The relatively low prestige

of the role is marked, first of all, by th© absence of any
disguising raask, or decorated, body-paint, where this dancer
is concerned.
is significant;

The use of the peda rather than the j^daauh
bespeaking, in this context, a reduction

of sexual prowess.

Still usora illuminating, perhaps, are

the l^janygwi.* 8 arrows, which ar@ headless, duirany arrows,
weighted vith a roll of clay.

These contrast sharply both

with the typical ceremonial kia arrows, barbed and
feathered, and the milti-pronged 'miniaturised 1 i|*el@ arrows
with their bindings of nab.

The headless arrows of the

kwanujjwi ar©, in fact* identical to the du*Rmy arrows used
by small boys, auggesting that th© kwanguwi hav© made a
'full circle' back to the point wher© their careers began
as sisall 3ooys hunting lizards and insects with toy bcwar,
Th® arrov^s of th© i£®le/ on th© other hand, though m«rk*d
by the symboliBB of 'repression* , are/ by virtue of that
very repression, uniquely potent.

For it is these arrows,

released by the igel© in the closing seconds of the ritual,
which, falling into the bush, are held to renew its fertility
In the coiaing year.
In short, where* th® kwanugwi are concerned, it can be
said that th® 'n@E«si0 of reprotiactivity' has run its course:
where f in the opening phase of the ritual, the senior
generation (the cassowaries) dorainatec. the junior generation
(tit* OTlnatamwa) , in the concluding phase of the ritual the
position is reversed:

the junior generation (the ip&lQ)

dominate* the senior (the KwanugwiJ c

theirs are the potent

8
arrows which renew the bush.
On© thing stands out in all this:

where Ida cogences

with the impersonation, by mn, of a natural species, it
concludes with men taking on specifically human roles.
To be sure, the ij£?le are idealized men, anonymous, masked
exponents of a 'type' rather than individuals, but their
essential humanity is expressed, above all, by the fact that
they are bowmen.

The ceremony in which the ipele participate

is called yj-ntayalw 'shooting birds':
'man th® hunter 1 .

the celebration of

The reference to the cassowaries (who are

•birda' yJLnta) is inescapable:

I was told that the igele

send the cassowaries, fish, ainoy etc. back to the bush where
they belong.

The igele thus restore the accepted boundaries

of the spheres proper to humankind and natural species,
which the entry of th® cassowaries (heralding an invasion
of the cultural domain by natural species) threatened to
overturn.
In the cultural symbol of the arrow the unicrueness
and pre-epsinence of inen is unequivocally asserted.

But the

erablen of culture, the arrow, is also the emblem of the
repression which culture imposes upon men.

Ultimately ida

comes to reflect a paradoxical confrontation of individual
and collective autonoisy.

In discussing the cassowaries

I spoke at length of 'autonomy* as a kind of limiting point
towards which the trajectory of the individual rsale lifecycle is directed, always falling short of it.

Only in the

ritual guise of the cassowary is autonoray, in this sense,
given full expression, and I have tried to show how, in the
subsequent development of the ritual, a kind of neresis, the
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of rcproductivity, overtakes autonony and trans
forms it by maana of the 'pasaaoe through fire 1 and the
climatic Rsoinent of the yis ceremony, to the perpetuation
of the very fabric of society from which autonomy always
seeks an escape.
In the opposition between the cassowaries and the
liESi* is implicit the ruch more general opposition between
the autonomy of th© individual and the interests of the
society at large, between spontaneity and the social order.
In th© guise of the cassowary is represented a kind of
natural spontaneityj

in the dancer and the aj-eli nask (the

model of a tree) the society represents itself to itself
®Sfe §E®M® OiS^yjBy.*-

But the cassowaries, though given the

greatest ritual prestige, represent a limit;

a point beyond

which spontaneity degenerates into disorder, 'coi?ar.unita?5'
into Ksare chaos.
forces shifts:

As th© ritual progresses, th© baler-rr of
on th® first night the perimeter defences

of the society collapse under attack from the 'outside'
represented by the cassowaries;

by the conclusion of the

rites the situation was been reversed and th© 'new raen' fire
their arrows outwards/ over the bush, bringing about its
renewal.

Thus the jrintmyalra ceremony asserts, not only

the pre-eminence of iaan th© hunter over the natural species,
such as cassowaries who form his prey, but also asserts
human control over the processes of regeneration in nature.
Beginning by incorporating nature (or 1'hoirro® naturalise)
into itself, the society finishes by assuming responsibility
for nature, by 'culturalising' the very process of natural
regeneration.

It is for thi s reason that I spoke earlier
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as a *it© which 'normalizes' natural process, even
as an act of poetic legislation; the ayinbolic act of
fertilizing the bush with an arrow (which only elaborates,
in a more generalised v/ay, an idea already present in the
•plunging of the li (digging aticks) in garden magic)
expresses, not a passive subjection to natural process but
an active participation in the on-going cycle of bio-aocial
regeneration.

It is a victory of a specifically cultural

kind, the normalisation of natural process through subsuming
nature under cultural categories.

But this victory, like

all victories, is obtained only at a certain cost.
coat is repression;

The

autonomy, of the kind represented by

tli© cassowary, beinc? placed under restriction in the person
of the Igele, by an order whose very oppressiveness implies
that it can only be temporary.

The conflict between

spontaneity and order, autonomy and repression, never ceases
to b© joined:

implicitly the ip®l® «*"e well on the way to

becoming cassovraries themselves, as I will demonstrate below.
The sacrifice of individual autonomy expressed in the
symbolic repression of the Igele is, so to speak, the price
paid for the restoration of the hurcan order against th© natural
world, the collective authority of the society being obtained
only at the expense of the autonomy of the individual.
But if, at one level, the ritual seerts to oppose
cassowary and ipele as fixed stereotypes, at another level
of interpretation the relation between the two ia clearly
one of transition over tire.

By studying the sequence of idla

as a whole one arrives rapidly at the idea that there are not
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ritual figures, but basically only one such figure
in process of transformation.

Th© two following sections

(xx and xxi) on masks and body-paint will attempt to i*ake
this idea clear.

This idea of transfornation Is important

because it Jr.aans that the cassowary and the ipele cannot
b© oppooed as 'le diable et la bon dieu 1 - an good and evil.
Uroeda religion, to us© a phase of T.'illiar, James' which has
been taken up recently by War/ Douclas, is, in certain
respects, 'dirt affirrinq' (Douglas 1966, p.164) - that
is, a creative role is assigned to disorder;

the cassowaries,

lords of Misrule, are as essential to the eventual emergence
of 'order' as the i£®ie themselves, for it is from their,
through the sequence of transformations, that the 'order'
ie ultimately derived.

Order and disorder (autonomy and

repression, cassowary and hunter, senior and junior
generations) are locked in a dialectical struggle fror which
neither emerges aa the final victor.
1.

I have novhere discussed ida_ froir the standpoint of
Freudian psychoanalytic theory r plainly because, my
knowledge of the subjact is limited. Nonetheless,
the ipele/cassowary relationship has rather obvious
Freudian"overtones, which may briefly be pointed out.
The basis of the * Oedipus Complex 1 it hardly need be
aaicl, is the child's jealousy of its fathar, which is
manifested by the child's projection of its own
hostility onto the father, who becomes the imagined
castrator-ficjur©. At the ear^e time the child has
fantasies (disguised in various ways) of eliminating
the father-castrator. Turning to ida, we find both
these therms represented. The treatrent of the ipele's
penin, though not actually castration as such has/""
surely the saroe sy^Joolic laeaninc frorr, the standpoint
of Freudian theory- ?he ip.§.l® ('the son') la claiming
cyualnolically that he has been castrated by the senior
aeneration. However, he also has his revenge in the
yintavaliri ceremony, where the 'shooting' (of the casso£ary~~«« senior generation •» father/cantrator) allows him
to project his own hostility outwards in an acceptably
disguised way.
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The argiuaent of this section is couched in visual
terror

to follow it, it is necessary to refer to the

figures displaying the various hair-styles and mask-types.
(Fig. 40 and 41) .

The first two drawings show men with
(A) shows? the hair bound up with

traditional hair- styles i

stripped vines to form a column on the top of the head.
(B) shows a man wearing a bol headpiece of woven cane.
This object (the b_ol) is nowadays only worn in ttaeda on
ceremonial occasions* but I believe that a few years ago
they were worn also in everyday contexts (in waina and
Sowanda a few cien were still to be seen wearing the bol on
non-ritual occasions) .

The narae, bol, applied to thia

object is significant* because it brings out very clearly
the 'phallic' ii?»plicstions of hair (ta) . Bol otherwise
Kseans 'vulva' .

the way in which the hair (central) is

drawn through the bed (peripheral) could hardly retake the
point with more ©xplicitness .

Combined with the fact that

the effect, both of the bol hairstyle, and the method of
binding the hair with vines, Is to emphasise the vertical
axis/ one can, I think, argue that the purpose of these
treatments of the hair is to emphasise the masculine
characteristics of the head, to roake it a 'male' head with
specific characteristics.

Women's hair, so far as T am

aware, is given no special tr©atBsent, and is kept relatively
short, as is children's hair as veil.
But at the sairas tirne as emphasising masculinity, these
treatmnts of the hair can be seen as symbolising the
subjection of masculinity to 'control'.

In this/ th©
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A

D

E

Fig 40
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treatments of the hair under discussion share a good
deal with similar treatments given to the penis-

there

is, for instance, a clear link between the practice of
hX,nodesme, the binding of the penis, and the binding of
the hair shown in fig. 4O&, B.

The masculine hairstyles

contrast both with the 'unmarked' female and infantile
hairstyles, and also with the floppy uncontrolled mop of
hair (D) which would be worn by older men (Table 1O).
Table 1O
Controlled

Uncontrolled

long

younger rrarried
men

mature and
elderly men

short

neophytes and
bachelors

worsen anrl
children

The oppositions long hair/short hair:

controlled hair/

uncontrolled hair give four combined categories (long/
controlled, short/controlled, long/uncontrolled, short/
uncontrolled).

Reconstructing the situation soi^ewhat -

for post -contact influences have been no re rapid to take
effect in hairstyles than in almost any other department
of life -• it is plausible to think that each of these 'boxes'
is filled by a distinct social category. Short uncontrolled
hair characterises women and children;

lonn uncontrolled

hair the older E'en (see figs. 4OD, F) - let it be noted that
this is the croup whose 'autonomy' is expressed in the
'bushy' agejLi mask.
Long, controlled hair is characteristic of the younger
adult r.iQrti

obviously men night vacillate between the lone/

1
controlled and long/uncontrolled categories, which merge into
one another.

Controlled, but shorter, hair was worn by

bachelors and neophytes, whose hair, longer than that of
the women and children has not yet reached the length it
attains in later life,

it is the bachelors and young men

who are under the greatest pressure to conform to strict
standards of dress and coiffure:

they are the ones who

punctiliously wear the geda (see Cell 1971, p. 170 sqq) and
they would also have been the most punctilious in wearing
fc*1® bol-

(Alas, they do so no longer, having taken to

wearing cropped hair, in imitation of native policenien,
catechiata, prison <ruards etc.).

Thus, before the recent

period, the make life-cycle would have seen e progression
through four stages, each marked by a change in coiffeur:
1

23

4

Infancy

bachelorhood

Young married
man

Older married

short/
uncontrolled

short/
controlled

long/
controlled

long/
uncontrolled

with a possible final stage (old age) accompanied by
progressive baldness, and so relative hairlessness once more.
It is not difficult to see that this 'encoding* of
sociological status in terms of hair-styles is of direct
relevance to the transformations of mask styles at ida.
It would be true to say, in fact, that the mask styles take
their point of departure, not frorn the fish, cassowaries,
termites, or whatever entity they are overtly intended to
represent, but rather froir, the human head itself »

the E?ask

Is not an image of nature, but an elaboration of man.

Q?

O hi

Forraing an intermediary category between th© every
day hair-styles shown in figs. 4O A, B, D, E and ritual
masks properly speaking, comas the cereraonial headgear
shown in figure 4QC.

The bol forma a foundation around

which are wrapped successive layers of ribbon and finally
a decorative POSSUB skin.

Cassowary

plumes, sulphur-

cockatoo plumes, beads and coloured leaves complete the
headpiece which is set off by white wallaby's tails
dangling frois the ears.

Despite it* greater complexity

this ceremonial headgear is recognisably the bol hairstyle
of everyday life;

implicitly, the headgear in an elaboration

of the 'vertical 1 controlled, hair-style?

and the abundant

black cassowary plures (yj*£££j!!0 are doing duty for the
wearer's own hair - in comparable fashion, I think, to
the human hair used in th® highlands 'wigs', worn, similarly,
on ceremonial occasions in th© Western Highlands of ?«?ew
Guinea (se© Strathoarn ft Ptratheara 1971).
A headpiece such as that shown in fig. 4OC, is also
the basis of the upper part of th© araov mask (fig. 31)s
though for the arsov longer and more abundant cassowary clup.es
are used, and the face and shoulders? are, of course, covered.
There is thus a loeaaure of continuity between everyday
hairstyles, and the system of masks found in Ida.

Tn a

sensts, all the Eiaaks do is take up and elaborate certain
expressive 'weans' which are implicit in everyday usages the aar,<3 i® true, for instance, of the expressive use of
treatments of the penis in ritual (pedasuh vs. nab kynodeswe)
where, once again the usages of everyday life are taken up

and modified in various ways in order to make symbolic
statements.

By juxtaposing the various motives found in

ritual with their counterparts in everyday contexts it is
possible to anchor the ritual, which, by Itself is relatively
unintelligible, to rmndane social conditions which, by
contrast, are far rx»re easy to understand.
To turn to the nasks themselves, all of which have
been described in the previous chapters (Figs. 23, 26, 27).
The acreli mask has been analysed in 5»tail (section vi above) .
One detail of the construction was not discussed at that
time however:

namely the binding of stripped vines which

is used to fasten the apex of the laafik beneath the point
where the four arms emerge (the vine vised is called lijjojj
and is possibly the saise as that used traditionally by raen
to bind up their hair).

This binding corresponds, of

course, to the hairstyle shown in fig. 4OA.

The four

springy arms with their abundant sago fronds (substituting
for cassowary plumes) correspond to the hair itself,
out of the top of the binding.

In the case of the

mask the clement of 'control 1 (represented by the binding
of lisog) iv highly inconspicuous, whereas the bushy ta
elerosnt is very much in evidence r

in terms of the* present

argument the aejeli paisk corresponds to the'uncontrolled 1
(long) hair-styles of the mature carried man.

This, needles©

to say fits with what has already been said about the symbolic
status of the cassowary role, and its meaning in relation to
the social status of the men who ideally play it (i.e. the
mature married jrten) .
Taking the ageJLL mask as point of departure, a perfectly
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consistent pattern can be seen in the modifications of
successive raasks.

The first transition is agejli

(cf. above section x).

t«h

The 'lateral 1 dimensions of the

SSSii Ina3k **® reduced, the frondn and waving arms becoiae
vestigial, the hubnab fringe becomes shorter, the cone
covering the dancer's head and shoulders rnore compact.
Another very interesting phenotranon in apparent.

Beneath

the (now vestigial) anus a' fringe of cassowary plumes has
appeared, beneath which are found po^iw skins - i.e. the
whole mask is roving in the direction of the ainoy mask
which is distinguished by cassowary plumes and possum fur
(fig. 41) .

The teh mask can be seen as a 'reduced 1 form of

the fiS®.li Bask, and afcmltaneously, as an 'expanded' form of
the anoy mask - which is, in turn, a variant of the
ceremonial headgear shown in fig. 4OC.

In essence, then,

thes® are not separate masks, but a single 'ur-mask' (on
the lines of Goethe's fajuKms 'ur-plant') which can b©
manipulated to produce a theoretically infinite number of
variant forr-.s.

The particular way in which the 'ur-mask'

is manipulated - the particular dimensions which are
emphasised or reduced - vill correspond to the particular
reeanlnc? given to the mask within the system.

But. this

general system, of which the roac-ks are specific realisations,
goes beyond the ritual itself, to include, not only the hair
styles worn in everyday liff, but even the basic dimensions
of 'central vs. lateral' or 'vertical vs. peripheral' which,
I have argued, are basic to Uredas 1 awareness of their society.
Thus, the particular emphases given to nask-types give
concrete realisations of what is, essentially, an 'unconscious

model' of social structure.

In Ida though, the unconscious

KQdel whose realisation is achieved to th© trans formations
of mash-types is not a 'static 1 nodel, but a model of
process:*:

within each realisation of structural relationships

is implicit

a series of subsequent modifications (Fig. 41).

The teh mask, then, modifies the ageli E$ask in the
. B-jBti*.™^-**.*.

-,- -™»,^

direct ion of the osuoy xuask;

but at the same tine the

aboga
by•* the ™»-»~—»oii*-addition of the toll central oolurn, topped
* *
spray, looks forward to the iriaiawa laask (figs. 26, 27).
There would appear to be little superficial resemblance
between the tjunwa mask, and. the agcli mask:

but closer

analysis reveals nor© continuity than might have been
anticipated.
The tall central shaft of the teh raask is made of
stripped sago leaf-steras (napod),

This material reappears in

the taE*/a mac>K« not as the central shaft of the mask, but
as the tall, pointed outer frar&work.

Schematically the

change, can be represented thus (Fig. 42) ,

tall shaft of
napod
•

——

'

,r.•**•*•• "

frame of
na'ood

TEH

framevrork of
_pub cane
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•

S^'HUCTU^L ^I^^O^Z

_^.-;———.„ r--~ • ——— •

loop of
nub cane
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I.e. the njyjjod component of the teh n>ask and th

component of the tanwa mask is basically one and the
sarae, only in the latter nask the napod is split up the
Kiddle to incorporate the wata face~ra.sk.

If the napod

component of the teh nask finds its counterpart in the
fc.al^[& r-ask, what of the other components?

The lovjer part

of the framework, it is true, is very extensively modified;
the fraisework of £uh cane being reduced, in the tafir*?a mask
to a single loop of pub between whicu the wata is stretched.
The cone of ehov so£ hau vanished entirely, ant! the
binding of ljLeog> but both are replaced, effectively, by
the tube of vata, whose function was, as I said, to retain
the dancer's own hair.

The transition from ehov sog and

i^J?,PJS to !£§*•* encodes, as I rerarked above, a shift away
frow 'natural' materials towards 'culture 1 of which the
coconut palK is a docxinant syrobol.

^t the sarse tii^ie, there

is a clear relationship between the tube of wata and the hair
style in which the hair is bound up to form a colu?:n (fin.
4OA) .

If this ageli mask with its bushy naveli fronds

corresponds to th© 'long/uncontrolled* hair-style, then the
tacwa mask corresponds to th© 'long/coritrolleo.' hairstyle;
moreover, this can be seen to conform to the sociological
statuses of the actors of these roles, the elder 'autonomous 1
married Ken, and the more punctilious younger rcarriacl men

respectively.
In tha tairiwa rask, the leafy fronds and/or the
cassowary plumes which substitute for the dancer's own hair
in the case of the afi?AA an ^ ^ e iSli inas ^B have disappeared
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entirely.

However, these are replaced, first of all, by

the dancer's own hair which should. Ideally, eiserqe at
the top of the mask - though nobody wore hair long enough
to do this In 1969-7O.

Moreover th© wata Is, Itself, an

analogue of hair (ta) the equivalent of hair in relation
to the coconut palm.
Finally, attention must be directed to the fringe of
•M^M^ covering the dancer's neck and shoulders:

this is

the obvious counterpart to the fringes of hubnab on the
ajjeli and teh masks.
The contrast hub (wild pandanus) versus sub (limhuns)
is significant.

Hub is a wild forest st?ecies, not utilised

by jnan except for ritual purposes (it is distinguished from
th© dorr.esticated pandanus, y^a<|, which is planted in qroves
and whose fruit is eaten),

f-ub/ on the other hand, is a

seat!-domesticated species, planted around habitation sites,
not edible, but utilised for its spathes, which are needed
to make the ubiquitous lirabum-spathe buckets, used for
cooking and cany other purposes.

It is, then, to some

extent, similar to the coconut as a 'cxaltural' palm, though
not confined to the permanent hamlets (it also qrows wild
in the bush). More important, though, in its association
with 'growth' - particularly its capacity to spring up to a
great height in only a few years.
section xxi).

(S@e below on 'subove 1

It is associated with the subterranean 'growth-

spirits * (subadagwa).

The use of subnab for the fringes of

the taiwwa masks contains an inplicit reference, 1 think, to
the upward growth-potential of th© limbum palm, sub.

The
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opposition hub/sub encodes first, a tendency towards
'culture' - in that sub is a culturally-utilised species »
and secondly towards the 'vertical 'axis -• the tall slender
palm with its small fronds and its astonishing capacity
to attain heights of up to a hundred feet, contrasts with
the squat hub which proliferates outwards rather than
upwards, forming dense thickets with its many aerial roots.
The contrasts between hub and sub as natural species conform
with the change of ernphasia (lateral —> vortical

natural-?*

cultural) which occurs in Ida subsequ«nt to the yjLs oereinony,
i.e. with the arrival of the fish a* harbingers of bio-social
regeneration.
The contrast hub^-sub wakes sens®, not only in terms
of the particular tree species involved e but also in purely
formal terras.

Fig. 43 shows the frlnqes of the various

masks in (approximate) seal© as they appear when laid out
flat.

Comparison of these fringes provides a particularly

clear illuotration of the idea of 'irdniaturisation' ~ which
is apparent in all the details of &ask construction, but
never so visibly as in this instance.

The contrast is also

apparent between the broad y flat, hubnjjb sections and the
long, thin subnab sections.
Comparison of the fringes inakes a suitable point of
departure for integrating the i£«l« rcasks into the general
schera®.

It will be seen that in all major details of

construction the l£ejU» masks conform to the pattern laid down
fey the taKiwa masks.

In these masks, though, miniaturisation

is carried to the ultimate degree.

The tube of wata_ has shrunk
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a

to about half the length that it has in the twwa mask.
Implicitly, this diminution of the vertical dimension of
the mask corresponds to the fact that the dancer's hair is
also shorter, since the ijjele is a 'new nan' - syjuhollcally
a neophyt© is not one in actuality.
This reduction of the vertical dimension of the mask
corresponds also, accordinq to the argument being advanced
here, to the 'short/controlled' hair-style adopted by
younger reen and youths, whose hair has not yet attained
the length it will in later life.

This 'rr.lniaturization'

of the Bi.aak expresses the 'repression' to which, I have
argtied, the ipejLe are subject - one sees the sar>e phenomenon
in comparing the igele mask to the tarnwa mask that was
previously pointed out in relation to the ioejLe arrow, which
is a 'rainiaturlzed' version of the arrow-types carried by
the fish (fig. 39).
Not only has the tube of wata been reduced in the
igele mask but also the outer frar<ework of napod.

The

framework is decorated with tufts of white cockatoo-down
(ebata) .

This is a significant detail, for it narks a

change fror; the feather decorations of the other masks,
black cassowary plures in the case of the teh and. arnov
masks, black hornblll feathers and blue-purple nouria pigeon
feathers as? in the case of the tanwa nasks, plus smaller
quantities of red or green parrCt feathers, yellov? bird of
paradise plor«sa, and the sulphur crests of th® cockatoo.
Feather^ will be dealt with further in the subsequent section
on colour ayiRbolisw.

here, it is sufficient to note that
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th© use of ebata by the igele (and only by then) once
again bespeaks 'miniaturization 1 .

Moreover, these white

feathers imply a degree of immaturity on the part of the
Jrg^l®.' an^ tlie repression of overt sexuality, since ebata
feathers are otherwise only worn by th« women, who tie
bundles of white ebata to the long tails of their aancing
skirts.

Short, downy @bata feathers are, feo to speak,

feathers in a 'nascent' condition, contrasting to the large,
darker-coloured feather** found on the other masks.
These facts suffice, I think, to confirm the idea
that the masks used in ida forra a highly coherent system,
a system of 'non-verbal communication" which can be reduced
to a restricted nurnb<ar of interacting principles, which
serve to articulate the social status of the various ritual
figures.
The principles which crovern the interpretation of
ritual masks, derive ultimately fror, the conditions governing
the interpretation of non-ritual experience i.e. they are
grounded in social usage in mundane contexts.
they express is, essentially, a Process

And what

each transformation

of the 'ur-fflaak' captures a transitory phase of development be it specifically human development, or the development of
a 'tree'-model of the bio-social universe - and makes it
permanent, while at the same tirn® harking back to the previous
condition, and looking forward to the subsequent condition
of the organism.

I stress this aspect particularly, (and

perhaps rather tediously) because it seems to roe that a
conaideration of process roust form the crux of any analysis
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The whole ritual Is about processes, transitional
to understand it, It is necessary always to think in terms
of an implicit or explicit tiese-diinension, either as
regards the internal relationships of the various ritual
impersonations, or, equally, in seeking to relate the ritual
as a whole to the social context.
The question of the social meaning of various 'timedin.'Cnsione ' is taken up in the very last section (xxii) i
before going on to that problem, I have to deal at soroe
length with the problem of colour symbolism and the
significance of the various body-paint styles.

I will SUIT

up the argument of this section, not in worda, but in the
tori?, of a 'flow-chart' juxtaposing the various raask types
according to their implicit temporal or 'processual'
(Picf-q-l ) .
sequence •—vmich,—be it noted,—is not the secruenoe in
which they appear in a per-foaagaafg® of ida.——I will return
- to -this apparent paradox in section xxiia
xxii . Colour Syicbolia®
(a)

^.5Jt^oc!uction

Since the publication of Turner's important paper on
•Colour Sycsbolisni in Ndoiaba Ritual 1 (Turner 1967, Chapter III),
anthropologists have tended to be extremely alive to the
problems of colour taxonorry, classification and syrobolisiu.
Colour taxonorcy - as distinct from syiribolisrr -- has been the
topic of a book (Kay & Berlin 1969) with many contributions
by anthropologists (mainly American) who all evidently made
very careful studies, while in the field, of the various
colour-terms found in their informants' languages.

Studies
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of nomenclature way be expected to proliferate, both under
the impact of Kay and Berlin, (vhose work acknov?ledges an
important debt to Conklin's paper (1955) - which I discuss
below);

and also because studies of nomenclature imst

precede studies of 'colour symbolism proper 1 , after the
manner of Turner,

i'hen on© looks for a similar proliferation

of discussions of 'Colour Syinbolisia Proper 1 on© looks in
vain;

nothing very substantial has been published, to my

knowledge, with the honourable exceptions of Tanbiah (1968)
Strathearn & Strathearn (1971, chapter 7) and Beck (1969).
This seems odd in the light of the undeniable impact of
Turner's pioneering researches into this field,

is it a

subject about which p«ople would rather talk than write?
Or could it be that th© very nature of Turner's argument his div ision of the snectrur into th«? triad Black/White/Red,
and his subsequent identification of this triad with
'substances' evoking 'heightened bodily experiences' (Turner
1967 : 89) has had th© opposite effect than that which the
author hoped:

that it has tended to smother, rather than

stimulate, further debate?

I an p,ora fortunate than many,

perhaps, in havinc collected material in a society who
definitely 'had' colour symbolisr, and who used it in ritual
in a way which really bears very little relation to the
'Turner hypothesis' on colour sywbolism.

For Turner, the

basis of colour Bymbolians is ps-/chological, or, nore
specifically, affective?:

colours classify out 'enr-otional'

experiences, and they are used in ritual to evoke a certain
shade of •motional feeling.

I found this approach unsatisfactory:

p, K
(j 0

in directing attention to the hur an body (or rather bodyproducts) as the source of all colour symbolism Turner
ignores the whole non-human environment (which is much more
rich in colour than the huraan body per se - as well as
being just as 'interesting') and, still more, deflects
attention away from the essential factors of continuity
between th® human and non-human world.

The 'essence of

redness' or 'blackness 1 cannot be sought in any privileged
domain;

'red' b©cor,©s symbolically significant only as the

consequence of being th© ' coiawon factor' betveen many
domains, and thereby a mans of generalising experience and not only 'enotional' experiences*, but also 'concrete
knowledge' ('la science du concret' in juevi-Strausa' sens©).
Let ua suppose for instance, that the only red substance
in the whole world was blood - under such circumstances the
us© of 'r«d' as a 'colour symbol' would be unthinkable;
'redness' would have no generality, only one waning would
be attached to it;
in ritual:

namely, 'blood 1 .

"blood* right be used

but it v?ould not be used to mean 'red 1 , it

would Riean itself.

Conversely, if our blood were not red, but

rather an uninteresting greyish-brown, v;ould we paint pillarboxes that colour? - try to breed a grey-brown ro-ie?
doutt it.

I

Rather than adopt Turner's approach, I am inclined

to see the source of the universality (relatively speaking)
of colour symbolisrr. in the fact that everything is SOB*>
colour, rather than is th© fact that certain things are certain
colours (i.e. sejrssn/rr.llk *» white, blood « red etc.).

So many

iaor@ things than blood are 'red', and »any of them are brighter
1.

1962, chapter 1.
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shades of red than blood Is itself.

It is easy to think

of many 'significantly' red objects whose redness has nothing
to do with Lloods

ripe apples and strawberries, Reynard

the fox, the gloving mouths of volcanoes, the red rose, the
scarlet woran of baby Ion, the reel hair of Queen Elizabeth I,
and so on.

The 'Bed Flag' has immeasurable interpretations,

only one of which is that it is drenched in blood of
revolutionary martyrs (e.g. it is red because it stands
for the dawn of the 'Mew Era'-

it is red because the skins

of the proletarians are reel, weotherbeaten by a life of
labour, as opposed to tho effete white, which stands for
aristocracy etc.). In short/ the intrinsic 'colourfulnesa'
of the world presents consciousness with an inchoate field
which can be the object of an indefinite number of pattern-
building exercises. If there is certain regularity obaarvable
in colour symbolisrc at the level of cross-cultural comparison and Turner has cone a long way towards demonstrating the
existence of such regularities - the explanation ought not
to be sought in specific coloured 'substances' but in the
unity of colour phenomena within many doxcains.

It is in

its power to express underlying continuities between disparate
domains that colour became symbolically significant.
To demonstrate this in relation to the Uiseda material,
it is necessary to turn, first of all, to the question of
colour terminology.

I shall not discus*? the psycho-linguistic

approach of Berlin and Kay here, since their work - predicated
on a hard-and-fast distinction between 'basic' and 'defined'
Colour Terms (which I find dubious) involves too high a
degree of abstraction to be of use as a starting point for
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a discussion of colour styirtboliaio •- as the authors adrr.it.
Rather than seeking to identify any "basic 1 terms (an
abstraction froir, language) or attempting to plot their
'spectral 1 reference via Kunsell Colour cards and similar
sampling materials (an abstraction from reality) my own
interest in Colour nojranclature has been focussed entirely
on the way terras are used in real-world situations.

To roy

mind, the best starting-point for a theory of colour
ayjisbolisjr,

is trying to see how the everyday world is

classified out according to colour discriminations.
Linguistically-minded ethnographers, such as Conk1in
(1955) and Bulner (1963) have progressed further in an
attempt to relate colour terminology as a component of
language to the environment - the environrnent which has
been developed in order to classify.

One, relatively obvious

but nonetheless important, conclusion which has emerged
is that the use of colour teriainelogy IP ay be partially or
wholly dependent on what the other classificatory dis
criminations are being brought to hear upon the object.
Conklin writes "the basis of this level I classification
(by which he rneans the four 'irreducible' colour categories
in Hanunoo) appear to have certain correlates beyond what is
normally considered the range of chromatic differentiation
and which are associated with non-linguistic factors in the
external environment".

lie argues that the four terras

(roughly, white, black, red and pale green) rest on a tv/oway opposition, irrespective of spectral hue, between, on the
one hand 'light 1 versus 'dark' and on the other hand "succulence'
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veraus 'ciessication 1 .

Consequently 'colour 1 as such, Is

virtually ignored in classifying visual appearances as
1 light-toned' (white ana pallid colours) 'dark-toned'
(black ana all very dark coloured) 'succulent' (greens,
yellows) and 'dessicated* (brown, red, orange, etc.).
Lviueatly the reds and the green may overlap.
us that t>al« brown newiy^ cut baisboo is fgalatuy

Conklin tells
(green)

while dried plant material of equivalent colour is 'red'
(siainara) ~ a classification which makes no sense of 'colour*
is the absolute standard employed.
Conklin's all-too-brief paper does establish one
essential point, which is of direct relevance to the inter
pretation of colour symbolism,

namely, that celour

terfitinology is intimately associated with other discriminations
and cannot be treated as a phenoirasnon in isolation.
This theKie has be®n taken up in an admirable and
Biuch isore circumstantial account of the Colour Terminology
of Keram, a New Guinea language, by R. Buimer (Eulrrscr 1968
120-134).
Lik® Conklin, Bulraer notes that Keraia has no isolable
concept of 'colour' as sucn ana that the Kerain terms fall
into contrastive sets involving, besides spectral hue,
extraneous dijmmsions such as ripeness/unripeness, succulence/
dessication, dirtiness, patterned contrast and so on.

Bulner

gives a particularly interesting discussion of contextual
restrictions on the application of Kerac? Colour Terms^

'in

different domains of application (such as vegetation, soil
or human skin) the sairte term may in sortie cases be applied to
different colour ranges, and different, normally contrasting,
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terras way be applied ... to the sarie colours" (Ibid. p.131).
Thus E*' glossed by Bulmer as 'ripe 1 (of fruit) and which
used for bright yellow-orange shades when applied to ripe
bananas or pawpaws, can also be applied to hui*an skin,
denoting a lighter colouration, which, if transferred from
human skin to a fruit-skin would be classified as crs
(dirty brownish orey) or crac (oreyish brown or green) .
I would like to nuggest a tentative generalisation
at this point.

There seen? to ire to be two basic alternatives

for Colour Terminology.

The first, which underlies scientific

colour theory , can foe visualised as an ordinary rioid
ruler held up to the spectrum th® treasured divisions being
identified absolutely with a set of colour terr».

The

second alternative which is ssore characteristic of Keraw
Colour Terminology/ rt»ust be visualised as a special elastic
or rubber ruler marked with divisions which vary in size
aa the ruler is stretched or compressed.

AP the rubber

ruler is stretched or compressed to conform with the range
of colour discriminations required within a given domain,
so the spectral divisions vary in proportion.

Stretched to

its uttermost it irdght encornpass the plumage of birds,
corapregsed tnor© narrowly it ipi<?ht discriminate among the
relatively slight variations in human skin colour.

I suggest

that natural lanrruaces contain combinations of both species
of terminology^

i.e. they have one set of terms with fixed

inaaninas, calibrated by direct reference to known objects
(e.q. 'violet' or 'oranqe' in English) combined with a set

f" s f\

Oil)

of tenas of flexible significance which can be used for
discriminating within domains.

An exainple of the latter

type is the English set black/white as variously applied
to coffee, skin colour, wood, etc., or red vs. brown as
applied to hair, furs, skin colour, soil and so on.

1'he

two types of colour terminology could b® identified with
•secondary' and 'primary 1 colour terms respectively (Berlin
and Kay) or Conklin's 'Level II' and 'Level I 1 terms
(Conklin op.cit.).

While this ricrid terminology, based

on absolute criteria, is arbitrary, the flexible terminology
generates a systeir, of classification of objects within
disparate domains; which is nuch more amenable to inter
pretation, and much wore likely to be invested with symbolic
significance.

Colour, «8 defined by the flexible system,

becomes the overt raanif©station, which can be r©~defined
as trie context changes, of covert diinsnsiona - themselves
of greater ideological significance than colour as such,
but far lass readily perceptible as part of sensory reality.
(b)

Ucseda Colour Teriainolpgv

When I attested to elicit colour terms from Uirreda
informants using non-vegetable objects such as paint,
coloured cloth, or household objects, ny infornants tended
to employ a terminology based on matching substances:

if

the object resernbled in colour soRiO form of paint or coloured
earth known to their, a colour-term derived from it would he
employedr,

i.e. yellow objects were lele, the normal word

for 'yellow paint* (also a yeilov?~plun?aged bird species) ,
black objects vere £H>bwi meaning 'charcoal', also 'black
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paint* which is made frorc charcoal.

There was a sizeable

vocabulary of such 'matching* terns:

red : ejMtde (frortt

sue . fire) green : ]jrlenatuf (£1® ; leaf + natuf » sago
leaf-•ten:) vjtsjeeda ; purplish or grey 'stale y_ia',
dark blue from the dark blue waters of a rock-pool
silvery or iseitalllc objects were jxmoefiogwe from
the silvery bark of the ponoe tree and so on.

At this level,

the terminology of ID at ch ing substances ir-ight bo extended
indefinitely, with scant consistency in usage.

But with

regard to living matter whose colour was actively commented
upon outside tha context of uy forual enquiries, I found
a greatly siniplified system, using five categories at most
applied in the 'flexible 1 way outlined above.

I found this

puzzling at first, but eventually I discerned systematic
principles beneath the confusion of usage.
this set are;

The terras in

i) rnidiki or gedidi are synonyms meaning

roughly 'black', 'dark coloured' ' discoloured' ©tc,
ii) pusi, gus.kajtcd, 'white', 'light coloured' iii) alwi :
'yellow', 'yellow-brown' - abwi is the usual word meaning
'ripe' iv) subove ; a word indicating living matter in a
state of rapid growth or ripening applicable to a v;ide rang®
of colours ranging betwssen pale green or reddish or orangey
brown, including purple and orange, and, finally, v) ganna r
s red* whose n»aning is included in the range of suboye,
I want now to look at the linguistic associations
of these terms, taken individually, since this will help
to shed socw light on the ineaning of colour syiabolisj?} in ida.
First, Eiidiki : black.

This falls into a group with nddi.
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meaning '« ghost' a 'dead man' and likewise midnaro meaning
finished 'finished 1 , 'dead 1 , 'unconscious'.

Thus hopkwav

shoot an animal or a man so that it dies,
* tc> become unconscious, either in sleep
or death.

Midiki in also found as tinldjlkl (ti 'tree' +

nddiki) = this terin links the colour black with the idea
of the terminal phase of the growth cycle of vegetation.
?i!?MlM could be glossed 'dead wood'.

Pediki, the

alternate term to raidiki carries with it similar connotations,
combining the meanings 'dark coloured' and 'rotten* (geda 'rotten' as veil as 'penis-gourd').

Thus vie (sago jelly)

iB, when fresh, a delicate pink colour, which becomes, as
the yijs grows stale and old, a dark qreyish purple at which
and would b« classified as pediki.
it is yiapeda
point
B — -^. .-_—!*. —• —
rfi-.-. «.,™~i—,.•»-=- -, .— •
*
Secondly, p.usi, puskakoi 'white'.

f_«si otherwise

meana 'latex' (in which context it is a synonym for
nen <• latex (» Pdlk) .
trees is cut open:

Latex appears when the bark of various

the idea of pusi beinq what is revealed

when an object is cut open is carried over into the verb
forirt pas it ay 'to butcher an anin-al' 'to cut aoirtethinq open',
ok tap us w?

the butchering of a pig etc.

Puskak.©!., the other

irore usual forn of the word adds kakoi, which raeans 'unripe'.
Together, therefore, the two components of puskakoi relate
to the structure of the livinq object, the white insides that
are revealed wh@n it is cut open - the imaaculate innards
of a pig a** contrasted to its dark hairy akin for instance and also to a temporal process?, the association of whiteness
with youngness, unripeness, immaturity.
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Opposed to kakoi in ordinary speech is ab or abwi
r jfipe' which also has a colour reference.

Ab has already

been encountered as a cotnponent of many words (e.g. aba
'ripe 1 sago-flower, abaa 'boundary' etc.

The essential

point about 'ripeness' is that it is a 'transitional'
stage between immaturity (kakoi) and rottenness (petla) ;
this is reflected, in the ritual, in the 'transitional 1
status of the aba dancer (cf. sectioti iix and ix above).
Finally, 1 would like to comment on the linguistic
associations of subove.

As a noun, suboye refers to the

orange -coloured fruit which are strung together and decorate
the age li , teh and araoy masks.
auto words

Th® gouria

But compare the following list:

limbuir palia
Sub
earthworm
Subul
subterranean growth -spirit
Stibudagwa
orancre decorative frrit
Ruboye
Sttboye (ad j) colour terns: green-red™
y*s 1 lov.'-r rsr-'.le etc.
gouria pig«on

pigeon (subof) is the largest flighted bird,

the rationale of the association subove/subof is probably
given by the striking colour of the breast feathers of the
gouria pigeon which are of an irridescent crimson -purple
colour hard to describe.

These feathers ar© subpye in

Uiaeda colour classification.
Rather similar in colour, to the breast-feathers of
the gouria pigeon are the spathes of the liinbura pair; sub,
which I would identify as the central raember
of related words.

of this class

The way in which the lirribum palm is

associated with 'growth' has been mentioned in the previous
section, in the discussion of mask- fringes (cf . above section
The s_ubulagwa spirits, which are responsible for
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plant growth, and also certain illnesses.

Invocations

to these spirits way be made at the base of a sub palm,
or a Baqo palm.

These spirits? in turn are identified with

carthwonss (subu.1) which Uraedas regard as very dangerous,
taboo creatures (their agriculture does not involve turning
the soil to any depth, so they never see earthworms under
normal circumstances except after heavy rains when some come
to the surface.

The taboo attitude also applies to the

sub palm, though these are planted around settlement sites
because of their useful spathes and their trunk wood which
is used in house construction.

The tabooed region of the

lirabujm palm is the crown - the region in palm trees where
groth takes place.

The irarature material in the crown of

*:fte 4-Aj^J^ palm - the original 'coeur de palroier' is highly,
and obviously, edible but is strictly tabooed as food;
the sanction being that if lijnbuin were eaten, then the sago
stands would not mature.

This restriction applies to other

wild palms which bear a reseinfolance to sago:

e.g. 'njaiind;

the integrity of the category 'edible palm' has to be
maintained by tabooing coispetlng species of potentially
©dible palms.

The mystical association of sub with growth

processes are also responsible for this taboo, just as
earthworms are shunned because of their association with
growth* TEhe crown region of the lij^UE] palm muBt be briefly
described because it la, so to speak, the epitome of growth
processes in plants, and also because it is strikingly and
significantly pigmented.

The central region of the cylindrical

crown is dead-white in colour, made of pure starch, sweet
and crunchy - this Innermost material is the material from

f -* rj
5ib

which the fringe of the igele csask is mad®, and the
arrow-bindintjfi etc.

As one uioves outwards towards the

surface of the crown, the nab becornes progressively darker
and tougher, forming pale green immature fronds towards
the top of the crown (the material of the tarwa fringes)
and towards the bottom an astonishingly tinted series of
inaaature spathes, wrapped round one another like annular
rings, graduated between dead-white through pale yellow,
pink, pal® reddish and purplish tones, to becorraa red and
purple when the outside layer is reached, while the outer
most surface of outermost spathe is blackish-purple in
colour.

This graduated, series (white —^ pale pink/red/

yellow -^- purple -} blackish, discoloured) must be born©
in Blind as
(c)

a model for interpreting tteetla colour symbolism,
Colour Terras in use and the association of colour

From this brief discussion I think that a consistent
picture begins to emerge*

Colour terms express the visual

correlates of two axes of discrimination 1) a 'structural 1
axis which opposes inner (white) to outer (dark) and ii) a
temporal axis which opposes iramature (white) to maturing
(subov©, abwi) (i.e. coloured) to nature (dark).

These

two axes can be combined and are, in fact, in the crown
of the lin±>uit! pain.

Fier. 44 attersptB to depict this double

relationship of colour, structure and process.
Before attempting to apply this to the use of colour
symbolisra in Ida I would like to wake a few additional
points about the we of colour in (everyday) magical and
medicinal contexts, and about th© use of colour terms.

TVU skakoi (whi t e )
/subove , a/bvd, ( re ^-» yellow etc.)
ta (black)

V)

u
o
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About the symbolism of white there is little to add,
though it is significant, that the wofit potent magical sub
stance according to Uraeda informants, is a kind of whitish
loam, called ogurubwe, dug from the ground (the white
insides of the earth) in a «?©cr@t place known only to senior
»e»n.

People spoke of this substance in tones of deepest

respect, and I could discover little beyond the bare name;
I was certainly not offered a saciple or told how to use it.
(It was employed in garden fertility tragic, and was pressed
against sago-palias to make the® full of starch - aiaong other
uses) .

Two essential features stand out, tha origin of

ogurubwe in the interior of the earth, and its power of
initiating vegetable growth, and the association of these
with whiteness.

(Incidentally, a teyth tells how white i**sn

once liv®d in brotherhood with black man, but subsequently
descended into the bowels of th® earth, with all their good
things, as a result of a qunrr®!.

Once again whiteness is

associated with the subterranean regions).
About subove, the term ranging between pale green
(for instanc© the leaf buds of the breadfruit - ipwata)
and reddish-brown (Melanesian children's hair-colouration) there Is more to say.

Conspicuous colour, redness or yellow

ness, seeiwsd to predestine objects for ritual or symbolic use.
For examples, the suffix panna marks out a whole class of
conspicuously 'red' varieties of eomon species e.g. pannakta
red su<?arcan«, pannapwi red pitplt, gannainesa red parrot,
pannatajRwa red fish - the whole class basing tabooed en bloc
to those in a ritually dangerous condition, particularly

youths ju»t beginning to hunt, since eating those panna
varieties i» believed adversely to affect hunting, or, in
the case of girls, success in processing sago (i.e. eating
gonna varieties of common foodstuffs interferes with the
proper development of the individual into adulthood).
Girls are not even allowed to look at the giant, red pandanus
fruit (yjig) nor to eat the fruits tet and wi.

Discussing

^ne P55.n *tar?wa taboo in an earlier section (above section xi)
I argued that food taboos reflect an identification of the
thing tabooed and th© observer of the taboo.

These taboos

on girls eating fruit ar© a clear instance of this.

More

generally, I would say there i« a consistent opposition
between social persons in a state of rapid maturation and
'red' foods.

Redness (ganna, sujboy®) ia a sign of crowth-

in-proeass and the taboo on those who, theft-selves, era
in a critical state of maturation eating such 'red 1 foods is
a taboo on signified eating sign, on (growing) ego eating
his own iraage.

In ntagic designed to secure growth the

connection is equally striking.

For example, the coconut

which is pounded on the earth in garden-sowing magic ia
painted red in colour.

People are painted red too;

particu

larly young people. I have a very vivid neroory or stumbling
into a village in the late afternoon after a lone? walk, to
b® met toy a reception coKfrdttee consisting of a gaggle of
small children , all painted r©d froie head to foot, including
their hair, a strang© and rather beautiful group.

Eventually

an old man with black wrinkly skin arrived to take charge
of r«?

the contrast with the children could not have b«en
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sharper, or more significant.
In fact Melanesian children are born pink, not
black, and their Plgr^entation only develops gradually
over the first months, whil@ their hair retains a copperyred ting© into late childhood.

This colour schente,

particularly the yoilhful hair colour, was described as
•ubov**.

Moreover, when they are born, Melanesian children

exhibit the characteristic 'ir;elanin spot' - a purplish patch
over the buttocks, which disappears after a few weeks.
when I indicated interest in this patch of colour, while
examining a new-bora child, my informant responded with th®
single word 'suboye' delivered sottp voce, v©ry indicative
of the taboo-laden atmosphere surrounding reproduction and
growth-processes as perceived by tTnieda culture.

The area

occupied by the 'tnelanin spot 1 remains through childhood,
the site of various magical and curative treatments, to
promote growth on the part of the child and fend off illness.
The area is switched with stinging-nettles (ko) which rcake
the child strong (the habit of brushing with nettles is
continued throughout life).
a red herb called ord.

The area is also brushed with

prd is the word used otherwise to

mean 'red ochre' - I see a degree of continuity here between
th« symbolic waning of the red herb with which the child
is brushed, and the red ochre user! in the ritual body-paint.
Later on the site of the Ft@lanin spot (i.e. above the
buttocks) is the area in which bodily strength is supposed
to reside:

the oktek is a raacjical artefact which increases

bodily strength by reinforcing that region.

Children are encouraged to paint themselves with the
seeds of foixa

to ensure good skin and growth.

the specific acainst tinea).

Young girls at puberty painted

red designs on their breasts.
la not difficult to grasp:

(Bixa is

The underlying idea her©

the colour subpv* is an indication,

« natural sign, of being in a state of growth.

Red things in

nature (swelling tet fruit, the red suckers of sago palms
etc.) are manifestly in process of iraJuration-

hence, to

achieve the saturation of th© human or^anisp, 'redness'
rauat be encouraged.

Hence tlia red-painted children:

redness

is the 'sign/condition' of maturation, to use the terminology
of section xv above ('The laanlpulatad augury').
Finally let KM* add a word on th« symbolism of black.
Ghost® are black-skinned (widikJL) and walk at night.

They

do not appear in th© villages itself, but in the vicinity,
lurking on the paths leading in and out of the hawl©ts.
They are seen by hunters seeklnc; game by night, and by
woiassn and children absenting thervselves from the secure
pool of light cast by the cairp fire.

(The opposition between

'outer darkness* versus the secure, lighted, centre has
relevance, I think, for the interpretation of th© cassowaries
egregious 'blackness').

Ghosts also wftlk in peoples' dreaira,

threatening to entrap the unwary spirit of the drearer.
Black is the colour of terror, and also of violence.

Warriors,

preparing for battle, covered their faces and bodies with
charcoal,- and perfumed theroselves with the perfume plant i
called 'black' by informants, though really a dark green.
The equipment of the warrior, his bow, hiswar-arrows, his
1.

A shrub whose seeds exude a brilliant red pigment.
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body armour, were all alike blackened by scaring with
blood, betel-juice and certain tree-gurae which, though
red when fresh, are applied so as to iinpart a black sheen,
which they very effectively do.

And this blackness is

intensified by the stroking the equipwaant receives while
it is stored in the house-roof over the fire.

Other items

were smoked in this way, including the EfajJjJStth dance-gourds,
the hut trumpets, and, roost notably perhaps, dead bodies
which were smoked before being abandoned in trees and
disused bush-houses.

(Burial is a recent introduction,

which had not entirely displaced the traditional method of
corpse-disposal in 1970).

The artificial blackening and

drying out of corpses is the reciprocal of the artificial
reddening of childrens 1 skin;

it reinforces the point

made above concerning the relationship between colour and
natural processes as the basis for the symbolic use of colour.
In the sats® light must on© view the strong association
between txx? (black, srooked E»eat) and the role of pater
familias.

The prize food is kept in the familial smoking

basket, blackened by use, under the watchful eye of th©
head of the family, by whom it is dispensed.

(The child

who receives smoked meat at his father's knee will live to
see his own father snaked) .

Slacking over the fir® makes

things black, but also raakes the^ hard, permanent, lasting.
Smoking the bodies of the dead is an act of piety, an atteiapt
to preserve them, as meat is preserved for festivals.

Kence,

blackness stands not only for th© 'outer darkness 1 , th©
dark forests inhabited by ghosts, ogres, prowling sorcerers,
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black-painted warriors bent on killing - and cassowaries but also for the blackness of antiquity, an iimwraorial
quality.

Toag-tod (' suiokecHmeat • man) the first man, is

described aa having a black akin, as opposed to his
'younger brother'-cum-kon' Fultod whose skin is 'red 1 (i.e.
IL^0.!!®) •

(The saiE® black/red opposition exists between

Tetagwa and Ahoragwa, the female counterparts of Pultod
and Toagtod respectively,
(d)

cf. above section xii).

*todyJPa_int

How do thes© ideas tie in with the body-painting at
Ida?

Body-painting is a subject with a considerable

literature of ita own (e.g. Levi-Strauss 1961, pp. 16G-18O;
Strathearn & Strathearn 1971;
cannot be sampled here.

Jawes Faris 1972) * which

The simplest and nsost basic thing

that one can say about body-paint is, that it is a
modification of the skin, even, perhaps, the acquisition
of a new skin.

In a Melanesian context this laodification of

the skin may carry a deeper ideological i^eaning than night
b« expected under other circumstances, since New Guinea is
the classic area for itytha about renewable skin.

A new or

modified skin is a new or modified personality. In the Urieda
context, th« painting of the body, to a greater or leaser
degree of elaboration, is the sine gua non of ritual action -and I have said that R»en painted themselves before going
into battle as well. In curing rituals imn paint themselves
with designs representing the illness-causincs spirits with
when? they identify themselves while symbolically removing
their 'spears' from the patient.

Kere, body-paint functions

t* fvl t>

as a waans of temporarily identifying men with spirits;
other kinds of body-paint are less specific in intention
but the general idea is the Beam.

For rainor curing ritual

the paint is reduced to spots of red ochre on the joints
of the body, the nipples, the cheeks and the forehead.
Here the paint do«a no more than indicate a temporary
assumption of ritual power;

contrasting the active participant

in the curing ritual from the patient, who is alway» left
unpainted.
In Ida the contrast between painted and unpainted
actors in the ritual is equally marked.

Fully painted

actors are th© most important, the players of ritual roles:
that is, persona who have temporarily assumed an ideal, as
opposed to a mundane, personality.

But at this festival,

even the women, especially young girls, paint theirselve© to
soKje eKtent, with the characteristic face-paint design of
the women (vertical stripes on the nose and cheeks - said
to represent the tail-pads of a possum).
reddened with powdered ochre.

The skin is also

The only radically unpainted

participants are the ©Idtsrly, particularly the old men
(kwanucjwi).
3!he body-paint styles occurring in ida are classified
in the form of a 'trae-diagrain 1 (Fig. 29).

This shows how

the various alternatives, ranging from 'unpainted. 1

(extreme©

right) to th© isost complicated tetaguana tain?a designs
(extreme left) a*@ distributed airong the various categories
of actors.

Th© problem now is to understand this particular

distribution of body-paint styles.

To begin with, it is

best not to think too Kmch about the individual

r • <••o i.
h
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character! a ing the r.ore corplox designs, but to concentrate
on colour and colour-relationships.
An objection night be raised at this point, namely,
that this ignores entirely the 'representational' significance
of body-paint.

For instance, the cassowary dancer ia

painted black:

why invoke colour symbolism to explain this

when in real life the plumage of the cassowary is black?
To explain the patterned designs of the tetagwana tanwa
why look further than tha red markings on the pannatanwa
which informants explicitly equated with ritual body-paint
designs? arid so on.
To this objection I would reply i) that such an
approach would produce only fragmentary, piecemeal explanations,
and that it would miss the essential unity of all the bodypaint styles, the overall coherence of th<& systero, and
ii) that while a 'representational' interpretation fits
solas designs, and in at least one instance (the ipjala kwltuda
design) is really very important from the interpretative
point of view, in many other casoa there is no obvious
connection between the function of a givon ritual role in
the overall sequence of Id_a and the particular nailed design
associated with that figure.

In these cases the 'represen

tational' aspect of the design seem to be projected onto
what is , basically, «« abstract decorative pattern, of no
intrinsic ritual significance, which is only given 'represen
tational 1 significance ex «x>s_t facto.

Moreover the two most

ia^ortant ritual figures, (the cassowary and the i^ele)
or very nipple body-paint ntylea-,

the basic

have

t' "^

characterising the nore corplox designs, but to concentrate
on colour and colour-relationships.
An objection night be raised at this point, namely,
that this ignores entirely th© 'representational' significance
of body-paint.

For instance, the cassowary dancer la

painted black:

why invoke colour gyrnbolisrr to explain this

when In real life the plumage of the cassowary is black?
To explain the patterned, designs of the tetagwana tanwa
why look further than tha red markings on the pannatamwa
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which informants explicitly equated with ritual body-paint
designs? and so on.
To tills objection I would reply i) that such an
approach would produce only fragmentary, piecemeal explanations,
and that it would isis© the essential unity of al^l the bodypaint styles, the overall coherence of the system, and
ii) that while a 'representational' interpretation fits
soRft designs, and In at least one instance (the ipjsl® kwltud-a
design) is really very important fror,' the Interpretative
point of view, in many other cases there is no obvloxis
connection between the function of a given ritual role in
the overall sequence of Ida and the particular named design
associated with that figure.

In these cases the 'represen

tational' aspect of the design se@JCT to be projected onto
•what is, basically, sn abstract decorative pattern, of no
intrinsic ritual significance, which is only trlven 'represen
tational' aignificanos ex gost facto.

Moreover the two most

important ritual figures, (the cassowary and the Icele)
laonochroro® or very simple body-paint styles-,

the basic

have
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opposition involved is not In the design elements , but in
the colour contrast black/red.
I could go further than this, however.

It is entirely

possible that certain animals are singled out for ritual
attention and representation because they are a particular
colour.

Thus to 'explain' the designs or colours on the

basis of their representational function explains nothing,
since it la the colour which raotivat.es the choice of the
animal species an<3 not vice versa.

For instance the

cassowary is 'interesting' (syrr,bolically) very largely, just
because of its colour, its dense black plumage. Tt would be
just as true to say that the eli dancer represents a
cassowary because (for extraneous, symbolic reasons) he is
painted black, as to say that h@ is painted black 'because
he represents a cassowary 1 .

It is still more obvious that

the H§nJ5^5SJS nav® t>««n singled out for ritual attention
just bocause they are red;

sine© it is their red markings

which alone distinguish th©n fror. other fish, not singled
out in this way.

Hence it can hardly be argued that the

pannatanwa fishes' red markings 'explain 1 the polychrome
&-»
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tanswsi designs ~ what has to be explained is the meaning these
red patterns (either in nature, cr artificially produced in
body-paint designs) have for the people thetnsolvea.

This,

as I said, can best b© done by icnorino the representational
elec-^nt on the whoin, and by concentrating on the colours
uoed, and th«ix" relative predominance in the various depi<?ns.
The material ia auranarized in the follov?ino coloured diagram
{Fig. 45).
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The point made in figure 45, and the. basic point of
this whole section on body-paint is a siir^ple one, and I
should hope by now a tolerably obvious one, namely that
the black/red opposition of cassowary and igele encodes a
contrast of generations, or a contrast within the develop
mental cycle;
Black -, Red • senior : junior
I have argued that colour is intrinsically linked in
the tteeda irdnd with an implicit classification of surface
appearances in terms of the cycle of maturation and. decay.
The very utility of the flexible 'rubber ruler* type of
colour nonenclature resides in its power of transcending
the arbitrary diversity of absolute colour as it is found in
natural appearances, ©o as to encode an implicit awareness
of the orderliness of relative colour contrasts within
domains, deriving from this conception of natural process.
Colour contrasts give manifest expression to covert processes,
The colour code of body paint in

unobservahle transitions -

Ida Is leas than a mimetic evocation of external objects,
than th© codification of a set of relationships internal to
Ida itaolf.

I would h®ra paraphrase a remark made by Anthony

Forge about Abe lair art:

That it 'is shout relationships not

about, thinqs 1 (Forge 1965).

One could say exactly the sanse

thing about body-paint styles at Ida.
The basic black/red contrast is relevant to the
interpretation of the following dyadic oppositions between
ritual figures (Table 10) .
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RED

I C ':>, s s o wa.py

i) Successive

——1

ipele

Cassowary

vs .

aba .
§£T£9

Cassowary
ii) Synchronous

Tajn.

vs •

——•
vs ,

Table 10

inele

BL4CK/RKD CONTRASTS

In all those- instances the relation i.lack/red is
also one of senior/junior.
is 'weakened'.

But in BORIS cases the contrast

For instance, the black/red contrast is

at its sharpest in the opposition Cassowary/swlnatariva,
both of whose body-paint ir> pvoncchrorns, black or red aa
the case may be.

Put the contrast between cassowary and

aba is zaltigated by the fact that the aba body-paint design
includes prominent black bonds on the joints, lessening the
proportion of coloured areas to black areas in the overall
design {®ee figs. 24, 25).

Aqaiii, the lp*3Le/kwanucrviri

opposition affords another exainple of the way in which the
black/red contrast r.ay be mitigated:

in this instance

neither is the ij-xsle wholly red ~ since there a.r© additional
deslqn eleventa of black - nor is the kwanwqwi the 'absolute 1
black of the cassowary, but tho mitigated or 'weakened' black
or ordinary (old) human skin.
The ritual opens with the synchronous opposition of
black and red, cassowary and Ksplnatapwa.

This is perfectly
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intelligible in the light of the formula cfuoted above, but
how can we integrate the subsequent vanarios of polychrome
designs and 'weakened' black/rod oppositions into the over
all Rcherae?

The cassowary and the rjolnatwmwa constitute,

I sucrcest, 'polnr' types, while the other designs, vary
the proportions of the basic colours, black and red (plus,
in soEie cases, yellow and white) BO SB to mediate between
thft»« pol?r types„

The blackness of the cassowaries corres

ponds with their nlace within the implicit rcodel of natural
process (the terminal phase) am? also vith their structural
emphasis on the lateral/peripheral diirenaicn (blackness
increases towards* the periphery':

cf. fig. 44 above).

The

cassowaries cotne fror- the 'outer darkness', they are
identified with the senior c-eneration, and with outsiders,
mother's brothers ate. (ava_lnpi) .
phytes-

The rnolnatapv'a. are neo

in structural terra they are identified a?? central.

Their rednesn corresponds to their sociological position ae
maturing (styboyf) rather than mature, Individuals.

The

redness of th*; nernetqd rolstos back directly to the special
relation between children and adolescents and the .whole class
of 'red.' thijms pointed cut above.

We have seen that children

paint their bodice red, for quest-magical reasons, in every
day contexts as *-ell.
But the opposition caK3OV7ary/5<5_lnaJtaBwa as it is
manifested on the first nierht ir, •unraedi*tad l ;

as the ritual

prcwjressea, the category oprosition is progressively eroded;
e polychrome designs with greater or lesser proportions of

ff> '5 Jb1

black design etownts raedlate between the original black/
red opposition posited at the beginning of the ritual.
This IB particularly apparent In the case of the
body-paint of the aba dancers, whose 'transitional 1 status
has already been discxvsscd (section lx above?) .

The

transition radiated by the * pass sens through fire 1 and the
ritual cookery of the dawn ritual is reflected in the
'betwisctand between' body-paint style of the aba dancers,
which is an intermediate stag® between cassowary (black)
and igel© (red)

(Fl<r. 46) ;

Cassowary (jrf) ^

aba (B+R)

——————}

ipele (R)

RED(This is r.iade even vv.ore oxolicit by the aba desion used in
the rituals in Rouanda village (shown in €ic.25 inset).
After the ajba and the teh (vho show a diminution of
black) core the ajjoraqwana tarwa, who marK a reversal to
the black paint of the cassowaries .

This corresponds to

the fact that this role is one for r,'en of the senior veneration,
But «ven in thio cace the Llack T>aint is rrotlified by white,
re<2 and yellow splashes and circle*? - in our terns a 'weakened 1
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form of the black paint of the cassowaries.
The tetagvana tatawa show the greatest elaboration of
body-paint styles, ranging between designs with a considerable
element of black, to sow© (such as lelimigi 'yellow legs*)
with none at all.

This corresponds, first of all to the

replacement of the older actors of th® ahoragwa tarwa by
younger dancers.
At thi® point, perhaps, it is necessary to introduce
another factor into the analysis, naively the factor of
pattern.

I have suggested that the transition, ssediated

in ida between cassowary and ipele, is also a transition
between nature and culture.

The transition between the

unpatterned skin of the cassowaries, and the ever more
elaborate polychroiae designs of the aba, tetagwana taimm
and areoy encodes this shift of emphasis in aesthetic tsri^s.
I made a rather similar point in discussing the transition
between th© a^eli mask and the tarwa masks, the latter
distinguished by specifically cultural patterns, 'heraldic 1
aiafoleras of the various Uraeda clans.

Pattern bespeaks order

and orderliness distinguishes culture:

the ipele mask, th®

most 'cultural' is also the isost painstakingly constructed
and neatly inscribed with patterns.
If the tarowa itmsks of the ahoragwana tarewa herald
the onset of 'culture* this is contradicted by their bodypaint, black and nsarked only by 'aleatory' splashes and
circless

this 'lack of fit* between their mask and body-

paint style, is, once again, indicative of the way in which
they mark a transition point on & continuum between nattare

and culture.

Let me pause for a moment to consider the

overall sequence»

cassowary -#

aba

^ ahoragwana tarry a _>

tatagwana tarowa in this light, looking at the relation
between raask and body-paint in these successive figures.
If a shorthand notation N (for nature) and C (for
culture) is used to contrast, on the one hand, the ageli
mask (N) versus the tamwa mask (C) and on the other black
paint (4- aleatory splashes) (N) versus polychrome patterned
designs (C), then it will be seen that these four figures
run the gamut of all possible combinations of N anci Cs
Cassowary

Aba

Ahoragyana
tajfpwa

Tetagwana tatawa
(and ipele)

N
M

M
C

C
N

C
C

raask
paint

There are further * intermediate 1 stages which can
be fitted into this sequence.

The teh , as has been pointed

out, is an intermediate stag© between the agali r.ask and
the tara^a.

Another mask, not Eientioned previously in this

chapter, is the a11tod mask, worn by the alitod ogres (cf.
Chapter 4).

This mask is made of wata like the tag'wa mask,

but differs in being painted, not with a polychrome pattern
on a red ground like the tarnwa reask proper, but black, with
splashes and spots of colour, as ie the body of the alitod
dancer.

This mask, worn by an aggressive ogre, is a

negatively-valued modification of the tainwR away from the
'cultural' stereotype.

The contrast in th® masks and body-

paint of the alitoci and the tetagwana taiswa is intriguing
since it detr«onstrates that the opposition between as
'aleatory' manner of applying paint (sometin?es decidedly
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reminiscent of Jackson Pollock's abstract expressionism)
and a controlled 'formalistic 1 style {the style of the
heraldic masks and polychroKt© body-paint patterns) has
the sam force, in this niniscule New Guinea society, as
it has in the painting traditions of the West.

In both

cases the formal!stic style stands for the acceptance of a
particular social order (the quietism of Matisse who painted
for 'tired businessmen', the Utopian socialism of Leger)
while the 'aleatory 1 style is fundamentally anarchical
(Soutine, Pollock himself, Dubuffst ..,).
In sura, therefore, the tetagvana taitsya both in coloursyrafoolic terms (the progressive reductions of black) and in
aesthetic terma (cowplex polychrome designs) encode a shift
towards the 'cultural' stereotype of the ipele bowman.
With the ipele, red, the very colour of regeneration, ej^erges
triuraphant.

I have already had occasion to not© the continuity

of the all-red body-paint style which links the r:oIn at any a, the
neirietod {neophyte fish) and the ij?ele and the way in which
this links up with the special relationship between individuals,
in a critical state of saturation and redness, which is a
'sign/condition* of the process of maturation.

Certain

additional remarks are needed, however, to explain the
characteristic black designs which distinguish the ipele of
each laoiety.

The edtodna design (kyituduh) consists of two

vertical black stripes, the agwatodna design consists of two
pairs of circles symmetrically placed on the ab dowers and the
lower part of the back, Identified as the eyes of the nu frog
(nunov) © device much used in Uiaeda painting.

Here, surely is a piece of evidence to trounce any
sceptic who remains in any

doubt as to the correctness of

ray analysis* of the formal basis of the edtodna/agwatodna
opposition:

Masculinity (the Kale, ed.tpdna jnoiety) is,

I have argued, identified with the central, vertical,
structural axisi

femininity (the fenale ggvatodna noiety)

with the peripheral/lateral field.

In the opposition between

th® Kwituduh vertical stripes, and the nunov circles this
opposition is given graphic representation.

The edtodna

stripes versus the agvatodna circles ar© perfectly intelligible
as social-structural diagram*;

I Kryself, addicted to such

diagrams could not conceivably do batter, albeit

the

significance of these designs is entirely unconscious where
the Utiiedas theciselves are concerned.

The diagram over-

page shows how, if the two body-paint designs are super
imposed, a« elegant structural model - the very hub of nsy
whole analysis - is automatically produced (fig, 47),
It only remains to add a word atout th© significance
of nmtoy and kwituduh froist the standpoint of tlieir
representational weaning* rathar than their purely abstract,
formal t»eanln<g.
Th® verbal similarity between noy (eyes) and TROV
(fruit) is, I think, not fortuitous.

Eyes, like testes

(wanioy) or breasts are, unquestionably, lateral, fruitlike
appendages of the body*

the nunov design of twinned circles

could conceivably represent any of these appendages.

Soft,

fruitlik®, duplex structures are, on the basis of the
central/lateral opposition, intrinsically associated with
femininity and reproductivity.

The nu frog which is dis-
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EDTODNA

9

AGWATODNA

C? central/vertical axis

lateral/peripheral
field

Fig. 47.

THE STRUCTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE

IPELE

Q

DESIGNS,

tinguished hy its patterned green and yellow skin and Its
big protuberant eyes, is classified as feininine, like irost
frogs (e.g. Ahprai

toad, is feminine* too, and appears as

a female character in :aythology). Nu Is also identified
as a (fetaaltj) subulagwa growth-spirit.

There is, thus,

a general association between the nunov design and femininity,
quite apart frois formal considerations or Its association with
the agwatodna iroiety.
•1<n® feyjl^uduh design is symbolic in a rrsore direct way*
in fact it provides yet another piece of clinching evidence
for ray overall analysis of the Ida ritual.

Kwituduh ir«ans

•cassowary chick 1 - this hardly requires exegesis in the
light of everything 1 have said above.

The ritual here

seeiss to com© full circle, and the essential continuity of
the overall sequence of ritual figures is definitively
established?

the iff ale is revealed as a nascent cassowary,

bearing on his sides the longitudinal stripes which are,
indeed, a distinguishing feature of young cassowaries.
xKii. The Byiabolic representation of Tiir.®
The reader Eiay perhaps have noted a paradoxical
consequence which arises both out of the analysis of masktype e {section xvlii) and the analysis just concluded, of
foody-paint styles.

In discussing mask types I argued that

the masks should be Interpreted as transformations of a
single "basic* or ur-rrask, and that these transformations
followed a sequence derived froxri four alternative hair-styles,
corresponding to phases in the male life-cycle, thus:

hair «tyle »
*aasjc

*

social
category

:

short/
controlled

long/
controlled

long/
uncontrolled

ipele

tasya

ageli

youths

younger
adults

'autonomous'
mature adults

The fourth hairstyle (short/uncontrolled) being appropriate
to wonitm, children, and perhaps also to the very old.
The paradox hare is the fact that the sequence of masks
ij3enle _?

taifivra -^ a^ejll is the iny»rae of the sequence of

niaaka as they appear in a porforraance of ida*
The » asset phenomenon ia apparent in the sequence of
body-paint styles.
1*

I have argued that the colours (white) 1

In parenthesis, it jaight be asked 'what has hai7pened
to white*? SSiite does not diaracterise the bodypaint of any of the jaain ritual figures - but perhaps
tbis is only to be expected since, as I said white
puskakoi is th,© colour of the inaidee of things
(what is revealed when an incision is wade) and hence
ie not a suitable treatment for surfaces - which
body-paint, in U'r^da, ©asentially~Ts^ Tfhe threecolour Eequence white-recJ-black is reduced to a
dyadic opposition red/llack with various intertnatdlary
stages red, rednhblack, black+red, black ... On the
oth@r hand eleri'<ents of recognisable *v?hite f symbol!set
are present in iaa, Thie is particularly the
case with the fringes of the ipel^e r«ask, which,
as 1 have c^ssntioned are made froia "dead-Viiite material
froni the middle of the crovm of a liwfouro pali?, as
opposed to the fringes of the tawwa laask which use
pale greenish-yellow material from nearer the top of
th® crown. This ultra-white Katerial ia also uaed
for the bindings on th«s p«sni3 of the dancer and the
ipelq anov. The intensification of *whiteness* in
the 'fringe of the ip@le naak, and the use of white
bindings, is, I think, syi^olic of tlie 'newness' of
the ipel® and their structurally 'central* position.
But on tKe whol® I do not think, that white plays an
important role in Urseda colour syrf.foolisjr'. Like tider^bu
"black 1 syrebolisa it is a 'nhadowy third 1 in the
colour triad, conspicuously hidden. (cf. my remarks
above al->out the secret deposits of p«rurui>we, the white
magical earth, vhose possession is forbidden to the
young).

Black are implicitly related by a temporal sequence,
yet the overall sequence of colours in ida (fig. 45) is
-~>

Black -~> Red rather than Red -?

Black, the 'natural'

sequence, i.e. another 'inversion'.
Now is there a real paradox here, and if so how ia it
resolved?
My first response is to sayi

no, the paradox is more

apparent than real, because the process of bio-social
regeneration, dramatised in ida naturally presupposes the
priority of the senior generation over the junior, the
precedence of the cassowaries over the j^ele.
essentially a 'rite de passage';

Ida is

though not forraally

classifiable as such, it has the same basic structure.
Viewed in this light the cassowary is a variant on the
'initiatory isonster* theise - one very widespread in the Sepik,
On the middle Sepik the crocodile is the animal usually
identified as the 'csonster' in initiation (cf. Mead 1970,
p.424).

The ipele ia the initiate, whose coming-out dance

is celebrated in the final phase of th® ritual.

Actually,

initiation ritual is not performed in Oraeda or Punda, the
tradition being said to have been 'lost' in the distant past.
On the other hand an initiation ritual, ipEihuf (the hufplaying of the ig f ) is perforated in the villages to the west
i.e. Waina, Viyalla and Sowanda, though unfortun ately I had
no opportunity to witness these rites in 1969-197O.

It is

quite clear, however, that the initiates in these rituals which are of the conventional type involving seclusion,
instruction, and a coming-out dance - the initiates are
identified as ipele, wear red body-paint, and ipele
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The identity between ipele and initiatory novices is well
known to Uiaedes, who are perfectly cognisant with the
principles of initiatory ritual, although, for reasons of
historical accident, or soroe other cause, initiation ritual
with seclusion is not practised in Uiaeaa itself. Indeed it
is plausible to think that the organisation of th© ida
ritual makes initiation, per se, redundant, sinoe the
hierarchy of ritual roles in ida provide a functional alter
native to a system of initiatory grades.

But the essential

point to note is the identity of th® ipel® with the »up
and cominci 1 generation, on the lines of a new initiatory
grade achieving social recognition,
This interpretation - the identification of the
cassowary and the ipele with senior and junior generations
respectively - has run through iny entire analysis up to
this point.

The opposition senior/ junior runs through Ida

as a basic them;

contrasting cassowary and

ahpraoyanjsi tarew_a and tetagvana tmnwa and kwanugwi and ipelc.
If there is a sociological interpretation of ida , this is
surely itt

the acting-out, on the ritual arena, of idealised

rolo-coiKplementarities between members of the senior and
junior generations.

Though I would stand by this basic

Interpretation, 1 believe that the problem is tor© complex
than it appears at first sight.

First of all, though it is

unquestionably th© case that the ipele is syrabollcally the
'junior cassowary* (the kwituduh

body-paint design tells us

as isuch) it is not the case that the ij>el© actor is socio
logically a metaber of the junior generation.

The
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it is true, are officially (and actually) a generation
junior to the cassowaries, and the kwanugwi a generation
senior to the ipelg (classificatory mother's brothers).
But no injunction irakes the iffgle and cassowaries members
of different sociological generationsi

while it is normal

for the ipele roles to he taken by men younger in years
than players of the cassowary role, nothing prevents them
being raensfoers of the sajrte generation, which, indeed they
B*ost probably are, sine® both these are roles for mature
men.

Hence, in 'generational 1 terms, the structure of roles

in ida is as follows (Fig. 48)t

Kwanugvn
''

G+1

G- 0 (elder)
Cassowary
A

yovn^er)
G-1

TRS G^Ttf^.TIONAL STRU
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There is a second difficulty^

In a society such as

without a complex and thoroughgoing age-organisation,
a 'generation 1 is an ambiguous concept. Outside the immediate
circle of kinsfolk 'generational 1 status is « raatter of
ascriptions

chronological age and the existence of carriage

ties (putatively between generation eoualii) are used as
a basis for imputing generational status vis-a-vis ego.
My informants were explicitly aware that according to the
means of computation adopted, the 'generation1 of any socially
distant person relative to «go might vary.

Moreover, the

crucial distinction ia not solely between senior and. junior
generations but also between 'elder brothers' and 'younger
brothers' within the saims generationi

the 'elder-brother 1

adopting a paternal stance towards the young brother.

The

generational structure of ego's group of reference is, in
consequence 'obliqu®'t

senior Esewbers of ©go's own

generation being classified along with the senior generation,
junior BteBiharg of ego's own generation with the junior
generation,

only in marriage are relations of true equality

established (between brothers-in-law and cross-cousins)t
this is given ritual representation in the absolute equivalence
of the two ritual n»oi€sti«s«

Consequently, the generation-

structure of ego's group is not an alternation of opposed
paternal and filial generation categories, but a dichotomisation of the social world into 'senior' and 'junior 1
categories which cut across generation lines,

Taken together these facts imply that we can oppose
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the cassowary to the ipele as raeinbersi of opposed 'generations 1
only v/ith certain Important qualifications*

to be *mre,

the attributes of each figure respectively are those of
Benior generation and junior generation - I have established
this at length already and need not recapitulate the argument
her©.

But this symbolic association with opposed generations

does not Eiean that a fundamental social dichotomy separates
them

on the contrary, they ar<a roesibers of th® saire

generation - the current generation of mature males, suitable
actors of the two jnost important ritual roles.

All along I

have contrasted cassowary and ipele as polar opposites, but
now, having established th© character of thia opposition, I
feel it is necessary to turn, the argument on its head, by
stressing the fundamental continuity, nay, identity of the
two roles,
Everybody has seen the farce 'Charley's Aunt* in which
the hero, having established hir.seIf as a neat young nan in
smart city clothes, disappears, as a consequence of sozne
twist in the plot, into a closet, to reappear a woment later
as & grande darae, in voluminous skirts, a fantastic hat,
brandishing a lorgnette and speaking in a high-pitchod,
querulous voice.

At risk, perhaps, of being accused of

reading too »uch into the material, I am inclined to draw a
comparison between this particular dramatic 'rairacle' and the
course of the ida ritual, in which the cassowaries 1 dis
appearance at the end of the first phase of the ritual is
answered, at the end of th® ritual by the appearance of th©
ipele, who have remained in seclusion (like initiands) isean*
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while.

The transformation is just as complete, but the

•joke* - the fact that vie know that Charley and Charley's
aunt are identical people - can we 0ay that that is the
secret in both cases as well?

(I recall here that the

Omdas themselves called ids • raodes' a joke, a pretence ...).
In a sense this is surely truss

although different actors are

involved In the redes, their coswuon identity is established
by the fact that it is, after all, only a pretencei

these

are just rr*en, painted and masked and accoutred in a way to
emphasise their difference, but fundamentally trie same for
all that. Ipele and cassowary, as stereotypes of certain
'styles 1 of social being are not individuals, but 'ideal
types 1 !

they cannot be identified jln to to with any particular

man, or class of men.

The social personality of the

individual male ego draws its elements from both stereotypes t
now inclining one way, now another,

neither stereotype,

either that of the ultra-social Ipele or the 'autonoirous*
cassowary is ever finally achieved, or finally repudiated!
they represent limits, not norms.

As ideals or limits they

define thfe trajectory of the male life cycle, but the wocial
personality of the individual rale hovers between the two,
and conforms to neither.
Hence, in interpreting the cassowary - ipel® opposition
we must think of then as reflecting two facets of the januslike real® personality, which faces both vays at onco.

We can

think of them as jEerbers of the opposed generations, as
•elder* and "younger* inertbers of the sain® generation, as a
individual at different phases in the life cycle, or

as a aingle, janus-faced individual*

What is important

is th® essential continuity of the two roles, which under
lies their diversity, and sets up a kind of dialectical
tension between them.
If this point is conceded, (the unity, or continuity
of the roles of irele and cassowary) then the paradox
mentioned above - th«* inverted sequence black

->

red,

and the inverted sequence of mask-types) , foe corns s real once
r,:orej

in id a we have an inversion of the normal sequence

of events characterising social and organic processes
a localized time-reversal.

To use the 'Charley's Aunt'

comparison, the cassowary die appears in tc the closet and
reappears rejuvenated in the foria of the ip@le.

Or rather,

nince no such far-fetched cotypariaon could be cjuite accurate,
the transformation takes place on at ace:

the £i cruxes who

follow the cassowary and prec ode the ipelo all show, in
various ways, an 'approximation* towards the eventual ipele
stereotypes

the r<«tafporphosis of the cansowary goes forward

in public, and by regular stages.
At tliis point it i£ necessary to introduce a naw
ther« - the aypbolic representation of t^lre.

The relation

ships between th® various ritual figures do not only

take

place ia the context of a re§ular temporal sequence, trie
temporal sequence shown on the tabular diagree/ (Table 5) but are themselves interrelated by an analytically distinct.
temporal esontinuuir.

The srask-types an5 i^ocy-paiut styles

give concrete expression to temporal relations vhich run
counter to the actual "duration* of the ritual, by raakincj
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references to organic proc
esses which one external to
the
time context of the ritual
performance it»«lf. *^ i3
can be
diagrammatised as follows
(Fig, 49)s

(Black)

/
^

S Y M "P 0 L ' I G

T T M R____________X
(Red)

DURATION
D1

^. -"' D 11"" \

D1

rpl I

(Red)

Jig 49

^ORGANIC

PROCESS

rpl I r~

TIME

'

(Black)

. THREE _jgFJS. OF' TIME'

Three kinds of -tlm.' ««
"•« distinguished: the
central
arrow is 'duration* - th«
actual tim in vrhich the
ritual
I. performed. The lowe
r-r^st (dotted) arrow is
'process'
time, the time continue
e.tabli.h«d by organic pr
ocess,
.K u«^ ^ Hlack trans
ition, or OB a larger sc
@
ale,
9 Vi
f* ^

t il*@
t*A*1
*-'

himan
here

lwK3fc*
&-i*™-

~~^

e.

The upper arrow is 'symboli
c' tiir»

tn«««

of
S8(iuenc« o. «.»« in proc
es, «« (T-. *•, T»)
. «*-. .^o»c.Uy. i.
!»»». or,er (T
to th. .b.ol«f standard
provided by M««tion'.
hat i« the waning of this
apparent -inversion of ti
me'?
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An oea ay by Kdir.und Loo oh ('Tim® and False nose® 1 the second
Of his two essays 'In ttva symbolic representation of 'A'ime 1
reprinted in •Rethinking Anthropology i Leach 1961, p. 124
seersa to rats tc provide an important clu<a.

In this essay

Leech coius,*snto upon ti;« way in which ritual serves to
demarcate tii«ie - to s,;ake time 'thinkable' - for people who
lack a ttophisticatec. notion of tii.;® asi 'aheer succession
of epochal d-uration* (Kiiiteh«ao, quoted by Leach op.cit.) or ZOK.& otiier equally Kysterieus abg tract formula.

Leaoh

Bays that, ratl^ar than sec tin* as a C'ontinuufe which go«»
on aiitl on, r^any people think of time as going 'back and
forth* a 'permulur view of tiK* 1 (ibid. 133), ,
ia a loncjer quotation frost* Leach, with a
"For |,'eople who do not |>os4se»H calendars ... the
yaar'a p-rcgr^ss ie r^rk^u by a succession of festivals.
Each feritival represents ... a temporary shift fron; tlie
normal-profane order of existence into the /U>nora;al-Hacr«sd
order &nu tack again.

The total flov.' of tii^e then h^s &

pattern which uight be represented Ly such a diagram as thisi

' -coriod in 3e^.i;l"r time flov;

(After Leach op, cit. Fi^ 17 p c 134.)
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•Ti^a 1 Is her© shown as four 'phases 1
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

'socialisation'
'Marginal state 1
'Desacjcaliwation'
'Secular existence'
'Time* is staked out by periodic bouts of 'sacred

tins®* marked by rites of sacralisation and de-sacralisation seen by Leach in his essay on the pattern of Van Oennep's
famous Kodel of initiation ritu«10 (c£. Leach t cm.alt. 134-6).
Now it is very clear that JLda falls very coiwenisntly
into Leach's category of periodic festivals which have the
function of organising tint®, i.e. perndttin*? the conceptu
alisation of tirse as oscillation between aacred and profane.
But this i® not Leach's main point.

Leach goes on to a rente

that we * ereate tire' (his italics) by special behaviour
which is opposed to norroal behaviour by certain recrular
transformationsj

i.e. if behaviour pattern *x* is appropriate

for 'secular* time, then SOK*® behaviour which represents a
'negation of x 1 is appropriate for "sacred* time.

I/each

opposes two alternative types of nor.-norr>al behaviour, which,
he arqrues, characterise periods of 'sacred.' tlr»e.

These

are i) revelry, rssquerade and f in extreme erases, rolere A«rsal, and ii) exaggerated formality, solcrrmity, cer«vraony
(Fig. 51).
formality

Secular behavior'

masquerao e
.L BEHAVIOR.
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Leach's argument is that 'formality 1 corresponds to
•ritea of sacralisation* (i.e. the opening phase of periodic
ritual) while 'masquerade* corresponds to rites of *desacralisation* (i.e. the concluding phas© of ritual).

(He

holds that role-reversal characterises the * marginal * period
between phases of sacralisation and de-sacralisation (ibid.
p. 136).
Mow Leach* a arguwsnt manifestly cannot fo« applied to
Ida as it stands, though, to rev mind, it provides a set of
In Ida the

analytic ideas which can foe very helpful.

category 'faasouerade 1 obviously applies, not to the cpncluding
phase of the ritual, but to the openinq phase, the night
of the cassowaries.
Conversely, 'formality 1 applies, not to th© opening
phase of the ritual, as Leach's model implies, hut to the
episodes at the end of th© ritual,

'here Leach's

model is helpful, I think, is the suggestion he makes that
the concluding phase of a ritual, designed to 'create time' to subsume a continuous tertporal flux to discontinuities
established by periodic ritual - must have a structure which
is th® i invers®', in some sense, of the opening phase.

Thus,

it does not really matter whathar the seciuence iss
OR

normality

formality

masquerade

normality

norinality

masquerade

formality

normality

so long as the underlying logical oppositions ar« preserved*
But this alon« do«a not shed any light on the 'inversion*
of tira at id a.

Here it is necessary to go back to Loach's

idea of tirao as a aequanee of oscillations back-and- forth,
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back-and-forth, rather than 'on and on and on* - an Idea
which Leach elaborates more fully In his first essay
('Chronus and Chronos*, ibid. 124-132).
I would like to suggest that during the ida ritual,
the period of 'sacred 1 tine in Leach's scheifce, there in
at leant one sense in which time 'croes backwards 1 , and that
this •inversion* of tiro© corresponds to Leach's 'pendulum
notion of tirse*.

That is to say, where tirr^e goes 'forwards'

in secular periods between the performance of rituals, (aig)
during the ritual itself time i® set back in its tracks (ssag)
so that the whole process is one of regular repetition
(*i<p-a«g-zicr-zag etc.}.
Seen in this light, the fundamental mechanise whereby
the 'regeneration of the total society* is achieved » and
I have argued at length that this regeneration is the
basic project of ida - is the inversion of time,

(I us©

the word "tiiae* in this context not, of course, as a trans
lation of a native category equivalent to the English word,
but as a shorthand for 'natural process* as it affects biosocial organising).

The opposition between 'masquerade* and

* formality 1 is used, in ida , as a iwaans of expressing the
periodic renewal of the society.

Masquerade goes with

absence of structure, *feomn;.unitas* in the Turner i an sense,
and the sociological iraac?© of the cassowary, who threatens
the boundaries between nature and culture.

'Formality*

coitus with the renewal of the structure by the ipelo bowmen,
specifically endowed with characteristically 'cultural*
attributes, the re-stateiaent of both the idealized

raentarity between senior and junior generations
kwanugwi) and also of the complementary opposition between
man and nature.

The cassowary is wetairwrphosed into his

nascent self in the figure of the ipelc bowinen, only the
kwitaduh e tripe?? on the flanks of the etodna iro.le hinting
at the transition which has taken place over the course of
the ritual.

This is, indeed, in the post general terras, a

victory over 'entropy 1 - in the sens© in which that terra has
been used by social scientists.
Op to not? I have spok@n of tim in terms of processes ~
as a series of transitions between 'before end after*.
But there is another way in which 'time" is a socially-relevant
categorycategory.

for tim is not only taanifsst as diachronic

continuity , but also as synchronic di a-continuity.

Tiise is

not only the longitudinal axis of social or processual con
tinuity, but is also the dixaansion 'older and younger* which
opposes entities on a synchronic axis (Fig. 52);

SYNCHRONY
(older)

DIACKKONY

(after)

("before)

f *
N/
(yormg-er
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Besides having a longitudinal structure of temporal
transitions, ida also has a vertical structure of tarcporal
oppositions i.e. senior/junior pairings (Fig. 53)t

Cassowary

I

amov

kwanugwi

.1

- I'folnatamvra.

Tetagyra-na T,

« Children

Nemetod

t

children

Fig 63 . SENTOR-JpTTIpj_ ?AIRIHG_S

If we integrate eorae of these senior/junior oppositions
into the Fiodel a new picture emerges.

Beside* the main axis

of the ritual - which, I have argued 'inverts time 1 two
subsidiary axes, not in 'inverted' but, so to speak, 'orthodox*
tie® link the molnatajrwa and the ipjsl«»

^n® cassowaries and

the itwanugwi thus (Fig. 54):
kw3.m3.o-va.

G 0

C—1

G4-1

G &

fj
X
'"> o
K f"

Thus, not only is Ida, in relation to 'secular 1 time,
an oscillation of 'sacred' tine which brings time back to
its starting point, but it is also true that this zi$~zag
oscillation is represented in the structure in the ritual
itself.

The sequence mplnataffiwa -2>

ipele

—$>

cassowary

^.^US!!*1 10 ' in fact the order in which, over the total life
cycle of a male individual, the ritual roles are played.
Thus, the 'short cycle 1 the inner temporal organisation of
Ida, relates to the 'long cycle" - to the life cycle of the
indiv idual.

The relationships of the ritual figures define

the diaehronic axis of the life cycle, and at the aaiae time
give idealised expression to the synchronic relationships of
adjacent generations.
There is another implication of th® above diagram
which ciay b© mentioned here, naively, the continuity between
the }$w«nuqwl and the ^Inatarva (G+l « G~l) or, if not with
the tBolnataiBwa themselves, then with th© retinue of snail
boys by whom they are accompanied.

The 'equivalence of

alternating generations' is a standard there in kinship theory.
It 1® not a major th©r«@ in Uxaeda culture, but the basic
institutional forma are present.

In particular, one finds a

reciprocal term (asi) in us® between all laesrtbers of alter
nate generations, who are all luamped together in one category,
as opposed to a r.ueh usore fragmented, and always non-reciprocal
terminology in us© between adjacent generations.

(Tt is also

very common practice for children to be named after their
grandparents, while children m&y not bear the nax?*® of their
parents). One also finds the generally unrestrained pattern

of behaviour between members of alternate generations
which characterises societies in vhich they are regarded
as 'equivalent'.
Apart froia sociological evidence, certain details of
the ritual do definitely point in this direction. Firstly,
as I have pointed out already, the kwanugwi share vith the
i£*l« the feature of 'relative lack of sexual differentiations'
which is manifested by wearing the peda rather than the
gedasuh or the penis-binding of nab.

In some instances

the kwanucjfwi make their entries without even the concealment
°^ a E®5l5, ~ a complete reversion to the pattern of behaviour
of small boys, who also go naked.
The kwanu5fwi are indeed like children in other ways.
Most notably, they are unique among the actors? in Ida in
appearing un-masked and unpainted.

In thin, they are less

like the ^^^_tainwa, who have just crossed the threshold of
adult existence, than like the small boys in their retinue,
too young, as yet, to participate in the masked dances.
And the same continuity between the youngest and oldest
actors can be seen in the arrows used by the kwanugwi which
are, as described earlier, only dxuarcies, plain shafts weighted
vith B$u<3/ otherwise only used by boys in target-practice.
(I would add that the unansed kwariugwi. arrows have a sexual
waning as well, as contrasted with th© 'repressed', but for
that very reason, ultra-potent, ii>®Jl® arrows).
There is thus a real measure of continuity between
the csoat senior and the r>OBt junior roles in Ida, separated
by an intervening generation.

Father the same idea seems to
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b« present in the relation between the *unoy dancers and
their entourage of children.

The aiaoy share with the

^.^.ySIHi **>•& the roolnatarowa the feature of relative lack
of sexual differentiation implied by the peda in ritual
"*•

contexts.

.Tlj.im.i~j. ..i

in

i

The araoy mask, as I hope the diagram of the

'transformations of mask-typea' nakes clear, stands midway
between the JKgeli. mask of the ca0Rowari.es, and the 'unmarked'
(i.e. RtaskleBK) heads of the 'old wen', the kwanugwi.

This

'circularity* of the basic roles in Ida can be ahovn in
diagram form (Fig. 55) i

cassowary

amov

raolnatamwa

Fig 55.

ISSJSiSva

children

CYCLE OF RITUAL ROLES AT IM

I have one final remark to saake about all this.

I

have been analysing a ritual at length, but I have said
little about 'iayth f and what I have said on this topic has
been tangential to my argument.

Yet rtyth and ritual are

frequently categorised together, and at one time, if no longer,
it was believed that no ritual raade sense except in relation
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to its corresponding ryth and vice vwrsa. Now it is evident
that I have no myth to present which 'explains* Ida, nor
do I think that such a myth exists, though many of th«
'theises 1 in ida do crop up separately in nryths that I
recorded, especially the Pul-tod isyth included in the Appendix,
In th« case of ida th« relationship with mythology is
rather different;

ritual does not reproduce mythology, but

s@eios to displace it.

By this I wean that essentially the

gasse cognitive functions are here fulfilled by nieann of a
dramatic performance, and a sequence of "transformations'
affecting ritual figures, such as might, under the circum
stances, give rise to a cycl© of mythological lore.

I would

not wish to under-estimate the profound differences which
ensue from this choice of a concrete, dramatic 'code* as
opposed to an abstract mythological coding of the saise
basic preoccupations.

Vftiere myth breekn appearances down

into their manifold refractions, continually elaborating
new oppositions, ritual aeema to synthesis® appearances
anew out of fragnsenta.

Where it is coinir^n to find nyths

or group© of nyths which seem to elaborate certain theroes
indefinitely, never reaching a full close, ritual, on the
whole, ends on a note of harieony, resolvinc the situation
with a resounding cadence and an unanimous 'aisen'.

Myth

proceeds by analysis, by separating and opposing;

ritual

by synthesis, taking elements, signs, substances, patterns
of behaviour etc. frora the context of minciane existence and
yielding them into a new and harmonious whole, whose unity
is guaranteed by the ritual fraiae of reference.

But if, in
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this, ritual and ryth seen to be, not tranacriptions of
one another, so much as 'oppositea* of one another, ths fact
surely ramalns that, starting fror: different points and
traversing in different directions they both sack the sau-e
object, namely the establishment of a fully intelligible
social universe.

That is to say, they both seek to mediate

the contradictions of experience;

myth by dialectic, ritual

by hold and simple gestures, and by the deployment of rmltivocal symbols on which these contradictions are peremptorily
annul let],
But in both cases it seeps to iae that the idea of
'Radiation' is a key one, and it is on the idea of csediation
that I watt to focus in these, my concluding paragraphs.
J would like to suggest that the ida ritual bears comparison
with a rayth (e.g. the Oedipus Biyth as analysed in Levi-Straus®
1SSS, p. 236) in being an attempt to resolve a contradiction
which arises out cf jr.unaane social experience.

The 'contra

diction' in this case is between the two kinds of 'time*
experience diagrajnaatically shown on page 55o f i.e. diachrony ,
the 'tirae 1 sense we gain fror-i the awareness that everything
gets older, irreversible changes occur, and eventually death
supervenes versus our oth«*r kind of 'time* experience
'synchronous 1 or discontinuous tiirse which opposes entities
as olcier/youncer, senior/junior relative to the present.
In sociological terms this contradiction exists between the
social process, the fact that social life is change, and
'society' a sequence of events in tiirte as they iiapintje upon
an ego who is, hir.se If, subject to the inexorable processes
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which condemn hiro and his contemporaries continually to
grow older, versus social structure, the manifest structural
continuity of the society, seendngly independent of time:
"everything changes' BUT 'everything is the same'.

Relative

to th® 'eternal present 1 there will always be senior and
junior generations,, small boyis and old men?

the sacs© set

of synchronic temporal oppositions (old/young, senior/junior/
father/son etc.) continue to apply despite the passage of time,
I would argue that th® essentially paradoxical nature
of 'lived 1 tii^e (tline is always 'now 1 - but 'now' as I think
about it, has already disappeared into the pa»t) gives rise
to many rnythological and ritual repercussions.

In particular,

it seems to ros that the idea of cyclic or repetitive tirne,
far frojp being, as Leach argues, a religious fiction designed
to rsiake the prospect of death lea® terrifying (by always
promising a subsequent 'rebirth* and a renewed lease of
life) - is an attempt to resolve this ambiguity of time,
which is both a continuous process and a synchronic opposition
between old and young.
Th© idea of time as an oscillation or cycle, continually
repeating itself, radiates between these two inesetricably
related but mutually contradictory experiences of tiir«, i.e.
between social process and social structure, diachrony and
synchrony.

In periodic ritual radiation is sought, and

found, between the pressure of dlachrony, processes which
continually submit organisms? to irresistible change, and
the constraints of synchrony, the intelligible structure
which survives all changes.

This is achieved by a mutual
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•cconaaodation between the two:

diachrony submits to

synchrony by becoming an oscillation which never departs
too far from the axis provided by th« synchronous 'now'i
synchrony submits to diaohrony in admitting the regular
induction of fresh cohorts into th© categories it provides:
inductions that are generally marked by rites de passage.
But to speak more specifically of the "awdiation 1 of
diachrony and synchrony in Ida;
of tiia® reconciled?

how are these two aspects

Essentially this takes two fonas.

The diachronic axis of ida has already been analysed;
the basic mechanism of the ritual is the inversion of the
order of natural process, the substitution of a black
red sequence for the red

-*•

characterises events in nature.

black sequence which
Diachrony is reconciled

with the abiding structure by being subjected to a periodic
reversal, by being turned back on itself.
and with it, structure.

Ti&e is renewed,

This process is 'mediated 1 in the

ritual by th® progressive unifications or raetaioorphoses
of the cassowary, it is of the essence that the intervening
stage®, as well as the initial and final stages, should be
given representation.

This inversion of tliw Beans that

the situation represented at the conclusion of the ritual
is the binary opposite of the situation represented at the
beginning of the ritual.
Leach's terras).

(Formality vs. masquerade in

I think that I have demonstrated the

»oppositen«SB' of th© cassowaries and the ij>©le sufficiently.
What regains to be said concerns the rr-ecliation of inter-
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generational, or 'synchronies' temporal oppositions in Ida.
These aynchronic oppositions between senior and junior pairs
are shown above (fig. 53).

it is interesting to observe

the way in which they are subject to rsodifi cat ions over
the course of the ritual, which opens by positing the
'unnediated 1 black/red senior/junior opposition in the
figures of the cassowaries and the lwanufwi_.

«f^e subsequent

course of the ritual is, a® 1 have suggested, an attempt
to 'Ksediate' this black/red opposition on a cliachronic axisj
but, at the saiae time th© senior/junior oppositions remain
In being, but chanqe their nature.
red opposition is "weakened 1 :

First of all, the black/

th© aba dancers combine

*-'143 f*2®ii. waak with polychrome body paint •- with conspicuous
eleznents of black, while in the case of the teh dancers,
the black elements are still further reduced.
Then, in the tarawa phase of the ritual, the black/red
opposition is restated, but this tine in nodifie-d form;
the contrast between the (black) ^horagwams tarawa and the
(red) teta<?wana tanwa is blurred by the fact that both wear
identical masks, and inoreovsr tlie generational opposition
between the actors of these roles is present only as a
tendency, not an explicit rule, as is the case where the
eli and the rsolnatariwa a*"® concerned.

The black paint of

the ahoragwana tajtsfn is relieved by light polychrome raarkingo,
and the 'red' of the teta£wanj* tan]wa by design eloioentfi.
Finally, at the end of the ritual, the situation
posited during the opening phase - a distinct opposition
between adjacent generations arid between black and red -
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reappears once more/ but in 'inverted' form?

where,

previously, the focus of the ritual was provided by the
senior raeisfoer of the senior/junior pairincr (the cassowaries
as against the H»lnatawwa), hy the conclusion of the ritual,
subsequent upon the mediation of the original black/red
opposition, which has taken place during the intervening
stages, the junior r-erober of ths ipele/k^anugyi. pair take
the centre of the stage?

ida culminates with the red-

painted bowmen (fig. 56).

1
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This pattern of events:

i) the positing of an

opposition, 2) the mediation of the opposition, and 3)
the re-emergence of the original opposition in 'weakened'
anci 'inverted' form, corresponds to a situation frequently
encountered in the analysis of rayths arid series of rsyths.
(Levi-Etrauso 1958 .- 246f£, 1967 r 15ff).

It is charac

teristic to fin-3 that when a mythological opposition re~
appenrs after a 'dialectical' effort to resolve it, it
does so in an inverted and 'weakened* guise.

I would argue

that it is thio characteristic inversion of the terrcs
accompanied by a weakening of the original opposition that
is represented in the final ip^_eykt: {anu^wi pair as opposed
to the original cassowary/gplnatanTwa pair.

The i£©.l£ is

the 'opposite* of the eljL, the kwanugwi of the *2®J^tai?Eyja,
but, at the same time, tha oppositions are weakened - the
ultra-black of the cassowary reappears as the unpainted
skin of the old men {black to the i^ole's red), but this
is a weakening of black in the direction of red, the colour
of unpainted (young) okin.

Conversely, the all-red paint

of the inqlnatairwa i* echoed by the body paint style of the
ipole, but in this instance it is modified in the direction
of black by the black design elements vhich relieve the
otherwise all-red colour scheme.

These black design elements

refer Laekwardc in tine to the blnck paint of the cassowary
at the beginning of the ritual, and also forward^, since,
next tin© round, the black stripes and circles? v?ill have
spread, GO to speak, 30 as to cover the whole body.

At the

next performance of icla the 'cassowary chick' will have bccoiws
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the cassowary, ijgele will be §11, red will have turned
to black.

And the 'black' of th© unpainted kwanwjwi will

have reverted to the 'rewl' of th® unpainted children, the
redness of the neophyte raolnatawwa.

Thus the circularity

perpetuates itself, the dialectic of black and red.
Th« H^racliteari struggle of senior and junior generations/

autonoiuy and repression/ spontaneity and order, nature
and culture , will never cease to be joined, only to resolve

itself in auch a way that retnews itself indefinitely.

AJPPENDIX I
LEXICAL MOTIVATIOtT IN UMEDA

i•

Introduction
This appendix takes up certain themes which were

deliberately excluded from Chapter 3 'Language and
symbolism' because of their admittedly problematic character.
Ps described previously (Chapter 3 section i) the their*
that I propose to develop here is the possibility of
intrinsic sound-leaning correlations in Umeda.

That is,

I air, interested here in 'absolute' roctivation (phonological
motivation) in language, rather than, (as x?as the case in
Chapter 3) in 'xnorphological' or 'semantic' motivation,
i.e. 'relative' motivation.

De faussure (1969 , 31) it

will be recalled, acini ts the sigriificance and irsportance
of 'relative' rnotivation , that is, the existence of
systematic relationships withiii the fabric of language:
but he discounted the importance of 'absolute' motivation
(which he equated with crude

onoraatopeia) that is, he

discounted the existence- of systematic relations between
the fabric of lancruaqe and the outside world;

linguistic

forms were always 'arbitrary* v/ith respect. to the outside
world — this is Saussure's famous principle of 'the
arbitrary nature of the sign 9 .

My discussion of these

issues will run counter to the r.aussurean bias in that I
wish to suggest that the phonological rake-up of certain
classes of Umeda nouns reveals a degree of continuity between
phonology and reaning;

based, not on surface imitation
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(onomatopeia), but on a 'mapping' of semantic features onto
particular articulatory movements or 'gestures', i.e.
the exploitation of horaolofy-relations between articulatory
and semantic structures.
However, before discussing roy own material, it is
helpful to examine certain texts which will enable us to
place the issue in a broader perspective.

To begin with,

here ar« two quotations from Merleau-Ponty's 'Phenomenology
of Perception*.

Here the author seens to go to the opposite

extreme from the Saussurean point of view;

where for de

Saussure everything is arbitrary, and rr-eanlng primarily
coneeptual, for Merleau-Ponty maning is 1 immanent in th©
sign where it is found as a gesture;the 'delineation

of

an eBKJtional essences' ... (Herleau-Ponty 1962).
1 ... the meanings of words must finally be induced
from tlie words themselves, or more exactly their conceptual
meanings must be formed by a kind of deduction from a gestural
^meaning which is immanent in speech ...' (179).

(Merleau-

Ponty agrees that the 'conceptual and delimiting 1 weaning
of words is established by arbitrary convention, hut h© goes
on to say) ' ... it would no longer be true if v?e took
in th© emotional content of a word, what we have called its
'gestural 1 sense, which is all-iittportant in poatry for ©xairole
It would then be found that the ®ords, vowels, phonemes,
are so laany ways of 'singing' the world, and their function
is to represent things, not, as naive on on) a tone le theory
had it, by reason of an objective reserblance, but because
they extract, and literally express, their emotional essence 1
(ibids 186-7).

In the passage from which these quotations are
drawn Merleau-Ponty is attempting to arrive at a conception
of language which is neither the network of conditioned
responses in term of which the behaviourist sees language,
nor yet the equally arbitrary system of signs, attached to
concepts or mental images (signified^) postulated by
intellectualist theories of language, such as De Saussure's.
In Saussure's theory, rneanlng is perfectly independent of its
vehicle;

thoughts, which somehow have an independent

existence, are processed (coded onto an arbitrary string
of phonological dots and dashes), and are them unscrambled
at th® listeners' end and are turned back into thoughts.
To this intellectualist view of language MerleauPonty opposes his own which stresses th© expressive power
of "gesture 1 as the foundation of language.

The meaning

of a gesture, he argues, is inseparable froiR the gesture
itself7

if, for instance, I encounter someone who makes

a gesture of anger, I ars not thereby "reminded* or 'put in
mind, of the idea of anger — on the contrary the anger
and the gesture are one and the same.

In the sarae way, the

linguistic gesture delineates its own weaning.

Merleau-

Fonty tries to clarify this idea by making reference to
another expressive system, namely music.

The notes which

tfo to wake up a sonata comprise, unquestionably, a system
of signs.

but the sonata, or the Eiusical meaning of the

sonata, could never exist independently of the notes —
the meaning can only be present in the sounds which are
its vehicle.
But this arrmrnent seem »t first sight to suffer from

a fatal defect, for, while human gestures are -generally
regarded as essentially spontaneous, even universal, and
seem to refer only to the immediate and tangible external
reality, the context of situation in which the gesture is
p«rforir.ed (anger, desire, sleepiness, present danger)
speech, or verbal gesticulation is infinitely fragmented
into a multiplicity of cultural systems, an<3 can refer not
only to the in?ir*sdiate context, but also to any nuiaber of
what have been called 'sub-universes of meaning 1 (William
Jasies) , that is, to world brought into being by language
itself.

According to Merleau-Ponty, this contrast between

gesture (natural) and language (cultural) is less absolute
than wight appear.

Consider the variety of aggressive,

erotic, or einphatic gestures, each of which, while remaining
rooted in bodily activity, refers simultaneously to the
culturally constituted world in which it takes place.
The oestural purposes to which the body nay be put ere not
laid down in advance in the font, of immutable instincts;
Instead, gesture takes over the meanings which lie dormant
in all activity, and seeks to bring them to the attention
of the other.

Merleau-Ponty sees the expressive use of

the body as a transcending of the body as a ir^re biological
entity;

at the same tiro®, these ineaninas cannot foe detached

from the body which gives theic expression, and regarded as
separate entities — they are immanent in behaviour itself.
Comparing language with gesture, Merleau-Ponty is led
to the conclusion that there are no purely natural, ar.d no
purely cultural slgn^.

Any expressive activity involves the

usobilisation of this immanent 'gestural' neanino, and also
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the taking up of a position vis-a-vis a previously
constituted semantic system.

He writes:

'Language sbs less the expression of a pre-existing
thought, than taking up a position in a world of meanings'
(ibid i 193) .
This pre-existing world of meanings is a social
phenomenon.

In short, while seeming to concede the point

that the linguistic sign is arrived at by cultural convention,
Merleau-Ponty is arguing that its expressive power does
not reside in the fact that it is the arbitrary vehicle of
purely ideal significations.

While it is intelligible only

within the framework of a particular cultural experience,
within that framework the useaning is an iirtmanent property
of the sign itself, just as the meaning of the gesture is
an immanent property of the gesture.

Outside language,

systeias such as this, wherein meaning is conveyed by means
tliat ar® neither purely natural, or instinctual, nor yet
purely arbitrary and conventional exist in abundance;
xsusic, isentioned previously, is one of there, systems of
formalized dancing, or graphic expression are other obvious
instances.
With this tantalising proposition, that linguistic
meaning i», in sore® sense, ireioanent in the linguistic sign,
we must leave Marleau-Ponty since, as a philosopher, he is
not interested in particular cases, nor does he adduce
anything in the way of empirical material to bolster his
conception of the sign.

He does not confront De Saunsur©

head on though there is an anti-Saussurean trend in rcuch that
he saya.

But are there really, one asks, any constraints on

rboo
ro
the formation of the linguistic sign, originating from the
fact that they have immanent meaning?

One need not look

for a global system of linguistic symbolism?

at such a

level, involving a plurality of cultural systems, the sign
is evidently arbitrary.

If immanent nwsaning exists, it

exists only frors the standpoint of one committed to a
particular cultural system, but for him, one imagines, it would
theisatise the entire phonological, and morphological system
of the language.
In order to proceed further with this problem of
immanent meaning we need to break the sign down into its
various components, or rather., since the sign is essentially
indivisible, at least distinguish the various points? of
view froir. which a sign can be examined.

Pierce, the

philosopher, proposed three ways in which a nign can be
meaningful, which are not mutually exclusive with respect to
any given sicrn.

& sign way be an index, i.e. there is a

material connection between this sign and its nseaning,
smoke 'means' fire, mare's tails 'wean' bad weather on the
way and so on.

Secondly, a sign may be an icon?

by which

is laeant that the sign operates by means of sonc factual
similarity between signifier and signified, in other words
the sign is motivated by socse iconic resemblance between the
vehicle and the neanino?

a picture resembles its subject,

the word ! pingj>on<j' or 'buzzer' imitates its meaning.
Finally, a signosn operate as a symbol, by which is meant
that the relation of sirmtfler and signified is established
by rule?

it is not an intrinsic relation/ but a learned

convention.
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History, unfortunately, has overtaken Pierce's
definitions of terms.

A 'syrnbol' is now generally taken to

mean a motivated sign (I.e. an 'icon 1 in *>ierc«'s terms).

I

use 'syisbol 1 elsewhere in its modern sense, and when I
apeak of a rayrofool in the sense given to the terro by Pierce,
I shall tnention him by nan®.

I mention Pierce only because

Roman Jakobaon has taken Pierce's analysis of the sign as
the point of departure for a recent essay whose conclusions
are highly germane to the present discussion.

(Jakobaon's

paper 'In search of the essence of Language' (1965) is
unfortunately bereft of textual references to Pierce, and
my attempts to identify the original passages in Pierce'a
voluminous writings to which he refers have failed.

£11

the references here are to Jakobson, on whom I rely for
Pierce's ideas as well).
Pierce's essential insight was the idea that these
three kinds of meaning, the indexicfil, the Iconic, and the
(Piercean) synbolic, are not mutually exclusive.

They do

sat exist as pure types, but are interacting components of
the total meaning of the sign.

Thus, ignoring the indexical,

about which I shall have no r»re to say here, a sign is
seen as an admixture of icon and (Piercean) symbol?

an

Pierce himself puts it 'a symbol Bay have an icon and/or an
index incorporated into it' (quoted by Jakobson : op.clt. p.
In his essay, Jakobson takes up these ideas in making a
direct onslaught on De ssuseure.

Jakobaon accuses his

predecessor of disregarding certain patently iconic (i.e.
aspects of language.

Following Pierce, Jakobson

divides the Iconic Into two species:

firstly, the 'image 1

which copies the outward form of the object, achieving a
contingent resemblance, versus the 'graph 1 or diagram, which
seizes not on the outward aspect, but on the relation
between elements (ibid^

^.

Two squares of different

size do not represent the respective steel outputs of the
USA and the USSR realistically, but they do succeed in
conveying, most succinctly, the relative size-relationship
involved.

On® might, going back for a nortent to Merleau-

Ponty, see an irananent reeaning in the graph, which is
certainly not arbitrary, but which has all the same to be
therfiatised by cultural background knowledge — in this case
a knowledge of the background of economics.

C>uch a

diagram or graph is, in Pierce'* words an 'icon of intelligible
relations' (ibid : 27).
It is to the diagrasmatic characteristics of language
that Jakobson seeks to draw particular attention:
which he also describes as 'algebraic 1 .

features

He bases his rrsain

case on fTrairar.atical rather than phonological features
though not to the exclusion of the latter.

He points out,

for instance that the sentence "veni vidi vici' conveys the
sequence of Caesar's actions via the word-order.

Similarly,

as adjectives increase in degree, one often finds an increase
in the nurrber of phonemes (e.g. -ua, -ior, -issiums in
Latin).

According to Jakobson such facts as these ar©

sufficient to contradict De Paussure's assertion that 'in
the sound structure of the signals there is nothinc that
would bear any relation to the value or meaning of the sign'.
He adds that Saussure's concept of 'relative motivation 1 does

f? -S

i1

not account for the fact that these regularities extend
far beyond the purely syntactic, being in fact part of the
semantic system of the language.
Though Jakobson concentrates his attack on
'arbitrariness' at the syntactic level, he does not neglect
the problematic question of phonological motivation; the
problem of whether the single norphejce units, patterned
at the syntactic level in a way which reflects extralinguistic reality iconically, do not also show patterning
at the phonological level of analysis. Jakobson (ibid t 3O)
quotes a number of instances of the operation of the
diagraitonatic tendency of language at even this level but
seems disinclined to enphaslse this aspect. He writes«
'on the plain lexical level the interplay of sound and
meaning hers a latent, virtual, character, whereas in
syntax and morphology (both inflection and derivation) the
intrinsic diagrammatic correspondence feetv/een the signans
and the signatuzn is patent and obligatory 1 (35-36).
On© is naturally a little suspicious of the phrase
'latent and virtual' — assertions as to what rray be
'latently and virtually 1 the cas© are too often hardly
ananable to proof or disproof. In what follows I hope to
b® able to show that in the Uraeda case it is possible to
speak in raor© definite terms, by demonstrating that motivation
at the lexical level is patently present, especially in the
light of the gyrebolic syster? with which the Uiaada language
is associated.
Before turning to nora strictly anthropological material -

In particular Leach's writings on language and kinship,
perhaps I may briefly suggest a way in which the points
of view of Merlaau-Ponty can be confined.

Both, it seeins

to me are attempting to formulate a conception of the
linguistic sign as a complex, or imilti~ lews? lied entity,
which can coisbine an 'iconic' function with a (Piercean)
symbolic function;

that IB to say a conception of the

linguistic sign which can be seen froir, one point of view
as motivated, and simultaneously from another point of
View, as un-motivateU, an arbitrary (Saussurean) sign or a
Piercean syrrbol.

Merleau-Ponty's 'gestural' weaning

corresponds to what Pierce and Jakobson would call the
'iconic' or 'indexical* meaning,

his? 'conceptual or

delimiting meaning* to what they would call the (Piercean)
symbolic,

but Merleau--Ponty seeius to cro further than

either in identifying the iconic aspect of the sign with
power of gesture ~~ with the iiursanently meaningful quality
of articulatery behaviour.
It is this insight that I shall be attempting to apply
to soii» of the Uisio<ia material.

I would stress Merleau-

Ponty's implicit identification of 'iconic' neaning with
(articulatory) gesture {i.e. bodily movements of an
expressive kind) because it points to an approach to the
whole problem which is by-passed by Jakobeon in his
discussion with its primarily accoustic emphasis (it is no
accident that Jakobson has radically changed the course of
accoustic phonetics, without exercisino comparable influence
over the articulatory phonetics of 5'weet, Jones and their
successors).

Jakobson seeks his 'iconic' principle in

r-' r;
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language through »n Investigation directed at the sound
patterns of speech,-

it h« has little to say about

f>hoRolorriei*l motivation rat th® lexical level it i« perhaps
because in ternss of sheer fojund it is very difficult to see
how such an investigation can proceed much beyond the
demonstration of overt or covert onotnatopela or related
accowstic devices.

Here, perhaps, Jakobson is a prisoner

of the very re fine-went of his accoustic theory;

if, taking

up the idea of the 'gesture 1 we concentrate attention,
not on the sound produced, hut on the articulatory Bsovementw
involved in the production of the sound, v*e IP ay find a
readier steams of ^raspinrr the iconic admixture of lexical
itesKss.

JakobKon speaks of e graphic, diaqrarisatic principle

in laneruaee -

Merleau-Ponty speaka, llke^rise, of words

which 'delineate' their wanings -- T sucrwest that such
E?etaphor9 reveal that both writers are thinking in essentially
kinetic t«Kns.

Y«fe it is difficult to translate this kinetic

awareness which accompanies articulation into the language
of accoustic (as opposed to artieulatory) phonetics.

It

aeeffi® ji^ore convenient to record such observations of
linguistic 'gestures' in «3ir«ctly physiological tenr*s,
rather thaji 'at one remove' in accouatic terras.

At any

rate/ I my««lf have not used Jakob»onln« 'distinctive feature*
(accoustic) phonology in r*y analysis of Umeda, but have
restricted myself to the simpler and more traditional
artieulatory phonetics which classifies sounds'by point and
Banner of articulation'. •-.

>•

How©v«r, Jakobson is iprportant for this discussion in
another way a® well, for it was his wall-known article

n-'

5

'mama' and 'papa'? 1 ( /j>£0

) which has Inspired

two recent contributions by Edmund Leach on Language and
Kii^iip (1967?

1971) whose approach is in many ways very

close to that which I propose to adopt here.
*•*•

Leach on Lan<5uafe and Kinshig
Leach's two essays are dominated by the idea (derived

fron Jakobson) that definite constraints operate on the
process whereby the child learns language;

certain

principles of intellectual and physiological 'economy 1 favour
a definite patterning in the phonology of kinship vocabulary.
Leach writes (1967)
1 ... children learn to manipulate sound patterns so
as to forge a language ... (this would be) 'inconceivable
unless some close correlation (existed) between the structure
of moaning and the structure of phonology 1 .
However, the impression given in Leach's first paper
'The Language of Kachin Kinship' (1967) —• despite the
references to Jakobson, is not that the sounds (phonology)
of Kachin kin tens 3 are in themselves structured in relation
to the iseanings they subsume,

instead, having simply

postulated this correlation Leach contents himself with
discussing problems of the connotation of Kachin Kin terns.
(i.e. he discusses what I have elsewhere called 'semantic'
and 'morphological* motivation, rather than 'phonological'
laotivatlon) .

Thus, to dwell for a content on soise examples

presented by Leach, he den^nstrates that we can learn a
groat deal about 'the structured paradigio of the society in
which (the Kachin ego) lives' (ibid : 130) if we can
appreciate the semantic motivation of wa:

father
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bainboo » pig tooth (varsus) nu? mother
soft core {of something).

home

original

Or, similarly, the pair wqi-

grandnother « monkey (veraua) ahui grandchild * frog.
Leach r.akes rany fascinating points in the course of his
discussion, but, at ths naroa time, on® might re-phrase
Jakobson's oricfinal question and ask 'Why Nu and Wa?»
without finding any explicit answer in Leach's text.

I^ach

shows nu and vra each dominate a cluster of symbolically
related ideas (i.s». are instances of relative motivation in
Eaussure's sense) hut he does, not attempt to answer th®
related query as to why it should be that particular sotmd
pattern (or gesture) which, in each ca?*e, is the bearer of
5£1?^ E^-^ cu-^*r cluster of i«©anin<Ts.

if I have a critic!SIP

Of Leach's first essay (which I admire) It would h<* that
he fails to distinguish adequately between the different
kinds of 'motivation' {semantic, morphological r and
phonological), and that h© doea not carry his argument far
enough to demonstrate that Kachin kin terms ar© 'absolutely'
and not nerely 'relatively' motivated.
This criticismF however, do«R not a-rrly to Tench's
second essay in this fi«ld (More on 'jrtaiRa.' and 'papa', ASA
11 1971).

Here Loach turns right sway from questions of

relative motivation (anain, without 3r akino the distinction
clear) and concentrates on phonological motivationr

in

particular the relation of phonology and effect in Sinhalese
kins*%> vocabulary (no term*? other than kin terms are discussed,
unlike the Kachin article).
Much apace in this second article (which is v«ry dense
and complex) is taken up with a sketch of Sinhalese phonolo«jy,
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« sketch which evidently required considerable effort to
produce (particularly, I should think, the distinctive
feature analysis of Sinhalese consonants (p. 86)) — hut whose
contribution to the final result — the anthropological
pay -off • -• if. not entirely clear.

I feel — and I admit

I way be quite wrong about this — that a simpler classi
fication of sounds in straightforward articulatory terms
(labials, dentals,, alveolars, velars,, nasals, etc.) would
have been much sinpler to construct, and would have allowed
Leach to make exactly the points he does make much more
eccnorically .
Leach does succeed in what he set out to do, which is
to show, rotichly, that a 'Martian 1 anthropologist might
succeed in discerning (affective) categories of relationships
in ego's kinship universe by sorting out the kinship terms
according to such phonological criteria as arnina (MoBr)
. a (390) ('diffuse nasal voiced bilabial consonant 4- low
mixed lax vowel 1 ) versus thatha (Fa) 'avJLvji (EBrc) efcka
(Lsis) ('unvoiced unaspirated consonants') and so on.
(See Leach '3 Fig. 2, p. 93) .

Despite its tentative (and

often rather tortuous) approach which is iirponed by the
material, Leach's article opens up a wide field for
anthropologists -•'What I ar proposing is that different degrees of
effect associated with particular relationship categories
nay, on occasion, be signalled by phonology?

and further

that/ where this happens, the signals may he, at least to
sorce extent of a ppacies-npecific crocs -cultural, type' (ibid_ : 97)
I will not enter into details of Leach's argument here,
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though those familiar with the outline of Leach's work
will recognise a number of points of contact between his
argui*ent and inine — particularly where the anomalous
hjcyi.*

position of th© K sounds* (Kachin:

excremnt hferlT

un-jaarriag©able cross-cousin ( ) cf. our section on ak, ok,
5S' 5S k®lw p. 3?3ff) are concerned.

^marriageable cross-cousin
f.
curs®, cf, our analysis of sa below »ee%4on ^-^ ).

'hard 1 £ (or ts, kachim
^ ) !^JL5?J?. :

Likewise perhaps, the

taa:

To conclude, therefore, this brief discussion of
Leach's pioneering efforts in a new and possibly important
field.

Leach's many successes in detail ar© compromised by

the fact that he does not seem to have worked out an overall
theoretical framework for discussing lexical motivation.
In his first article (1967) he foeusses on semantic and
morphological twativation to the exclusion of phonological
motivation, while in his second article he deals only with
the latter, to the exclusion of the former.

Nowhere does

he confront De Sausaure (and the main current of Sauseurean
linguistics) on its own ground.

One suspects, incidentally,

that Kachin Is intrinsically more prone to interesting semantic
associations than i** Sinhalese — at any rate Leach produces
no Sinhalese examples to parallel the fascinating Kachin
cases of semantic motivation contained in his earlier paper.
If this is so it wust necessarily cast doubt on Leach's
'universalistic* bias.

T feel that apart from odd cases

where there is eom® demonstfable statistical trend In favour
of a particular linguistic pattern (as is the case with
and 'papa 1 ~- then we must go on treating individual
very irruch on their own rceritn a» isolated examples,

and eschew arguments which imply that extensive crosscultural conparability can be established on the basis of
one or two cases.

I think that when it comos to all

forms of lexical rr>otivation we mutt recognise that BOST«
languages are 'better' than others — each language raay
'specialise' in a particular kind of linguistic symbolism,
b« it semantic, morphological, or phonological, and it is
impossible to tell, a i>rior_l, what kind of significant
patterning, if any, we will discover.
Finally, it nay foe appropriate to mention, in the
light of the considerable degree of convergence between aone
of Leach's results and ury ovn, that ray ideas on this topic
were worked out in the field, so that Leach's 1967 paper
was unavailat'le to ITS®, and his 1971 paper not yet published.
Leach's independent work on this problem has fortified ne
considerably in continuing to pursue the topic uiyself.
iii. The Uzneda material
Preliminary remarks on the language
As mentioned previously, no professional linguist has
devoted hia energies to the Unteda language.

The report by

Loving and Bass (1964) on the Atnanab language family
contains no specific data on these languages, restricting
itself entirely to problems of classification.

Thua, no

material exists on Ocieda or on any clonelyrelated language.
This is unfortunate, especially since I am hardly in a
position to supply the deficiency, having had to concentrate
on many other things besides language while I was in the field,
As far as graiamar is concerned little need be said since
the grammar of the language is not relevant to the argur>ent
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being put forward here.

The crucial point, perhaps, ia

that root elements, both of nouns and verbs, are readily
distinguishable, and do not change.

The main grammatical

'weight' is home by the verb, which takes various suffixes
to indicate grammatical relations,
feature of N«w Guinea languages).

(This is a common
Verbal suffixes indicate

tens© and infix ~u~ indicates whether the subject is
singular or plural (number is not expressed in the noun
except by the adjective avat 'plenty of 'many').

Nouns

take a variety of suffixes, -na_ indicating the possessive,
and ~re indicating that they are the object of the sentence.
Another suffix ie Indicates 'at 1 (locative), while -nohrn
means 'together with 1 .

However, besides these obligatory

and ©leitientary modifications of root elements are many more
whose function seems to be pronodic rather than significant.
These I never classified or learned how to use.
Thus a simple Ureeda sentence illustrating the points
made above saight be:
Pudatod

lisodem

iduavana 'The pundas went to Imonda 1

The man of Punda (Eyda-ftjod) to Ijronda (ii^Ojda+rfl) went
(idav; go (root)+u (pfural subject)-fana past perfect tense
marker) .

The word order is standard, the subject coining

first and the verb last.
Besides these suffixes, there are certain independent
elements;

a set of pronouns (including inclusive and

exclusive first person plural) and prepositions such as awe,
maivon expressing negation, and interrogatives bane, ane (who)
(what) ahanie (where),

r
r'
*•"! .if,

*> O

Ye bane (yjs; you bane who i.e. who are you?)
t'fcwav?

(®k!*y. s

they * .ahwiie:

Ehev

whereat' (prosodic

element) + kwayi exist i.e. where are they?) Ka'b anjja
5!fi*y®5! (£§• I+§?JL® 5!*iy?B : don't know).

All in all, my

experience was that, apart from the prosodic 'frills' —
a terra I trust I will b® forgiven for using — Uirwda graxnjuar
Here, however, it is not gransmar which

was rathor simple.

is at issue, but trorphology, since the reader will appreciate
that my arguments from morpherne unite (such as the arguments
put forward in Chapter 3) fall down unless I have identified
these units correctly.
nouns and verbs.

The roots of verbs were subject to change.

Thus the root tady:
go becoraes ij|9:*

Here distinction roust be made between

S°»

effecting verb roots.

eat becojwas, in the inoperative tare* i<3avt
an<^ 80 on *

There are other changeR

Nouns, on the other hand are stable;

though they can take suffixes, and can be used in compounds,
the roots of, nouns do not chancre*

This is iiaportant because

my arguments are primarily based on nouns, not on verbs,
nouns being rauch simpler to handle in this connection because
they break down readily into norphene units.
There are SOJR® problems connected with the morphology of
Uuseda nouns which must be briefly looked at.

Uc&da has a

great rcany pionoayllabic noun roots (examples already
Rientioned have been sa, na, ta, li, etc., many consisting of
the simplest possible CV and VC forms (VC example a ip_, awk_ f at_
as etc.).

Hot all nouns are nonosyllahic by any neans.

There ar® two important types of polysyllabic nouns:
(i)

Those which consiot of compounds of one or nore

independently occurring morpheme units (examples

5 r01A
'cassowaries'

^

.
kne© bone '

(ii) those which add non-iforphomic root incrcunents to
root elements resulting thereby in a change in meaning,
as (arecoid palm mentioned above),

examples being:
asa; garden, ajjU
: dog;

KiFa/FnFa, udi,

spirit, uda; bllura

5£!y_ai."' bandicoot, awy ie ; bird of paradise,
wife, at-

PaBro, ate: E Bro atie-

above , etc .
(The existence of this latter type must be emphasised
since it is a quit© cocoon phenomenon in the language, not
restricted to the few examples given) .

There are nany

other nouns which cannot be fitted into either group
(i.e. nouns containing axtre syllables which do not s®ein
to have any Independent role -- thowrh this nay only he a
reflection of my inadequate knowledge of the language) .
There are many compound nouns which consist of coRtpounded
polysyllabic nouns, for instance avar^al-ipjadj

ring finger

or R5B§22£ "crown of the sago -palm'
nose) oktap_usia 'pig-butchering' ojkte:

pig

4-pusm 'cutting' (fror "u^itav 'to cut').
Though it would b© interesting to reduce the picture
of Umda noun composition to some dearee of order by giving
rules for the combination of elements, I air afraid this task
lies outside ray competence, though I hope that this vill not
reflect too adversely on rcy subsequent argument.

In general

it may be said that the rnodifying elanent follows the main
nominal element, though I do not think this is a hard and
fast rule.

Adjectivon follow nouns, to which they are
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attached}

thus kugwe Exaans 'big' 'a big pig 1 is one word

?M©ku<iwi, though fcugw® can he used detached from any noun.
For the purposes of the argument, it is sufficient to
emphasise that a large numberof Umeda nouns,, particularly
the 'basic vocabulary 1 of nouns in coitimon use (as opposed
to the more specialised vocabulary of non-utilised plant
and aaireal speciea, which largely went unrecorded by me)
show this basic pattern being either monosyllabic or,
if polysyllabic heinn susceptible of reduction to wore
elementary rwnosyllabic coisponent units, which often re
appear in other, different, combinations.
The problem at issue being, to ascertain whether any
discernible constraints operate to associate particular
monosyllabic morpheme units with particular 'fields' of
meaning,
iv.

Phono logical raotivation (uo)
The reader will recall the lengthy analysis given in

Chapter 3 of the word 'naiiro' meaning 'caryota paltr. 1 .

This

wa9 shown to bo a morphologically and semantically motivated
compound of the segments nai and wo, each of which has an
independent role (section v).

Here I want to concentrate

on tli© segment »o, which, I shall argue, is phono logically
motivated;

i.e. as an articulatory 'gesture' it is

intrinsically appropriate to th« meaning it expresses.
could one go about proving this?
at the list of '»»* words;

How

Let us look, first of all,
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TOO

gullet, adaro's apple

wo-tod

daughter, feiKale child

mol

girl, daughter

raol

vulva

mov

fruit (rnqvwi)

ItlOV

vxilva (polite)

vulva, snail girl (polite)
WttOV

termite

naiino

caryota palm

names

sago-grubs
testiclas (individual) vs. tai« <?enital
assemblage
tabooed foods of the young (lit: 'unripe jned')

jniess

perfume glands of female poasuK>. (mie)
small, a sir-all thing

wosiaike)
inosteraike

a sniall thing, youjig, (plant, animal)

(~aike « diminutive auffix)
This list of roo words can be broken down into various
categories r
(a)

ORIFICE

rao:;
(b)

gullet (by extension, word, speech)

SEXUAL (ORIFICE)

™?i* EISX' ®!B2A. ;
(c)

SC5CTAL CATEGORY

TOl, K»tod;
(d)

vulva

daughter, young girl

BODY PAHT
wamovr

testicle, wieinoj

perfume glands of
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(®)

PART OF TREE

fruit (also tree sp. nai»o-

^5S?i s
(f)

NATURAL SPECIE?

?.?*£!? *
(g)

caryota)

terrdtes, naroos•

sago-grubs

DIMENSION FORDS

woster«ik_e, rvoeiake.-

small, young (thing, plant, aninal)

Ho, by itself, or with the rod!fvine terminations -1,
-y can bear all the meanings comprised by groups (a), (b) ,
(c) and (®) , whereas in the others TO ia found in various
corcpound tfords, particularly compounds of mov (fruit) and
Groups (a)

I8O8, a segment which aeeifs to irply anallnesa.

to (g) are, so to speak, seven distinct domains which
share a mo sletnent — what do they have in cordon?
To grasp this I umst r®fer back to a theme which has
made many appearances already in the course of this thesis,
namely, the basic schema of tadv-relations (eating, sexuality,
aggression ...} the prir-ary morality of ego/environment
relations.

In the gustatory rcod©, the mo words

both th« orifice of eating (or rath«r, of avall
the qttllet) and also, very conspicuously, a natural entity
(fruit) whose very ralHon tVetre IB to he swallov«<S, by jnen
or by boasts,

^.nd, turning to the sexual mode of tadv-

relatlons, a sirdlar picture emerges;

roo words including

both the sexual orifice (the vulva) which is 'eaten 1 and the
social cateaor*/ (of young girls) whose social role is,
likewise, to be eaten (sexually).

But what, it may b© objected, of wmnplv

testicle —it

aernns odd that such a masculine object should be found among
essentially feminine entities as girls, fruit, etc.

This

difficulty is renraved once it is understood that wajsol
refers not to the genital asseiablage as a whole (tai)but
•pecifically to the individual testicles, duplex, fruitlike appendages of the male — which are likened to 'eyes'
{5°J? or »oywi of. irasv, roowij

fruit).

The natural species in the 150 group need explanation,
too.

Both species (terroites and sago-grubs) are small

and prolific (cf. the extensive discussion of tenaites in
chapter ]/ f section xu/ ),

Sago-grubs (najmos) though living,

are in important respects roore like fruit than like, say,
animal game.

Termites (araoy) proliferating in rotten

trees, are, as it were the "fruit" of the dead tree.
The SEtallness/youngness implications of the mo a segment
seeis to link up naturally with the kinds of associations
appertaining to TO words in the context of tady-relations.
Th@ things eaten (girls, fruit) and the orifices (gullet,
vulva) are alike small, or constricted.

EBsall, young things

are inore edible than big, tough ones.
Kow, how does the vocal gesture no fit in with this
picture?

It is not possible to establish such a relation

of intrinsic appropriateness with respect to a singl®
segroent only, -since it raust be seen against the overall
phonetic/syirtbclic picture of the language;

however, to

take only the R®gtn®nt lap for the present, certain suggestive
features may be pointed out.
The Omeda sound m is a voiced bilabial occlusive the lips are pressed together while the nasal passage remains
open.

The vowel o which follows differs minimally frorc the

•neutral vowel' position except to the labial feature
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'rounuednesr,'.

Thus, like the m it is essentially a vocal

gesture performed with the lips.

Here, surely, is a clue,

since the lips are the seat of certain very definite
experiences —in fact, precisely the sort of experiences
one wight associate with fruit, girls, and so forth?
The nasals (B and n) are, of all speech sounds, the nioat
likely to be associated with contexts of nutrition and oral
gratification.

Firstly there is the familiar point, reade

by Jakobson (I960) that diffuse nasals are spontaneously
produced by suckling infants, and are perhaps reinforced
by the mother, to whom such sounds may indicate that her
child is beinci gratified.

But nasala are not restricted to

the context of suckling, in fact, the physiological basis
of such nasals are a constant throughout life, since, while
eating, on© always breaths through the nos© (one can also
talk through one's nose:

at dinner-table conversations

odd nasals can be heard springing up on all sides ... 'myyes?*
.». 'rnreallymn ... usnrai*)*

Likewise one has the 'mirsramri'

sound which is always associated with olfactory anticipation
of pleasures to coin© (Including sex)«
Consider the actions involved in eating fruit:

first

the lips brush against the spall, soft, round object,
portions of whose 'flesh 1 (and th© equivalent word to 'flesh*
ni, is used in Unteda) are gently prised away v?lth the teeth;
those ar@ then masticated until the fragments have become
sufficiently small and sufficiently well-lubricated to slip
throuch th© constricted entry of the oesophamis, oiving rise
to a delicate convulsion in that region.

Then consider the

segment riw, formed, first by a compression of the lips
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«Gcoo?panle«3 toy a simultaneous nasal resonance* (
followed by a vowel whoa® rounded lip-aperture match**
the roxmdednesjs of the fruit Itself, not to mention a
certain roundedness which is equally appropriate to the
objects of ssexual gratification, and whose con^trictadness
recalls the constrietednass of the small apertures of the
body.
Sueh an analysis? wast remain, necessarily/ only
tentative, but soma fjriiaa facie evidence that phonological
activation is at work is, nonetheless, iispli@d by th® very
consistency with which the 150 neepsent appears in lexical
contexts involving sexual/gustatory objects and orifices,
Glnce it suggests an intrinsic functional efficacy, hov?«?ver
one slight, cara to define it.

The nasal in evokes an 'oral'

context, while the labialized vowel aoun^ o contrives to
rustke the segii'sent KO 'delineate its nseaning' (to us® ferleauPonty's phrase) both as object (sketching in a rounded
forra) and aa orific© (s narrow aperture bounded by the lips).
We may perhaps lend sortie colour to this arguxoent by
considering another'aperture' word rnl, which uses th© stsam
consonant but (significantly) a 'narrower* vowel, namely i.
Mi refers to a tightly constricted orifice.
as aqami (&<&**

It is found

©«^ * E'i^ literally 'bioeked-up ears" or

idiomatically 'angry, in a pasaion, hysterical* etc.).
Explaining this idion; (which *s the sar« as th© pidgin
®Kpr®®sion 4 v_m*, i™p«f f ^ K¥ inforntant put his hands over his
ears — a» if to shut out all restraining counsel —
making a pantomiM of violent anger.

Ussedas would describe

a man aa 'deafened' (•9Wi) by passions which we would describ©
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as 'blinding 1 him.

what is of relevance here is the

contrast between the relatively open round vowel of rno
and the tight, narrow i in Kd.

This is a direct

reflection, in articulatory terms of the 'blocking off
of the orifice — by a maximal constriction of the vocal
tract (I will return to thin theine below) .

The most

'neural' word for any orifice is the non-committal roe
which is entirely general, meaning 'hole*

(including in

appropriate contexts, mouth, anus, or any aperture, in
a tree, mountain etc.). .Here, in the 'neutral 1 member of
the 'orifice' set we have, appropriately,- the rnost 'neutral'
vowel (see Fig. 57 below).

me: 'hole' (neutral)rnn-neutral(spread)
vowel

ml; 'blocked up'

(constriction)
m+narrow vowel
Fig. 5J 'COHTRASTIVE 1 ANALYSIS 0^ 'MO'

I :' giil le t,vulva'
"(sexual/gustatory)
m+labialised vowel
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on now to consider, fror a phonological point of
view, BOW® of the issues that were raised by the esd (central)
ag (lateral) opposition to which I devoted section vi of nty
chapter on 'Language and Symbolisrn' .

I wish to discover

whether the etj/ag opposition can be interpreted from the point
of view put forward above.

BI-LABIAL
voiced

ALVEOLAR

unvoi ced

CONTINUANTS

w

FRICATIVES

V

f

STOPS

bfcb)

P

NASALS

Note.

Table

m

VELAR

voiced .unvoiced

voiced

y

l,r

s
d

unvoiced

t

h

«(D)

k

n

I use the symbols 'f and 'v 1 in place of 'f' and 'p 1 . It should
be noted, though, that these bilabial fricatives are different
from the corresponding labio-dental fricatives of english.

11
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But before doing mo, I ought to repair a deficiency
which joay perhaps have* already becorae conspicuous, namely,
the provision of an overall view of the Uraeds. systere of
consonants and vowels, since these are, after all, the
'raw material' upon vhich I am attempting to build rcy
argument.
It will be seen froir. Table 11 that Unseda consonants
may be classified according to a tripartite scheras as
'bilabiaf's', 'alveolars' (articulated on the ridge behind
the teeth — there are no dentals as such) and 'velars'
articulated on the soft palate at the back of the roouth.
I do not wish to assert that the point of articulation of
each individual sound within these three classes* is exactly
the aara© — a general grouping is all that I arc* seekinq.
Pour conventional categorisations of speech-sounds intersect
with the three groups thus described, namely continuants
(otherwise known as semi-vowels) f fricatives (approximants)
stops (occlusives) arid nasals.

Nasals and continuants are

all voiced, stops and fricatives exist in voiced and voice
less fonris.

Eighteen possible consonants are distinguished

in this simple classification of which 15 are significant
and are represented in my orthography.
The classification of vowels I have adopted ia
sirrdlarly rough-and-ready.
lay-out.

I adopt the fardliar triangular

Five? vowels are distinguished..

front, spread);

(2) e (half-close, central, spread);

(3) a (open, central, un-rounded);
rounded);

(1) i (close,

(4) o (half-close, back,

(5) u (close, back, rounded).
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Table 12
Front
_i

Close
Half-close

Central

Back
u

9 (spread)

Op«n

£
£

(rounded)

(un-rounded)

To put matters most crudely, on® might aay that
i and to a lesser extent e are opposed to u and p as 'front'
to 'back 1 (i being, in addition, very 'close' or narrow)
while a is opposed to all these as (maximally) 'open* to
(relatively) 'close*, and finally, that o and u are opposed
to the other vowels as 'rounded' or 'labialised' to
*unrounded'.
These preliminaries over, I may return to the main
theme of this section.

In Chapter 3 I discussed a number

of segraents (na, rco, ti, acr, ©d and so on) froin the stand
point of semantic and morphological motivation, particularly,
in relation to certain symbolic ideas incorporating the idea
Of "organic structure'.

Now I mist take up the more

problematic question as to whether these segments are, in
some sense, iconically motivated as articulatory gestures
appropriate to the generalised meanings with which they are
associated.

One has/ sorrsehow, to conceive of the articulatory

field (the vocal apparatus and its activities) as possessing
a pre-established structure, an array of oppositions and

discontinuities, onto which semantic discontinuities
can be mapped in some systematic fashion?

a microcosm

capable of reflecting, in a very generalised way, the
structure of the macrocosm.
It aeensa to ire that a simple classification of
consonants, auch as that just given, does provide a helpful
guide to the kinds of articulatory oppositions and dis
continuities onto which we can atterept to map various kinds
of generalised weaning.
In the previous section, I looked at rnp, the segment
associated with young cflrle and fruit, in isolation*
now, having sketched in the total ranee of Umeda speechsounds, I can look at the sar^a segment in a 'contractive'
context.

Let us take the other segments which were involved

in the 'tree' roodel of society (Chapter 3 section ix) —
ti (husband *« trunk) and acj (branch, stem » wife).

One

notes, first of all, that three separate points of
articulation are involved.

Mo, discussed previously, is

a bilabial CV form (and I have suggested that this
'labialisation' is not a chance phenomenon since it taay
reflect the idea of oral gratification).
hand, is an alveolar CV form.

Ti., on the other

The ti segment is minimally

distinct frow the voiced di in edi, Ban, but is maximally
distinct from the velar g in agfagjwa : woman).

The

segment ag is opposed to both 150 and ti in being e VC
rather than a CV form, and in employing a velar consonant
articulated at the back of the vocal tract.
ti/a£ i«, therefore, suggestive?

The opposition

maximally contrastive

articulatory patterns (alveolar stop 4- vowel versu£ vowel +

velar atop) coincide with maximally contrastiv® reeanings.
It is possible to oppose a group of 'ceritral' nasculine/
ancestral sseqments and n group of 'feminine' 'peripheral 1
(with nejative implications 'bad 1 , 'sick' etc. on-th« basis
of this general formulaalveolar ££

* v : V * velar JjJP :: rale/central : female/peri
pheral

Here are sone of the alveolar groups:
tis

tree, tiais

(d, t, s, 1, •*• V)

husband, edi- roan ~da

clan-nazne suffix e.g.

mn~da sawa~da, pwi-da etc. (tuda • child).
tas

hair (see the list given in Chapter 5 section x t )

tan®:hot, tali
li:

genitals etc. y_inta: bird tainwa ? fish

digging stick (see list Chapter 5, section v)
e.g. ejli : man -vj.i, -v_le leaves etc.

sas

coconut, sap : magic (see below)

si sijsr

nountain, «ai_; thorn, spine

and, by contrast, the velar groups?
acp-

aova

woman (see list Chapter 3 section vi)

awk; kin category 'outsiders' (-aerai) nsjskt rubbish, dirt
sp<y s bark (peripheral to ti - tree) suog • vaginal
secretions, sogve • woven can® ornaments, tog ; ctaam,
raeat, i^2^a - other, another (cf. roa^a^a t cross-cousin)
oeiud ; eels, water people (a name for the Falsa tribes).
CKjurubwe ? !Baqic earth from bush.
abok, abo^akol : bad (thing) kakoi, bad, unripe.
isokus s trick, deception. -Vkra suffix-for names of
wild creatures e.g. ?ub£~kra
anyie-kra t cockatoo etc.

gouria pigeon,

okte s pig
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•*!•» fiSSS* J pain, sickness, teh rotten, firewood,
59£ah* :

iK :

poisonous yam species, niC'lehe ; menstruation

I*!*** : distant, a long way
Givon that this formula hag some degree of plauability —

I would not clain more than that for it -- then it becomes
possible to construct an explanation in terms of 'gestural'
meaning.

Mere contrast, in the fiauaaurean sense, is

inadequate, since it is necessary to explain not only the
differences between words, but also the similarities.
Looking at the act group, marked by velar stops and fricatives,
one notices a consistent theme of 'distanciation' (a
barbarous terra I cannot avoid) — placing something at a
distance, whether physically, or in terms of moral or
emotional connotations, from the axis of ego.

This contrasts

with the bilabials (wo, F« and ava to be discussed below)
where the connotation is of oral '^ratification and intimacy.
Jakobson noted that velars occur less frequently than other
sounds in Murdoch's cample of kin-tenrra and. that they were
late to develop in th@ child's speech (Jakobson ^60 ).

The

'difficult' quality of velars is elaborated by Leach in
his discussion of Sinhalese kin term, where (emotionally)
'distant' relations tend to give rice to kin terras with
velar consonants (LEach 1971 s 95).

Velars involve a certain

feeling of strain — they are, in fact, spontaneously
produced in situations of pain or disgust, as a by-product
of tensing the muscles of the face and neck (aaargh!

or

oeek! or ugt I aro the conventional coiric-strip spellings of
this sort of np°ntaneoUH vocal gesture).

One can point up the contrast in a conpresaed way by
looking at the words* for the two basic roles played by
women vis-a-vis a male ego, that is, the role of wife,
and the role of mother (sister I will ignore).

The profound

category opposition between these two roles does not
have to be emphasised.

Wife is atjwa ; woman, or ajgwal.

While the relation of ego to acrvra is established only
with difficulty ~- negotiation®, reciprocal exchanges,
sexual conflicts, and is maintained only under constant
threat of temperamental incompatibility or affinal inter
ference/ the relation of ecro to ava nother in eminently
unproblematic, being coterminous with the very beginnings
of ego's social experience.

Ho ambiguities cloud the

relationship with the mother, whore Jakobson rightly calls
'la qrancUa dispensatrice' (see Chapter 3 section \j{(

for

ay~ words).
Contrasting agwa with ava we find both the opposition
of maximally contractive consonants (velar and bilabial
respectively) within a basically uniform vocalic context
(a-wa/a-a) and also the operation of an 'iconic* principle,
since the y bilabial of ava is found elsewhere in contexts
of nutrition (of. sava 3 taro, avul -. sago staple, aba :
«ago flour) while tiie 'wife' term agwa or agwai_ is irarked
by the v@lar consonant with ita feeling of 'distanciation 1 .
I v/ill return to the bilabial nroup later, but first
I ought to say sows laore about the alveolar crroupa (ti, ta,
etc.) whicfi are "central 1 (edie) to the ag groups 'lateralperipheral'.

No straightforward explanation of the

association of alveolar atops and 'centrality 1 seems to

One can point up the contrast in a compressed way by
looking at th© words for the two basic roles played by
women vis-a-vis a rcale ego, that Is, th© role of wife,
and the role of mother (sister I will ignore).

The profound

category opposition between these two roles does not
have to be emphasised,

wife is ajwa - woman, or agwai,

While the relation of ecyo to aqwa is established only
with difficulty ~~ negotiations, reciprocal exchanges,
sexual conflicts, and is maintained only under constant
threat of teruperamental incompatibility or affinal inter
ference, the relation of e<ro to ava nother is eminently
unproblematic, beimy coterminous with the very beginnings
of ego's social experience.

Ho ambiguities cloud the

relationship with the irother, whom Jakobson rightly calls
'la grande dispensatrice* (see Chapter 3 section \ji<,

for

ay- words) .
Contrasting a<jfwa with ava we find both the opposition
of ifiaxiraally oontrastlve consonants (velar and bilabial
respectively) within a basically uniform vocalic context
(a-wa/a--a) and also the operation of an 'iconic 1 principle,
since the v bilabial of ava is found elsewhere in contexts
of nutrition (of. sava i taro, avul ; sago staple, aba :
sago flour) while the "wife 1 term agwa or agwjai is rarked
by the velar consonant with its feeling of 'distanciation'.
I will return to th© bilabial qroup later, but first
I ought to say sots® isore about the alveolar crroupa (ti, ta,
etc.) which are 'central' (edie) to the ag groups 'lateral-
peripheral*.

No straightforward explanation of the

association of alveolar stops and 'centrality' seems to
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stand out;

one does note, however, that these Bounds

are produced in tiie 'central 1 part of the vocal tract,
and that to produce them, the tongue is flexed and brought
to a point (try saying li) forming thereby an analogue,
perhaps, of the masculine/aggressive connotations of
these 'central 1 words.

Tha tongue is active, instrumental,

percussive, while making these sounds, whereas in ir.aicing
a velar stop the blade of the tongue, is retracted, passive
(as it is for the bilabials as well).

Perhaps this is

significant.
This exainpl© suggests the idea of testing the hypothesis
of phonological motivation by seeking concomitant variation
between phonological and semantic fields.

In my next

exajiople 1 shall try to show one, rather intriguing, form
such variation Bight take, of which there are several
examples in Uineda.

This is f syllabic inversion 1 .

Here

one i.B dealing not with the actual sounds BO much as with
the order in which they occur in the syllable*

Thus,

taking as a starting point, a syllable of the CV (consonant +
vowel) type, one inverts the order of the elements to
produce a VC (vowel -f consonant) pattern, and then looks
out for concomitant variation ir. the meaning, or in this
case inversion, so that the laeaning of the CV form will be
in jsojr«s sense the inverse of the VC form.
My starting point is the Uxr&tia first-person pronoun ka.
(Morphologically this way be associated with ke : bone, the
central ajcis of bodily structure).

Ka refers to the ego-

axis in its purest forr.;, and it is, like the. ta_, l_i, ti,

byY
segments listed above a CV syllable (though, un like them
it uses a velar ntop).

Now, how might one invert the

n?eajiing of the first person pronoun?

The opposite of ©go is

alter, who is referred to by the third person pronoun,
he or she, that is, in Urceda, as ®h.

This pronoun eh,

though it does not provide a clinching case of syllabic
inversion does provide limited supjx>rt for the theory in that
first of all, it inverts the CV of ka into a VC (conforming
thereby to the formula given above f v + velar consonant/
lateral peripheral 1 ).

But there are also differences,

the k of ka becomincr a fricative h and the vowel changing
frorr a (central) to c (front) .

I dare say this exantple is

not very convincing and I will only lose what credence I
retain by pressing this one too far.

Nov if there really

were a syllabic inversion of ka it would be 'ak'.

And

while *ak ! does not exist in isolation as a word in the
language, one can surely point, with reason, to the forw
awk, which differs from 'ak' only in that it inserts the
continuant w before the k -- and which has a sense entirely
consonant with the point of vi©w being advanced here.

Awk

are merrl>ers of the residual kinship category with whoir e<jo
traces no connection on either side, actual or residual.,
when', he fights, and whom he may marry.

Relative to ego and

his group, they are the category of total outsiders, those
maximally distant, socially froro k_a.
Now this, I think, is a reasonably neat exaiaple of
syllabic inversion with inversion of iseaninc.

But I am left

with the nagging presence of the serai-vowel w in awk r which

pr©vents awk from being a p«rfactly symmetrical inversion
of ka.

However, there is another instance of syllabic

inversion in Drceda which can r©3olv® this residual snag.
This is the wa/aw inversion.

The segment wa is found in

0 large number of lexical items where its presence seems
to denote the idea of power, danger or force.
wa(i)

get outl

look out I

(interjection).

Mind the way!

Aggressive verbal gesture.

thunder (wa+at) on at FaBr (above : atie
see Chapter 3 section

).

bow (sOjS1*^®) Sog : bark (bows* made from
bark of tha black palm).
wata

coconut fibre (see Chapter

Section

).

fish (symbolic role of discussed in
Chapter

section

).

python wa'fjgig - root
woman (as opposed to neutral ava, 5*?1» etc.
yainql

testicles (^a^njol)
strong, potent.

(adj.) also a variety of

Areca of notable potency;

and th® phrase

•pjul wati!' is applied to any notably
strong areca.
war-magic (plant) (ssa^/a)
Th& opposite of this wa aegis»ent (of vjhich further examples
might b«s given) is aw, which also occurs in a number of
words, seemingly with a regular implication, though not,
this tiro©, the 'release' of force (wai : shool) but of an
obstacle, a resistance ...

a fence, a trap (an enclosure into
vhich pigs ar© lured) also zsn ambush,
©Dcirclenent, in warfare (aw+dn)
E*^

& <3arc (pOTjaw) or ritual fence

**!?.

preposition, 'there' ehey awaidavana t
'they vent there'.

aw£l

(pointing)

'that thing there 1 .
awf

tho aky, clouds, empyrean
the itxjuntain shutting off Dreda territory
to the north.

__

Tha highest landmark.

outsiders

Thus in these aw words vre find consistently the idea
of encoFtpassing, whathar an ambush, a fence, or the
©neorspassinrf space, awf, tho empyrean (p_ainaw£ . the stars)
while aw refers both to a forest tree and to the aw-sjLs
the distant landmark.

And of course, avk, the outsiders

who shut off ego's social universe just an awf, tho sky,
and await*, the mountain, clone off his landscape.
If thin interpretation of aw is correct, then it
becomes possible to sea awk as the superinpoaition of two
secrroonts, each of which exist independently, and each of
which is in a sense the mirror iaacfe of its syllabic inverse
form (Flrr. 58) .
At risk of l^ecorrdnq excessively speculative,, I would
like to offer one additional rer-sark concerning this ca<se of
'syllabic inversion'.

It is this;

it seeing to me that it

is possible to interpret the structure of these syllables
CV
'ale5%

awfc-

i

(C V or V C) as being, in themselves, motivated.

A C V

syllable is spoken of, in linguistic ters-s as an 'open 1
syllable (the vowel being left open) as opposed to the
VC farm which is a 'closed' form, the nyllable being closed
off by the concluding consonant.

Now it is notable that

w», corresponding to the notion of 'power 1 emanating
outwards, as it were, employs the 'open' (CV) form, and
ka, likewise, employs the 'open fonr:, whereas aw and awk
employ the corresponding 'closed' forrrt.

This is curiously

reminiscent of certain featurer, of descriptions of the*
relationsHb between ego and the world that have been put
forward by philosophers, particularly phenomenologists,
such as Merleau-Tonty and Sehutz, vrhen discussing that
favourite phenor>enological concept, the ' life-vorld* or
lebenswelt of Husscrl.

Just as ka uses the 'open* syllabic

form, so it is precisely in terras of an 'opening onto
the world* that these writers have sought to describe the
subjective reality of the ego.

AncI if the ego in the

opening of the intentional field, o winclow overlooking a
particular landscape, so objective reality is seen as
soi»ething which encompasses and closes up the intentional
field opened up by subjectivity -- a set of 'horizons' which
close up the landscape ... And it is just this kind of
encompassing or closure that is implied by awfc, the outsiders
who stand on the horizon of arc's social world.

Can one

say, therefore, that the open syllabic shape of ka and wa -the uninhibited release of syllabic energy ~ correspond to
the opening of the field dominated by ego, while the inverse
closed shapes, av- and ak, correspond to the closing up of this

,P8SO"[0,

,uado,

0 0 A
0 A

A 0

O
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field, which is reflected in the way in which aw and ak
(and awk) progressively narrow, and, close off, the vocal
tract. If the ka/awk inversion can truly be seen as a
reflection of the structure of the social field, or the
life- world, at the level of --syllabic structure, then one
right indeed say, with Merleau-Fonty:
"Th« spoken word is a gesture, its meaning, a world' .

vi.

The sibilant s
Another instance of 'syllabic inversion' is the

sa/as inversion, though her® there ia no uitiple inversion
of nteaning.

ifhnt is striking, however, is the consistent

association of the sibilant s with the idea of rcagical
power, jnystical danger etc.
sa

Let us look at the sa list first;

coconut (on the synboliRm of the coconut
see Chapters 3,'ix

).

E*?9^

an ce s fc ° r H

sa-aqwa

malevolent tree-spirits

sap

ginger and by extension, all magic

oktesap, kwisap, «hesah;

rfiesah, savra: varieties

of magical plants
^>asa

red corciilye (major nagical plant) also
illness -spirit

sapof

tobacco (magical uses)

sega

cassowary bone dagger (sorcery weapon)

saeas

iiriinature coconut flowers (used in magic)

sasa

Cycad fern (tabooed plant)
lighting (we : vine)

territorial boundary (see Chapter
section

).

semen
rubbifih, dirt

S5*fc

birth (iTtKSwenr;-. . taboo, e acred)
magic (swavetav .- to make ir.aqic)
(The

sago r>p. origin of nanov seed?;.
only fertile sago variety) .
liisbun (many magical uses.
earthvorrs (tabooed) .

Tabooed as food)

^Hfe^AS*!*!. • crrowth/

i 1 Ine s B 3}-i i r 1 1 s
(Th® sa/su opposition will be dlscussefl b«lo^?> .
From theae §_s arid sw~ v?or»1r> we get very clearly the
idea of magical or mystical power,

Perhaps the prevalence

of sibilants in this context derives £ror> the ten^e,
energetic arti dilatory quality of these rounds,

thdbr

(accoustic) 'noise* component , and tlieir association with
whi spared speecli (pssstl)
However, let un turn to the syllabic Inversion of sa,
which is as.

A list of as words was provided in Chapter 3

section vlil, in the course of a discussion of the
negatively -valued kinship tern) aai_ ; wife's father.

Th«

relevant nieid>crs of the set are §ni_, as_ . the wild arecoud
palie with red fruit, oa^a! garden (place of secrecy and
seclusion) asahc : pain, illness,, and as.-«55tod ; sorcerer.
Here, too, the sibilant s seers to carry a connotation of
Hvystical clanger.

Yet, contrasting sa v/ith as, one notices

a different emphasis within this 'nrystlcal* fielc of meanincr.
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Sa t coconut, though an important repository of mystical
values, is a symbol of the 'central' values of Urneda
society, the legitimating mystical agency of the ancestors
<5£~tod) — in this conforming, b© it noted, to our interpretation of the CV syllabic pattern.
this is reversed;

compare {Fig. 59),

C V

_sa. : coconut
B)

g 59

In the case of as,

V C
asrwild arecoid

sa-tod: ancestor

asedtod;(foreign)sorcerer

. THE SA/AS INVERSION.

The two lexers in group a) are united in that they
both refer to palm species, but the species in question, as
I made clear in Chapter 3 where the symbolism of palras
was discussed in some detail, of antithetical type.

Aa,

far from being a sacred symbol of the continuity of ancestral
values, is alirtofct an outcast among palms, wild, inedible
and un-utilised for any purpose, emblematic of 'distant*
taboo-laden relationships such as that with affines of the
senior generation {who are avoided) or inembers of the second
ascending generation.

This symbolic opposition {aioong r^lro

trees and the values they represent) seems to be faithfully
mirrored inarticulatory terras in the sa/ais inversion.

A

5
similar opposition is manifest in the lexemes in group b).
Ancestor and sorcerer are alike in being opposed to otdinary
humanity as occult to mundane (hence, one thinks, the
mystical 's 1 sound) but where ancestors gravitate to the
'central' pole in th© fia/as opposition, sorcerers ere at
once occult and also peripheral to the axis on which ego
lies (hence, V C).
v±.

Nasal and bilabial consonants
The sound m has been discussed previously in relation to

ICO.

Nasals, as T suggested earlier, are associated with
feeding experience?
n.

this is particularly the case with

On® has
na

sago

na

MoEro (a relation of 'succour')

nen

milk (or latex) (cf. ngjR-acai : Matrikin)

neb«

food (the» general word)

nut?

HE1®!!, perfume

ni

meat, flesh

Bilabials
Th® voiced bilabials are closely-connected, though
distinct, sounds.
mb for b.

One often hears the dialectal variant

B is found in 'orifice' wordsanus?, vulva
daughter

I hav® discussed the 'nutritive* connotations of the
bilabial b and v in relation to the kin-tern aya, whose
similarity in articulatory terras to such words as aba • sago
flour has been pointed out.

In general the voiced bilahials
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may also be more specifically associated with th« idea of
fullness, repletion, or maturity}
ab, abwi

rip« (ready to «at)

feabwi

big , fat (Jc« i bone + abwi)

ebe

fat

p«b

erection, highwater (popab)

pwiob

spring (pwi+ob)

yib

yam

kjrib

sacral bone (source of bodily strength (ke+wib)

sub

limbum (syrabol of rapid growth)

hub

pandanus (ditto)

pjab

swollen, big (udapjub : woman's large bilum)

pub

rattan, (Calamus) notable for rapid growth,
like sub and hub)

The group appear to'rre susceptible of interpretation in
'gestural* terms.

These forms (ab, eb, ~ob, ~ib f ""H^) fiH

consist of a vowel followed by the bilabial occlusive b.
The articulatory roeohaninm of such sounds involves first,
lip-closure, followed by the gradual 'inflation* of the vocal
tract with resonating air — the reader may make the
experiment of pronouncing the sound 'bbb' without opening
his lips at any stage — it will be found that the cheeks
become distended with air.

The appropriateness of this

articulatory gesture with the set of meanings listed above
is manifest.

The articulatory tract becomes a model of the

swelling, growing, organism.

Let us contrast the b sound,

found in these contexts, with the 'tenser* voiceless
bilabials p and f, where, in contrast to b and y, the vocal
tract is not allowed to inflate with resonating air, but
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instead remains tense, so pressure can build up to produce
the 'explosive' p-sound, or the voiceless fricative f.
T will discuss only on© seginent in this connection,
the important segroent Ig (discussed in relation to th*
*JP®1® bowmen in Chapter 5, section xviii).

The opposition

of *£ and **? is clear, whore the latter has connotations
of maturity, ripeness, the former lj>, has connotations of
immaturity, newness.
tg

breadfruit
n«w, young
'new man' (ritual bowman)

IB discussincr the i|>®l© bowmen, ritual representatives
of the rising generation, I laid great stress on th©
f restraint* under which they are placed.

Restraint (or

repression) being seen as a sine <g_ua non of satisfactory
maturation.

Maturity once attained, however, (as in the

case of the Cassowary dancers) the restraint is rernoved, and
a period of 'efflorescence' supervenes.

Here, we see the

same basic idea reflected in articulatory terms.

The

segrwsnt ±p with Its 'constrained 1 narrow vowel (cf. rrty
remarks on asard, above) plus the tens® final consonant p
reject® this idea of growth-processes;

that is, growth is

seen as a kind of pressure against a constraining form
such that maximum constraint coincides with maximum itsapaturity.
Compare
ipu.de, : ligature

5,^A : riP®

The narrow vowel and tense p of lp contrast with the open
vowel and lax b of ah give 'iconic' representation, on the
one hand, to the repression of th© immature state
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growth against maximum constraint) and. on the other the
unrestricted swelling of maturity, the removal of constraint,
vii. Vowels
This last example has introduced the ther«e of 'iconic'
contrasts between vowel sounds.

I have already remarked on

the possibility that the labialised o in ijp pay be
i.9<?p4cally motivated (orifices) and I have suggested that
the narrowness of the i in such segments as ij> and ini may
be motivated as well.
these arguments.

It ia not necessary to recapitulate

My next exactples concern a rather different

syinbolic 'diroension' narwly th® opposition hich/law or
up/down.

Here the contrast »©ems to be between the 'open'

mid-vowel a and th© 'low' back-vowels o and u.
*' *i

Consider:

ES^') 5 "P' (<iua®i~interj®ction)
£aiha ; penis
|>aiinauf s stars (ancestors' penes)
^ab ; erection, hiejhwater
pana s shooting stars (gAnjitarpwa)
riat - roofbear
toat : (high) shelf

to?fci®' ®.M® ' abova, high
at t guardian (fa Bro) shoulders (see Chapter 3,
section vii)
foaji s head

sa s coconut
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o, u

go : water, rain
. : down, pokrnea ; subterranean
: down
^ : btinh (down, in relation to the habitation sites)
'^ly^J?. !l®PHll5Y'

come ug> to the vi 11 acre) .

earfchvorir s_ubulagwa : "^subterranean spirits
ude: dog, younger sister (cf. Chapter 3)
pud : swamp

BH2®** - I®*?* foot (vs. ac£££ • arm, hand)
sub : lirshum (vs, sa , coconxit)
These exainples are insufficient to establish the point
definitively, yet perhaps it is no accident that in terras
of aceoustic phonetics o and u are 'grave 1 'diffuse' sounds?
as opposed to a which is 'compact' and 'acute' (?faln>berg
1963) .

I find it very tempting to see an inherent suitability

in the opposition pa! (upward movement) verBus po -. rain,
water, «ver dovnwards In motion (TXJkwie • dovm) .

Or,

similarly, between pab -. rising water and £>o (rain falling),
or between the sky dwelling ancestors £atod and the sub
terranean earthwonr spirits sjibuciagva.

Earlier remarks aix>ut

the 'superiority' of certain classes of kin (at : Fa Br ate r
E Bro aiva - Fa) versus the 'inferiority' of certain others
ude ; Y Sis ipud - son) are also apposite her©.
Finally 1 would like to look at another vowel contrast,
that between i and a which has partly been anticipated.
While the vowel a in such words as va : shooJ

wat -. thunder

etc. (section v above) suggests the 'release 1 of force, the
vowel 1, being narrower, suggests force under restraint.
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™i :

edible concurbit (symbol of growth : taboo
to children)
rri°on (seen as growing, monthly)
; fruit (fj50V4wi)

Kwib : sacral bone (source of growth)
pitpit (tall cane)
ad J- tall
Pjwiob : spring, rock pool
1'hese words, all trarked by the segment wi seem to
represent the release of force, not uncorssstrainedly like
wa, but under restraint, the restraint associated with
the process of maturation.

Similarly one might contrast

the disciplined 'verticality' of the segments ti f li,
(trunk, sapling) constrained to grow up, with the undisciplined
ta, (hair) whose undisciplined abundance is the hallmark
of the 'efflorescent' (autonoraoua) style of social and
sexual behaviour characteristic of maturity.

In fact, it

Htight be possible to say that the narrow fron vowel 1 is
expressive of nothing so ruch as the 'extrusion' of organic
entities in the process of growth — as if, to grow, they
had to force their way through a narro-w aperture or
fissure ... consider i£ or p_wi ; pit-pit (slender and tall,
gwie) in this light.

Or the springs (£yi.ob) , forcing their

way through fissures in the rock.
vtii. Concluding remarks
As might have been expected, only a fragmentary
picture has einerged from the foregoing attempts to explore
the possibilities of 'iconic* motivation in Umeda — some
analyses may have seemad alnost plausible, others, I dare
say, have achieved no credibility whatever.

I would feel

depressed about the possible ill-success of my project
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if I were unable to comfort r*y«elf vlth a motto of
C. Wright Mills 1 who says, somewhere, that social scientists
ought not to neglect the 'Interesting' in seeking only the
'verifiable 1 .

Verification, so far as the rmestion of

phonological motivation is concerned, is a long way off,
I admit.

But the probleir; is 'interacting' nonetheless —

at least, 1 find it so.
But before bringing thin appendix to a close, perhaps
I can impart some measure of coherence into the overall
drift of my arguments by offering the following tentative
generalised model of the 'iconic' structisre of the
articulatory field In Uneda.

The following diagrams represent

the euperirapoaition, along three opposed axes, of th.ra speechHounds, articulatory r.over>ents, and underlying symbolic
dissensions T have been discussing.
Concerning these diagrams I nust stress that there
are plenty of obvious exceptions., plenty of ambiguous cases,
and cases in which the symbolic dimensions nhovn play no
obvious part in tha meaning of the segrent or word containing
th« speech-Round in question,

But T would_ clain that many

of the isost * fundartental 1 vrorda In the language (words for
roan, woman , kinship terras, words for spatial dimensions,
tree-parts., body-parts and so on) are covered by the theory,
if only partially in nany Instances.

Given the necessity

of such qualifications, -what rationale can be discerned in
the third diagram setting out the symbolic dintensions
superior/inferior, central/lateral and restraint/absence of
restraint in opposition to one another a" the basic dimensions
of the conceptual system?

T would armie that all three

I)

SPEECH

SOUNDS

voiceless
bi-labials

o,u

front
vowels
II)

voiced
bi-labials
olar
stops

ARTICULATORY

velar
stops

MOVEMENTS
back
vowels

restraint.

absence
restrain
superior

III) SYMBOLIC
DIMENSIONS
central
lateral, peripheral

inferior
Fig. 6 0 .

Phonological, Articulatory,_and__Syrabolic dimensions.
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relatn back to an essential characteristic of the Utnerta
conceptual system, narely, its 'organic' basis;

I.e. the

..act that it is the* outcome of a sedirrsemted awareness of
the nature of organ5.c structures and prooesnes,-

the

structure of the body, its orientation in space, and the
structure that it irtpoaoa on space;

the structure of

biological objects, trees particularly;

and finally the

'organic' structure of social units, which, definable as
an array of role relationships fannino out frotr the central
ego (categorised as 'above' 'below' 'in-croup' 'cut-group')
are the fraro« within which the individual drama (the
developmental cycle 'repressed bachelor 1 -^ 'autonoroup
adult r-alc') is played out.

The dimensions included define

th« essential characteristics of organises as structwres-inprocess,- and are in consequence*, I vould argue, fundamental
to any consideration of th© Urreda conceptual system.
I would, undoubtedly, be less inclined to offer these
rash assertions were verbal language all I had to <ro on.
Fortunately this is not. the car,©.

In the id-a fertility

rltual» Ur;eda culture has developed a different, non-verbal,
language of ritual rolora and ritual o?-jects with v-'hich to
dramatist v?hat are, essontially, the same cbBesaions.

In

the* ritual dancinc of the cassowaries, the fish, and the redpainted bowr>en, the saise dialogue of natural, bodily, and
social structures is perpetuated, to find its apotheosis In
the reckoner at ion of all three.

i.
-*

APPEMDIX II
THE PUL-TOD MYTH

Pul-tod found a Tat* fruit growing (a wild eucubit,
depicted below) »

He took it and wrapped it in sago- leaves

and left it, while he went off to pound sago.

Later, he

heard the cries of a Kore bird (a bird whose cries indicate
to hunters the presence of gaia®, such a£ possums or
monitor lizards, hidden in the trees). Pul-tod went to
have a look.

Instead of findinq the Tet-fruit as he had

left their., he found a voKian, Tet-agwa.

FIG

TET

They ate sago together, and afterwards they went
to the house*

There they took Areca, betel, and lire®,

and chewed together.

The man eat outside the house (on

the ground) and the woraan sat inside the house.

They

lit a fire (evidently, inaide the house).
Toag-tod, ('elder brother* of Pul-tod) came along,
having followed tha footsteps and the trail of betelspit leading to the house.

He eaidt

'Come, give me fire*.

Tet-agwa (inside the house) passed out a bundle of
dried bark, of a kind which smoulders indefinitely and is
used as a means of keeping fire.

She tied up the bundle

with a strand from her fibre skirt.

But she said that

she had tied up the fire with a vine, keeping her secret.
Toag-tod (divining that the fire is bound up with a
piece of a woinans* skirt) tied the strand round his penis.
It gave him an erection.

He said to Pul-todt

*T have an

erection ... come, let z®e see this wife of yours ...
(seeing her for the first tiiae) a beautiful woman Indeed! *.
He made a suggestion!

*I f ll have her from the front (or

have the front of her) and you can have her frora the rear*.
Later, Pul-tod heard strange noises.

'What are you

doing? 1 he asked.
Toad-tod was making rain-magic.

(Traditional recourse

of sexually frustrated wen). Toag-tod cried out *o-o-o) (the
sound of toads croaking after rain.

The ahoragwa (Toad-

woraen) came up,
Th© first incidents of the myth are here repeated.
Toag-tod offers to exchange a piece of rotten wood for
Tet-agwai

the offer is refused).

." /->
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Later, Pul«-tod spoke to Toag-tod.

'Magawa, a pig

has broken into the sago palm I am working? I will make
a pig trap and see if I can catch It 1 ,

While Pul-tod

was at house, Toag-tod, having taken the guise of a pig,
got caught in the trap and was killed.
have a look at his pig-trap,

Pul-tod went to

men he got inside the trap,

the first thing he saw was Toag-tod's testicles* Pul-tod
shot Toag-tod 1 s testicles.

He called out to his wife,

telling her the pig was dead, and together they cut up the
pig and carried it to the house.

They cut it up small.

Ahoragwa cooked the u?sat with stones*
testicles.

'Why, here ar© roagawa's testicles?' she exclaimed,

Toag-tod came up the road.
come from?

She saw Toag-tod's
where did he

( Querys

Wasn't he supposed to be dead?

Answers

his

blood ran against a ponoe tree (tree with red, blood-like,
gum) and against waba (plantain? leaves).
Ahoragwa showed Toag-tod his testicles.

'Ugh! 1

exclaimed Toag-tod *I feel utterly nauseated! — but
Pul-tod didn't manage to finish roe off altogether ...'.
Toag-tod told Pul-tod that there were plenty of pif
nut ready for collection in the forest.

Together they

went to collect pif, leaving their wives behind, because
of the danger of being attacked.

Toag-tod transformed

himself into a species of liana (pohaimedakra).

Pul-tod,

using the liana, climbed up Into the pif tree.
Pul-tod cracked a branch, which broke away revealing
a napodosunkr (species of marsupial) and an aubuttaike
(another marsupial)*

He called down to Toag-tod to pass

up his bow and arrows, so that he could kill the marsupials.

' •', rl
'I
I

Toag-tod bound up the bow and the arrows and passed then*
up.

Pul-tod unfastened his weapons and shot, first the

napodoaunkir r then the aubutaike.
screauilng,

They fell to the earth,

A hwaraicf (giant tree-python) colled Itself round Pultod, and together they fell to the earth.
Toag-tod.

The hwamig was

On the ground, caise animals of all kindsi

pigs,

bandicoots, marsupials, cassowaries, birds of paradise,
pidgeons etc,, and together they finished Pul-tod off.

Put

his blood ran against a Ponoe and a Waba, and later he
revived.
Toag-tod returned to the house.
whether Pul-tod had come back*

Tet-agwa aaked him

*Magawa is feigning a

pjlsi (septic abscess) and has crone off by himself* was
Toag-tod 1 s lying reply t© this question*
Later, Pul-tod did return. He groaned, and asked to
be laid out beside the fire, since he was very ill.
Ful-tod spoke to Toag-todt

*I have seen a tree with

isany droppings of young cockatoos, parrots, birds of
paradise, hornbill (etc. many species) roundabout — and
when I strike the base of the tree, the young birds look out
at use,

Toiaorrow, let us go and get them'.

They went the next day.

Together, they cut a length

of rattan and slung it over a branch.
up, and seated hira»el£ on a branch,

Pul-tod climbed
Ke drew down the baby

chicks in the nests — the young of cockatoo, bird of
paradise, hornbill etc.
•That's enough, masawa* said Pul-tod, at the top of the

-f n
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tree.

•l 1 !! cowe down now 1 .

Toag-tod laughed baekt

* Be for®, you shot pse!

You

cut me up and cooked me with stones ... Now I 1 UK going
home and I»m going to "cat* your wife ... with this! 1
(brandishing penis).
(Toag-tod left Pul-tod stranded in the tree).
com* up yet?' asked Tet-agwa when Toagtod got home.
*I decided to come first 1 replied he,
snake was weaving a net-bag at the base
of the tree in which Pul-tod was stranded.

Pul-tod* s tears

dropped down frorc on high (w-w-w-ba ... w-w-w-ba!) .

Sh«? (the

snake) looked up, and saw that a ir>an was there, in the tree.
The snake asked Pul-tod what he had been doin at
throwing down young birds* he replied*
said the snake.
pitpit.

*I was

*You wait there 1

She brought hira cooked sago and roasted

*Stay there, and I will go and talk to the other

(animals) '.
Pigs, cassowaries, gouria pigeons etc., came and
collected at the baaie of the tree.

Two pidgeons (lub) put

on the pktek bones and the pedaguh gourds used in ritual
dancing.
down.

'Ga!

ga!

gaj* — they tried to lift Pul-tod

They were afraid —- they put hin do%m again.

the other birds tried, likewise, ^tfchout succ ess.

Then
Finally,

two wadwa (stitall, dark-plumaged pigeons) decided to try.
They burnt ewa bananas, and with the soot they blackened
themselves.
dancing.

They put on pigbones and penis-gourds, as for

They tried to lift Pul-tod up.

get hire up (* that's good 1 ).

They managed to

They carried hits to the earth ..
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ga!

ga!

ga!

went their dancing gourds.

Pul-tod cleaned and tidied himself up.

The agwodie

snake cut his hair and cooked it with hota (ficua ap.?>
leaves.

Pul-tod end the animals made a meal of the hair

and the hota-leaves, which they ate with sago.

The

animals told Pul-tod that from henceforth his food was to
be tree—grubs (tinamos) , fish, pit-pit, muehrootns and
suchlike (i.e. that game animals, ganse-birds etc., were
tabooad to him an food).
Eventually Pul-tod got horse.

'Where have you been? 1

asked hie wife.
'I stopped over with ssy mothers' brothers 1 he replied,
lying.
*****
Pul-tod and Toag-tod made ready to go hunting.
brushed their dogs with magical ko leaves.

They

Then they left

for the bush.
Toag-tod took the shape of a pig,
sight of him.
its back.

The dogs caught

The pigs* black bristles stood erect on

f Don*t uhoot me, roagawal * cried the pig, and

Pul-tod realised it was not a real pig at all, and held
his fire.

Later, Toag-tod cane back up th® path,

f l decided

to take nay tirae on the road* he said to Pul-tod, concealing
his recent activities.
Later, the dogs started a real pig.

Toag-tod and

Pul-tod released their arrows simultaneously, and the pig
was killed.

Toag-tod claimed the pier as his own kill*
is mine and Ahoragwa's 1 he said,

'this pig

'It's not yours, it's mine'

GE0
'My dog was the first to see it, so it

Pul-tod retorted.

belongs to me and Tet-agwa 1 .
•it's still rr.ine'.

'Not at all* said Toag-tod,

Toag-tod stole Pul-tod'a pig.

He

picked up his dog and left.
(The informant glosses this incident as followss
Pul-tod*s pig — the one stolen by Toag-tod, was an
ofct« subove. a *red« pig, while Toag-tod's pig — i.e.
the one he manifested hints elf aa, waa an okte pediki t
* 'black 1 pig),
*****
Back in eairtp, Tet-agwa took lime (attf). She stuffed
the liftte into Ahoragwa's body orifices* She stuffed it into
one eye, then the other eye* then into Ahoragwa's vulva,
Ahoragwa was killed by this*
Ahcragwa in her bark-blanket.

She bound up the dead
The shouts of the returning

hunters could be heard as they cane up the road.
yingraj — the cry of successful pig-killers).
'Ahoragwa!

Cot«e hereJ' cried out Toag-tod.

(Yingra!
'Here's

your pig's belly, here's your pig's flanks!' (female portions)
'Mey, where are you! Get the fire ready?' He went into
the house and saw her recumbent fona.
and started to beat her.

He took a stick

'What's wp with my wife?* he

Toag-tod started piling stones on his wife (glugla-glu). He called out to Pul-tod» 'aaagawa - coise larej'
Pul-tod came and piled evada (white yams) ©n Ahoragwe's >x>dy.
shouted,

Pul-tod took a bow and arrow, and Toaftod took up an axe.
Toag-tod attacked Ahoragwat 'GrrlnaJ' his axe rang out,
striking the stones on her body.

'Twopj*

(the sound of

Pul-tod's arrow piercing the yarn© he had piled instead of

(T)
<£

•tones) 'grrlna* —•twopo* — '^ESliSS* 'twoo*.
tod's axe broke.

He fell down, unconscious.

Toag-tod wept for his dead wife.
Pal-tods

Toag-

But he said to

•Ahoragwa is your wife — my wife is Tet-agwa*.
*****

Yoacr-tod went hunting, meaning to kill a »an (i.e.
Pul-tod).

Instead he shot a wild banana plant (kus).

He gave the war-cry of a successful homicide, and when he
got home he blew the huf-truispets to signal a kill.
'Let IKC raake love to you now 1 ,

He said to Tet-agwai

*No, Pul-tod*s smell hangs about the place* replied T©tagwa.

Toga-tod went out again, again shooting not a man,

but a wild banana.

Tet-agwa put excrement in place of the

cooked sago, and the dried meat, she covered the beds with
excrenent, and the road, and she filled the house with
excrement, likewise*

She climbed up a reada tree and hid.

Toag-tod caipe up the road, singinci
•I shot Ahoraqwana*® eye
•I shot Pul-tod's eye
'I shot Tet-aqwa's eye
1 1 shot lay own eye ...
•WA-DUDUS

WA-UUUUJ

Tet-agwa had stuck cassowary-bons daggers and pigbone spoons in the ground,

^h&n Toag-tod repeated his

previous demands ('let we sleep with you now*) th© bones
replied 'Yes, you can coi^e inside* ... Toatj-to<3 entered
the house.

Once inside, he saw th© excrement everywhere —
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gone?'

where*a she

-

He started out to look for her.

Where*s she gone? 1

The earth shook.

Shit!

ShitI

*Yal!

and no Tet-agwa.

A great wind atom up, bringing a

storm, thunder and rain.

The waters rose,

Toag-tod went

to his agnates| looking for Tet-agwa, and to hi« Mother*s
brother's, all to no avail.

He wandered about, searching.

Suddenly he heard the sound of betel-juice falling from
on high (f-f-f-ba!) —> from the pada tree.

Re turned feis

eyes upwards — and caught sight of Tet-agwa*s vulva
overhead.
exclaimed.
up here*.

*So you weren't so far afield after all!' he
'I belong to you* aaid Tet-agwa *you can con»e
Toag-tod took a length of rattan and slung it
He struggled up, bit by bit, but just

over the branch.

at the last inowent he lost his grip on the branch and
fell to the ground (f~f-f-btfc*J).
*Ya{

My (poor) neck!

he complained.

My backside, my shoulders!*

"Just you wait there — I*m going to get

the other (iaen) *.
The ssen made a frame about the base of the roada tree
and started cutting It down.

Finally it tilted sideways

and fell with a great crash.

But Tet-agwa escaped to a

palra growing by Rial water (ens version says she
her escape by turning into a gourla pigeon).
The raen went back to the village.
as a result of which great storm arose.
up from the ground.
*****

They wade cmgic
The waters welled
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NOTE

At this point, with Pul-tod presumed dead, and
Tet-agwa in hiding, the first 'cycle 1 of the Pul-tod myth
closes.

The second text translated below introduces new

characters and themes, particularly the two girls, Way«
and Abwia. Unfortun at«ly there is ambiguity, as between
two versions of the myth I record-ad as to whether the
"Father-figure* in subsequent episodes, i.e. the character
who rebuilds Pul-tod from fragments is Toag-tod, as one
version states, or Hone (alias Naimotod) ae another version
states. Perhaps it doesn't matter all that mien. Wythtellers tend to identify both these characters in terms of
their ff^thig role sickly as Awgitia-tod (aysittia-rao» 'n*yth')
indifferently*

Though when discussing the sociological

opposition of edtodna and agwatgdnja the Toag— tod/Nalmo-tod
distinction is sharply drawn. In what follows, I translate
a text in which Hone is given th® role of Pul-tod's surrogate
'father', though it should be noted that other versions
accredit Toag-tod hiisaelf in this role.
.,, The two children of None were sitting at hosse.
They heard the distant sound of a lirabum palm falling in the
bush.

None told waye and Abwle to go and fetch the useful

spathes frets the palm, which they did,
fallen t© the groun d,

She got up, and put on a new skirt.

'I'll eowe with you', she said,
children asked,

'who are you?' the Kone~

'I'm Tet-aowa' she replied 'and who are you?'

'we are Waye and M>wie* they anseared.
together*

Tet-agwa had

They raoved off

Pul-tod's bones were still in Tet-agwa's net-bag.
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they got back home, the two children hid Tet-agwa.
*Father, look who we have brought back* they said, 'look
'Well, bring her out to i«e f said their

there she is!»
father.

They brought her out,

'Well, w«ll, well ... that's very nice! 1 (e-e~e- saap!)
he said when he saw her.
None told his children and Tet-agw® to go and build a
T©t-agwa left her net-bag behind,
A peculiar smell arose frota It and caught Hone's attention.
'What can that be? 1 he wondered, n® searched the net-bags.

dam to catch fish.

First he looked inside Waye*«, then Abwle's, end finally
he looked Inside Tst-aqwa 1 ® net.hag. There he found
Pul-tod's bones.
None took some hota leaves, lie took the bones out of
Tet-acswa's net bag and arranged them on the ground. He
took a barafooo blade and scraped them clean. The adhering
flash he put with the hota leaves. He cooked the bonea and
blew the marrov? out. He stretched th® sinews and
straightened out the backbone. First he fixed on the head,
then he put th« arms on one by one, and the legs, and the
belly, and the jaw. He knocked the teeth Into position
(gl-c?i»gi"-gl ...), fixed on the nose, and put th« eyes In
He put the penis on, and the testicle®, and
the pubic hair, the beard, the fingernails, toenaila, and

one by one.

ears, and head hair.
He blew into one ear, and then blew into the other ear.
He spat betel juice onto Pul-tod*a body, and onto his legs ...
KSWAAl

KSWAA!

AHYOOS

Pul-tod rose up raakincr angry noises.

*You can't

6 ^>& r<0
behave like that 1 protested None — 'I was the one that
made youj

i put you together raynelf'J

None broke Pul-tod's big toe, and he quietened down.
$one put Pul-tod inside th« house, and put the firetoners in there with him,

Tet~agwa, Waye and Abwie came

back from their fishing expedition.
the stones (to rsake sago jelly).

They lit a fire to heat

Tet-agwa asked where the

firetongs were, since she needed the® to manipulate the
hot stones.

"Go and look for them inside tho house 1 said

None to Tat-agwa, *I left them in there*.
Once inside the dark house, Tet-a^wa inadvertently
touched Pul-tod,

*$ho are you? 1 sha ejcclaii»®d.

your bines were still in ray net-bagJ *
outside the house i

*l thought

?*one aat theus all down

Tet—agwa was r.nde to sit facing Pul-tod,

Waye and Abwi© on either side of him, slightly to the rear.
(The implication being that Waye and Abvie are to be married
to Pul—tod, whil© None and Tet-agwa are in a parental-cuw
affinal relation to him).
None spoke to Pul-tods

'Go and hunt gairse for rae to eat*,

Pul-tod brought back a pig that he had killed.
have it, Tet-agwa, I don't want it* said None.

'You

The sarae

happened when Pul-tod brought back a gouria pigeon ... 'You
have it, Tet-agwa .,,' Jtod so on.
Finally, Pul-tod shot a small boy, a Sowanda called
Sola (bojk* anus/vtilvn).

'Tiii-eJ' — That's better! said

None, who immediately started eating the body.

He ate an

an», he «te the other aris, he ate the legs, th® breast, the
belly * • * Pul-tod reason str a ted with him for eating so
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voeaciously.

'cut it up first with n basfooo knife' (the

normal butchering procadur®)*

'Oh, it's not too big'
(i.e. without

replied Hone 'It's alright to «at like this*.
cutting the meat up prop«rly).

fhe relatives of Bola easse, culling out for the lost
child,
Bola cried out frost insifl© Stone'e belly, and this
*I told you

Sowaud«» were able to true* hiis by th® sound.
not to ®at Bola ^hole' said Pul-tod.
nearer,

A-UtTO-A!

A-UUtJ-Aj *, their cries rano out.

Hone took a shot at thero*
gave chase*
arrows,

The Sowamlas came
The Eowandas

His arrows isissed.

The £owan<!as caught

STone and shot hiia with

tola apoke fro» Inside tone's b«lly *I*w in here,

in the middle 1 *

Tho fiowandas got hold of a digging stick.

they broke Hone's btxly open, and took Bola out.
* * » * *

Th© family of None cut sago and pounded it while Hone
hiws@lf went hunting*

H« ®hot a pig, but all h® brought

back was the fore!fe^» 'Father «•- is this all there is?'
asked the daughters* "Fh« r*st has be«n taken already* he
replied* falsely * *wy cross-cousins, my watrikin — th«y
hav@ eaten it up already'.
went hunting*

Davm cam«s t and owe «ore he

H« shot e pig — but only brought back the

rear leg* and one© raorc he folais©d his relatives for th® prior
consumption of th® rest.

They stayed ther«t,

pounding sago.

At rundown, h« once again w«nt off hunting, but this time
the two daughters followed him.

They saw him shoot and kill
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The

a pig, which he hid on a high platform (toatie).

daughters told their rather what they had seen. 'Wait' said
the nother.

(Nones*s wife, that Is to say;

h«r«elf, hut BOISQ othar).

not Tet-agwa

At sundown the mother and her

daughters went to a pig's wallowing place in the forest,
where they covered themelv es with mud.

They crept up

surreptitiously.

They sav the man coraing, hut without

his freeing them.

(The nether put a pig's tusk ornamnt

in her nose).

When ho carwj close they attacked him.

hraj — the mother gruntad like an angry pig.
disrserafoered him,

Bra!

They

They smashed him up...

The roan's blood ran over a yajba plant and tho trunk
of a pono« tree, and he revived.

The raothtsr Meanwhile took

the pig that he had hidden and cut it up and cooked it,
They all washed the raud frosa off their bodies.

The man

(revived) caste back to carap, coioplain.'l-ng of a headaches and
painful joints,

'Oh, I thought you were dead', said the

H&other.

2!one spoke to his daughters*
lice from your hair'.

'Cor>e, let sne pick the

Re searched for lice on the head of

tli© younger daughter, then on the head of the elder, and
finally he looked for lice in the hair of the mother herself.
(I!<3 found traces of the mud in which they had wallowed behind
their ears).
Hone proposed that they go to the forest to collect
edible fruits.

The two daughters asked to go too

but their

'ather said that there was too much danger of their being
killed by th« Walsa, and that they must stay behind,

'I will

c~. o
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go with your mother -- you stay her® 1 he said.
the two set off.

Next day,

The man told his wife to stay undet the

tree while he climbed into it to shake the fruit bearing
branches.

The roan elin&ed up carryfrig a heavy stone.

He dropped it on her from above, killing her.
down.

He clirabed

'Right!' he said,'you tried to behave as a Y.aw8~tod

(lit. 'anger-man').

(i.e. you thought you would kill pse ...).

He came hoise again.

'Where is Mother? 1

asked the

two children.
'She's staying with her own people' he replied, lying.
The two decided to go and look for her.

'You stay

here 1 they saidj ('now where can he have put her?').
They went to their mother's brothers' place.
she was not

But

there, nor could they find out where she was.

They walked about, secretly.

Gal

Ga!

They heard their

father shaping a stone in the forest (perhaps — to kill
them, though this passage is un clear).
lianas and spied on hiss froir, above.

They climbed up

They aaw that their

inother was dead.
At dawn, the two took up their net-bags and stole
away.
*****
Pul-tod was searching for water-lizards (taigo) by
the stream.

Suddenly he saw them-

he was alarraad, and in

his fright, he jurrsped into the net-bag of the younger sister.
She carried him off to the house.
The father asked;

She kept hiis in her net-bag,

'Whose child is that' (thinking that

Pul-tod was a baby, babies being normally kept in net-bags).
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'Oh, I found it la the boughs of n tree' she replied,

lying.
'Who built that house for you? (asked the father:
'Who worked that aago for you?' (He began to suspect
something).
Pul-tod was in the shape of a seven-year old child by
this time.
The sisters decided to burn their father to death.
While he was asleep, they too lighted brands and set fire
to the house.

They burnt him.

ilia screams rang out.

testicles exploded with the heat.

His

He died.

'Now we cook you* said the daughters 'you murdered
our mother'*

*****
Pul-tod grew up.

He felled a sago palm and pounded it.

A bird above caught sight of a female possum and gave a
warning cry.

Pul-tod was alerted.

shot the possum.
arrow in its side.

He climbed up and

The possum fell from the tree with the
Pul-tod found two baby possums,

threw then? down after their isother.

and he

One died, but the

other, which was only wounded, he put into his net-bag and
carried home.

He could not find th© mother possucs.

The elder sister was away collecting tuli£ leaves, the
younger was sitting at house.
She sang a lullaby to the

She took the baby possum.
baby possum:

'¥our father hunts for pigs 'Your father hunts for cassowaries ,..'
(Sasasasaea ..." (the baby possum laughed)„
Pul-tod heard this going on and divined that the younger

sister wanted him to be her man:

but he said 'vie are

siblings, a brother-sister pair 1 (nesai) .
' Tomorrow' said Pul-tod, 'I'm going to look for
h~ firewood' .
up firewood.

Kext day at dawn he started chopping

He sent the daughters to collect the firewood.

Meanwhile he decorated himself;

he put on head oraasaents,

bound hia hair with ribbons and possum- furs, put on his chest
bands and armbands, and perfumed his body.
bloving the ritual huf trumpets.
the forest.

He started

The sound carried into

The younger sister, hearing it as she came

up the road, dropped her load of firewood, and the elder
sister did likewise.

Pul-tod blew the huf (fe-fe-fe-fe ...)

The two sisters tried to catch him, but he was too quick
for them.

They pursued hiia, in vain.

The elder said to the younger:
'I took

'What have you been doing?*

the baby possum 1 replied the younger.

'This baby possum is the cause of the trouble* said
the elder.
She took the baby

possum and dashed it to death.
*****

Agwiba (female mythological heroine and leader of the
all-£@raal@ society) said:

'Tomorrow we will wake the path 1 —

i.e. tojttorrcw the all- female village would hold a ritual,
th« path being tie one which leads into the secret ritual
enclosure.
'Let's go' said th© elder to the younger.
•No, let's wait behind 'said the younger.
The singing of the woraen could be heard at a distance
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as they made the path.
time to cook sago.
water.

They finally finished.

The woiwen went with Agwiba to fetch

The two sisters cam© b*tnd.

the stream and looked into th® water.
red in the water.

It was

They went down to
They saw southing

It was Pul-tod's reflection.

They

looked up and saw him sitting on a branch overhanging
the stream.

The elder asked him who he was.

tod — who are you?'

'I'as Pul-

«w© are the sisters' they replied.

They put Pul-tod in a net-bag and carried him back
to the village.

They ate sago together with fish.

The women, under Agwiba's direction, got ready for
the festival.
had not.

Some had enough food stored up, and some

Agwiba led the procession of woKten, the sisters

came tip behind.

They decorated themselves.

They made

personal ornaments, and put on ritual gear.
They danced.

The younger sister needed to go to urinate.

Agwiba licked up the urine and realised from its sweetness
that the sisters had a man.

She decided to wait.

Mien dawn broke she went to their house.
secretly.

She came up

She collected fish in the stream and cooked sago,

which sh© gav® to Pul-tod.

She told the two sisters 'Your

vulvas are Ilk© rat's vulvas (i.e. too snail) .
the roora where Pul-tod was.
she said.

She went into

'You can have is® first of all 1

He had all the worsen:

the Kede women, the ttoda

women, th® Efid wotsen, the Sinai women, the Klaluroda woisen,
the Udauiada women , the Punda womn, the Sowanda WOHWK
They pulled him up and they pulled him down.
fainted away (or 'died').
*****

Pul-tod
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Agwiba spoke to the 3ago pain®:
** ¥H 3*1 kok bigpela?') (etc.).

'avul-you'.'

(glossed

All of you can have roe;

*ir8t §H5fe' th«i wih, then, avul, then najkebiwe, then bus ...
and when the sag© Is finished, I will take the dogs. I'm
Agwiba, i«n throw you away like rubbish! 1
Swah came up. 'You have ste first 1 cried Agwiba (informant
makes pantomime of Agwiba inciting sjrah to take her from
the rear).

'YURRRAlli:1' (Agwiba's cries of pleasure)

swah is as big aa a Mada (Kwila) tree ...
Swah saids

'Let's go hunting with tho dogs'.

shot a pig, their cries rang out 'wu-u-u—a!'
The jaen came back.

kill' said the wesson).

They

('they've made a

'Where"a the

firewood — why haven't you got any cooking leaves ... why
haven't you got any lianas to tie up the cooking meat? 1
The »en were cross at the laziness of the women and beat theirs.
They slept.
Next day Swah said:

'Let's go hunting*.

they shot a pig and brought it back.

Once more,

Once i«ore, there was

no firewood or leaves etc., to do the cooking with, and once
isore the men beat the woirsen for their laziness.
The next time the ir«en went hunting, Agwiba beat out a
bark blanket.

She finished the blanket and put it on.

She tried to fly with it.
went her bark-cloth wings).

She rose into the air (bwi-bvi-bwi
The woaen followed her examples

son® went high, though those who were heavy with child
flew low.
The cries of Swah were heard, indicating that once more
he bad killed a pig.
was already aloft.

Swah carae up first.

But Agwibagwa

The men tried to knock the women out of
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the air by hitting them with their bowe, hut to no avail.
The woinen had turned Into flying foxes. 'Oh, what has
becoose of our wives?' cried th® ra©n.
their arrows, but they all biased.

They fired off
They put the pig they

had shot aside and walled.
Only male children ware left behind:
girls had gone.

all the little

Two old ladies turned into birds

of

paradise ...
The little boy® were sent to get Areca from, the bush.
The jsnem took up their hunting spears and came behind,
secretly.
into rats.

The boya turned into tree-raarsupials, and
The wen came and loosed their arrows at the

trees, but the boys hid themselves, some in the branches
of th© trees, some in the ground.

The men dug in the

ground and cut the trees down — but they just went else
where, and they were never found.
'Oh those children of ours' cried the Ken •Where are tha children? ... Where are all the children ...?'
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